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,

EAH.LY MAPS OF SCANDINAVIA
AND ICELAND.
SYNOPSIS OF A LECTURE BY EDWARD LYNAM.

T

H E Scandinavian countries were little known to
the world in early times, partly at first because
of the narrow and dangerous entrance to the Baltic
Sea, the Mediterranean of the North, and later because
of the jealous secrecy maintained about them by the
Hanseatic League.
The place which Pytheas of
Marseilles discovered on the north-west coast of Norway
about 330 B.C. and named Thule was called Iceland by
the Irishman Dicuil in 825 A.D., with the result that
for centuries afterwards both Thule and Iceland
appeared as islands on many maps. Ptolemy, in constructing his map about 150 A.D., drew both on
Pytheas and on the information supplied by the
Roman expedition which visited the Cimbric Chersonese (Jutland) in 5 A.D. Apart from Jutland and
the islands, he showed the S. extremity of the Scandinavian peninsula as an island called Skandia, and three
of its tribes, the Gutae, Chaedini and Daukionesprobably the Gotar, Heibnir and Dani. Thule or Tile
he placed on the edge of the world, in 60° N. Lat.
Unfortunately, he put the whole of Scandinavia too far
north, and his mistake was not entirelv corrected for
some 1500 years.
After 800 A.D. Scandinavia began to be better known
through the activities of the Vikings, of Frisian and
English traders, and of Christian missionaries, as well
as through the works of Alfred the Great and Adam of
Bremen. Yet the famous "Anglo-Saxon map" of
circa I 100 is practically useless for those regions. A
map prepared in 1154 for Roger II. of Sicily by Al-
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Edrisi, a Spanish Moor, showed a familiarity with
Scandinavian ports which was probably gained from
intercourse with Normans and Danes at Roger's court.
In Denmark Edrisi shows Slesvik, Horsens, Als,
Tender (at that time a place of importance), and Copenhagen; in Sweden, Lund, Sigtuna and Kalmar, then
three of the most important towns, as well as the Gota
river; in Norway Trondhjem and Oslo. Iceland and
Bornholm are not at all badly placed.
During the 14th century the northern regions were
shown on many charts made by Italians and Catalans,
whose ships and traders were constantly in the English
Channel and the North Sea. They all perpetuated an
error which originated in Adam of Bremen's History
of the Archbishopric of Hamburg,-they showed the
Baltic Sea as lying West-East. Through faulty
observations, they also extended the W. coast of Norway far too much westwards. The map drawn in 1427
for Ptolemy's Geographia was the first which showed
Greenland--eighteen years after Greenland had become
no more than a memory. Its author, Claudius Clavus,
or Claus Claussen Svart, was also a Scandinavian, a
wandering Dane who spent some time at Rome. In
his 1467 revision of the map he brought the peninsula
some degrees southwards, twisted the Baltic into something like its true shape, and added Pillap elania, a
huge mass of land in the Arctic regions, joining Greenland to Russia. But as he was totally ignorant of
topography and unscrupulous to boot, he used the
words of old folk-rhymes for place-names in Greenland
and even in Sweden, and the names of the Runic
characters for places in Iceland. Yet he broke awav
from the time-honoured axiom that the world was surrounded by water, his map of Iceland fixed a type
which survived for a long time, and his map of Scandinavia, as revised bv Nicolaus Germanus and Henricus
Martellus and included In editions of Ptolemv 's

Early Maps of Scandinavia and Iceland.
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Geographia, had a great though misleading influence.
Germanus reduced Clavus's Wild Lappen Lant to a
huge rounded peninsula N. of Norway, which he named
Engronelant and which appeared, together with Greenland, on many later maps.
In 1539 Olaus Magnus, the exiled Archbishop of
Uppsala, published at Rome a Carta Marina which was
by far the best map yet made. It shows both the Gulf
of Bothnia and the Gulf of Finland fairly accurately,
the Danish islands are mapped better and in greater
detail than ever before, and there is a host of new places
and names. Olaus moved Clavus's Greenland northwards, but because they had appeared in Ptolemy's
atlas he did not dare to omit Engronelant and Thule, the
latter with a legend. This island has .10,000 inhabitants
and more, But his Iceland is better than that of
Clavus, The names Terra nobilium. for Halogaland
(moved out to the island of Vikten) and via Montanarum for the old track from Trondhjem into Jemteland, which had been used by Arn ljot .Gelline and St.
Olaf, recall the Heimskringla. Among the many
delightful engravings on the map there is a good one
of the Dannevirke. This was the last of the unscientific
maps of Scandinavia. Like that of Clavus, it owed
much to Italian inspiration. By the beginning of the
roth century Flemish ships had taken the place of
Italian in northern waters, and the publication of books
of sailing-directions in Flanders, which began about
1532, led in time to the compilation of the large
maritime atlases which made the Netherlands the great
factory of charts for sailors of all nations. In 1543 a
Dutch pilot, Cornelis Anthoniszoon, published an
original chart of Scandinavian waters and countries.
the Caerie van Oostlant, which for configuration and
relative accuracy of placing was very good indeed. It
illustrates the general superiority of 16th century charts
over land-maps, due partlv to greater care in taking
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observations, partly to greater facilities for taking them.
Anthoniszoon erred in putting everything about one
degree too far north and in copying the westward
extension of Norway and the N.N .W. run of the west
coast of Jutland from the Italians. His map was soon
taken up by publishers, and was the unacknowledged
source of many important maps, including several by
Mercator and Ortelius. The lecture concluded with
an account of the fateful mistake committed by the
Dutchman Joris Carolus in his map of Greenland of
1626, when he placed the old Eastern Settlement of the
Norsemen on the east instead of the south-west coast.
This mistake was copied by map-makers for two centuries, and caused the failure of many expeditions to
east Greenland. Lantern-slides of twenty-five maps
were shown.
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ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN
SCANDINAVIANS AND FRISIANS
IN EARLY TIMES.l
By

PROFESSOR

DR.

ELlS \V AI>STEIN.

(Read April r jth , 1932),

T

H E Early F r i s ian s, who dwelt in the lands
bordering the eastern shores of the North Sea,
with their principal concentration in the area known
subsequently as the Netherlands, were for several centuries (i.e., from about 500 to about goo A.D.) the foremost of the West Germanic sea far i n g and t r a di n g peoples:
That the Frisians had been able to attain to this leading position was essentially due to the circumstance that
at a very early date they had come into contact with
the Rom a n s, from whom they had learnt a great
deal. At a date some years preceding the birth of
Christ they had become a subject people under Rome,
and their intimate connection with Roman culture continued for many centuries.
In the course of time, however, the Frisians succeeded
in recovering their independence and in expanding their
territory to such an extent, that by about the middle of
the seventh century Frisland embraced the country from
the River Weser in the Xorth to the Swin in the South.
(The Swin or Sinkfal at that date was a small creek in
1 This article consists of a summarized report-with a few recent
complementary additions-of the author's investigations respecting the
relations that existed in early times between Scandinavians and Frisians
and is at the same time a somewhat extended recast of his paper
entitled: Vara forfader och de gamla friserna, published in Historisk
Tidskrift, Stockholm, 1932. As to the said investigations see further:
E. Wadstein, Friserna och forntida handelsvagar i Norden (Kungl,
Vetenskaps- och Virterbetssamhallets Handlingar. 5:te fOljden. Gothenburg, 1921), Norden och Vasteuropa i gamma! tid (Populart vetenskapliga
forelasntngar vid Goteborgs Hogskola, Ny foljd xxii., Stockholm, 1925).
and also the author's other papers that are cited in the foot-notes on
the following pages.
! Cfr. W. Vogel, Geschichte der deutscben Seeschiffahrt, I., p. 74.
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Northern .Flanders; in later times it became silted up).
The principal town in Frisland was Do r {- s tad, situated at a point in the course of the Rhine where it
branches into two arms. In the eighth and ninth centuries Dorestad was one of the principal trading towns
in Western Europe.
The preaching of Christianity began in Frisland as
early as the close of the seventh century, and the conversion of the whole population would alJpear to have
been accomplished in the course of about one hundred
years.
Frisland, however, was not destined long to enjoy a
peaceful development in a state of independence, for
the country, after a protracted but finally unsuccessful
defensive struggle, was incorporated as a whole into
the Frankish Empire by the Emperor Charlemagne.
That change, however, in the status of the country does
not seem to have had any restrictive influence on
Frisian trade, which indeed appears rather to have
extended and increased as a consequence of the country's
incorporation into the wide Frankish dominions. In
the records of the eighth and ninth centuries the references to Frisian trade become gradually more numerous.
The principal basis of the trade done by the Frisians
was the skins and the wool which they had to dispose
of in large quantity as a product of the cattle-breeding
and sheep-rearing that they carried on in the fertile
marsh-lands of which their country so largely consisted. The wool they produced they made up into
woollen c lot h, that was one of the staple commodities
in which they traded. l\1 ant 1e s, made from such
cloth and often dyed in bright or gaudy colours, won
high estimation far and wide. We are told that Charlemagne himself on one occasion had some of those
mantles sent as a present to the famous Haroun al
Raschid, Kaliph of Bagdad. Another domestic product
in which the Frisian did a large trade was sal t.

Relations between Scandinavians and Frisians,
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Moreover, as time went on they began to trade in
articles of other kinds, whereby their dealings became
more and more extensive. Indeed there is reason to
believe that an important part of the trading that had
sprung up along the Rhine waterway by degrees fell
into the hands of Frisians, a supposition which is corroborated by the circumstance that there are known to
have been considerable groups of Frisians who settled in
the course of the ninth century in a number of towns on
the banks of the Rhine. Thanks to the geographical
situation of their country, the Frisians also became intermediaries on an increasing scale for the expanding and
important trade that had established itself between the
districts bordering the Rhine and England.' In those
days the English, who were afterwards destined to
become such a great maritime nation, were handicapped
by a shortage of ships and sailors. So much was that
the case, that the fleet, for instance, that King Alfred
the Great fitted out to resist the invasion of the Danish
vikings, was to a considerable extent manned by
Frisians.
The sea voyages undertaken by the Frisians, also took
a northerly direction. In those waters there were no
maritime and commercial routes, already established by
the Romans, and so the Frisians had to open them up
for themselves. On those coasts there were no oldestablished towns surrounded by walls, where the
traders might store their goods, and so new towns had
to be founded. That Frisians had some part in the
foundation of Bremen is quite certain. It is also very
probable that they had a hand in the establishing of
Hamburg and certain other ancient towns on the Elbe."
s Respecting the long-standina and undoubtedly very intimate relations
that existed between England and Frisland, see E. Wadstein, On the
Origin of the English (Kung!. Humanistiska Vetenskaps-Samfundets i
Uppsala Skrifter :34:14, Uppsala, 1927), p. 33 et seq.
• For further details on the ancient history of Frisland see the lit.
cited in Wadstein, Norden och Vasteuropa, etc., p. 167 ff and J. H
Holwerda, Nederland's vroegste geschiedenis (1925) and P. C. J. A.
Boeles, Friesland tot de elfde eeuw (1927).
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The Frisians also extended their trading expeditions
to Sea n din a v i a: What they were after there were,
among other things, furs; at a very early date furs were
already being sent by the ancestors of the Swedes as
far as to Rome, as witnesses a statement by Jordanes,
dating from the sixth century" Anskar, the "apostle
of the North," on his first missionary journey in the
earlier part of the ninth century passed through Dorestad, the capital of Frisland, and from there went on to
the southern borders of Denmark. On that journey
Anskar undoubtedly followed a customary trading-route.
In the vicinity of the said Danish borders, on the Slefirth, there was situated the Danish trading centre of
Sleswick or Hedeby, as the Danes themselves called
it. That Hedeby-Sleswick at an early date was in communication with Frisland, is obvious from the statement
of Rimbert, the biographer of Anskar, to the effect that
there were Christians in that town who had been baptised in Dorestad. Certain circumstances also indicate
that Frisian traders had a hand in the foundation of
the Danish emporium. It is even very probable that
Sleswick, the foreign name of this town, is of Frisian
origin and contains in its second syllable Fris. wik,
" place, town," a loan-word from Lat. »icus, that, e.g.,
still survives in Wijk te Dwursiede, a later name for
the Frisian town Dorestad,'
The Frisians, who were such skilful navigators, did
did not stop short at Hedeby-Sleswick. That Frisians
as early as the first part of the ninth century had got
into the "'ay of proceeding into the Baltic Sea we may
see from an episode narrated in Anskar 's biography,
which proves that there were even Frisian w i v e s to
be found among the inhabitants of Birka. Birka was
5 cr. K. Stjerna, Historisk Tidskrift for Skaneland Iii., p. 208 et seq.
• Jordanes, de origine actibusque Getarum, Lib. iii., Cap. xxi.
7 cr. on the names Hedeby, Slestuick , E. Wadstein Fornvannen 193 2
p. 226 II. and lit. cited there.
"
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the earliest town established in Sweden; it was situated
on the island in Lake Malaren, now known as Biorlui.
The fact that there were Frisians living in Birka has its
counterpart in the existence of the groups of Frisian
settlers in the trading-towns on the banks of the Rhine,
as related above. To this very day there exists a
reminiscence of the ancient Frisians' sojourn in Bjorko,
viz., in K u g g h.amn. "cog-haven,
the name of a
creek at the place, where Birka stood in olden times.
The first part of this name is Fris. kog, which appears
in Scandinavian languages in the forms kog(ge) and
kugg-, and denotes a sort of vessel used by the Frisians.
It is very likely that it was Frisian merchants who
caused a special j uri s die t ion to be established in
the trading-place Birka; that happened very probably
for the sake of protecting and regulating the trade of
the place. This may be inferred from the very name
Birka.
One is prompted at the first glance to assume that
the names Birka and Bjorko are derived from the name
of a tree, viz., Mod. Swed. bjor]: "birch." This is
the more tempting as there is actually a fine birch wood
in the island of Bjorko. This wood, however, is of
comparatively recent origin, for a survey of Bjorko
dating from the middle of the eighteenth century' contains the information that at this time there was no wood
of deciduous trees on the island. The present nameform Bjorko too is of a comparatively late origin; it is
a transformation of an earlier Biirhi), due to analogy
form Mod. Swed. bior]: "birch"; Barko had itself
arisen out of the old form Birhii.
Instead of having any connection with the tree-name'
II

8 See G. Boding, Charta Ofwer Biorck on uti Malaren . . . Afrnat t i
Julii ock Aug. 1747 (in Stockholms lans lantrnateri kontor) ; cfr E.
Wad stein, Namn och Byg d, 12, p. 137.
9 The opinion that Biarkb, '" form occurring in Old Swedish alongside
Birko ; Byrk» and containing the word biark , earlier "berk- "birch,"
represents the original form of the name has been put forward by E.
Wessen, Namn och Bygd II, p. 135 ff., 13, p. 39 ff. W. has, however, him-
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it is most probable that Birka embodies the word birk,
which still survives in Danish in the sense of '" district
under asp e cia I j uri s d i c t ion"; in Old Danish
this word signified specifically lito w n jurisdictiondistrict." The original sense of this birk may very well
be
j uri s d i c t ion," a sense that appears to be
present in O. Dan. bicerke-rcei,
right to have a
special jurisdiction."
The same birk in varying
forms (birh-, he'rk-, bicerh-, etc.) is embodied in old
Scandinavian denominations for tow n-laws, Now this
birk is obviously connected with the M. Dutch word
berec, which is met with in a border-land of ancient
Frisia (Flanders), and signifies
j uri s die t ion."
M. Dutch berec , just as the cognate and (partly) synonymous M. Dutch be-rechi, contains the prefix bewhich had a collateral form bi-; alongside be-rec there
thus existed a form bi-rec . After the syncope of the e
in the second syllable had taken place these "bi-rec :
herci; would present the actual Scandinavian forms
birk: berk-, As the prefix bi-, be- did not originally
exist in the Scandinavian languages, Scand. birk:
berh- cannot be native words corresponding to the said
"bi-rec : be-rec, but birk: berk- may very well be borrowed from those \Vest Germanic forms. The Scandinavian birk also agrees with the M. Dutch berec in
haying the same neuter gender. Thus the name Birka,
a latinised Birh-o (Swed , 0 = island), may very well mean
II

II

10

II

self produced a weighty argument aga ins t this opinion by an investigation of his upon Swedish compound place-names containing the said
*berk- .. birch," for that investigation showed (see op. cit. I I . p. 159)
that·· place-names compounded with' birch' . . . have. . the form
birki-," from which we deduce that the regular Old Swedish compound,
formed from .. birch" and 0, would be * Birki-ii, not Biark-o, Biarko
"birch-island " is, t~us, pro~ed not to be an original. form. The original
form of the name IS certainly represented by Rimbert's Birka (Old
Swedish Birko) which is several centuries older than the form Biarko ;
the occurrence of the form Biarho is easily accounted for as being a
transformation of Bii ki», due to analogy from biark .. birch."
10 Cf: O. Swed. lairhsasrha, properly" jurisdiction," but also" jurisdictiondistrict" and Germ. Weichbild (from wlk .. town," lat. vlcus) in the oldest
records" town-j urisdicticn ,' but later also "town-district."
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an island that constitutes a birk (a district having special
jurisdiction) and go back to the ancient Frisians."
But even if the name Birka were not of Frisian origin,
as it most probably is, the fact that Frisians were living
in Birka and that inhabitants of that town visited Frisland and were christianized there, is of itself sufficient
to make it evident, that in the earlier part of the ninth
century the relations between Birka and Frisland had
already become very close and intimate."
These relations between Frisland and the country of
the ancient Swedes did not cease with the destruction of
Birka, that probably came to pass about the year 1000.
In S i g tun a, the town that succeeded Birka as the
trading-centre of the country, we find Frisians as it
would seem co-operating intimately with Swedes. This
is rendered obvious by the inscriptions on two runic
stones in Sigtuna that date from the eleventh century,
for they say that the stones were set up by "the guildbrethren of the Frisians." Thus there existed in Sigtuna a Frisian mercantile guild;" The names occurring
in the inscriptions indicate, that the said guild must have
had both Swedish and Frisian members. Probably
in Sigtuna, as in Birka, there were Frisians who were
settled in the town.
Frisians, moreover, certainly -made their way to other
places in the North besides Birka and Sigtuna, especi11 As to this derivation of Birka and Bjorko see E. Wadstein, Namn
och Bygd, 1914. p. 92 ff.• 1924. p. 127 ff, and 1926 p. I if; d. the fact
that the names of the towns that alongside Birka are the oldest in
Scandinavia, viz , 51eswick and Ribs, also undoubtedly contain foreign
words (Lat. vicus "place, town" and-according to a derivation,
suggested by Dr. G. Schulte that appears to be a very likely oneLat. ripa "shore") which constitutes evidence of persons from outside
Sc~ndinavia having been instrumental in the foundation of the towns
in question.
12 The intercourse between Birka and Frisland is also illustrated by old
finds in Birka that show close agreement with similar ones in Dorestad ,
see T. J. Arne, Hallands hernbygdsforenings skr iftserie I. p. J7 ff. and
J. H. Holwerda, Dorestad en onze vroegste middeleuwen, p. 64 ff.
IS See O. von Friesen, Ur Sigtunas aldsta historia. Ell frisiskt handelsgille i Sigtuna pit 1000 talet (Vpplands Fornminnesforenings tidskrift,
vi., p. I I et seq.), see also op. cit., vii., p. 364 ff,
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ally to places where articles that they were desirous of
securing could be acquired by direct means. There are
several trading-places that bear a similar name to Birka
or actually the same name." At those places, too,
special j uri s die t ion a I regulations had most probably been set up," and it is very possible that Frisians
may have taken part in the foundation of such places
and in bestowing names upon them. Among these
places the following are especially noteworthy: Birh.o
at the most northern point of the Gulf of Bothnia,
Berh ey (or Biarkoy) in North-Norway, two trade centres
in the Lapp territories which constituted very profitable
hunting-grounds, and Berko in the innerrr.ost part of
the Gulf of Finland, which was an important haltingplace on the trading route between Birka and Russia.
c\ testimony to the Frisians having penetrated to Russia
i'i afforded by the fact that the name of an old R ussian
token coin, which in itself properly speaking signified
a species of fur, came to be used as a coin-name in Frisland." For other names: Birko, Bjork», etc., which
probably also denoted early trading-route halting-places,
see Map." The situation of those places give
In Uppsala U niv e raitet s arsskrift, 1910, p. 26 f.
Cf. that the Norwegian B i ark e y i a r ret t r was also applied to
trade in other places than towns (see Norges Gamle Love, udg, ved
P: 312).
R. Keyser og P. A. Munch,
16 See E. Wadstein, Ett vittnesbord om gammal frisisk forbindelse med
Rysaland (in Festskrift til Hjalmar Falk , Oslo, 1927, p. 289 ff.).
According to T. C, H. Kruse the Dane Rorit: who long held parts of
Frisland as a fief is identical with Rurik, the founder of the Russian
empire, see N. T. Belaiew, Saga-Book of the Viking Society, X., p. 290 ff.
B. agreeing with this view, suggests (ibid, p. 293 ff., cf. also the latter
author, Jouro. of.the Brit. Archreol. Assoc. xxx vri., part ii .• p. 207) that
the name of RUrik's people, the RIIS, Rhos, is derived from Fris- in Frisa
" Frisians" which, as he thinks, when pronounced by Finnish mouths
became" Res or Ros," But the irlentification of the" Frisian" Rank
and the Russian Rurik is rendered incredible by the mere circumstance
that the latter is stated as beiog still liviog in Frisland in 863 and 873.
Moreover as regards the suggested development of Fres- into Ros the
change of vowel has not been accounted for in any satisfactory way .
.17 ~~sides the places with the na11?e Sirko on the map there was a
Birkt) In Halland probably on the river Nissan or on some one of its
aftluents, see E. Wesse~, Nam~ och Bygd I I . p. 155 f. This Sirko may
have been an earlv tradmg-stalton on the route to Finnheden an extensive
hunting-area in South-Western Smaland ,
'

11See H. Schuck, Birka,
1$
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incidentally an indication of the directions of the
trading-routes in the lands of the North that were connected with Frisland also (see Map).
The trading ~onnections between Frisland and the
Scandinavian North were not, as one might have

Ancient Trading Routes in the Lands of the North. (Copied from
E. Wadstein, Norden o&h Vdsteuropa i gammal tid, p. J04 et seq.)

expected, intercepted during the Viking Age. The seafaring traders of olden times were daring and stalwart
people, always ready to protect their goods by force of
arms. Cases occurred where traders would behave just
like the vikings did, and contrariwise that vikings would
pursue trading on peaceful lines in the countries into
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which they made their raids." That trading to the lands
of the North was kept up during the Viking Age is
obvious from several passages in early documents.
The close relations between Scandinavians and
Frisians were not restricted to such as took place on the
visits of Frisian traders to the North. Relations of
various kinds were also established on the occasion of
visits to Frisland paid by Scandinavians. As is well
known, Scandinavians in olden times not only for hostile but also for peaceful purposes not unfrequently
found their way to Frisland.

*

*

*

The early and protracted relations between the Frisian
trading-people and the Scandinavians involved, as a
matter of course, that a considerable number of articles
and ideas that had previously been unknown in the
North were introduced there, and that, at the same time,
also the F r i s ian n arne s for these articles and ideas
made their way into Scandinavia. Hence among the
West Germanic loa n-w 0 r d s of the Scandinavian Ian.
guages there are undoubtedly a great many-formerly
assumed to have come in from German or Englishwhich were derived from F r i s ian.
To enable us to detect these Frisian loan-words there
exists an important his tor i c a I criterion that has
hitherto been neglected, while in respect to certain words
guidance is afforded by linguistic peculiarities.
l8lt is possible that" viking," O. Eng!. Wicillg" sea-robber" is a formation of wik "town," and originally had the sense of "inhabitant of a
town," d. O. Engl., Eoforuiicingas (" inhabitants of Eofor-unc ") thal
contains this will. This formation rnav have acquired the sense 01
"robber" because armed and daring trad e r s, who went by tbe name 01
w,cillgas on account of tbeir being residents of a w,k " town," in olden
times not infreque,:,tly preferred to take goods by force and robbery
rather tban to acquire them by purcbase. The word "viking" was in
fact. current in England before tbe so called Viking Age. See E. Wadstein, Le mot viking (in M~langes Vis!ng, Gothenburg and Paris 19 2 5
p, 3~1 ff.). Tbe word found Its way also It~to the Slavonic languages. Accordmg. tc? K. Knutsson, Zur Etymo!ogle von Slav. v i t e dz b (Kungl
Humanlsttska. Velenskapssamfundets I Lund I1rsberallelse 1929-1930, II
p. 18) tbe earhest sense of the word to be traced in Slavonic is " knight.
nobleman." This sense may very well have been developed out of the
sense "(armed) trader," but hardly out of the sense" robber, pirate."
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The said historical criterion is the following. The relations between the Frisians and the Scandinavians having been firmly established and having developed into a
considerable degree of intimacy at a date pre c e din g
the time at which any German or English influence of
importance can possibly have been brought to bear upon
the peoples of the North, it is to be inferred that the
F r i s ian s have introduced, at least in some parts of
the North, those W est Germanic words that are names
for such articles and ideas as they brought with them
thither in the period during which they had no other
West Germanic competitors in Scandinavia or for
articles and matters that the Scandinavians who went to
Frisland in those early days got to know in that country.
I propose now to enumerate some such loan-words
in the Scandinavian languages as may be set down as
having been adopted from Frisian on the strength
either of this above-mentioned historical criterion or of
some linguistic peculiarity present also in Frisian.
To begin with I call attention to some n aut i c a I
terms designating things that the Frisians no doubt
brought with them to the North early on and in some
cases on the occasion of their first visits there. First of
all I take O.W. Scand. kugg-, O. Swed. hogge, O.
Dan." hog, later Dan. hogge, h.ugge : O. Fris. hog
(Dutch hog, hogge) "a kind of ship or boat." That
the Frisians used "cogs" on their visits to Birka is
obvious from the name Kugg-hamn cited above, p. 9 ;
cf. the fact that on some of the oldest Scandinavian coins
dating- from as early as the ninth century there are to
be found reproductions of Dorestad-coins on which is
to be seen a short ship with high bulwarks and with
its stem and stern both rising high, obviously a cog."
20

190. Dan. = "Gammeldansk i videre Forstand," J. BrondumNielsen, Gammeldansk Gram. § r ,
20 See W. Vogel in Hoops' Reallexikon IV. p. 122.
21 See P. Hauberg, Myntforhold og Udmyntninger i Danmark indtil
II46, Tab. 1. 4,5, 6 and d. p. 106.
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--These "cogs" were no doubt furnished wid
an c h 0 r s which the Frisians must have learnt how tr
use from the Romans at a very early date. Hence O. W
Scand. ahhere, O. Swed , anhare, O. Dan. ahliarce, Dan
anher : O. Fris, anher, "anchor," was no doubt ar
earl r word to be adopted by the languages of the X orth
brought thither by the Frisians, possibly on occasior
of their first visits there. An anchor was at any ran
made use of by Scandinavians at a date as early as abou
800, for an iron anchor was found in the Oseberg-ship.'
The occurrence of the forms akkere, ahharce, with kl
in place of nk, which is due to a Scandinavian sound.
development, indicates that Scandinavians made use no
only of the article anchor but also of its foreign name
in the Viking age ," The Frisians themselves hac
obtained the word from the Latin (originally Greek
anchora.-A nautical term which was for a time the onlj
Frisian loan-word in the Scandinavian languages thai
was recognized as such, is the O.\\!. Scand. bolin,
Swed. bdh(ll) (developed out of bakn), Dan. bagn (alsc
< bakn) corresponding to O. Fris. biilien. (Engl
beacon). The vowel -form of the word was originally
llll as
is shown by the corresponding O.H. Germ
oouhhan. and O. Engl. beacoll. The ground for the
conclusion that the Scandinavian forms \\ ith a have
come from Frisian is that Frisian is the only Old Ger·
manic language in which the diphthong au is shown tc
have developed into s:"
I now pass on to deal with loan-words connected with
t r a d e. As one of the principal Frisian trading articles
was c lot h (see above, p. 6), it is no more than mighi
See Bregger-Falk-Shetelig, Osebergfund et I. p. 3 19.
As to the date of the assimilation Ilk to kk see A. Noreen, Altnord
Gram. I', 9266 and J. Brendum-Nielsen , Gammelda. Gram.:<, p. 30 f.
2·1 According to E. Root h. Niederdeutsche Studien, Festschrift
" flll
Prof. C. Borchling (1932) the development all into ii also occurred in Ole
Saxon.
This requires ,cur.ther confirmation more especially by the
adducing of examples to indicate the same development in Saxon place
names.
2'

28
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Ie expected that the Frisian name of that article should
lave left traces in Scandinavia. The forms in the
;candinavian languages that correspond to O. Fris.
lith, .. cloth," are O.W. Scand. klcd5e, O. Swed.
:liepe and O. Dan. hlcethe . The ce of these forms canlot be of Scandinavian origin, as the original Germanic
·owel-form was ai (d. M.H. Germ. kleit, O. Engl.
lap) which in native Scandinavian words developed
n O.\V. Scandinavian into ei, in O. Swedish and O.
)anish into e, and not into ie. The ie of the Scandiiavian forms therefore was undoubtedly due to O. Fris.
ileth. (pronounced klieth). In Old Frisian there was
.lso a form with an a: klath, "cloth"; this ii, too,
.ppears in the Scandinavian North, viz., in Lappish
a5l'le « *klap-) .. cloth."-Another word of a similar
.ense that has also a vowel indicating Frisian origin,
riz. ii in place of an earlier au, is the O. Swed. skiit,
ater skat, "a kind of cloth, a piece of a garment." This
:oincides with O. Fris. *skat, a form corresponding to
). Eng!. sceai « *skaut) " a piece of cloth" and O.W.
Scand. shaui, " hem of a garment, square piece of cloth,
:tc." zs_As has been pointed out above (page 6) the
nan tie s sold by the Frisians were highly esteemed
ar and wide. The name for this article of dothin~:
.i.vv. Scand. mottol- « *mantul-l, O. Swed.
nantel, O. Dan. miettel « *mcentel-), Mod. Dan.
nan tel, "mantle" (kind of cloak) that corresponds
o O. Fris, mantel, m entei (originally a Latin
vord) was certainly introduced into the :"Jorth by
;risic:ns at the same time as the article itself. That the
.ord was to be found in Scandinavia in the Viking Age
s shown by the assimilation of ni to It in motiol-,
nceti.e], which took place at the period mentioned."
-The simplest and perhaps the commonest way of
25 See .E;. Liden in Festskrift tillagnad Hugo Pipping, Halsingfors, 19 2 4•
. 323.
26 Se" A. Noreen, Altnord. Gram.
I.. § 266, J. Brendurn.Nie'sen
-ammelda. Gram., ~, p. 30 f.
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making such mantles was to cut the cloth into square
pieces, which were wrapped round the body and thus
served as a kind of cloak. The Old Frisian word for
" cut (cloth, etc.)" was shreda, The e in this verb was
evolved from it by i-mutation; this it goes back to au,
as is shown by the corresponding forms O. Engl. screadian, "pare, cut off," and from O.H. Germ. scroiasi (both
developed out of *skrau'i5-). O. Swed. shrcedh.a, Norw.
Dial. sltrceda and Dan. (now obsolete) shrcede, "cut,
etc," coincide with the said O. Fris. shreda "cut
(cloth)," and have most probably been introduced in
connection with the importation of Frisian cloth. These
forms cannot be original Scandinavian, for if so,
they would have the vowel 0, not a?
A substantive
formed from this foreign skreda, skrcedha is O. Norw.
skreddere, O. Swed. skrc dare , skra?d(d)are, O. Dan.
shredder, "tailor," properly" cutter" (d. tailor, also
properly "cutter It). As there can hardly have existed
any professional tailors in Scandinavia until some part
of the Middle Ages had passed by, the Scand. skrced(d)ar e, etc., was probably introduced later than the
verb.-A loan-word which certainly also was introduced
in connection with the Frisian trade is the O. Xorw. lest,
"a measure for a ship's burden, a certain weight,"
O. Swed., O. Dan. lcest with a similar sense. This word
coincides with O. Fris. hlesi, "a last, onus" (initial h
is dropped before I in OvNorwegian, O. Swedish and O.
Danish) and is mentioned in connection w ith Frisians
in the old townlaw of Sleswick ," The same word also
spread from the Frisians to their southern neighbours;
thus, it is met with in O. French lest, "sort de mesure
pour les solides," and has survived in modern French
in the sense of "ballast." 28_An instrument that was
no doubt used by the old Frisians for the trans'7 See Stesvigs Gamle Sta-isret §30 (Starlsretler udz , ved P. G. Thorsen,
p. II) .. Frysones . . pro !(1JS! sal is xii.. denarios."
28 See W. Meyer-Lubke, Roman. Etymo!. Worrerb, 49 2 2 •
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portation of trading articles on land is a vehicle
called in late Latin carra, in O.\\'. Scand. herra, O.
Swed. kerra, hcerra, O. Dan. herra, The form with e
(ze) in place of a being otherwise only known from
Middle Dutch, i.e, from dialects spoken in districts
formerly Frisian, the Scandinavian word most probably came from that quarter. The
kerra" was perhaps used for the first time in the North when the
Frisians began to carry their boat-loads of trading
articles over land between the X orth Sea and the Slefirth.-Another word that has a connection with Frisian
trade is the O. Swed. (Runic) hiliar, i .e .• gildaT, guildbrethren." The word occurs on two rune-stones, which
show that in the eleventh century there was a Frisian
guild-no doubt of tradesmen-in Sigtuna (see above,
p. II' Thus the guild.:.institution was first introduced
into Sweden, and probably also into other parts of
Scandinavia, by Frisians. Consequently it may be confidentlv assumed that such words as O. Swed. alderman,
O. Dan. aldcermaw (: O. Fris. aldirmon, from -man),
guild-master," and O.Swed. gimldbrodher (: O.Fris.
ieldbrother), "guild-brother," came in at the same
time.
As has been pointed out above, there are circumstances tending to show that the Frisians had a hand
in the foundations of the first Scandinavian tow n s.
In connection with the establishment of these towns
several foreign words are likely to have been introduced
into Scandinavian. Such words are the following:
0.\\'. Scand. tl11£T-. O. Swed, m.ii r, Dan. mItT:
O. Fris. mUTe (.\1i. Dutch niu urv,
\vall," originally
from Latin m urus . The oldest parts of the walls of
Hedebv were built in a way similar to those of Dorestad."~Jn O.W. Scand. pal-, O. Swed , pa/(e), Swed ,
Dial. pal, Dan. pce],
pale, pile," the variant vowels
correspond to a: e in the old Frisian synonym paz.
II

II

II

II

II

'9

Cf, E. Wadstein, Fornviinnen, 1932, p. 242 and lit. cited there":
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pel (that has come from Latin palus, "stake, pale "),
which indicates that the Scandinavian forms (at least
the e, (e- form) came from Frisian. The word was
probably introduced as early as when Birka was in
existence. Remains of a row of ancient pales standing
upright in the lake were found there; these pales seem
to have formed a kind of palisade, intended to prevent
hostile ships from getting to the shore.-O.W. Scand.
sirceie, O. Swed. striete, O. Dan. siriete, that entirely
coincides with O. Fris. sirete, "(paved) road, street"
(originally from Latin strata, "strewed, paved "), may
also very well have come from Frisian (and not from
the O.Eng!. monosyllable striPt); in Hedeby thus excavation work has laid bare a piece of paved road." As
stated above, the forms berk-, biark-, etc., which are
met with in early Scandinavian names of tow n-laws,
came most probably from the Frisian language. That
is also the case with the word -kyre, -kere, etc., in the
Scandinavian name of a tow n-reeve, viz ,, O.\Y. Scand.
giald-kyre, -here , O. Swed. gia!l-kyre, -licerce, O. Dan.
ga!l-kyrce, -luerce . It is obvious that -h yre, -kere is a
foreign word, firstly from the secondary form -kere, of
which no satisfactory explanation is afforded by Scandinavian sound-laws, and secondly from the fact that the
cognate native Scandinavian words do not present any
senses coinciding with those of -h y re, -he re in gialdkyre, -he rc. The functions of this town-reeve consisted
in collecting dues and fines (0. Scand. giald bears the
sense" payment, fine "). and in general in ad min i st e r in g the I a w in a town-area. Now Old Frisian
contained both these forms -kyre and -kere, the latter
developed out of the former in accordance with a
normal Frisian sound-change, and in l\liddle Dutch, i.e,
a language spoken by people living on Frisian soil,
the corresponding word kore, keure (properly =" choice,
election ") also carries the sense of "a person elected
.0

See F. Knorr in Schleswig, Heirnatbuch , I., P'.3I, Abb,

II •.
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(to a task), a board of persons, to whom the ad min i st rat ion 0 f I a win a tow n has been entrusted," 31
that is to say it has significations similar to those of
Scand. giald-kyre, -kere .
As the corresponding
O. Eng1. eyre only signifies "choice, will," and Mi.
Low Germ. hore, kiire does not show any parallel form
with an e in the first syllable, there seems to be every
justification for concluding that the Scandinavian word
in question was derived from Frisian.
In Hedeby and Birka there were in the ninth century
people who were c h r i s t ian i zed in Dorestad.
These people, of course, got to know at any rate a few
of the words belonging to C h r i s t ian nom e n c I at u r e, such as O. Fris. hristen : O. Swed. krisien,
O. Dan. crisicen, "Christian,"
O. Fris. prester
(originally from Greek-Latin presbyter): O. Swed.
prcester, O. Dan. prest, "priest," O. Fris. *kir-.
kerh« (originally Greek): O. Swed. kirkia, herhia,
O. Dan. hirkue, "church," O. Fris. wIn: O. Swed.,
O. Dan. wIn, "wine" (that wine came early on to the
North in connection with the holy communion is obvious
from a passage in Anskar's hiography);"
Among other West Germanic loan-words in the Scandinavian languages there are a great many which have
the same form in Frisian as in English or German.
Hence, they may just as likely be of Frisian origin as
of English or German. Such loan-words may in some
cases have come from more than one quarter. Thus
some of them may have been introduced into part of
Scandinavia in the first instance by Frisians who were,
it must be remembered, the first of the ~Test Germanic
peoples who had for a long time been under the influence of South European culture that the Scandinavians
~1 Cf. "Core . . . keure
persoon die men kiest . . . verordening
door eene stad vastgesteld
bet college waaraan de handbaving der
keuren- is opgedragen," Middelnederlandsch Handwoordenboek, bew.
door J. Verdam, p. 307.
32 Rimbert's Vita Anskarii Cap. 20.
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came into any intimate contact with. Later on the same
words may have been introduced into other parts of the
North by Englishmen or Low Germans. As regards loanwords from Old English it is rendered most probable
by historical circumstances that they are more numerous
in West Scandinavian and Danish than in Swedish."
At any rate no appreciable English influence on Scandinavia is likely to have set in previous to the time when
the English and Scandinavians came into a peaceful
contact with each other, which did not take place until
at least a century after Frisian influence began to assert
itself in Scandinavia. And as regards loan-words from
Low German it is to be borne in mind that no influence
of any importance could come from that quarter until
the Low Germans (Saxons) themselves had been more
influenced by South European culture and become, as
the Frisians long before them, a prominent trading
people. Moreover, even after the Germans had in the
twelfth century secured a trading-station of their own
on the Baltic, viz., Lubeck, and had gradually acquired
predominance in the Scandinavian market, the Frisians
still continued trading there. If we take into consideration the long space of time during which the Frisians
were active as traders in Scandinavia-at first without
other West Germanic competitors-we shall realise that
in the course of that time an important part of our older
West Germanic loan-words must most probably have
been introduced by them.
I will now give a few instances of loan-words which
in view of their form may as likely be Frisian in origin
as Low German or English, or which may, at least,
have been first introduced into some districts in the
North by Frisians. :'oJ aut i c a I words: O.\\T. Scand.
bat-, O. Swed. biit-, Dan. baad: O. Fris. *biit (the old
form of Fris. Dial. buat, etc.), "boat"; Swed. siiin,
3S Cf. on English loan-words in Swedish E. Hellquist
Det svenska
ordf orradets Alder oeh ursprung p. 808 ff.
'
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Dan. stejiue« (pronounced steven, now obsolete),
stcevn: O. Fris. sieuene,
stem, prow of a vessel."Trade words: O.W. Scand. penning-, O. Swed.,
O. Dan. pcenning(-): O. Fris. penning (Engl. penny);
O. Swed. pant, O. Dan. pand: O. Fris. pand,
" pledge"; O.W. Scand. toll-, O. Swed. iol, O. Dan.
toln : O. Fris. tolne,
toll" (originally Greek-Latin);
O.\\!. Scand., O. Swed., O. Dan. pund: O. Fris.
pun d, pound" (originally Latin); O. Swed., O. Dan.
wicht, vikt: O. Fris. wicht, "weight"; Swed. fjiirndel
(Old Swed. *fiarndel) : O. Fris. [uirndel, forth part";
O.\V. Scand. sehh-, O. Swed. scehli-, O. Dan. szac :
O. Fris. seck, .. sack" (originally Hebrew-Phenician);
O. Swed. iunna, tonna, tynna, O. Dan. tunne,
tynnce, Norw. Dial. tunna, tynna: O. Fris, tunne,
tonne, Fris. Dial. tam « *tyn-) "tun, cask" (from
late Latin).-Words belonging to C h r is t ian
nomenclature: O.VV. Scand., O. Swed. aliare, O. Dan.
alicerce : O. Fris. aliare,
altar" (originally Latin) j
O.W. Scand., O. Swed., O. Dan. font(-), funt(-):
O. Fris. font, [u ni,
baptismal font" (originally
Latin); O. Swed, klokka. O. Dan. klokke: O. Fris.
klohke,
bell"; O. Swed. missa, mressa, O. Dan.
missce, mcessce: O. Fris. missa, "messa (:VI. Dutch
messes,
mass"; O. Swed., O. Dan. offer: O. Fris.
Offer,
offering" (originally Latin); O. Swed. heelghon, O. Dan. hellugen, h celgh.on , O. Fris. heligon" saints"; O. Swed. sial, suel, O. Dan. sial, Mod.
Dan. sjel'l: O. Fris. *siala: siele,
soul."-O the r
words: O. Swed. fre(a)-dagh-, O. Dan. [re-dag : Fris.
[re-de « .. [rau i-, d. O. Icel. Freyiu-dng-) , "Friday"
(Latin pattern: dies Veneris); O. :'\or\\'. synno-dagh,
O. Swed. s y nnu-dagh-, O. Dan. syn-dagh; Fris.
scen-di « * syn-),
Sunday" (Latin pattern : dies
solis); O.\V. Scand. duh-, Swed. duk-. diih-; O. Dan.
diih ; O. Fris, dol«, dueh,
cloth, etc."; 0.\\'. Scand.
O. Swed. hal. Dan. kaal : Fris. Dial. h81 « *hal.
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II
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originally Latin), O.\V. Scand. skrifa, O. Swed. skriua,
O. Dan. shriuce : O. Fris. skriua, "write" (originally
Latin), O. Swed., O. Dan. blcek : O. Fris. *blek (M.
Dutch blac), "ink"; 0.\\'. Scand. brei, O. Swed.,
O. Dan. brei : O. Fris. bre] " (short) writing" (originally Latin); O.W. Scand. keiel, O. Swed. kcetil, O. Dan.
ltueihel , O. Fris. keiel-, "kettle" (originally Latin);
O.W. Scand., O. Swed. kista, O. Dan. kistce :
O. Fris. kiste, "chest" (originally Greek-Latin); O.
Norw., O. Swed. planka, O. Dan. (latinized) planka :
O. Fris. planhe, "plank" (originally Latin); O.W.
Scand. spegel-, O. Swed. speghil, O. Dan. speghcei :
O. Fris. spegel, "mirror" (originally also Latin)."
Several of the pre fi xes and s u ffi xes in the
Scandinavian languages that have hitherto been considered as being borrowed from Low German may also
have come from Frisian. Such are: b i-, be-, f .i. in O.
Swed. bi-, be-shriua, O. Dan. be-skrive: O. Fris. bi-,
bc-shriua ; O. Swed. bliva, O. Dan. blive; O. Fris, bi-,
b(e)-liva; O. Swed. be-vising, by-visning, O. Dan.
bc-uisnin g : O. Fris. bi-, be-unsin.ge ; O. Swed., O. Dan.
birk, berk < *bi-, be-rec (see above, p. I());- ! 0 r-,
f .i , in O. Swed. [or-dcerua, O. Dan. [or-darroc : O. Fris.
[or-derua ; O. Swed , for-fara, O. Dan. for-lara': O.
Fris. for-fara;- un d- I.i. in O. Swed. und-fa, O. Dan.
«n d-iaa : O. Fris. und-fa; O. Swed , uaul-lio ma, O. Dan.
un.d-hom.me : O. Fris. usul-h.uma ; - -e 1 s eLi. in O.
Swed. vigh-else, O. Dan. uig-else : O. Fris. wig-elsa;
-0. Swed. -s k ce p, -s k ep (see A. Noreen, Altschwed,
Gram. § 4°9, 3, a): O. Fris. r.r. in sel-scep , uiit-scep e ;
84 It is no g-reat cause for wonder that such a large number of Latin
words should have been introduced into Old Frisian seeine that the
Frisians had for many centuries been in direct contact with Roman
culture. As regards the principal centre for Latin loan-words in the Old
Germanic languages d. F. Kluge, Pauls Grundr. 2 T, p. 348: "das
Hauptcentrum ., [dieser Entlehnungen) "war nicht sowohl der Oberrhein . . . als vielmehr der Mitrelrhein . . . und b e s o n d e r s der
N.i e d err he in" (sJ;laced b.y the present author); cf also Th. Frings,
Mitteldeutsche Studien, Beiheft 4, p. 37 (and the authors cited there),
133 If.
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--dan, f'.i. in O.Swed. suia-dan, Mod. Swcd- sd-dan,
O. Dan. swa-dan, sao-dan, saa-den ; Fris. sa-den; O.
Swed. huru-dan-, O. Dan. hure-dan : Fr is. h.u-d.an,"
As certain Frisian loan-words in the Scandinavian
languages indicate our forefathers were influenced by
the Frisians in manifold spheres. Thus the Frisians for
instance taught Scandinavian sailors to secure their vessels by a n c h 0 r s and to mark fairways by b e a con s.
The Frisians too introduced into Scandinavia new
materials for the making of c lot he s and other
articles which till then were unknown there. They were
most probably instrumental in the founding of the first
Scandinavian tow n s. The G u i I d-institution was
introduced into the North by them. The Frisians were
also the first to introduce C h r i s t ian i t y into
Scandinavia.
It is no wonder that the Frisians had so much to
teach the Scandinavians, for they were the first people
with whom our forefathers came into close contact that
had enjoyed for a considerable period of time the advantages of direct influence from Roman culture. In short,
the Frisians were p ion e e r s in enabling Southern
European culture to find its way on a really appreciable
scale into the countries of the North.
as For further details respecting- Frisian loan-words in Scandinavian
languages see E. Wadstein. Fr'iesische Lehnworter irn Nordischen (in
Kung!. Human. Vetensk:s Samf:s i Uppsala Skrift er 2r:3) and Fr isisk a
lanord (in Arkiv fl,r nordisk filologi, titlagasband , 1929). Cf. E.
Hellquist, Det svenska ordforradet, etc., p. 802 ff.

AKI

O!{LUNGATl{AUSTI.
c

By PROFESSOR KEMP MALONE.

N E of the characters in the l>i'Orikssaga is the hero
Aki, brother of Ermanric and lord of a city called
Fritila, er Vceringjar kalla Fridscela (ed. H. Bertelsen,
p. 30). According to Bertelsen (p. 404), this Fritila(borg) was Vercelli .' The saga goes on to say that Aki
had the surname Qrlungatrausti (i.e., • helper of the
Harlungs '). His sons Aki (the younger) and Egar15
were the Harlung brothers, famous in Germanic story.
Boer believed that the elder Aki was an old saga-figure,
and went so far as to say, uiir haben keinen grund, an
der mitteilung, dass er ein bruder Erm.anarichs war,
:311 tnoeileln.'
He was unable, however, to prove a historical relationship, and in consequence his views have
won little favour. In the present paper I will try to
show that Boer had a better case than even he was aware
of, although Aki and Ermanric prove not to be brothers.
Aki and his son Egar5 answer to the Hache and his
son Eckehart of later German story. The name A ki
itself, along with the l>iorikssaga as a whole, came to
:\'orway from Nort h Germany, and once began with
an h (a point on which, strange to relate, the authorities
are" agreed). In this respect at least, then, the extant
High-German form Hache, although later in date thar,
Ahi, more nearly preserves the original name of the hero,
a name which has for its base the Germanic name-element
lianh. > htih:' On the other hand, Hache seems to lack

O

1 Cf. E. C. Werlauff, Sy mbolae ad Geofiraphiam Medii LEvi, ex monunientis
Islandicis (Copenhagen, 1821), pp. 8,18 f., 40.
2 R. C. Boer, Die Sagen von Ermanarick lind Dietrich !'Oll Berti (Halle,
1910), p. 78.
·On this element see E. Forstemann, Altdeutsches Namenbuch 12 (Bonn,
1900), 720 ff.
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the k-suffix present in A hi. It is possible, however, to
derive Hache from a primitive German '* Hahiho if we
suppose early syncope of the medial i (Ill Low-German
soil; d. F. Kluge, Englische Studien XXI. (1895) 447.
On this theory Hache would go back to an earlier HighGerman "Hahho, itself derived from a Low-German
* Hahho . From this same Low-German form the Aki
of the l>i5rihssa,!{a is derivable.
We have seen that Aki in the saga is said to have
been a brother of the Gothic king Ermanric. If now
we turn to the genealogy of the Ostrogothic kings,
as recorded in the Getica of the sixth-century historian
]ordanes, we find only one name with which Hache can
be connected: Achiulf, the name of the father of
Ermanric. If the Achiul] of the record represents an
actual Ostrogothic '* Hachiwulf, then the German Hache
(and so the :-.J orse A ki) may be interpreted as a hypocoristic form of the name of the Gothic prince. Since the
initial h was not infrequently mistreated by Latin and
Greek scribes (as everybody knows), it is quite possible that the Hache (Aki) of Germanic story was
indeed the father of Ermanric. The reading achiul] of
the ]ordanean text (ed. Mommsen, p. 77) is usuallv
emended, however, not to Hachiulf but to Agiulf. Thus.
Schonfeld remarks, das ch ist aus g »er derbt;" But the
codices nowhere else substitute ch for a medial g. and
it seems much sounder textual criticism to presume the
loss of an initial h, one of the commonest of scribal
errors in these as in most Latin :\155.
:\ly reading
Hachiulf may be looked upon as doubtful, however,
for another reason. The Amalung family in their namegiving seem to have paid much heed to the requirements
of alliteration. :\lost of the names begin with a vowel,
and one may therefore prefer Agiul] to Hachiulf in
spite of the far greater violence to the text involved in
4

M. Schonfeld, Wiirterbl/ell der altgerm«"isehen Po sonen-

nameu (Heidelberg, IgII), p. 4·
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the former reading. But many of the names in the genealogy begin with consonants. Thus, if we begin with
Hachiulf and his son Ermanaric, the line of descent
proceeds through Gesimund, Hunimund, Thorismud
and Berimud to Videric. Moreover, of Hachiulf's four
sons, three have names that begin with a vowel, but
Vultvulf's name begins with a consonant. The grandfather of Amal himself, indeed, had a name beginning
with h. One may conclude, then, that the reading
Haehiulf is not inconsistent with the system of namegiving followed by the Arnalung family.
Further support for my connexion of Aki (Hache)
with the father of Ermanric is to be found, I think, in
the Old-English poem Widsith. The Third Thula of
this poem begins (line I 12) with a list of Gothic worthies,
and the first name on the list is Heticasi (acc.sg., answering to a nom. sg. Hec5ca). The name as it stands in
the text can be given no connexion of any kind, and
Chambers accordingly marks this worthy as "unknown."
Here, if anywhere, then, emendation seems
called for. I conceive that in the seventh-century
original text of the poem, with its archaic spelling (traces
of which are preserved in our tenth-century ~IS.,
although for the most part the spelling has been
modernized), the hero's name was spelt hoiehean (ace.
sg.), from primitive English '* Hoh.ican, cognate with
the primitive German '* Hiihiko cited above' At a later
time, some modernizing copyist misread eh as th (an
easy error, of course), and therefore put hoichcan. into
current \\T est Saxon as heocan instead of hehcan, If
my emendation is sound, the Third Thula of TVidsith
began with the name of Hehca, father of Ermanric, the
[H]achiulf of Jordanes and the Hache (Aki) of Continental story. That Hehca was a person of importance
5

• R. W. Chambers, Widsith (Cambridge. IgI2), p. 218 bottom.
6 On the well-known archaic spelling ch for the h of classical Olr!
English, see especially E. Sievers. Ags, Grammatik» (Halle, 18g8).
221, Anm. I and § 222, Anm. 4.
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is indicated by the fact that his name begins the Thula.
My identification of him explains his position, at the
head of the list of names: the father of Ermanric was
most appropriately 'given the most honourable place in
a Thula largely devoted to Gothic kings and heroes.
Again, Aki's surname Qrlungatrausti points to a connexion with the Hehca of lFidsith: in the English
poem Hehca and the Herelingas (i.e., Harlungs) are
mentioned in the same line, and this means that in the
mind of the English poet Hehca and the Herelingas
were associated in some way. This is not the place to
discuss the vexed question of the Harlungs. It will
be enough to say that Aki's antiquity as a member of
the Harlung group cannot be gainsaid if I am right in
identifying him with the Hehca of Widsith.

EARLY NORTHERN NICK-NAMES AND
SURNAMES.
By A. H. SMITH, Ph.D.
(Read March 6th, 1928).

U S T as place-names have always been a source of
interest and curiosity to learned and popular
writers from Bede's days down to the present time, so
personal names have had their charm for writers of all
descriptions. Camden, for example, in his Remaines
concerning Britain treats the subject in an entertaining
and not altogether unscholarly way-he was Clarencieux King of Arms and so had excellent material at his
immediate call.
In more recent times, particularly in the ruth
century, attempts have been made to deal in different
ways with the vast amount of material available. Isaac
Taylor, for example, was one of those whose work on
surnames, if not strictly accurate, proved entertaining,
and by satisfying a very common curiosity he began
the serious study of names. Brewer in his Dictionary
of Phrase and Fable also deals empirically and in a
general way with a good number of names, but his
work, like that of other writers of the period, was
characterised bv a kind of virtuous outlook. His own
name, Brewer, for example, he considered to be derived
invarinblv from Fr. bruyere 'heath' and not from
a.E. b ritoun 'to brew.' As Weeklev says. "Brewer
is occasionally an accommodated form of the Fr. name
Bruyere . . . .• but is usually derived from an occupation which is th e high road to the House of Lords"
(p. li6). The only other work of n general type is
Professor 'Yeeklev's Romance of Sames, which in its
popular treatment loses nothing of the erudition and
sr holarship which mark this author's writings.

J
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The other way in which the subject has been dealt
with is the dictionary method. Bardsley's Dictionarv
of English Surname's (IgOI) was the first important
study by this method-its fame is too wide to warrant
much comment. Bardsley's methods were historical
but at times uncritical. Pullen, for example, he connects with early English pullen 'poultry, whereas his
own early forms le p ulein, etc., must clearly be derived
from OFf. p oulein 'colt.' The chief fault. however,
is in his omissions: a name like Tyas (Ie tyeis) is frequently found in ME in the Latin form Tcuionicus,
which shews that the name is from OFr. le tieis 'the
Teuton or German.' Xl an v names are omitted altogether, so that there was a good deal of justification for
Mr. Harrison's Surnames of the United Kingdom,
which I haw' noticed in the Society'S Year Book (ro r.irg24, p. 64)·
The study of surnames is therefore not a new one.
Bu: then' are man~' problems which remain to be
solved. I propose to deal with some genewl problems
as to the origin of earlier names, and in particular with
the different sources of mediaeval nomenclature in the
north, and to ignore any modern names which are
survivals from the period with which I deal. Roujrhly
speaking, this period corresponds with the ~I .E. period
of the language, from the r rth century to the rsth.
The names I shall deal with are nicknames and surnames. By
- a nickname I mean anv
- word affixed to a
Christian name to express any personal characteristic
of the bearer of that name; bv a surname I mean any
word or name added to a Christian name to denote
occupation. trade. profession. relationship in am' form
to other people, place of abode or haunt, and old nicknames which have become traditional and are handed
down from father to son without reference to the aptI All names are quoted in the nominative form, irrespective of the
forms in the various texts.
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ness of the epithet. As illustrations, I consider names
like John le Rede (Percy 44n), Gilbert Proudfote (130 3
KF) to be nicknames, and names like William Lymebrenner (END 172), 'the lime-burner,' Ricardus le
carpenter (YCh 321), Lamberius medicus (YCh 295),
Rtcardus Nuneman (Percy 472) 'the nun's servant,'
Maud la Vef (Percy 476) 'the widow,' Willelmus
H'ydouson . the widow's son,' or the common name
Tl'hite, I consider as surnames.
THE SOURCES OF NAME :'I'1ATERIAL.

One of the first problems that presents itself, and one
that is not usually dealt with, is that of the type of
name prevalent amongst any class; this is a problem
which must be settled before we can account for the
origin and history of the different methods of nomenclature, and it presents a further problem, as the only
indication of names being used predominantly in any
class of society is in the nature of the documents from
which the material is drawn .' In the north, OE
material of any kind is rare. Domesday Book, which
records the names of the upper landed classes and
tenants, for the north at any rate contains little in the
way of nicknames or surnames. In the rath century
the bulk of the material is drawn from charters and
other deeds by which land was granted to the various
monastic foundations, and ipso facto the names mentioned as grantors are usually those of the landed
classes. The witnesses in these documents usually
correspond in class to the grantors: thus a charter of
Stephen is witnessed by Turstan the Archbishop,
Alexander the Bishop of Lincoln, Nigel bishop of Ely,
Henry the king's nephew, and Robert de Olli (YCh
219) ; one of Alan son of Roald, the constable of Richmond (II80-gl, YCh 269), an important tenant in
Yorkshire, was witnessed by' other great landholders,
J

Apart from such sources as FY, where occupation is stated.
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~icardus abbot of Alnwick, Roald Alan's
~ogerus de Lascelles, Robert de Tanesofre,

son,
and
NiUelmus (duke) of Norfolk. In the 13th century the
nquisitions of various kinds such as Kirkby's Inquest
nd the Feudal Aids bring us also in contact with the
ron-landed classes, or at least with the classes who were
t most little more than small sub-tenants. In the 14th
nd 15th centuries, sources like the local court rolls,
he Poll Tax Returns, Rentals, and lists of Freemen,
leal explicitly with the peasant and labouring classes.
n dealing with the history of surnames in this period,
(l' must, therefore, remember the two important facts,
I) that most of the names recorded in the t rth, r ath,
nd to a certain extent 13th centuries are those of the
mdowning classes, and (2) that between OE and the
4th century there are generally few names which we
an say with certainty belong to the peasant classes.
Ve are reallv faced with this problem: how far are the
easant names of the 14th and 15th centuries a natural
levelopment of the native methods of nomenclature of
)E. how far has Scandinavian influence survived
nd to what extent are these names due to French
nfluence ? It seems natural to suppose that the native
rethods of nomenclature, including Scandinavian
iethods which in the north had already been assirniated by the time of the Norman Conquest, survived to
large extent with the peasant classes throughout the
eriod , But the shifting of status which is always
oing on, the demand for new methods of nomenlature necessitated by increasing population, and the
ievitable imitation of the upper bv the lower classes
-d to the extension to the lower classes of those forms
f naming in vogue with the upper classes in the
enturv following the Norman Conquest.
One' other point which should be borne in mind ill
:mnexion with the earlier sources is that the forms of
urnarnes are frequently Latinized. This is particularly
c
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evident in the case of trade names. Until the 14th
century Smith is extremely rare but its Latin form
Faber (e.g., Whitby passim) is extremely common.
John Mareschalman is also Johannes serviens Marescalli (Cuis 1660, 166n), and Adam Uobbeh na-oe ("'CR
iii. 63) is Adam serviens Dobbe (ib. ,,0, idS). The
common le Fleming (END Percy, etc.) is often Flandrensis (e.g. TValterus Flandrensis, YCh 1.127), and
place-names are sometimes translated: Thomas de
Sextendale (now Thixendale, YER) appears as Thomas
de Sexdecim Valli bus (Riev 28). and Henrie us ad
moram (Guis ii. 426) and Thomas ad cap ud uille (1297
LS.) are curiously reminiscent of the common ME surnames Aiiemore 'at the moor.' and Attetoicnen.d 'at
the town end.'
THE MIDDLE

ENGLISH

PROBLE~[.

I have mentioned increase in population as one of
the factors which have influenced the history of surnames. In the years preceding the Norman Conquest
the population was probably increasing slowly and
steadily, The influx of population during the Viking
Age was long completed, and by this time the English,
Danes and Norwegians had coalesced.
Under such
conditions of gradual increase, naming would offer no
serious difficulty and old methods would generally
suffice. The Norman Conquest, however. brought into
the country a large body of men and there was a relativelv sudden increase in the population.
The fundamental idea of a proper name of any sort
is that it shall distinguish any particular person or
object from an v other which might come under the
same generic name. Theoretically, therefore, every
object or person should have a separate proper name.
Fortunately. the use of proper names is contextual. I
may speak of Tom to one set of friends to-dav and there
is no doubt of the identity of the person ;eferred to.
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To-morrow I may speak to another set of friends about

rom, but in all probability by differences of our associations and the context it is not the same Tom as
to-clay's.' Similarly the personal names needed in any
communities for co'ntextual distinction yary in numb~r
with till' relative isolation of those communities from
one another. Thus, in two isolated communities of
100 people each [00 personal names would suffice for
both, but once the barriers were broken down between
them double the number would be required: The comparative isolation of OF communities demanded only
a simple system of names-hypocoristic names such as
Ella, Henna, or dithernatic names made up of themes
such as Fri'i5u. lac, beorht., anv two of which (a few excepted) could be combined, as in Fri'i5ulac. When, however, the partial isolation of the OE communities \las
more or less destroyed by the introduction of the Feudal
System, and when till' number of people in these old
communities had been suddenlv- swelled by
- the influx
of Normans, new methods of nomenclature had to be
found to meet the demands of the ne w society. It will
be of interest to examine these new methods and to see
how far contributions were made by th.- various social
groups.
THE NEW \IETHons OF :,\(J~lE"CL.\T{JRE.

As already pointed (Jut (supra) the material available for the names of the landed aristocracy is naturally
more prolific than that of the other classes during the
earlier part of the period. In the pre-Conquest period.
too, there is the same disproportion in material. In
OE, of course, the single name, such as Eadmun d,
)'Elfred, Ella. Hud.da, was the usual type in common
use, and there wert- many survivals of it in the 121h
century; second names of am' sort are relatively
I

Cf. O. Jespersen, Philn<ophy of Grammar. 64 ff.
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uncommon in OE. ' But then' was a clear distinction
in OE between the 'kinds of personal name used with
the different classes. Redin," who has investigated the
personal names of late OE in relation to the type of
documents in which they appear, makes this interesting distinction; mouothernatic uncompounded personal
names like Ella. Cretia. Beorhi, wr-re, so far as we can
tell, in common use with the upper classes in early OE,
but in late OE th ev ceased to be used with those
classes. They bad come 'to be looked on as too commonplace or even trivial,' and they were almost
entirely replaced by dithernatic names like Trulfstan.
But in documents relating to the peasant classes, such
as the manumissions of the r rth century, the simple
theme names survived, and no doubt, judging by surnames like Hudson from or HI/d. thev continued in
use with those classes throughout the ~1E period.
So, too, dithematic names such as Uhired and Alvred
survived to some extent amongst the landed classes,
but generally (Ill:' dispossession of the 0 E landed
classes by William and his suppression of the northern
rebellion cleared the wav in the north for an entirely
new class of feudal chiefs.
Tun UPPER CLASSES,

These wert' chiefly men who had accompanied
William from Normandy, and through them several
mr thods of nomenclature were introduced to England.
French surnames were transported bodily into
England by the Xcrman chiefs, and many continued
in use in their families for centuries after. Usuallv
these French surnames belonged to one of three or four
classes, and the most important of these is the class of
surnames derived from place-names. The important
ill' Brus family, for example, came over with the
conqueror, and Robert de Bruis, a tenant in chief in
1 f', appendix, infra,
" Redin, Uncomt-ounded OE t ei s. no nus, ISS ff ,
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1086 (DB, YERj was the first of that name in England;
hi" grandson, we know, was lord of Bruis, now Brix
near Valogne (DB 189n). Hugo de Creissi (1175 YCh
,,59, de Cressi 1190-1220 YCh 5(1) takes his name from
Cressi, Gilebertus de Gaunt (I lSi YCh 354) and his
family take theirs from Ghent, and the de Laci family
from Lassv (Calvados), a hamlet in Normandy. The
Percy family do not derive their name as in the
" pierce-eye" legend. but from one of the places called
Perci in Xormandv (Will' de Perci DB, etc.).
Bertramus de Verdu-n (ft. c. 1100 YCh :t')4) and Ivo de
Vezci (ib) derive their names respectively from Verdun
and Vescio Similar in significance to this class, there
is a second class in which the surnames are noun- or
adjectival formations indicating' the place or district
from which the bearer came. Thus, Thomas Mansel
(1178-81 YCh i16) was an inhabitant of Maine,
Robertus Audeguvcnsis (yeh ,,54) W8S a man of
Anjou, Simon Briton (1IR9-99 yeh i41), or .Sv mon lc
Bret (YCh 802) as he is sometimes called. was a man
from Brittany , The farnilv of le Pciteuin (1196-1210
YCh 1615) or Pictauensis was from Poitevin. Hugo
Sarazin (Reiv 8.+) or in its more usual Latin form as in
Willelmus Sarrace nus (1154 YCh 1559. Henricus
Saracen, 1190-1212 YCh 290), however, does not
belong to this class. It is rather a by-name meaning
, dark like a Saracen.' and belongs to the third class of
French surnames. This class, composed of surnames
which on the continent we-re by-names, is not so extensive. Similar to Sarazin, there is the fairly common
early surname Morel (YCh i4<), etc.), an OFr. diminutive meaning 'of swarthy complexion like a Moor,'
and other diminutive forms include the names of Hugo
Basset (1190-1210 YCh 295) from OFr. bas 'low,'
Willelmus Pet-rel (I lSi YCh .1.'14) from Latin piper
, pepper,' arid similar by-names are found in the names
of Iva T'alebois (YCh 3,')4) 'cut-bush' OFr. Taille-
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bois), and johannes Esturmi (YCh 2<)5, 65~), etc.) . the
stormy oru- ' (OFr. le esturmi). The last class (If
these surnames includes surnames which were originall v Christian names or diminutives of them. The
Ti;un farnilv ((;ilebcrlllS Tisun YCh 354) took its name
from the name Dionisia. Ricardus Turpin (1185-95
YCh S23)-an early Dick Turpin who lived near
Ripon (Y\VR)-(ook his name from one of the French
palladins, the familv of [ord anus Pain (1178-81 YCh
i 16) is frum the continental Paganus, whilst that of
Adam Painel (YCh 6.12, 678) is from Paine I, a diminutive of the same name.
THE FRE:'\CH

I:'\FLuE:\'cE.

The introduction of French surnames of these types
exercised a great influence on the history of English
surnames in two ways. In the first place, it was from
this source that the traditional surname arose. In
early OE times the genealogies she", that the connexion by descent was occasionally expressed by the'
use of alliterative names in a single royal family," but
in OE generally personal names were not in any way
hereditary. \Vith the arrival of the great Xorrnan
barons, however, there is plenty of evidence for the use
of a traditional surname, even where the conru-xion of
a family with its original horne in :\'ormandy is broken.
The Nevilles from Neuville (Rad. !Vuvello YCh l)20.
etc.), the Gaunts, the Lascelles (Giradus de Lacelles
1175-85 YCh 7++. etc.), the Percies and other such
family surnames are plain evidence of the hereditary
surname in thr- centuries fol lowinjr the Conquest.
Usually the name was inherited with the estates. Thus
Randolph Todeni lord of Toeni or Todeni (a vill near the
Seine), left his home at Todeni to a vounsrer
son,. Robert
,
b
de Todeni (DB, YER), whose son was also known as
Berengar de Todeni, even in his father's lifetime. But
1

Cf. R. W. Chamber-s, Lntroductioi 10 Beou-ul], 3 16•
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Randolph's eldest son had estates elsewhere and went
by the name of Wi lliarn de Albini. With the lower
classes it is difficult and in many cases impossible to
determine family relationships, but, so far as can be
ascertained, it was a long time before the idea of a
hereditary surname came into vogue with them.
There is a little evidence for it in the 14th century: for
example, mention is made in the List of Freemen at
York, s.a , 1331, of Ricardus le Sauser (i.e. the salter),
p elier (i .« skinner). filius [ohannis lc Sauser (FY),
where it seems that the son Richard took on his father's
trade-name but not his trade. And in 134i Gilbert
Paumer of :'\l'\vbiggin (Ou) had an uncle called
Richard Pall mer (END 59).
Usually, however, in
this centurv the surname with the lower classes was not
traditionnl : thus in J,~ JO (FY) TT'illelollllls Belle is
mentioned as 1Iw son of Andrea lc taillour ; in J32l) (ib)
Johannes de Thornton ;[s the son of Willelmus
Farman; in J330 ( ib) Johannes de Gisburgh as the son
of Johannes Rotc nh ering: .\s late as 1430 the surname
was not alwavs traditional as in Robcrius de Lynby
filius Thomas [oh n son (FY). In the late 14th and
ryth centuries, however, the idea hall become common,
John Gybso« of Halifax, for example, mentioned in
J,~i() (PT) had a son called TViCiam Gybson, whose
own scm was called John Gybso n. (cf , 1470 Rent 76).
The first influence of French surnames was, therefore,
the ultimate extension to the peasant classes of the idea
of a hereditary surname on the lines of those in vogue
with the landed aristocracy. imrnediatelv
after the
.
:\'orrnan Conquest.
The second influence was the formation amongst the
upper classes of new surnames on the lines of the common French types, and the suggestion of new types of
nomenclature to the peasant classes, especially those
who latr-r became tenants or small landowners. The
commonest of these types was the surname which indi-
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cates connexion with a place, district or country, It
seems natural to suppose that when the need for surnames arose distinction should be made between men
bearing the same christian name by adding the name of
the place they lived in or the name of the land they
owned. In old Scandinavia we find sporadic expression of this notion in such names as *Skoga-H'I'einn 1
'Hreinn of the woodlands,' or Twngu-Oddr 'Oddr
who lived on the spit of land.' In OE in the roth and
t t th centuries names expressing this idea are known:
of the 72 examples of surnames containing place-names
in these centuries 37 are of the type Oswig art 3:" elingtune,' and there is no doubt that this native cet- type of
surname would have developed naturally and prolifically if in the meantime the Norman Conquest had not
provided another similar type. As it is, there are
many examples in :\IE of the native type in such names
as Atteusell, Aiiedene, etc. But documents after the
Conquest down to the 15th century shew a preponderance of the French type (de + place-name) over all
other types, especially amongst small landowners, such
as [ohannes de Ful[ord. (r roo-r a r a YCh 2<)0), Gilbertus
de }[unkegate (ib 287), Johannes de Fountaignes (Percy
213), Thomas de Greneuiod ' (137q PT), to mention
only a few examples. What is of greater importance is
the extension of this form of surname in the rzth century and after to indicate where a man lived or what his
haunts were, as in Rodberius de la Mare (r 1 76-8q)
, Robert of the marsh' (0:'\ man), TFillelmus del Wro
(1370 PT) , William of the nook' (0:'\ vra). Thomas de
la Fenne (Percv 2(2), Adam del Bothe (r3iQ PT),
Johannes del Lunde (qoi FY) , John of the wood' (ON
lundr), Willelmus del Feh.us (Guis ii , r64, 253)
'William of the cattle shed ' (cf. OSwed fa'hus), or
Wolierus del Schippe (1207 LS) , Walter of the ship.' S
A. H. Smith, Place-names of YNR (Cambr. 19 2 8 1.
Appendix, infra .
• cf. Willdmus of Pi Bale (1297 LS) 'of the boat.'
1 V.
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The de- and de la- names formed the bulk of ME surnames in the north, but these did not exhaust the subtypes. The OE (et- surnames still survived, but not
to any extent, in such ME names as Stephanus atte
Gathende (1297 LS 'Stephen who lived at the road
end' ON gata), Thomas Atteappelgarth (1301 LS),
Petrus Attewell (Guis ii. 270), Ricardus and Stephanus
Attesee 1297 LS.) who lived by the sea (YER), Emma
Attelydybate (1315 WCR iii. 91) , Emma who lived by
the swing gate' (OE hlid-geat), Roberius attekirkstiel
de Wistow (1314 FY) at the church path of Wistow,
Adam Attetounhend (1297 LS.). In other cases compounds were effected by the use of different prepositions: thus Jordan Bithcbrohes (IJI5 \\'eR iii. 98)
. by the brooks,' Thomas Ouerth cbel; ("'hitby 448)
. over the stream' (ON bekkr), Robertus in le Wra
(1297 LS) . in the nook' TFillellllus Iin dermod (1299
FY) 'under the wood,' and the interesting hybrid
Surtees (e.g. Willelmus Surteys IISS-7n YCh 572,
Jngleby YNR j Thomas Surieys Percy 193; .Vicholas
Super 'Thesam Riev 106) on the Tees' (OFr. sur +
Tees river).' Lastly, there is a group of surnames
expressing this idea of place which is of independent
growth and echoes a remarkable form of Scandinavian
influence. I refer to names like Xl artin us Oustiby
(1297 LS), Willelmus Estyby (ib), TT'illelmus .Vorthiby
(1285 KI 82), Waltems Uppiby (1303 KF 270),
Johannes Westiby (Percy 154, IS6). These are derived
from ()\."" phrases meaning' William who lived east in
the village' (ON austr-i-by) or ' up in the village,' etc.,
and this must indicate that an Anglo-Scandinavian
dialect was used in east Yorkshire at not a very remote
period.' Usually the Scandinavian preposition i 'in'
is preserved, but in Holderness (YER) the English in
is substituted as in Robertus Oustinby, Waiterus
I

I

Cf. the examples from

i he

list of JEIfric's Festermen in Appendix

infra.
2

Cf. Ekwall in Introduction to the Ploce-Nnme Surer:

92.
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Sorthinby. Rogerus :"'lfthinby. Alicia I 'ppinby, etc.
(1297 LS). It is interesting to note that out of about
30 examples of this type only two have de inserted,
obviously in error.
Generally speaking, in all these surnames the various
prepositions began to drop in the 14th century and were
in total disuse by the i yth. The loss of the preposition
indicates that new names were not being formed from
place-names, and as one would expect the period when
prepositions were falling into disuse corresponds to the
period when the traditional surname was coming into
\,0glll' with all classes.
The new noun and adjectival formations were not so
frequent, but a few such as those in Radulfus Ie
Franceis (I I 75-()5 yeh 1121) 'the Frenchman,' Gilkil1US le FlemyinK I (1292 FY) or the Latinized Waltcrus
Flan drensis (1159-70 YCh 1527) . the Flemish man,'
and Henricu s lc Scot (1298-1300 E:'\D 78, etc.) became
\'ery common. More interesting but less frequent in
the North are the surnames of Stephan;/s le Tl'alays
(Riev 240) or W'illelmus le Tl'alche (IJIO FY) . the
Welshman.' Adam. Lenglais (Guis ii. :141) 'the
Englishman.' Galfridus Ie Centh (1175-:)0 YCh 815)
, the man from Kent.' and Willetmus Xorthcman (1301
LS) -an interesting survival of the OE name for a
Norwegian.
So far, as regards the methods of nomenclature, I
have dealt with the surnames of the old Norman aristocracy and its later influence on the names used by
small landowners and tenants, and to a small degree
the peasant classes.
THE TRADING CLASSES.

With the middle classes, occupation of any sort
suggested a class of surnames which became one ~ of the
commonest ;\TE types. From the church \\T have such
1

Gilki» is a Flemish per s. narne : d. also Heuricus Due ienia» 1I354 FY).
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common names as those of Esteven le Chapleyn (Percy
474). [oh.annes FTCr (ib 173) 'the Friar,' Gilbertus
clericus (YCh 1:->76), 'the clergyman,' and john dictus
le M onl: (E:\D 17R). and from learned occupations we
have ll'illellllus Ie Gramair' (11<)6-1210 YCh 1615)
'the grammarian.' Wille lm.us Paedogo gu s (Ricv)
• the teacher,' Ramdf scriptor (1190-1200 YCh 618),
• the scribe , <Inti n'iliam Ie Latimer (Guis i. 122) 'the
interpreter' (lit. the Lati ner or Latin scholar).
From occupations connected with the manufacture,
the sale. or serving of food, w« have the common
Wil/elmus Ie Bakesler (1297 LS) or Henricus Ie Bakere
(Percy .187), Rog crus Ie Pescur (Riev 404) 'the fisherman.' Petrus Ie Curer (Guis ii. q.o). From john Ie
Bocher (13'.) \\TR iii . .12) and Galiridus le l' II Iter
(1277 FY) you could buy food and it would be cooked
by a man called le keu or Cocus 'the cook' (1283 FYj
El'\D 130, 1.+.'). etc.). Connected with the beer trade,
we haw [oh an ne s lc Aleman (130.1 KF 26..j.) , Alan us
and Hugo Bermanin u s ; (12 YCh 306), and Wiilelraus
Briwerr (\Vhitbv ISR). whilst the innkeeper was
variously known as Ricardus Lost or le Host (1170-80
YCh 7.19. cf. ib. ii. p. R5 n), Henricus le Taverner
(Guis ii. 265-6 or Eorardus Herbergur (Riev 22) 'the
lodging-house keeper' (:\1E herbergour).
The bulk of this class is, however, composed of
names indicatiru; trades. These are so numerous that
only a fe", examples are given. The common trades,
such as those of the blacksmith. the metal worker or
the woodworker an' referred to in such surnames as
those of Hugo Faber (1277 FY)-the usual early form
of Smith (e.g. Roger Smyth I285 KI 177), and its
derivati ves such as Adam Arusmyth. (137() PT), Robert
Sch.ersm.yth (END 120) . the maker of shears.' and
Willelmus lc Oricure (Percv -1,73) 'the goldsmith'; of
woodworke-rs one notes Ricardus le car-pen l c r (1195I21S YCh ,)21). Willelmlls Ie (,ou1'1'er (1206 FY) and
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Martinus le iurwur (117o-RS YCh 827). :\Iore specialised trades are indicated in the names of Henricus le
Goldebeter (Percv 209) and Ricardus Ledebaiter (1379
PT) 'beaters of metal,' Ro derus le wirdragher (1313
FY) 'the wire drawer,' and Ricardus le reuetier "the
riveter' (ib).
Rob erius le Bellegeter (I283 FY) was
a bell maker of York pIE bellegeter), whilst Hugo
Biller (Percy 2(9) and Henricus le schether (J302 FY)
respectivelv made 'bill-hooks' and 'sheathes.' Connected with the building trade were Ricardus le mason
(Riev 379) and Walter Ie Ty;;hler (Whitby 5) 'the
tiler.'
Leather went through the hands of Guy the
Skinner (END 37), Girardo Ie Tanur (YCh 1010), to
Henricus le Sadeler (Percy 416), Arthur suior (END
2 I) 'the shoemaker,' and Roger le Gaunter (END 23)
. the g'loye maker.' Cloth in its manufacture passed
the hands of Adam Webster (Percy 332) . the weaver,'
Thomas le H'alker (Guis ii. 176) and Bartholomes»
Fuller (END 2 I, etc.) both 'tramplers on cloth,' and
Hugo Liiester (1320 FY) . the dyer,' to Herbert le
Tailleur (Riev 281), Robert le Mercere (1285 KI 19St
and Johannes le hatter (130S FY).
J n the agricultural field the commonest occupations
were those of minding the livestock, and the men so
engaged wr-r« designated in one of three ways, by a
trade name composed of the animal name, and
(I) ME hirde 'keeper, protector' as in Alan CO'1L·hird
(J285 KI J75), Nicholaus le no uiehird. (1290 FY)-an
interesting substitution of ON naut for the commoner
OE neat 'cattle,' Johannes Schephird (1379 PT),.
Johannes le lFethirhirde and Adam Yowehirde (J297
LS) who tended sheep. wethers and ewes respectively.
and Johannes le Gaythirde (130J LS) 'the goat herd'
(ON ;;ed); (2) :\IE man as in Thomas le Paliravman.
(Guis ii. 170), Walter Siedeman (ib. 210) . the 'steed
man,' and Robert Schep mas: (END J If) 'the sheep
man'; and (1) ?lIE knave as in William lc Horselinove
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(13 13 \VCR iii ..+4) and Adam Calveknave (1,301 LS).
There wen', of course, many other agricultural occupations which gave rise to surnames, such as those of
Nicholaus lc Karter (Guis ii. 440). Johannes Waynman
(12<)7 LS) • the wagon man.' Ran ul] le Tyller (Guis ii ,
26S). .Llanus del Ploghe (Riev , 413) 'Alan of the
plough.' Robertus Plogmaystre (1297 LS) 'master of
the plou~hs,' and Johannes le Mawer (ib.) 'the mower.'
The parks were looked after by Johannes lc Parker
(Percy .,70), the forests by Radulfus le Forester (1307
FY) or A Ian W odman (E:'\ f) 77), the warren by
Ricardus le warner (1.118 FY). whilst the pinfold or
pound was in the charge of He nricus le Pin dere (Percy
TP).

Then- is also a large class of surnames of this type
used of those who wandered from place to place.
1Y'illel n:us le Jlessanger (Percy 259). Mauriciu« le
couraour (1293 FY) and Adam SllIlCiI£S (Riev 382)
were messengers, Rob erius peregrinus (1180-go YCh
(23) and Willelmus le Palmer (Guis ii. 231, 264) were
pilgrims. whilst the sea was traversed by Herbertus Ie
Sayllur (1Igl-12IO YCh .1og) 'the sailor' and John
Seman (END 161) 'the sea-man.'
Entertainers, too, had their surnames: Robertus le
.HlIrpour (1316 Vill .154) played the harp, Thomas le
I' itheler or Fytteler the fiddle, and Adam le Crowder
(I.) 16 WCR iii. 137) the croud or fiddle.
As already pointed out (supra), these trade and occupational designations tended to become hereditary in
the 15th century. There can be little doubt that the
idea of the traditional surname was due in a large
measure to the model provided by the fashion in vogue
with the upper classes, but one should not overlook the
fact that the son would often follow the father's occupation and so automatically take his surname. After
the 15th century new formations of surnames from
trades and occupations became rn re ,
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THE PE,\Si\:\T CLASSES.

It is difficult always to preserve the class distinction
I have made: man y of the surnames dealt with were
undoubtedly held b;' the peasant classes. But they, as
a class, made important contributions to the types of
surname used in the :\IE period. Their special contributions include patronymics, simple personal names
used as surnames and nicknames, such as Thomas
[onesson. (Halm Du 112) Ricardus Grim (1207 LS), and
H'illelmus StandlwprYKht (HalmDu 23).
The origin of these types is open to speculation, but
an examination seems to shew that there has been a
good deal of Scandinavian influence. In late OE.
patronymic derivatives in -in.g , such as n'llifric Cllfing
(BCS 652) 'Wulfric the son of Cufa,' were not
unknown, I but they were rapidly passing into disuse.
Personal names used as surnames are also found occasionally in late OE as in Godwine Bvrhicel (KeD
1,,22), whilst nicknames such as Eadgyo SU'Qnneshals
(DB) . Edith of the swan neck' hegan to appear. In
OFr. patronymics of the Fitzroi (' son of the king')
type are found and a number of nickname-s as Blancfront occur, but French influence. <IS we should expect,
seems hardlv to han' affected the names of the peasant
classes. In north of England. however, nicknames
and pat ronvrnics in -son are relatively of much greater
frequency than in other parts of the country. and it is
certainly more than a coincidence that patronymic
formations with -SOil and by-names are extremely common in O~ (cf , Lind. Binamn and Bjorkman, Nord.
Person en namell im En.glan d TH7 ff). as for example
0;\1 Olair Beig« . Olaf the wise old man,' ~o'1gils
Skaroi • Thorkill of the hare-lip,' Gunnlallgr 0'1m5tunKll • Gunnlaug with the serpent's tongue,' and
Olafr Try;;gvason "Olaf the son of Tr~'ggvi,' etc.
Just as in Scandinavia a man's hv-name might enter
1

Cf , appendix infr«
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into a place named after him, so we find northern
English place-names containing ON by-names. Such
are Bellerbv . farm of Belgr' (i.e. • the wise old
man '), Scarborough, which according to Kormaks Saga
took its name from porgils Skar oi , and Blansby • the
farm of Blanda' or • the man who mixes his drinks.'
As in ON itself, by-names here became proper names:
Unbayn (FY), for example, was originallv a by-name
','the unprepared' (01'\ l/'-beinn)-and this development of by-names to proper names in Scandinavia and
in Scandinavian England seems to me to be the explanation of the use of personal names as simple surnames.
At first, of course, the formula of a man's name could
be a proper name + a by-name, but when by-names
became proper names, a certain amount of confusion
in the distinction of proper names and by-names must
have arisen and in this way the old formula came to be
considered a proper name -r a proper Ilame, and new
formations on this mistaken notion then became commoho In some cases, it may have been regarded as a
type expressing relationship between father and son:
Rtcardus Fyn (I 16.1-R5 Y'Ch 251), for example, is elsewhere known as Ricardus filills Fyn (1155-65 YCh
248), and Lehoinus Colig' (1181-4 YCh ·P3) is also
known as Leuiy nus filius Colling' (1161-84 YCh 2(9).
At all events it is interesting to note that by far the
majority of such surnames comes from personal names
of Scandinavian origin, as, for example, H'il/elmlls
Arkill (1.)10 FY) from 0:'\ .-lrkil/ or Arnh etill,
Willelmus Arnald (1.)16 FY) from ON Arn aldr , [oh n
Fayt (E~D 185) from an OX by-name *Feitr 1 • the fat
one,' St e ph-anus Gamel (129i LS) from O'N Gamoll,
Adam Haldan (\Vhitbv 124) from 0:'\ Halfdanr,
Robertns Styr (1160-.=; yeh i49), r;ilbertus Swartebrande and Alicia Swaynthor (1207 LS). Names of
I Cf, ON Feiti (Lind, Billarnn) and Faceby (A. H. Smith, Plact-Ns of
the North Ridi"g).
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Irish origin are also used: such as Hugo Mwrdac (1I81
YCh 1363), Robertus Truite (Riev 139), Adam Nele
(END 125), Johannes Colman (1285 KI), Duncan
Cambell (Percy 446); these were introduced by Norwegians who had come from Ireland in the roth and
I I th centuries!
The records dealing with the peasant classes are not
common till the late 13th and 14th centuries, and
consequently most of the material is drawn from 14th
and 15th centuries. There can have been no break,
however, in the continuity of surname history in the
period between the Scandinavian settlement and the
14th century. In the r rth century Gospel Book of
York (c. 1050 YCh 9-10) we find patronymics such as
poreetel Unbainasu[na], Hcilwadi5 Sa'fugalasuna,' and
an r t th century inscription at Kirkdale (YNR) tells us
that the church was bought bv Orm Gamalsuna? In
the t ath century records we find Arne Grimsune
(Whitby 93), Gamel Grimessune (YCh 354), whose
father Grim is mentioned in DB,' Vlf Fornessuna (ib.),
whose father Forme was a tenant in the time of the DB
Survey,' and Uetred Ulfson (Dugdale, Monastico«
Angl. iii. S50). Apart from these few examples, -son
as a patronymic-forming suffix does not appear with
reg ularitv till the qth and 15th centuries. The
explanation of this seems to be the Latinization of
surnarnt-s which I have alreadv mentioned. The
numerous names like Alexander filius lValrm:·en (II901220 YCh 5(0), Stephanus filius Reginaldi (ib. 2(5),
Alanus filius ann (ib. 2i8), or Hugo fiIi'us Duuegaldi
(ib. 215) must in reality be scribal translations of surnames such as Alan Ormson, Alexander Walravenson,
etc. The names of two men mentioned in WCR seem
, Cf. Revile Celtique xliv ., 40 ff, and Saga-book
YCh 9. I n addition one may note Raganald A sheoYllllas SWIa.
S Cf. Collingwood, AIl!!/. an d A.Vall. Seulplu.e, Yorks. Arc-heal. Society.
• One of the three thanes who held land in Kirkby Underdale (VER).
a In Skirpenbeck (YER).
2
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to prove this: they are Johannes filius Sibbe (1316
\VCR iii. 103, :\,{5), also known as John Sibbeson (ib.
58, 157), and TVilielmus filius Gotte (ib. 40), also
known as William Gotson (ib. 43). We should, I
think, suppose that such a continuity was preserved in
the history of these patronymics which appear to be so
common in the r.rth and I.')th century documents,
where Lati nizations were infrequent. Besides the fatherson relationship e-xpressed in such names as Ricardus
Gybson 'son of Gibb' (1379 PT), Willelmus Gode7t'ynson (Perc~' 159n), or Thomas Jlalleson (END ISO)
'son of Malle or Matilda,' other relationships were
expressed as in the names of .f~nes Gibdoghter (1379
PT) 'daughter of Gibb,' Cecilia [on.sd owgh.ter
(Halrn Du 82) 'daughter of John '-curiously reminiscent of th« 0:'\ porger(5r Egilsdotiu r type-and
others such as Alicia Adamssoy] (128.') KI 172).
Nicknames form a high percentage of the surnames
in use in the latter part of the period. There are a few
from records of the rzth century, but they are often
Latinizations and usually indicate some characteristic
of personal appearance, such as Radulfus parvus
(1184-() YCh 1076), Roberius magnl/S (1164-72 YCh
'J;:8), Rad ulius longus (1170-82 YCh 7(6), or the colour
of the hair as in Ricard us Rufus (11.')5-70 YCh 752),
Radulfus albus (12 YCh 8(2), Rogerus niger (1164-7.')
YCh 283), Walterus Blanechabarb a (1'35-·P YCh :'75)
. white beard,' H'illelmus Fairfax (1190-1206 YCh 5.')8)
'fair hair,' and Robert u.s Scirloc (1180-90 YCh 623)
'bright lock.'
I n the documents of the latter part of the period they
become so common that all kinds of personal qualities,
mental and physical alike, habits and incidents are
called upon. As would be expected, many of the nicknames are those of personal physical characteristics.
JJong (e.g. Rogerus le long 1298 FY), Small and
Smalman. (e.g. 1303 KF 263) are .mrnon. Plumpness
1l
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i<; indicated in such names as Willelmus Eat eben (1285
KI 85) 'fat hone' (? fat leg), Johannes Faiho gge (197
LS), .'latildll Faytwyfe (HalmDu 62, 74), and the
curious HlIdulfus Groyneporck (1297 LS), whilst slimness is indicated b v a name like Adam Scraggy (1360
FY). Heads of different kinds are named in Roberius
Gret eheued (Guis i. I25), Roberius Wytehe'Ved (ib , 25),
John Hedhed (\Vhitby 422), Wille lm.u s Bulehe'ued
(Whitbv 512), and Ricardus le Bald (IIS0-7 yeh 1109).
Gregorius Hamel (Riev 215) and rrillclmus Honiel
(Guis ii. 108) probably had scarred faces (OE *hamel),
whilst Nicholaus Scorthals (Guis i. 71) had a 'short
neck' (OE, 0:\ hals). Lo n.gsch.anhes is fairly common (I·.g. Elicabeth. Lon.geschanlies 131,) \VCR iii. 6),
and Henricus Knightschauh es (I,) ..p FY) must have
had legs that were the envv of or f.t for a knight. The
feet are mentioned in Roberiu s Brodeiot (1207 LS)
, broad foot,' Wiltelmus Sareioie (1283 FY) 'the footsore,' GilbertllS Proudeiote (1,,0,) KF 1(0) and TT'illiam
Lythfot (END 107).1
Indicating points of characu-r we have the happy
man in Robert us Joye (1180-1200 YCh 1353), John
.lferynwn (E:\D 162), IFilliam Jolibody (ib. IR2) and
William Blithman (q,8I Xlisc ,,0). the wise man in
William TT'vsbarn (Percy IR8), and Rogerus Pensifh
(Riev 219), the ingenuous in Hug o le ,,,'vmpel (Guis ii.
44S). a nd the perfect lady in Alicia Perfect (1,)0" KF
201). In Rogeru s te So/Jle (Rie\' S0). Johannes Dugltti
(I" q FY) 'the dought~·.' and Radu lfus Stute (I 170-qo
YCh (58) 'the stout-hearted,' \\T have sturdv men.
Pointing to less virtuous qualities we find names like
Johannes le Slegh (I,),)" FY) 'the slv one.' 2 Tflilliam
the Lonth (I) 13 WCR iii. 130) 'tI~p lout.' Thomas
r One also notes here names like IV,W,'m Pynte! (WCR iii 89). A I""",
LS), Roger Gildy"ballokes (WCR Ill. 138), [ohannes Pillok (Percy 339) and Ricardus dictus
Hyehcneh (END 87).
2 ME sle::h also meant" clever,"

ColtefJl'l/lel (Hun,~red Roll,), Thomas Ballnrh' (1297
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Lagheles (1,160 FY) 'the lawless." Roger Foulmoutli
(1286 "'CR iii. 160) . the blasphemer,' Robertus
Sch aualdur (I29i FY) 'the soundrel '~an interesting
word, as it is found in a letter of the Prior of Guisborough to Edward II. in which he complains of the
" miserable depredation of the Scots and schaoaldors,"
obviously in reference to vagrant robbers.
Characteristics of dress have given us a number of
nicknames such as TVilielmus Witbelt (I2CJ7 LS),
Petrus Greneho de (II80-CJo YCh .1,,8), Robert Redh cde
(128.1 KI 82), and Willelmus Hodeles (129.1 FY) 'the
hoodless. '
There is, too, a large number of nicknames which
probably refer to some incident or habit in the life of
the persons who bore such names. Thomas Tirlitillc.
a parson (IIf)Q-I2TO yeh 29.1) was a man of little
authority (OE tir, 0:'\ tirr 'power,' and lytel).
Henricus Tr etoch.ap m an (1.,.15 FY), Oli"ver Ouerde-ee
(1.·1++ FY) and Thoma" Pay-not (IS Ii ib.) perhaps throw
incidental light on the merchants of the period.
Willelmns Hard.grip ('.)07 vVCR ii. 19), Willelmlls
Soilblod (1.14-1- FY) and Thomas Briseban (Percy 446)
'bruise bone' (OE lir vsan and biln) are the names of
fighting men. Idle men are distinguished as Robertus
Dolitel (I29i LS), Henricus Lenealday (13.15 FY) 'lean
all dav, and Galfridus LiggebiJ:efyre (IJOI LS) 'lie
hv the fire.' Similar in form to the last we han' other
nicknames such as Willelmu« Hipythesike (1.101 LS)
'hip in the stream,' Johannes Falinth e'lLlO I (sic 1.,01
LS) (?) . fall in the \\'('11,' and Tl'illelmus Dwn pyntlic'well (1382 Surv Du 25). Others indicate habits, as in
H'illelmlls Ben dedu-n (129i loS) 'bend down,' Robert us
Dernlo-oe (ib.) 'secret love' (OE derne), Hu.el:
Findiren (1.1I-i- WCR iii. 16) 'find-iron,' Thomas
T'em.p ersnap e (128.1 KI) 'the quick-tempered,' Robert
Gabefore (END ISS) 'go before.'
We have also
Jordan Ringbridle (END 20) and others such as
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Robert us Lycliedisc (Guis i. 64) 'lick-dish,' and Gal[ridus Chescan dbrede (I3U3 KF 263) 'cheese ami
bread.' I n a Fe\\' cases where \y(' know a man's occupation his nickname is curiously connected with it:
lVilielmus lVinds~l'i.ft ([3IX FY) and Galfridl:s .Incus
(1325 ib.) were mariners; Henricus Scrap eirough.
(1()3-4 ib.) lIas a miller. John Bray (1366 ib.) was a
goldbe:lter, John Severgelt (14,11 ib.) a goldsmith,
l l cnricus Fortier ([Ji6 ib.) a butcher, and If'illelmus
Brodstan. (IJI"Il) ib.), i .e Broadstone, a mason.

*

*

*

Finally, then, \\"E' may say that the French contribution to ME surnames through the upper classes was in
1he form of surnames derived from place-names, and
the Scandinavian in th« form of nicknames and
patronvrnics, though in either case it is likely that
English names themselves \\"CHIld without these influences have ultimately a r rived at the new methods of
nomenclature which characterise the "\IE period, when
surnames as we have them to-day first came into being.

APPENDIX .
.\s there an' several references in the foregoing
pappr to OE second names, all those which are
found in Searle's Ono niasticon Anglo-So xo nicum are
:,rranged in classes hereafter without further reference.
Etymological notes are added in some cases, and any
references to uncompounded personal names certainly
adduced from OE records are to Redin's Uncompounded personal names in DE:I.-PATRO:\,YMICS.
(I) DERIVATIVES I:\" -I:"G:
Badan oti Bent/ing (OE
"Beotta, proh. a hvpocoristic form from Beorhiric
etc.}: TVlllfric C'ufing (OE lufa); TVlllfhcre Cyddin.~
(OE Cvdda), 1"pelric Dering (OR Deor, ef. Redir
[(on); Reorhtsige Dyring (OE Tryre, ef. Redin 12)
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.Elfsigc j)yring (ib.); Eadbcorht Eadgaring (OE
Eadgar); Eadbeorh.i Eating (OE Eata); • EJ elheah.
Esning (OE Esnc); Xl ucel Esning (ih.); . Elisu;»
Hunlaiiag (OE Hllnliif); Il'ltlfsige .\ladding (OE
*.Hadda, a hypocoristic form of OE *Jladoc, as in
Madocesleah BCS <)24. a personal name ultimately
from Brit., ef. OIl' Jlaedoe, Forster, Keltiselzcs
Il'ort,g-ut 7.1); Earnuui] Pc neardin g (OE "Penheard, cf.
OE Pemocald, Pensoealh, etc); Ceolla Snoding (OE
*5;1l0d(d), d. Redin 1.10, .A, }[awer, Place-names o!
Wore. 230).
Raganald Asbeorn nas
suna (YCh l): 0:'\ AsiJj'Jrn); lJlf Clacce s Sll1le (BCS
11.10; ODan Klak, d. I\. H. Smith, Place-names of
1'SR, .17); Ulf Eorles Sllne (ib.: 0:'\ .far/); .Ethestan
Catlan Sllnc (ib.: 0:'\ Kctil] in an unmutated form);
Orm Gam alsun c (su pra : 0:'\ Gamall); Hdlw£('ro
,Sa'fugall.lSlllla (yeh o : d. OE ."'a'lugl, Searle); Lco!sic
~lIrlaecs sune (BCS 11.10: 0:'\ pnrlcikr); {'If Top esune
(DB for Lines: d. 0:'\ Toppr Lind, BinaJ1111 s.n.);
pnrcctcl {'nbainasl/rnal (YCh l): OX Obcinn Bjorkman, Sordischc Pc rson en namen im Englond 169)'
(2) DERI\'.\TI\'ES

I:\'

-SL::\'.-\:

II .-PERSO:\'.\L

XUIEs.

Some hy-namt-s which evidenced in independent use
a<; personal names in OE are included here:Ab unct .Elfnoo (OE . Elfnoo); Dodda .-E~elmcr
(OE .Epclllla'r); (;ullhil .Epell~ryo (OE .EjJelt1ryo
f.); :1]011 . 7~pchl'cold (OE . Epeh,'eald); Leo! Aipelscold (ib.); Go dsoine Haec (OE Haw); ]oirne Beorn
(YCh 'I OE Beo rn. 0:\ Hjurn); Brinimerus Bu dde
(OE Hudda, Rdin 74); .-Etelbcnrht Ca-na (OE Cello);
Osu,rllllrfl Cracabam sic (0:\ Kraliabcin, Bjorkman,
Nord. Pers. 88); .Elf7L1 c a r d ('lllla (OE "Cula, Searle ?);
Siu-ard Digera (0:'\ Digri Lind, Bin am n, If. Bjorkmnn , np. cit, r IX note ,,); .EI!7l·cllrd D'ud d (OE Du dd,
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Redin [6); Aelmer IJeorlingc (UE Deorling . d. Redin
I'J); .Eljlzeah Gereni (Corn v,., d. Welsh Geraint);
Sa'wi Hagg (d. ():\' Hagi r); Th urcytel Heyng (ON
lLcein.gr Lind. Binam.ns ; .EoelnL Higa (OE *Higa,
probably a short form of Hygebculd, dC.; cf . .\hiller,
.Yomel/ des nordh u-mbrischc n Lib er Vitae 8i, Redin
31); .El/ric Horl (doubtful);
Wulgar Leo/a (ON
Li>ofa); TVlmorus qui et sl an ni ():\ .Vanni, Bjorkrnan.,
Sord. Pers. 'J.'\); .Epelred .\Iucill (OE .Hucel, R,edin
I.t3); Lcoiwin e Oscytcl (OE Oscytel from 0:'\ Aske:
till); ..J~lfric Puttee (UE Puttee, Redin 153); Wul!,!(.'ine
Sired (OE ,"ligered); .Erelric ,','myrl (O!\ Sm yrili,
Lind, Binam.nv ; Thurgils Spracling (? 0:'\ Sprakaleggr, Bjorkman. Sord. Pers. I2i); Eadric Streona
(OE "St reo na, cf . A. H. Smith, Place-names 0/ LYR
I", and A. :\1:1\\('r, Place-names of Tlorc , 398); Osgot
,\7l'eyn (O:\' ,";'I.'emll); Tf'u/{slan Uccea (OE "Ucca, d.
Rodin 162); Tf'ul/risi cognatus H'ensius (OE Tlcnsige); Edllod qui et Wille (OE Wine, Redin 9).

III .-;'\IO;:-~,\~IES.
Some of these examples are adduced in independent
usv in OE but are certainly used here as nicknames: .Ic/{ric Rata (d. the ME byname le Bat, Weekley
24; Redin 1,,1); .Ellstan, Anlaf, Atser,
Tl'ld/sie,
n'ulfun se Blaca (' the pale' OE blaca); Aegelric
Byggo, Bicgo (cf , :\1E big, 'strong, val iant ," Bjorkman, Scan-din, Loanwords 157 note I); Beo rhtric se
Calcwa (OE calu , we-ak cahvu 'bald '); Lc u uinus
C!1l17.'O ()E c,'f 'quick, active '); .7:lfric Cerm (d. OE
cyrm 'noise, shouting '); Osgod Clapa (O:\' *klapi
, t'Oarse, clumsy,' Bjorkman, Nord Pers . 1-11-2); Grimoti us nUl/US (' till' Dane '): A:jJelslall Fictt a (OE /a>tt
'fat'; d. 0:\ 'liFeitr sup rav ; LCO!7(,il1e Feircagc (' Fairey'" OE (,ega + ea1;c); OS'7.l'lIl/ Fila (rf. :\IE file
"worth less p.-rson, concubine." from OE [vlan. 'to
defile, befoul'; rf. 0:'\ Fyi. Fylja); Tl'1);ar .~~ Cildenc
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(' the golden(-haired)' OE gyldcn); .Eliric Gra111mai icu.s (rf , supra); Beorht ric Grim (OE grimm
, fierce '); .Elf'1.l'cald Grossus (' the big man '); Aldan
Hamal, a robber (OE "h amel 'scarred, mutilated,' cf ,
supra): IT'ulf7l'ine Hareberd. (' Grey beard' OE har +
beard; Thl1rhill Hoga (d. DB Ho;;a derived by Redin
76-7 from OE hoga 'careful, prudent,' but v. Forster,
Keltisches fT"or/gul 'r Sff}: J"ua se Hwede (OE h7()cvde
'small, little '); purbl h.uiita, Wulfnoo hwita, IT'ulfweard hsoiian (dat), Ordga» se wile, U"ulfwerd wi/a
(OE h7Uit, weak dec!. hwita • white,' cf. Redin 50);
.Elf'1.llcurd K,('nli~ce of Kent (OE Ceniisce • Kentish ');
Godric I,adda (ef. :-'IE lad' boy' and 'v. A. H. Smith.
Place-names of Y.Y R); Leofwine Lange, Eadric Lang,
Actheric se I an ga (ReS I I,W), Eadsoeard se langa
(Battle of Xl aldon. line 273), Godricus longus (DB)
OE lang 'long '); Th urcytel Xl yranb coiod (' merry
head' from OE myr;;an . to make merry' and heafod);
JErelric Xi;;er, JEj-clu)ine .viger (Latin niger' black ');
Godwin e Porth.iuid., a butcher (d. 1\ [E porthou n.d
'town dog '); 'Eadbryht . . . ram 'WlIS OpE; noma
nem.ned Pra!n etc. ('v. Redin 34-); TouitlS Pruda (I033,;8 Jlagnum Regist. Alb. York i. 59d) (late OE prltd,
'brave '); JElfwine se Reada, . Epelsi.:.:c se Reada,
Bcorhtric Rcada (OE read(lI) "red/-haired) : Atser
Roda (? OE rudu fern. 'redness '): JEpelric Rufus,
Ead ric Rufus (' the red' Latin rufus, d. se Reada
supra); Hcal oeg» Scarpa (OE scearp 'sharp '): .Ere1usine Scilla (OE scyl ' shrill,' sonorous,' d. OE Scilling
Rodin 23); • Eliru: Scop (OE scop 'minstrel '):
.Epelric Scot (OF Scot 'a Scotsman,' cf supra and
Redin 23); Hayhoardus Sneu: (.~ conn. with OE sni'zvan
'to snow'; 'snow-white hair '); Tfll:lfu'illc Spil/ecorn
(d. :\IE spil-h"verne 'spinning top' from OE spilian
, to play, sport '); TVldfric .'<pot (ef. ME spoi : spot' :
'the spotty man '); .Epelweard Stamc ra (' the stammerer,' or: st amerian 'to stammer '); .E pelwine Stihe-
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hare (prickly hair' 0 E Stician. 'to stick, prick' and
OE heer); ."Elfheah St.ybb (OE stybb 'stump (of a
tree ),' the sense in the pers name nut being clear,
though we may have an old name like "St ybb, cogn.
with OE Stu] and Sty/ela, on which v. A. H. Smith,
Place-names of }'NR 2i); Osfrib Swade-beard (first
element not clear); Eadgyi: Swanneshals (' swan neck'
OE S'lI'lIn + hals); Aedilbergae . . . qlWC olio nomine
Tatae uocabatur (' the belowd' cf. OX teit r 'glad,
cheerful,' OHG ceic 'dear, beloved,' and Redin 55);
.Eliric Tigel (? OE tygel 'rein, trace '); Eadwulf
)"l'elcild (' bad man' Of': yic! + cild.

1\'.-TITu:s,

ETC.

Some nick-names, such as Lad da, possibly belong
here : .Elfred . Etelin;.; (OE «'peling 'prince '); .E)'elstall
cliurclnoard (' the church-warden '); . Eljsige cild,
Dodda cild, Eadric cild, l 'hrred Cild pedisequus,
{'I/cyte! CiILl. WIlI/noo
.Elfric Cyld, usually a
.tit l.. of nobi lit y, but in some cases it is simply' child,'
d. Rc-din (1); Hellesing hold, Oih.ul] hold, Thllrfer5
hold, T'u rcbran d hold, Ysopa hold (0'\ IUJldr. a nobleman higher in rank than a pegn); Eadgur ."'Ialler, Esgar
Staller, Harold Staller (OE steallere 'steward ');
.Elfmar }'erl (OE earl' chief, leader,' cf. OX jarl with
which it was sometimes ('onfused).

ctu,

V .-PLACE-:-\,\:\IES.
(I)

SDII'LE

PL,\CE-'JAMES:-

. Elj7l'ine Gortune.
(2) ('O:\IPnp:-\DED WITH .-ET:-

OS'l'ig (cl . Etelillglllnc. LCOI1lIl11er eel BiJ;grafan,
Leo/ric a-t Blace'lt'elicll, .-Hrelstan .ct Blc d d ehla-use,
.-Hpelric cct Boccin;.;e (c. <J1J;), Ead nicc r .ct Burn am (c.
1018), Do dda ,cl ('Ilri (c. lOiS), Siword eel Cvtleh ain
<IO,~ I), Leohoin e cct Diet line (c. 1005), Lcoi ric cct
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Eaningwlcllc (co 1033), iEpelweard cet Frome, Leofwine let Frome (co 1034), Beorhtman art Gerscheriche
( 1053 ), .Elfwig cet Hceg dune (1046), .-'Epeiric ast halfewege (co 1070), Osweard cet Hergerdesh.am. (co 1042),
lVulfg(('r cet Hiwerc (Co 1070), Godwine cet. Horiune,
Leofwine cet Horiune (co 1018), Sa?wald cet Iliacum (co
1070 ) , Ealhstan cet lsslepe
(co (80), "Elfweard cet
Langadune (c. 1055), Eadgiju cet Leojecanoran (co
992), Beorhtweald aii .\l(vreweor~e (962), Lijing art
Meallingum (co 100S), Lcoistan cei Xl erseham. (? Co
1005), n'ttlfric cei Pauleshele (co 1070), Cy n eioeard. cet
Pebbeworoy (co 1010), (;odric cet Stoke (co 1034),
Sumerluia .et Stoke (c. (80), Ealdred cet Sulfhere (co
1070), Scesoeard. art UPfttny (co 1010), Sidsoine cet
Tifleales'ltJorthe (co 100S), Wulfric ll't TFerneforda (c.
1050), TV uljweard ret TV inesham (10-1-6), 3nfn05 let
Wuoeleage (Co 1010), IVulfgeat azt Ylmandt/ne (Co
1000).

(3)

CmlPouNDS WITH

LATI:\' DE:-

OS'll.ig de Bece. Leofric de Berle (co ()7S), Leoi-ne de
Bran.dune, Eadwine de Cadendunc (c. IOS0), Leof'l1·ine
de Cadeniume (r r th ce nt.), vVlllfagus de Colle, vVulfstan de Dalhani, SiuL'TO de Dunham (c. 97S), ~Epelric
de Glimtune (c. 1050), troding de Grctu.ne, Oswulf de
Greitu ne (c. <)75), (~alfridus de Hedes (c. 1050), Boga
de Hemingejord, Goduiine de Hoo (c. 980), Elricus de
Lundresford (1066), 3<;lj'l1.eald de JJeroanlege, . mfKar
de Muletune (co (75), )£pelweard de Ortu-n (co 1051),
Wulfnon de Stowe, Tracer de S'l1·afham (c. 97:,\),
Leving de T'u-m.p enione (co (75), TrVine de TFicfnrde,
Wine de Wivelingeham (co 97S), vVa,g-en de Wotton
,(co 1048).
(-1-) CmlPOUNDED WITH IN:-

Ailaf in Brai(5atul', Leoinat: III Bro Sori un , Ioluar'O
in Burhtun, Rot ill Hillum (c. 1050 Y('h ()); do
Oustibv; etc., supra.
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(s)

CO~IPOU~OED WITI! OF:-

Beo rhtwin c of Va'din/un (c. 10.::' I).
(6)

C()MI'OU;\IOEI> WITH ON : - -

Clue all Byrnesoillan . Clac on Castre (c. g8a).1

INDEX I.-LIST OF ABBREVIA.TIONS.
BCS
OB
END

FY
Guts
Halrn Du

KF
KI
LSI 297
LSI301
ME
Mise
01£
OFr
ON
OSwed
Percy
PT
Redin
Rent
Riev.
Searle
Surt
SurvDu
ViII
WCR
Weekley
Whitby
YA.S
YCh
YER
YNR

Birch, Cal t ulut iUIIl Su xtnucum,
Domesday Book for Yorkshire, ed. R. H. Skaife (Yorks.
Archreological Soc.)
Early Neiocastte Deeds [Surt, 137)
Regester oj the Freemen of :/01'11 (Surt . 96. 102).
Gtnsborougli Curtulary (Surt. 86, !:l9).
Halma/It Prioratus Dunelm (Sun. 82).
Knights' Fees (Sur t. 49).
Ki"lIby's Inquest (Surt , 49)
Yorks. Lay Subsidies (Y AS 16).
(YAS 21).
Middle English.
An Eugiisb Mmdlany (Surt. 85)
Old Enahsh.
Old French.
Old Norse.
Old Swedish.
Percy Cartulary (Surt . 117).
Poll Tax Returns 1379 (Halifax Antiquarian Soc.).
M. Redin, Uncompounded OE Pers, Names [Uppsala].
Rei/tal of 1439 (Halifax Antiquarian Soc.).
Rt etnuit x Cartulary (Surt. 1;3).
Searle, Onom asttcon Anglo-Sa xonicum, J897·
Surtees Society pubhcations.
Survey oj the Palatinate uf Durham (Surt 32).
NOli/ina Villurun 1316 (Surt. 49).
IV akefield Court Hulls (Y AS passtmy
The Romance of Names.
Whitby Cartulary [Surt , 69, 72).
Yorks. Archeolog. Soc. Record Series.
Ea rlv Yorks. Char/CIS, ed. Farrer (3 vols.) J918 ff.
East Riding uf Yorkshire.
North Rid mg of Yorkshire.

1 In addition there are 26 surnames of doubtful origin and meaning.
In the foregoing narnes , no specific reference is made to - ources , and
so they are quoted in the forms given by Searle under the Christian
name: thus, Oil C"St" will be found s.rr. Ctac , As this list of OE names
is merely intended to call attention to the existence of OE surnames, DO
attempt has been made to collate the forms or to d i st i nc uish between
pre-conquest records and post-conquest copies.
The whole problem
requrres a separate and detailed i nvest ig at inn ,
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DlDEX H.-LIST OF SURNAMES.
Adamswyf 49, ad capud ville 34. ad moram 34. -ret lEpelingtune 40.
albus 49, Aleman 43, Alvred 35, Ancus 52, Andegavensis 37, Arkill 47,
Arnald 47, Arusrnyth 43, Asbeornnassuna 48n, Atteappelgarth 41,
Attedene 40, aile Gathende 41, Atrekirkstrel 41, Altelydyhate 41. At temore 34, At tesee 41. Attetounhend 34, 41. Attewell 41.
Bakere 43, Bakest er 43, Bald 50, Ballock' son, Basset 37, Belle 39,
Bellegeter 44, Bendedun 51, Benna 35, Berman 43, Biller 44. Bithebrokes
4 1, Blithman 50, Blandront 46, Blanda 47, Blanechabarba 49, Bocher
43, Bray 52, Bret 37, Brewer 30, Briseban 51, Briton 37, Briwerr 43,
Brodefot 50, Brodstan 52, Buleheved 50, Byr htsel 46.
Calveknave 45, Cambell 48, Carpenter 32,43. Centh 42. Chapleyn 43,
Cheseandbrede 52, cler icus 43, COCllS 43, Colig' 47, Colman 48,
Coltepyntel son, coupper 43, couraour 45. Cowhird 44, Crouder 45.
Cufing 46, Curer 43.
de Albini 39, de Brus 36, de Creissi 37, de Fountaignes 40. de Fulford
40, de Gaunt 37, de Gisburgh 39, de Grenewod' 40, de Laci 37, de la
Fenne 40, de la Mare 40, de Lascelles 37, del Bothe 40, del Feb us 40,
del Lunde 40. del Ploghe 45, del Schippe ao, del Wro 40, de Lynby 39,
de Munkegate 40, de Percy 37, Der nlove 51. de Sexdecim Vallibus 34,
de Thornton 39, de Todeni 38, de Verdun 37, de Vezci 37. Dio n isia 38.
Dobbeknave 34, Dolitel yr , Ducheman 42n, Dughti 50, Dunpynthewell 51.
Esturmi 38, Estyby 41.
Faber 34, 43, Fairfax 49. Falinthewol 51. Farman 39. Fateben 50.
Fatbogge 50, Faytc 47, Faytwyfe 50, filius Colling 47. fil. Duuegaldi 48,
fil, Fyn. 47, fil. Gotte 49, fil. Orm 48, fil. Reginaldi 48, fil. Sibbe 49, fil.
Walraven 48. Findiren 51, Fitzroi 46, Flandrensis 34, 42, Fleming 34,42,
Forester 45. Forker 52, Forne ssune 48. Foulmouth 51. Franceis 42,
Frer 43, Fuller 44, Fyn 47, Fytteler 45·
Gabefore 51, Garnalsune 48, Gamel 47, Gaunter 44. Gayt hirde 44,
Gihdoghter 49, Gildynballokes 50n. Gilkin 42n, Godewynson 49.
Goldebeter 44, Gotson 49, Grarnair ' 43, Grenehode 51, Greteheved 50,
Grim 46, Grimsune 48, Groyneporck' 50, Gybson 39, 49·
Haldan 47, Hamel 50, Hardgrip 51, Harpour 45, h at ter 44, Herbergur
43, Hipythesike 51, Hodeles 51, Horseknave 44, Hudda 36. Hudson 36,
Hychcock 50 n.
in Ie Wra 41.
Johnson 39, Jolibody 50, Jonesson 4 6, Jonsdoughler 49, Jaye 50.
Karter 45, keu 43, Kn ight schanke s 50.
Lagheles 51, Latimer 43, Ledebatter 44. Lenealday 51, Lenglais 42.
Liggebithefyre 51, Litester 44, long 49. Longeschanke-, 50, longus 49,
Lost 43, Louth 50, Lyckedisc 52, Lym..brenner 32, Lythfot 50.
mag nus 49, Malleson 49, Mansel 37, Mareschalrnan 34, Mason 44,
Mawer 45, medicus 32. Mercere 44, Mer yman 50, Mes'~ng ..r 45, Monk
43, Morel 37, Murdac 4 8.
Nele 48, Nevergelt 52, Neville 38, niger 49. Noble 50, Nortbeman 42,
Northiby 41, Northinby 42. noutehird 44. Nuncius 45, Nunernan 32.
of the Bate 40n, Orfevre 43, Ousti(n) by 4 I, Over dewe 5 I, Overthebek 4 I.
Pain 38, Painel 38, Palfravman 44, Palmer 45, Parker 45, nar vus 49,
Paumer 39, Paynot 51, Peitevin 37, Pensifh 50, peregrinu s 45, Perfect 50,
Pescur 43, Pevrel 37, Pict aven s is 36, Prl lo k son, Pindere 45, Ploghmaystre 45, Proudfot e 32, 50, Pullen 31, puller 43, Pyntel son.
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Rede 32, Redhed 50, Redhode 51, reverter 44. Ringbridle 5r, Rotenhering 39. Rufus 49.
Sadeler 44, S",ful'(alasuna 4~, Sarazin 37. Sarefote 50. Sauser 39. Sayllur
45, Schaualdur 51, Schephird 44. Schepman 44. Schersmyth 43,
schether H. Scirloc 49. Sconhals 50. Scot 42, Scraggy 50. Scrapetrough
52, scriptor 43, Seman 45. serviens Dohbe 34, serviens Marescalli 34.
Sibbeson 49. Skinner 44, Slegh 50. Small 49. Smalman 49. Smith 34, 43,
Spilblod 51, Standhupryg ht 46, Stedernan 44, Stute 50, Sunees 4r,
Suthinby 12. sutor 44, Swanneshals 46. Swartebrande 47, Swaynthor
47. Sy mpe l 50.
Taillour 39 44. Talebois 37, Tanur 44, Taverner 43, Tempersnape sr,
Tentonicus 31. Tirlithle 51, Tisun 38, Trewchapman sr. Tr nit e 48,
turnur 44, Turpin 38, Tyas 31. Tyghler 44. Tyller 45.
Ulfson 48, Unbainasuna 4~, Unbayn 47, Underwod 4 r, Uppi(n)by 41 .p.
Vef 32.
Walays, Wa1che 4z. Walker -+4, Waynman 45, Webster 44. Westihy
4 1. Wethirhirde 44. White 32, Wind swift 52. Wirdragher 44, Witbelt
51. Wodrnan 4.5. Wydouson 3', Wysbarn 50, Wyteheved 50.
Yowehirde 44.

MAPS

ILLUSTRATING THE VIKING
INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
By T, D. KENDRICK, M.A.

T

H E accompanying maps (1-\'), which were prepared for lecture-purposes, may perhaps be useful
to uthers who want to illustrate a pupular account of the
viking invasions of this country. They must not be
rated as anything- more than schoolroom diagrams, but
I have found them sufficiently useful to make their publication worth while, and I know that the student will
not have any difficulty in criticising ami improving
them, should they be required for serious scientific
work.
\I\p I. .\.D. 793-865. \\'e begin with a period of
casual and predatory invasion, consisting first of all of
\'"rse raids in late \'lIl upon Xort humbria and of
attacks upun our south-western shores, and, secondly, in
mid IX (S,H-(J-+)), of a sustained exploratory attack upon
slluth-eastern England. This was the work of the Danes,
who were simultaneously ope rat ing' against Frisia, and
took the form of ,: vigorous assault upon an easily reached
and vulnerable high\\'ay into England, the Thames
«<rua r~·. .\ t the same time there were exploratory invasions of the three other principal water-gates, the \\T ash,
the Solent, and the Bristol Channel. It is obvious that
the Englishman of mid IX \\'as living ir: real danjn-r
of the over-running and collapse of his country; yet it
would have been difficult for him to have known from
which direction lit' was to expect further attack.
:\[\p IT..\ .D. S(J7-8i6. The manifold attacks upon
the Thames mouth had not, however, opened the
wa v into England. Kent had suffered, but was not
cowed, and London persiste ntlv barred access to the
upper reaches of the river. The men of Wessex had
also shown themselves able to deal effectivelv with
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invaders, both on the south coast and in the Bristol
l 'hannel, so that if the exploratory attacks had taught
the vikings anvt h inu, t hev would have known that the
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I.-The Exploratory Invasions.

best chance of succeeding in their aim of conquest and
land-settlemen t \I as to invade the weaker realms of East
.\nglia and :'-:orthumbria, and to follow this by a cam-
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paign against \ \"essex from the north-east. This was, in
fact, the plan adopted in 866, when the great army under
the sons of Ragnar Lodbrok established itself in East

,r-'
/~

.,>~~;v~

~

~_~o_
Dutlme Map. N'" l~

MAP

II.--The Conquest of the East, and the attack on Wessex

Anglia. Horses were obtained, a mobile land-force
created, and, after the capture of York j n 867, Dei ra,
Eastern :\fercia, and East Anglia were speedily and
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bloodily delivered into the hands of the vikings. Then
from the base thus secured was launched along the Icknield Way the great drive against \\'essex (870-1) that
saw the crossings of the upper Thames seized by the
vikings, the campaign of the Battle of Ashdown, and,
in the end, the repulse of the invaders by Alfred the
Great. Five years of peace followed for \\'essex, and
then came the second invasion (876) b), a land and a
sea-force simultaneousl v,
A t first \1\'essex sturdily
resisted the heavy strain of an attack that shifted from
\ \Tareham to Exeter, and then to north Devon and north
\ Vilts ; but at length came the sudden defeat and
humiliation of the English (mid-winter 877-8). This
was followed by the revival planned from Athelney,
and, at last the victory of Ethandun (878). It was a.
decisive battle. South-western England was saved;
London, which had been lost to the vikings in 872, was
recovered, and the Danes were compelled to admit
thev had met their master. \Ve leave them, therefore,
repulsed by \\'essex, but settled in their conquered
eastern provinces, which were turned by them into a
well-governed Danelaw, whose main strength was based
on York and the 'Five Boroughs' of Lincoln, Derby,
:\ottingham, Stamford, and Leicester.
.\I.\P II 1. .-\ .0. R92-896. On this map the boundar)' of the Danelaw is shown by a dotted line. On
the one side of it dwells an unconquered and vigorous
English papule. tion; on the other side is an AngloDanish folk, with their own customs, laws, and speech.
The events illustrated make up the curious 'Three Years
\\Tar' at the close of Alf reds reign. What happened
was that after the unsuccessful seige of Paris a large
Danish host decided to try their luck in England, and
accordinglv invaded south Kent, while Hastein, a
Loire viking, simultaneously appeared in north Kent.
I t seems to have been a concerted attack, because the
two forces were soon co-operating, and this new cam-
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paign was all the more dangerous because of the support
it received from the Danelaw. Thus, when Alfred was
concentrating against the two armies in Kent, the
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IlL-The Three Years' War,

Danelaw suddenly landed expeditions in north and
south Devon, for the Anglo-Danes had learnt the paralysing effect of these attacks in different quarters that
E
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kept the English army marching backwards and [orwards across \\'essex. Howe-ver, once again, \\'e"sex
triumphed. The attacks on Devon \\pre rr-pulsed , The
Danes from Paris were defeated at Farnham, and eventually both they and Hastein were bottled up in south
Essex.
But now occurs one of those e-xtraordinarv
events that make viki ng history so puzzling'. The Danes
at Shoeburv gave up the attack on \Vessex, and instead,
after havi nL; been rei nforced from the Danelaw, they
made repeated raids up \\'atling" Stre-et across England
into a district where thev had not been attracted before.
The v struck first at the \ \'elsh borders and were
defeated." They retired, and then returned to occupy
Chester. ,\gain they were forced to retreat, but they
came back and established themselves at Bridrrnnrth.
Finallv
. their host was disbanded with this mysterious
.
north-west project un realised . Prvvumnhlv the failure
to crush \\'essex bv direct attack had sug-gested to the
vikings the possib ilitv of forcing" surrender by a relentless pressure on all sides. The Danelaw was a hostile
viking province, and to it must be added the :'\orse folk
now settled in Cumbria and Lancashire. The vikings
were in Xlan and Dublin; thev had from time to time
overrun Anglesey, and they were already established
in south \\'ales. \Yhat more ominous thing for \\'t>s"ex
could there be than a conquest of north-wr-sr Xlercia by
the vikings, reinforced perhaps hv Danes and :'\nr"emen from Ireland and Xla n ': It would mean the conversion of the Danelaw frontier into the boundarv of
\\Tessex. .\ vast viking world pressing heavilv down
upon the ~('vern and the Thames frontier would inevitably crush southern Erurland sooner or later. ThE
failure of this plan and the determination of the Eng·
lish not to tolerate the presence of vikings on the Seven:
1 The Welshmen of Gwynedd seem to have been hostile to the Viking'
from Shoebury throughout this whole episode. even to the extent 0
fighting on the side of the English ~g~inst them. It was probably thr
failure to make an ally of the Prince of Gwynedd that ruined the vikin]
plan.
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rontier mark the close of a period. It was a momentous
uming-point. Henceforth the \'iking power crumbled,
md gradually the English reconquered the Danelaw.
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IV,- The Second Invasion.

:\s is well known, by the year 95-+, 120 years after the
vikings had f rst assailed Ecgbert of \ \'essex, the Dane-

law had been victoriously transformed into a subservient
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fief of the King of England. The period 896-954, "hie
is not illustrated by a map here, is that of the gre,
triumph of the English under Alfred, Edward, Aethe
stan, and Eadred.
MAP IV . .-\.D. 980-1006.
\Ve now enter the fine
phase of viking expansion, and see our island sudden]
assailed with relentless fury on all sides. Actually thi
represents an attempt on the part of the Irish viking
to seize and hold \ Vales, and a vigorous movernen
against England by the Danes, who had now becom
a Christian and a powerful nation that needed colonia
expansion. Once again there are vicious explorator
raids, now threatening an England that is only Ieebl:
defended by Aethelred , Once more the vikings assai
the Thames mouth with concentrated fun'. The lsi
of \Vight is seized, and having thus obtained contra
of the Solent, the vikings are for the first time in a posi
tion to terrorise \\Tessex. Hampshire and Wiltshire Ii
at their mercv : \\'inchester, the capital, is no longe
safe, and as proof of their insolent power we have th
great march bv SH,jn in IOo6 to Cuckamsley Hill
),fever before in viking history had the invaders beet
ahle to strike repeatedly into the heart of \\T essex ant
to reach the upper Thames by the Winchester road .
.\f",p V .\.D. 1009-1013. It was the prelude to th'
final phase, which is the outright conquest of Englaru
by- Svein. First came the invasion by
his lieutenan
Thorkel, which takes the form of an attack on \\'esse:
from the south, a vain attempt to take London, and at
attack on the Oxford countrv from the east. Then cam
the great invasion of Svein himself and the magnificen
march that sealed the fate of our country, showing, a
it did, that the Thames and the Dane-law boundary n
longer marked the frontier of a sacrosanct Wessex
From the Humber mouth to Oxford, from Oxford t
\ Vinchester, from \\Tinchester to London (where, how
ever, the townsmen repulsed him), from London t
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Bath, and from Bath back across England to his boats,
Svein moved where he would. And in this mighty progress he obtained the submission of the north of Wessex,

1- ;\IAP

V.-Svein's Conquest.

of the west country. and, finally, of the Londoners.
Aethelred escaped overseas, and for the first time a
Danish king ruled all England. S,"ein died in IOLj.,
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and the English, under Edmund Ironside, made a short
but vigorous rexistance to Cnut , But Cnut triumphed,'
and in 1017, upon the death of Ironside, he was chosen
as king of England. Thereafter we find our country
<:I part of a great .\ nglo-Scandin,~vian krngdom under
this wise and benevolent Danish ruler, and the Viking
Period closes.

ST. CANUTE AND ST. OLAF IN THE
CHUl<.CH OF THE NATIVITY ,
BETHLEHEM.
By THE LATE DR, HAt\S KJiER,
De]l/l)' Keet e, oj lite N'a t tun a MUleUIII, C"jelllt"geu.
(Head December r ot h , '93")

H E must :'e~erabl.e church in Pal.estine, th~ Chur~il
of the .\ at I \'1 tY 111 Bethlehem, IS a Basilica, built
by the Emperor Constantine the Great over the grotto
which old tradition assigns as the pl.uc of the Birth of
Christ. This tradition can be traced back to the second
century and is certainly older, even if it does not rest
direct lv (111 the gllspeb. .Vpparentiv the Emperor
Hadrian tried to coru rovcr! the Christian tradition bv
making the gruttu a sanctuary for Adonis, but he only
succeeded in confirmirur i h« ideas of the sacredness of
the place until the victorv of eh risrianity rooted out the
cult of .\dunis.
The Empress He-lena, Cunsrunt ines mother, as is wel l
known, showed a deep interest in the Holy Land, to
which she went un pilgrimage. Obviously she would
embellish the HIIl\· Grotto in Bethlehem. Soon afterwards the Emperor, .. surpassing his mother in splendour," adorned the grutto in a truly royal manner with
gold, silver and richly coloured tupcst ries , The Basilica
was finished in .\ .D. J3(). Three years later the wellknown .. Pi Igrim of Bordeaux " has this \;: luable entry
about it :
.. Ibi Ba;-,ilil'a facta l'st jussu Constantini."
The Basilica, also called St. :\lary's Church, is even
to-dav t h« most beautiful church of antiquity that is still
in use in Palestine, essentially unchanged, at any rate
as regards the nan:'. lis eastern part is j-artlv rebuilt,
probably in the sixth century, and various minor

T
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cha nges have of course taken place in th e course of time.
Ori ginally it was an ent irely regular ba silica, nave and
cha ncel of th e same breadth , with an apse eastward.
The nav e is in five parts j tour ro ws of colu m ns divide
it int o a broad central nave and four sma lle r s ide aisles,
eac h row contain ing ori ginally 16 co lum ns , I I of which
a re in the nave. \Vh en rebuilt in th e s ixt h ce ntury th e
cha ncel becam e a lmost c rucifo rm . L' nd er th e middle
of the cha nce l is the ll o lv G rot to. a n ir regula r c ry pt,
hewed out of the rock . Th e wes t of the ch u rch , 3 1 m ,

Fi g . I. - Chu rc h of th e Nativ it y , B eth leh em . E m p ero r Con s ta ntine ' s Bas ilica . Th e p ortrait s o f 55. Can u te an d O la f a re o n t h e4t h a nd 5t h colu m ns on th e sou t h s id e, count ing from th e e ast.

lon g, s till bears th e imp ress of its o rig ina l g ra nd s imp licity . wh ile the cha nce l is cha rac te rise d by over load ing
a nd exce ss . Th e ruo f tim be rs o f th e ch urch are ope n.
makin g it more spac io us but so me wha t dark , because
of its great b readth. T he colum ns a re mon olith s, 6m .
h igh, of a s lig h tly red-veine d sto ne , with beau tiful
Co rinth ia n ca pita ls . Th e wh ole effec t is so lem n an d
se rio us .
Nothin g favourabl e ca n be sa id of its exte rio r. Th e
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central nave belongs to the Greek, orthodox Church,
while the Roman and Armenian Churches use the side
aisles.
C nder Arabic rule the basilica continued to be a
Christian sanctuary, and during the Crusades it became
a centre of attraction for the religious enthusiasm of the
West. On Christmas Day, 1101, Baldwin I. was
crowned there as King of Jerusalem, and soon after
Bethlehem became a bishop's see.
Thereupon the
church was restored and adorned, especially with a long
series of mosaics, mainly on the side walls. These have
now mostly disappeared, but the tenor of a Greek and
Latin inscription is known, according to which they
were executed in 1165 or 1169, in the reign of Emperor
Manuel Comnenos. '1'11(' mosaics were, however, hardlv
executed for th« Emperor, but f, .r the bishop of Bethlehem, the king of Jerusalem, and th« Emperor joint lv .
A Hvzantine, Snian artist sC'("ms til have guided the
work.
Soon after the church w,~s embellished in a different
and very characteristic wav, namely by pictures on the
columns, representing a long series of saints. They are
painted on the columns themselves, just belo« the
capitals, so that thev are h..rdlv visible from below, at
any rate to-day. In the course of centuries they haw'
become yery much discoloured. They re-present saints
in great varietv, but two of them, on the fourth and fifth
columns of the south side of the central nave, have
special interest for us. They are St. Canute and St.
Olaf.
During my visits to Bethlehem I had noticed pictures
on the upper parts of the columns, but th« feeble light
prevented me from seeing details and reading the
inscriptions which put it beyond doubt that the saints
represented are these Scandinavian saints. Two vears
ago inspector G. Galster told me of a note about
these pictures in an ea rlv volume of "Historisk Tids-
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"krift," of ,ss-l-, a reference by C. \,'etl'kt: to a short
notic« in t he French" Bulletin .\lonum:.'nt~;[," <: report
of memoranda of 1,sS4 by the French art critic, P.
Durand. I consulted Dr. .\Iackeprang, Keeper of the
Xational Xl useum , The Xational IIistoric .\luseum at
Frederiksborg corresponded with the Director of the
German Guerres Institute, Dr. .\lader, .vhose acquaintance I had made during the excavations at Shilo, and
put at my disposal a sum of money needed to make full
size copies. The copies \\'ere made by a Dutch painter
residing in Jerusalem, Taddeus Rychter, under the
su pervision of Prof. .\. ~('Illleider and Prof. R iicker,
of the G oerres 1nstitute. There were some difficulties
with the orthodox authorities, so that even the highest
English authorities in Jerusalem had to be appealed to.
But the work \\'as successfully executed and the copies
are 11()\I' in the Frederiksborg Xl useum.
The pictures are executed in encaustic, burnt-in wax
colours. That they have been able to preserve, more
or less, their oriui nal shape through the centuries is
owing to their being placed su high that they are out
of the reach of visitors. Thev are only slightly overpainted in later times, according to Rvchter, mainly
only the blue hackground above. But they are much
discoloured. The faces haw' almost faded away, probably
- directl -v erased bv
- fanatic Xlohammedans. The
Arabs were the masters of Palestine for centuries and
visited this church for the special reason that the southern
arm of the cross Ila" reserved for them. Its direction
i" exaci lv towards .\Iecca.
The picture uf ~t. Canute stands 1.4 m. high. On the
blue background above it stand the letters, right and
left: SCS CH:\'l"IT~-REX D.\XORL',\I. The
king stands wit h his right foot forward, crown on head
and a saint's ha lo : hi" right hand rests on a spear, his
left holds a :\'orm<ln xhie ld, round above, pointed below.
The king wears an originally white t unic, reaching

.'-,'1. Can.ule au d .\ t.. Ola f

I II

C h urch of .\"alh'ily.

F il(. 2- 5 t. C h n u t us .
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clo w n 10 hi s feci, o ver it a lon g cloak with ;1 clasp. Th e
cloa k is reddi sh, i.e. ; scarle t co lou red . Th e tuni c has
ha d a bord e r helm," who se pa tte rn ca n no lon g er be
descried . Th e sh oes are possib ly repainted in lat e r
ti mes , for th ei r sha pe do es no t fit in wi th othe r det ai ls .

Fig " 3. - 5 t. O lav us : Adoram on th e l ef r,
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The shield has ornamentation in zold and silver
'"
colours. The crown is a high round diadem
with two
rows of large precious stone-s.
The picture oi St. Olaf is .S .mewhat higher, 1.63 m.,
almost full life size. Its execution is more feeble, technically, and it has been somewhat painted over, but
this has mostly peeled off. R vchter thought he could
see that the head had at Ii rst been a profile, but this is
hardly correct.
Xow the roval saint is represented
en face like St. Canute. In his right hand he carries
a staff resembling a sceptre. It has been held to be
;;. sceptre by earlier observers, but it is undoubtedly St.
Olaf's usual attribute, the axe, whose broad blade is
clearlv visible in the cl;PY of the picture and is good
evidence of the faithful rendering of it by the artist.
St. Ola., too, \\ ears a diadem and a halo. Here, also,
the inscription is right and left of the head: S C SOLA VCS REX :'\OR VEGIE. The long tunic, reaching down to the feet, has a broad border below, with
a centre and l'dges of various pattern. His cloak is
shown lined with ermine, a starry pattern on its outer
side. The shield, again a Xorman shield, shows a
highly intricate. originally g"lden ornamentation on
blue ground, surrounding a cross, and a border decoralion of a highly refined meander pattern, as in St.
Canute's shield.
To the right of the king kneels a little adoring figure,
almost invisible, which on lv came to light during the
copying. Earlier IlhsPl"\TrS had not seen this figure,
so important fIll' understanding the pictures.
The attitude and outlines of the tigures are characteristic and of grand simplicitv, Durand says, and even
now, in 1hei r discoloured state, they harmonize wit h
the deep solemnity of the basilica. There is no doubt
about their date. The diadems, details of the dress, the
form and ornamentation of the shields. all date from
the second half of the twelfth century.
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The Scandi navian saints, as above said, belong to
all the
columns of the central nave and five of the seven
easternmost columns in the southern side aisle. A
-hort surve~' of a!l the pictures is necessary to understand how and whv the Scandinavian saints were
included among them in such a distant and sacred
place.'
O[ the saints still recognizable some an> of a general
character: John the Baptist, [ohn the Evangelist, St.
Stephen, the Holy Virgin. Se\'en r.re .'Iwl'ially oriental
saints, and three local Palestinian hermit saints. Then
there are four western saints, and, finally, besides St.
Canute and St. Olaf, three who may be called specially
:\' orman saints, St. Leonardus, St. Bartoloma-us and
St. Cataldus, known from Sicily to England. St.
:\largaret, who was originally Syrian, may possibly be
a lso included among those worshipped by the Xormans.
St. Leonardus was the patron saint of the Sicilian Ducal
familv .
Of Scandina\'ian saints, St. Old was undoubtedly
the most honoured. He was, too, the Patron Saint of
the axe-bearing Varangians, with two churches dedicated to him in Byzantium, and he continued to be so
in the twelfth centurv, though they were then mainly
recruited from England. '1'111' stay of his brother Harald
with the Vararigians was not forgotten. The cult tlf
St. Olaf spread far and wide in the :\'orth as well as
in Xormandy and England. St. Canute was far more
a specially Danish saint, but connected with Palestine
through the pilgrimage of his Slln, Charles the Dane,
of Flanders, to t lu- 1101\' Land, and in 1123 it had been
planned to make him king of Jerusalem.
Those who have had opportunity to -rudv the pic-

:1 long series of saints whose pictures adorn

0

, Vincent Abel: Bethlehem, Paris, 1924,
2 M, Mackeprang : The Cult oj St . Olaf
Selsk , Forh. lIT. 1930,

III

Denmas k,

Ncrske Vidensk.

S]: Can ui c an.d .\/.. Olaf ill Church of

.\a/i~' i/y .
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tures 011 th e co lu m n close lv
. d ecla re that t hev, a re of a
ho m oge ne o us c ha ra ct e r and must he a II o f t he sam e
da te . and have been exec u ted a t about th e sam e tim e
as the m osai cs . T e rm in us a n i c q uem is J 1K7 . wlu-n
Saladin co n q ue red P al es tine, T h e m osai cs were presuma b ly exec ute d in t I(J5-1 16 <). and in t he next y ea rs
Ra ou l was bishop in Bethl eh em (d ied J 174) and
Arna lri k kin g of J e r usa lem, I ~ ()th h e and h is prcd r-cess o r, Ib lc1uin. were relat ed to the Emperor h v
marriage , .-\ s th e bish op. too. \\'as ce rta in ly a \"o rman.

Fig , 4 . - B irth a nd Ch ristening of S t. J o hn the Baptis t.
Painti ng i ll St . Gabriel's Chap el in Crypt , Cante rlnir v Co th rdral ,
For compari son with the pai 1/ ti1/gs ill Bethlehem,

it is tempt ing to th ink th at th e pi ctures o n th e co lu m ns
a nd th e mosaics are du e tu t h is co ns te lla tio n . It ce rta in ly h e lp ed to have th em und ert ak en. S o far as we
ca n se c thi s or nn menta tio n of th e co lum ns was not
pla nn ed as a who le . S ince we han' no informatio n on
t h is p oint we mu st proceed by inferen ce .
There is no t ra ce o f a pla n in the sequ ence of th e pi ctures . O n lv t he th ree ea s te rn m o s t o n the so ut h sid e
are ori e nta l sa ints. th e t wo o n th e north sid e P al est in ia n
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Of the Norman Saints two are on the north side, but
not side by side, St. Olaf and St. Canute are on the
south side, the fifth, St. Bartolomseus, in the southern
side aisle, most of them with inscriptions both in Latin
and in Greek, while five, the two Scandinavian kings,
John the Evangelist, St. James and the Holy Virgin,
have inscriptions in Latin alone. In most cases the
bilingual inscriptions put the Latin one uppermost or
first. If the pictures were executed by official initiative,
one would expect all the inscriptions to be in Greek,
which would always precede the Latin. \\T e are not
informed of the height of the pictures except, as mentioned, that St. Olaf is a little taller than St. Canute.
Thus there is no uniformity, even in this.
Surely the adoring figures found at least in three of
the pictures give the key to their genesis. As said
above, one of these is found in the picture of St. Olaf.
The only pictures in the whole series published up till
now (rincent Abel: Bethlehem) are a similar adoring
figure, a man kneeling, in the picture of St. James, and
a male and female figure, husband and wife, kneeling,
in the picture of the Holy \'irgin. There Ii,ay be others,
invisible as yet. The figure in St. Olaf's picture
was only discovered during the copying of it. It is
extremely probable that the kneeling adorants are the
persons who defrayed the expenses of the execution of
the pictures. And that this was mainlv due to pilgrims
is indirect lv proved by the fact that only the pictures in
the central nave and in one half of one of the southern
side aisles were finished. Thev
. surely
. meant to continue the work when opportune.
Since the pictures generall~' bear the impress of
Western culture, which prevailed in this region at the
time (the twelfth century), these pictures are surely
due to European, specially SC2ndina\'ian Xorrnan pilgrims. The last prominent Danish pilgrim to the Holy
Land was hishop Eskil of Yibnrg, in 115].
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At any rate the pictures of St. Canute and St. Olaf
in the Church of the :'-Jativity in Bethlehem furnish clear
and remarkable evidence of strong Scandinavian Norman influence at the time of the Crusades.

A GAMING-BOARD OF THE VIKING
PERIOD FOUND IN IRELAND.

T

H E accompanying plate shows a remarkable and
important find made in 1932 by the First Harvard Archa-ological Xl ission in Ireland.
It is a
Viking Period g;aming-board of ye\\' wood and
comes from a crannog (a palisaded lake, or marsh.
dwelling) at Ballinderrv, near Moate, Co. 'Vestmeath. It has been illustrated and fu llv described
by the Director of the mission, Dr. H. O'Neill
Hencken, F.~ . A.; in Acta Arclueologica, "01. IV.
(1933), p. 85· The gaming-board measures (excluding
the heads) 91 in. x 91 in. and it iSl in. thick (about tin.
thick at the borders). It was intended, according to
Dr. Hencken, for a game on the principle of Fox and
Geese, and in his opinion, which is based on a penetrating study of the ornament, it was probably made in
the Isle of :'Ibn hy a Celto-Xorse craftsman of the third
quarter of the loth century. He sugge:-.ts that it came
to Ba llinderrv, in the centre of Ireland, bv way of the
Shannon through the agency of the Limerick Danes
during or a little before the reign of :'Ilagnus Haraldsson of Limerick, who was king of Xla n and the Isles
from about 9i,1 to 0ii. The gaming-beard has been
presented by the Harvard Xlission to the Xational
Museurn, Dublin; a cast of it is exhibited in the Iron
-\gl' Gallery of the British Museum,
During the excavation of the same cra n nosr the Xlis
sion also found a second object of outstanding interest
a bronze hanging-lamp of an hitherto unknown type
probablv stolen bv viking raiders from :1.11 Irish ecclesi
ast ical building. This astonishing and rich lv decorate:
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piece o f metalwork (no t ye t pub lish ed ) ha s lik ewi se been
prese n ted to the :'\a tion al Xlus eum , Du bl in , wh er e it is
exhib ite d with t he g a m ing-b oa rd a nd a fln e 9t h ce n t u ry
sword (?\ Ia n n lls , Erg an zun g s ban d VI ., p. t t 1-o) ..f;lun d
in I <)2R in th e sam~ c.ra.n ~og . .
T. 0 , K.

Gam ing- board o f the Vik ing Period fon nd in Ir elan d.

SIEMUNDl{ INN FRO-DI IN ICELANDIC
FOLKLORE.
By HELEN T. MeM. BUCKHURST. M.A.
(Read April 8th, 1930.)

O

J\; E of the best-known verses in the Havamal utters

a word of warning to those who would fain be
over-wise;
., Me<'lalsnotr skyli manna hverr ,
:'EVd. til snotr se."
[Every man should be moderately wise; but let no mall IJ", too wise.]

The poet's reason for this advice is that the man who
knows too much is seldom happy; but there are other
dangers, to which he does Il ot draw attention, in the
attainment of wisdom markedlv beyond that of one's
fellow-men. A reputation for over-much learning was,
in mediaeval times at least, apt to lead to suspicion as
to its nature and its source. Hence the epithets murgfrd'Or and margluin nigr, 'wise in many things,' came
often to have a sinister meaning; the 'many things'
were frequently those which no entirely respectable and
god-fearing individual should know; and as to the
source "f the information, it was better not to enquire
too closely. And once let a suspicion of such a kind
attach to any individual sufficiently well-known to be
a popular figure, legend is apt to grow apace in the lore
of the people. Vergil becomes Vergilius the Sorcerer i
Roger Bacon. Franciscan friar, philosopher and
scientist, becomes Friar Bacon the magician, whose
Oxford study is the haunt of devils and witches.
The Icelandic counterpart of \'ergilius and Friar
Bacon is certainlv Sa-rnundr inn Fro'Oi-Scemundr the
\\'ise. Of his actual life little is known; of his actual
work still less. Rut that his work was considerable and
important we have abundant evidence in the numerous
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references, significant from their very casualness, in
later Icelandic prose. His name is frequently coupled
with that of Ari, author of the islendingab6k, as line
of the chief sources of information for later historians.
Ari himself refers to Szemundr, saying that he . made
the Islendingab6k for our bishops Porh'tkr and Ketill,
and showed it to them and to ScelHundr the priest.'
This seems to point to Sremundr as being a slightlv
older man than Ari, and tradition, fairly \\"('11 supported
by evidence, fixes his dates as 1056-r r53. \\T e know
that his father's name was Sigfuss, that he studied for
a time abroad, either in France or in German~', and
became priest at Oddi on his return to Iceland. His
chief work appears to have been the lives of ten ~ orwegian kings, Haraldr Harfagri and his nine successors;
but of this, as of his other work, no vestige now remains,
and we do not even knoll' whether it was written in Latin
or Icelandic.
So much for the Srernundr of history. There remain
for consideration the Sa-mundr of literary tradition and
the Srernundr of folklore. The first may
. be briefly
. dismissed; the extraordinary lack of elementary critical
instinct, which. in the r 7th century, assigned to him
the authorship of the Elder Edda hardly calls for discussion here. But the Sremundr of folklore is a far more
intriguing personality than the shadowy 'author' of
the Edda poems. Two facts in the bare record of his
actual life serve as the very scanty foundation for the
mass of legend that has accumulated round his name.
First there is his epithet inn Frdbi. 'the wise'; secondly,
there is his period of studv abroad .
.\ccording to quite earl." tradition, the place of his
studv was none ot h- r t ha n ' S7.,artisk6Ii ' - ' The Black
Sch~ol '-popuJarl" located in Saxonv Tn an early
version of the tale we are told that 'S~mundr the \Vise
sailed abroad and went to the Black School. There
was no schoolmaster to he seen in the Black School, hut
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whatever the students expressed a wish to learn any
evening, books on that subject appeared the next morning, or else the information was found written on the
walls .'
Later legends supply more detail. A tale from BorgartjQror tells us that' in former days out in a far land was
the school wh irh men call the Black School; in it men
learned magic and old lore of many a kind. The school
,,"as built in an earthen-house exceeding strong; it had
no window, so all was pitch darkness WIthin. There
was no teacher the-re, but men got all their learning from
books, \, hirh were written in letters of fiery red so that
thev could be read in the darkness. Those who studied
there" ('r(' never allow ed to go out into the open air or
to look upon the light of day. . . . It was either three
or seven }'ears before their course was completed. A
grey and shaggy hand came through the wall every dav
and :~"a\'e the students their food.'
A version from Sna-fellsnes savs that the school was
In German",", and was sometimes called 'Jupiter's
School.' . The light is always dim, sufficient only to
allow the students to read, and is supplied by wax
candles, which burn day and night. A good meal is
served twice a day, and once during the night if folk are
awake, and there is plenty to elrink. The students have
also good beds, one apiece . . . . They get any books
to read that they demand. but may take nothing away
with them when they go save- what they have written or
copied for themselves; but they are allowed neither ink
nor pen.' Presumably it was not much that they could
copy without these necessities. This version of the tale
concludes with a touch reminiscent of the Edda poems:
, Far to the north in a great forest lies this school; there
is no window hy which one rna}' see out, and the doors
all lace north (lio r]« dy r i Ilorollr).' One cannot but
recall l'QlllSP(1 and the hall that stood on the Strand of
the De-id.
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.-\ccording to the Borgarfjoror account, Sa-mundr had
two Icelandic companions at the Black School, Kalfur
Amason and Halfdan Eldjarnsson or Einarsson, afterward priest of Fell in SIettuhliD.
Both were, like
Szemundr, historical characters, but the story shows a
fine disregard for chronology, since the real Halfdan
lived in the latter part of the i oth century. Kalfur
Amason, like Sa.~mundr, has become the central figure
of a number of tales, in several of which Sa-mundr
also plays d part; the best known is the story from
:\fulasysla of huw the two of them cheated the devil of
his due.
, When Kalfur Amason was in the Black School he
promised himself to the devil; but when 1.t.' got back to
Iceland, he was anxious at any cost to free himself from
this promise, but could not imagine how to accomplish it. Su he went tu consult Sa-mundr. and begged
him to help him out of the difficulty. Ssemundr advised
him to rear up a bull-calf and name it Ami, and then
to rear up one of its calves and call it Kalfur-s-' then,'
said he, . that calf will be Kalfu r ,-\rnason.' Kalfur did
as Szemundr advised, and a little later the devil came
alung and said he had come to fetch Kalfur Amason.
Kalfur said that he should certainly have him, and
handed over the calf, saying, ' Here is- Kalfur Arnason.'
This the devil could not gainsay, though he was none
too well pleased with the ,,'ay the promise had been
kept; but that was all he got from Kalfur, who lived
to a ripe old age.'
.\ 11 the stories agree that it was easier to enter than
to leave the Black School. If a number of students left
in a body, the last to pass out was seized and kept by
the devii. And, according to some versions, even if
the hindmost man did succeed in emerging from the
narrow stairwav that led to the upper air, he was still
in the devil's power unless he could beguile him into
believing him dead.
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The early accounts attribute Ssemundr's escape to the
intervention of Bishop Jon of Holar,
, Bishop Jon went to Rome, and there he heard that
Szemundr was in the Black School. . . . So he went
thither, and talked with him, and offered to help him
escape if he would then go to Iceland and behave like
a good Christian. To this Ssemundr agreed. So the
bishop made him go ahead, while he himself followed
with a cloak cast loosely about his shoulders. And as
he passed out, a hand came up through the floor and
seized the cloak and held it; but Jon got safely out.
Then the devil came to Szemundr and made a bargain
with him to the effect that if Ssemundr could hide himself for three nights, he might have his freedom, but
otherwise the devil would claim him as his own. The first
night Sa-mundr hid himself under the bank of a stream,
covering himself with a mixture of water and earth, and
the devil thought that he had been drowned; the second
night he hid himself at sea on a piece of wreckage that
was floating near shore, and the devil thought that the
stream had washed him down into the sea. The third
night he had himself buried in consecrated earth; then
the devil thought that his body must have been driven
ashore and buried in some churchyard: and there he
dared not seek. But all this had been planned out by
Bishop Jon.'
Another early account is more farcical; Sa-mundr
slips the hind-quarters of a sheep under his cloak, and
the devil grabs this instead of his destined victim.
One of the Borgarfjorbr legends makes the devil seize
Sa-mundrs cloak as he passes through the door, and
then slam the door to, so quickly, that it gr,:zes his heels;
but a more graphic account comes from the same district.
'As Sannundr went up the passage and came out
at the door of the Black School, the sun shone towards
him and cast his shadow on the wall. And when the
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devil tried to seize him, Ssemundr said "I am not the
last; do you not see him who follows me ? " Then the
devil snatched at the shadow, thinking it to be a man;
but Saemundr slipped out, and the door slammed on to
his heels. And from that time Sremundr was always
shadowless, for the devil held fast to his own."
But the best account of the escape comes from M ulasvla. In this version Sa-mundr has forgotten all his
past while in the Black School, not even remembering
his own name and being known as Buft. But his friend
Bogi Einarsson appears to him in a dream and tells him
how to free himself.
, When you go out,' said Bogi, . )'ou must let your
cloak lie loosely on your shoulders; someone will seize
you as you pass out, but then you must slip off the cloak
and so escape. But yet you have much to fear from him
who is master of this school; for he will soon find out
that you are missing. \\Then you set out on your journev
home, you must take your shoe off your right foot and
fill it with blood and carry it all that first day on your
head. But when the evening comes, the master will
scan the stars, being wise in the understanding of their
motions; and he will take special note of your star. But
when he looks on it, he will think that vou are dead,
slain b)' the sword, for a ring of blood will be seen
encircling your star. . . . :'\ext day )'ou must fill your
shoe with water anel salt, and he wilI think, when he
looks at your star, that you have been drowned at sea,
for se-iwarer wi ll seem to have floated round the star.
But when you set out on the third dav's journey, you
must open a vein in your siele anel let the blood run into
your shoe; then take earth anel mingle it with the blood
anel speak words of blessing over it to hallow it, anel bear
the shoe upon your head all that day. And when he
looks at your star, it will appear ringeel rounel with earth,
and he will believe vou deael anel burieel, and a great
loss "ill it seem to him. But when in the end he hears
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that you are alive and well, he will marvel greatly at
your wisdom, and deem that it comes from him himself;
then he "ill become your "ell-wisher, and all your
troubles will be over."
One of the early legends, and a later tale from Borgarfjgr~r, not only make Ssemundr t rick the devil into letting him escape from the Black School, but even make
him get a free passage home at the devil's expense. The
bare bones of the tale appear in the early version, but
the Borg;;rfjgror legend supplies the picturesque details.
, When Sa-mundr, Kalfur and Halfdan left the Black
ScJ1001, the living of Oddi was vacant, and all three
asked the king for it. The king knew quite well with
whom he had to deal, and said that whichever of them
reached Oddi first might have it. S() Szernundr went at
once and summoned the devil, and said :-' Swim out
to Iceland with 1111:'; and if ~'( IU get me to land without
wetting my coat-tails, I am yours.' The devil agreed,
changed himself into a seal, and set out with Sa-mundr
on his back. All the time they were crossing the sea,
S;emundr was readinjr his Psalter. Soon they came in
sight of Iceland j and then Sa-mundr struck the seal such
a blow on the head with the Psalter that he sank down,
and Scemundr went head over heels into the water. He
swam safely to land, the devil lost his bargain, and
S;L'mundr got the living of Oddi.'
After his hazardous escape from the Black School,
Sa-rnundr seems t( I have had compararivelv little difficulty in his dealings with the Evil One, who is generally
referred to in the- tales by the familiar name of Kolski.
One tale, apparently feeling that Kglski's humility called
for some explanation, tells how, being challenged by
Sremundr to make himself as small as he could, he
reduced himselt to the size of a midge. The crafty
Szemundr then wedged him up in a small hole in the
fence and refused to release him till he had promised
obedience. Henceforth Kolski was engaged in a series
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of menial tasks, such as transporting a whole wood from
one part of the country to another when Ssemundr ran
short of firewood, or of cleaning the priest's cattle-sheds
of their accumulated dirt--though on this occasion he
revenged himself by dumping the manure-heap at the
church door just as the congregation was emerging.
The tales now become almost completely homely and
uften farcical. One of the best is that of a frustrated
attempt at revenge on the part of the much-abused
Kolski. It tells how Kglski turned himself into a tiny
fly and slipped under the skin of some hot milk which
had been poured into Sa-rnundrs porridge-pot, hoping
that the priest would swallow him and so meet his death.
But the wily Szernundr saw the fly, guessed who it was,
and quickly wrapped it up in the milk-skin. Then he
tied a rag round it, and carried it intu the church, and
there the miserable Kolski had to remain throughout
the Xlass-s-' and never,' says the tale, 'did he spend a
more thoroughly uncomfortable time.'
On another occasion Sremundr laid ~I wager with
Kolski that he could find a rhyme to any line of Latin
KIJlski could quote. Having capped' Nu.nc i ibi dee st
gramell ' with 'Digilo iu tc rge foramen,' and' Heel'
do nius est alta' with • ,"'i "-,is descen dere, salta,' he found
himself momentarily 'stumped' by Kolski's . Nu nc
bibis ex cornu.' But, quickly recovering himself, he
replied, with a lapse into the vernacular, ' F idisii,
quomodo fl)r nu:' Kolski immediately claimed forfeit,
justly saying that though fl)r 1111 might be a good
enough rhvrne to cornu, it was certainly not Latin.
Srernundr then resorted to sheer bluff, and, as the tale
naivelv puts it, 'they argued about it for a long time,
but in the end Ssemundr. by his great learning, proved
conclusively to Kolski that for n1~ was Latin.'
Onlv a few of the extant tales about Sternundr do not
includ'e Kqlski : hut there is a story about a Norn, to
whom, in the wild days of his youth, Ssernundr had
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promised marriage. Years later a mysterious chest
bound with bands of gold arrived at Oddi to remind him
of his old love; but Sa-mundr refused to open it, and
rode next morning on to a neighbouring mountain,
where he cast it into a deep rift. That mountain was
Hekla, and it was from this rift that volcanic fire first
broke forth, for the first lime in the history of man.
On the whole, Kolski appears to haw been a thoroughly submissive servant, and even such attempts as
he made on Sa-mundr or a n v of his household were
easily frustrated. He appeared to Ssemundrs housekeeper (or, according to another version at the tale, his
daughter) on one occasion, threatening to carry her off,
but was frustrated, in the good old fairy-tale manner,
hv being set first to count the feathers in the featherbed; and just as his task approached completion.
Sremundr himself appeared on the scene, and Kolski
fled.
His final attempt wa-. made when Scemundr lay on
his death-bed. Realising death was near, Ssernundr, so
the tale goes, felt doubtful as to his future-' whether
it ''''IS to be in heaven or in the other place.' He bade
his foster-daughter keep watch during the night; and
whe-n darkness came, the room seemed to her to be filled
with devils. The dying man seemed to be striving with
them and resisting their beguilements. At last they disappeared, but their place was taken by a swarm of
venomous gnats, which fiercely assailed the dying
Sremundr. But at that moment a flash of blinding light
broke forth, and the watcher saw his soul pass upwards;
the apparitions vanished, and the body of Sremundr.
scholar, priest, and wizard. lav lifeless, with no sign of
the last struggle in which he had subdued the powers
of evil with whom he had both striven and consorted
all his liff'

EYMUNDAR SAGA AND

RESEARCH

IN

ICELANDIC
RUSSIA.

By COLONEL N. T. BELAIEW, C.B.
(Read December lith. 1931.)

T

H E Icelandic studies in Russia are intimately
linked up with the .. Eymundar Saga," and a
translation into Russian of that saga from its Icelandic
text published in 11;34 by Senkovsky, professor of history at the St. Petersburg university, a brilliant philologist, essayist and writer, made - quite <. stir in the
Russian literary and scientific circles.
Scandinavian, or, as they were called, .. Northern "
studies, were by that time more than a hundred years
old, and Senkovskv already had several distinguished
predecessors in that field.
In the first place we have to mention V. ~. Tatischev
(1686-1750), one of the many Peter the Great's brilliant
lieutenants, a gunner and a mining engineer by training, a diplomatist and civil governor by profession,
and the author of the monumental" Russian History
from the Earliest Times."
When in Ijlg Jacob \\'illiam Bruce (1670-1735), of
"orman-Scottish descent and Muscovite bv birth;'
drew Peter the Great's attention to the urgenc:' of a
complete geographical survey of Russia, that Emperor's
eye fell on the young Tatischev, who had already distinguished himself at the battles of Xa rva and Poltava, and,
afterwards, spent between IiIJ and 1717 several busy
years abroad, engaging in various studies and collecting
a valuable libra ry of geographical and historical treatises. The choice proved a happy nne, and to his attainments as a S( .ldier and engineer, Tatischev added the
distinction of becoming the first Russian historian, his
I His father William left England during the days of Cromwell; he
died in 1680 at Pskov and left two sons: Jacob, a distinguished soldier
and a brilliant scientist, and Roman, the first governor of Petersburg.
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" Russian History from Earliest Times'" remaining
invaluable to, and even becoming in course of time more
and more' appreciated by, every student of Russian
history.
In 1724 Tatischev was sent to Sweden on a diplomatic mission; besides he had to report on Sweden's
mining and metallurgy, and also on her currency and
minting. He got into touch with several distinguished
Swedish scientists and historians, and the influence of
these Scandinavian associations is felt in his historical
research. It is undoubtedlv
- to them that we owe manyreferences in the earliest chapters of his " I J istorv " to
the intimate relations which existed between the first
Russian princes and the :'\ orthern countries, as, for
instance, the already elsewhere mentioned reference to
Alfind (Efanda). a daughter of a Xorse Iwnung and a
wife of Rurik."
If Tatischev can be considered as a precursor of
:'\orthern studies in Russia, his younger contemporary.
G. S. Baver (1694-1738) was the actual founder of Icelandic research. His" De \'aragis.'" by its Iucidity
and wealth of arg-ument based on actual study of Scandinavian, Greek and Eastern sources, remains up to now
a fundamental work on the so much debated" Varangian " question. He attached a particular importance
to the studies of the sagas. and his follower and successor..\.. L. Schlozer (1735-1809). advocated a creation
of a special scientific body for the collection, examination and editing- of all the Icelandic documents bearing
on the historv of Russia. Both Bayer and Schlozer
liberallv used such of the sagas which were accessible
to them. but the request was much ahead of the times.
'It took Tarischev 20 years to accomplish his task; he presented his
work to the Petersburg Academy of Sciences in '739, but he did Dot liveto see the publication even of the first volume of his History which
appeared only in 1768.
2" Rorik of Jutland," Saga-Book, \'01. X., p. II, '929, p. 295.
• A Russian translation of it was published by the Academy in the
fourth volume of its transactions in 1768.
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Even in 1849, i..e ., more than a hundred years after
Bayer's death, and some 85 after the publication of
Schlozers request, another Russian historian, and himself a great authority on the early history of the country,
A. Kunik, considered that the time had not yet come
for such an undertaking, and that a hasty and uncritical
publication of Icelandic texts might even cause some
prejudice to Northern studies. ":\fa, we are not ready
yet for it," was his conclusion. These pessimistic or,
perhaps, overcautious remarks were made by Kunik
in one of his critical reviews of the just then published
Chronicon '\ordmannorum."
by Kruse, in tlu"Antiquites Russes," by Rafn and :\Iagnussen.' And
yet the very fact of the appearance of the" Antiquites "
not on lv was stimulated by the" Eymundar Saga" of
Senkovskv , but, to a large degree was made possible
by it, as the funds for the publication bv the Society
of the Antiquaries of the '\orth of the" Antiqu ites "
were collected by Senkovskv and those interested in his
translation of the Icelandic texts. In r~40 a translation
of another saga, that of St. Olaf's, was published by
another Icelandic scholar, the rev. S, K, Sabinin
(17R9-186.1); this was followed in 1849 by the same
author's Icelandic grammar. It seems, however, that
these attainments showed the high-water mark of public
interest in Xorrhern studies, and it was only in the first
years of this century that Srhloze r's project was revived
by prof. .\. Shakhmatov, and that a complete edition
of the sagas, bearing on Russian historv, was undertaken hv the .vcademv : the editorship 'was entrusted to
prof. T·h. Braun, but, unfortunatelv, the war and the
revolution prevented the realisation of this work." Thus.
looking- back on the nearlv two-hundred vears period
of Icelandic scholarship in Russia, we have to admit
II

, .. Remarques critique" etc.," Bull. V" VII. 1850, p. 129.
2" Das Hisrorische Russland im Nordischen Schrifttum dr s X .-XIV.
Jahrbllnderts" in Festschrift Euge« MOI!R f. 70 Geburtstag ; Halle, 1924,

p. 161, 179-189,
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that the most important and, at any rate, the most spectacular achievement in its course was Senkovskys
translation of the saga of Eymund.
Joseph Julian Senkovsky (Sekowsky) was born in r800
near Vilna; his mother belonged to the Russian family
Buikov, and the young Senkovsky fluently spoke Russian, Polish, French and Latin; during his school years
at the college at Minsk and at the Vi Ina university he
mastered the .\ rabian, Persian and Turkish, and afterwards added the Scandinavian languages and the Icelandic. In r820 he was sent on a diplomatic mission
to Constantinople, and was given further facilities for
the studies of the Arabian and Coptic. In r822, at the
age of 22, he was already professor of the Arabic and
Persian languages at the U niversity of St. Petersburg,
and for 20 years remained there. Then he decided to
retire and to devote himself more exclusively to the
spreading of general knowledge through his periodical,
"The Reading Library" (Biblioteka dla chtenia),
which he edited from its beginning in r834 until r856.
It is in the first volume of this library that appeared his
paper on the Icelandic sagas, and this was followed in
the second volume by the Eymundar sClga; both the
original Icelandic text and the Russian translation were
printed alongside for the benefit of the reader, and, to
stimulate the interest in the Icelandic language, Senkovsky skilfully selected texts and sentences which
possessed similar words, derived from the same roots
or were grammatically constructed on the same principle. The yigorous and often beautiful language of
the translation, a clever introduction and the novelty of
the subject could not but appeal to the general reader
and to the scholar as well j even a casual reader was
easily carried away by the intensity of the author's feelings and his admiration of the sagas; some of his friends
went so far as In say that "This paper is of universal
Importance ancl will be translated into all the lan-
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guages." I But, unfortunately for Senkovsky and for
the future of Icelandic research in Russia, a considerable section of young Russian historians was under the
sway of the so-called Sceptic School," and would put
to doubt not only the veracity of the sagas but of the
Russian chronicles (and incidentally of all chronicles)
as well. To make matters worse, Senkovsky allowed
himself to be carried away too easily by his admiration
of the sagas, and wherever there was <. discrepancy
between the chronicler and the author of the saga he
placed himself unreservedly on the side of the latter and
severely criticised the chronicler; thus he brought upon
himself not only the criticism of the
Skeptics," but
also the wrath of people like Stroev, ~ who resented Senkovsky 's disrespect for the Russian chronicler.
Still, the sober judgment of such an authority as
Pogodin 3 was on the side of Senkovsky's views, and
some episodes of Eymundar saga gradually found their
way into some of the historical textbooks, and, of course,
the incorporation of the saga in the
Russian Antiquities " of Rafn did much to popularise it abroad; the
editors of the saga even included a French translation
of it to make it available to a wider circle of readers.
J n spite of this very little was done after 18S0 for the
study of the Evmundar saga, and a complete vindication
of its veracity"and of the general soundness of Senkovsky's judgment only came in 1926 with the publication
of a remarkable paper on the subject by A. J.
Liaschenko ,"
According to its title the saga is the saga of Eymund,
i.e., a saga of Eymund's exploits and adventures; as
these happen mostly in Russia, at the court of Yaroslav, between the years IOI6-I02I, the saga supplies us
II

II

II

Bulgartn, in the" Severnaya Pchela" (The Northern bee), 1833.
Kritichesky Vzgliid etc," (" Some criticism, etc,"), Moscow, 183,
a Moscow, 1846, pp. 275. (A Course of Lectures on Russian History).
4" Eymundar Saga and the Russian Chronicles," Bull. Ac. Sc. Petrop.,
1926, pp. 1061-1086.
1
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with a wealth of details concerning Russian and :'\orthman and their mutual relations; incidentally many an
episode, like, for instance, the death of Sviatopolk,
appear in quite a new light. But, on the whole, R ussian history only serves as a background to Eymund's
own history, and, quite naturally, events interesting
to him or to his followers are related with some flourish
and more details, than some others, which wuuld seem
more important to us, and also seemed
to the writer
of the chronicle.
The saga starts with the relation of events in Norway
leading to the expulsion or expatriation of many a
conung, namely of the rebellion of Rurik, Eyrnund's
brother, and his subsequent blinding by Olaf. Eymund,
on his return from a viking-cruise, learns about Olaf's
policy, and, whilst declining to fight him and even
endorsing his unifying policy, refuses to pay homage
to him and decides to sail eastwards to Gardarike, where
on the death of king ""aldemar (" Valldarnars ") his
sons are said to be fighting for their father's possessions.
The names of these sons of St. 'Vladimir are given in
the saga as Burizlafr, Jarizlafr and Vartilaf , The first
two names sometimes are given as Burizleifr and Jarizleifr, and refer to the sons of 'Yladimir SviatopolkBurislav and Yaroslav; the third is Briachislav and
Yaroslav 's nephew, but known to the :'\orthmen as
brother," according to his princely courtesv title.
The following chapters relate the happenings in
Russia and the strife between Yaroslav and Sviatopolk;
here every word gin·s us some precious details as to
the customs and usages of the time, and I should like
to warmly recommend these to ever~' student of the
Viking-period. The English reader will meet here at
ever~' turn names and persons familiar from Saint Olaf's
saga and the saga of Harald the Stern. E~ mund and
his companions are entertained at Yaroslav's court by
his queen Ingigerd, daughter of Olaf the Swede, and
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what she is eager to learn is about her former lover Olaf
of Xorway: and the mutual friendship of hostess and
guests to Olaf supplies the first links of s vmpathy. The
wilful Ingigerd and the book-loving Yaroslav are living before the reader's eyes, and Ingigerd (of this saga)
in particular is quite like to the girl-Ingigerd of Olaf's
saga. Thus, to the viking Eyrnund life in Russia
offered the same adventures as anywhere in the west,
but the reader will perhaps have noticed with some surprise, that Russia of the days of Yaroslav not only was
for him a Gardarike, i.e., a land of towns, as distinct
to his own land of communes or fvlke, but a kind of a
promised land where riches were to be won or bartered,
and, in case of need, asylum and security found.
It is also to be noticed how in these far-off days all
the countries of the North were linked together b)!
common interest, by common ties of blood, friendship
and understanding. If only on this account it is to be
earnestly hoped that some Icelandic scholar would
undertake the task of editing and translating that saga
into English. The text of that saga has been preserved
to us in the same Flateyjarbok, where th- Faereyinga
and Jarla sagas were discovered, and that may add an
additional interest to the English reader and the members of the Viking Society in particular.

iVlI L LENA H.Y CELEBH.ATION OF THE
D E ATH O F KI N G HAHALD
H AIl\ F AlR, 933.
T th e Ann ua l D inn e r of th e \ ' ikin g Society
in C la ridgu '« ll ot cl , London , on Novem be r
1933, th e .\11 ,, :"1 t oast tu th e departed Vi kin g s,
special refe ren ce t ~) I'in g H arald I-Ia irfa ir, was to
been proposed by Mrs . Er ling Mo ns en, who
unfortunar elv un able to a tte nd .

A

held
lit h,
wit h
have
was

...

•

Haral ds H owe , Haugesund .

T he fo llowing is what l\lrs. l\Ion sen had intended to
sav regard ing I-I a ra ld: " I will no w speak of the g reat Nor se kin g Haral d
H airfair. 1\ mi llcni u rn was ce lebrated thi s s um me r in
Norwa y in mem o ry of his deat h in 9:;:;-a tho usa nd
yea rs ag o. H e was huri ed at H an g ar near the litt le
tow n of Hau g esun d on the \Vest Coast of N orwa y.

King Harald Hairfa ir, 933.

10 1

Harald H airfair was a rem arka bl y g ifted king in man y
ways-st ro ng, brave a nd a ru b irious-c-a nd it is doubtful
whet he r an,' ot he r Nor se king' wielded a g reater
infl ue nce in th e North. H e co nq ue red th e who le of
Nor way a nd was th e fi r st k ing' to u nit e the lan d un der
one rul er : B ut tho usa nds of peop le wo uld no t s ub m it
to hi s rul e a nd the" left th e cou nt rv . So serious d id
the em ig ra tio n becom e, tha t H a rald was fo rce d to
,

,

Kin g Haakon (lef t) , :\[rs , a n d Mr . E r lin g :\l o ns e n (3r<1 a n d 4t h fro m left ).

fo rbi d peo p le to lea ve t ill' la nd exce pt wi t h hi s perm ission . It \\a s of co urse in h is reign th at R olf th e
Ga nge r a nd hi s a d he re nts left :'\ o rwa y a nd settled in
the north of Fran ce .
T he m ill eni um ce leb ra tio ns took p lac e at H au g es un d
o n Jul y Ijth, 1933, a nd Ki n g H aa kon , who wis he d to
be pr es ent, ca me ro u nd th e coast fro m O sl o in a wa rsh ip . r o n ly wish he cou ld have co me in o ne of the
old Vik ing s h ips !
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My husband and myself had the honour of being
invited, and we laid a wreath on Harald Hairfair's
burial howe on behalf of the Viking Society. This little
gesture was greatly appreciated by everybody, and the
Committee at Haugesund has asked us to convey its
sincerest thanks to the Viking Society for having taken
part in the celebrations. There \\ ere about seventeen
thousand people gathered around the Howe where the
old King is buried, and it was a glorious sight to see
King Haakon-a modern Viking King-standing
6ft. 3in. talking to his people in the most informal and
charming manner. There he stood by the grave of the
first king who united Norway, and had a heart to heart
talk with his people, who cheered and cheered him.
There seemed to be no limit to the enthusiasm with
which the King was welcomed."
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C"mIJl'idge: Il nl rc rsit n Press.

By

UumIUxll

SCH{;TTE.

l'p. xvi., 482. 20 maps.

If Dr. Schutte's book is primarily d work of reference, it is, like
many reference books, a store-house of facts which is interesting
wherever it is opened, but it may also be read through from beginning to end as it connected narrative. The first volume was publ ishcd
four years ago, but the second is complete in itself. and can be used
independently. It forms a survey and classification of all the Oermanic nations and tribes, with evidence as to their relationships,
homes and j ou rneyi ngx derived f rom h istory, archaeology, architecture, philolugy, place- and peisonnl-numes, and epic legend. 'I'ho
author's c-hief aim 'has been to provide a methodical framework,
showing how the detailed information expected in all ethnic manual
sh oultl be arranged.' Naturally the framework is fil lecl in in very varying f'ulm-«, for in certain directions research has been but scanty,
while in others there has been an over-abundance of investigation,
with its resnlting mass of literature, of good, bad or indifferent
quality, among which the author has had to make his choice. He
has been wise and successful in presenting the main facts as simply
as possible, sometimes leaving their interpretatioll to the reader,
sometimes discussing the problems involved (especially in controversial points which he has himself invest igated) with due fairness
to both sides.
The usual division among the Germanic tribes (the term Gothonic
seen" to the present writer, as well as to many others, no improvement on Germanie) is into Xorth Germanic, West Germanic and
Ea;t Germanic. In the main Schutte follows this, but he is careful
to make it clear that though in the case of Xorth and of East Germanic a linguistic unity is paralleled by a certain amount of political
or cultural connection, the ".est Germanic group of peoples is bound
together by similarity of language only; there is no historical or
other evidence. from any pa.iod, for ,\ "Vest Gothouic commonwealth or common political action.' Further, the author distinguishes strictly the' German-Dutch hom the North-West Gothonic
sub-group (Saxon and Frisian, and later Anglo-Saxon in England),
and adds as a separate group, intermediate between "'est and Nor-th
Gothorric, the branches originally established in the Jutlandic peninsula: Angles. Jutes, Teutones and Cimbri. Eudoses. \Yendle. 1:;0
that his sub-groups actually number five: (1) Gothic or East Gothonil'; (2) German-Dutch or South Gothonic; (:3) :'\odh-WestGothonic;
(4) 'I'hr- peninsula sub-group; (5) Scandinavian or North Gothonic.
Owing to the comparatively short period of history to be covered.
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the East Gothonic group is dismissed in s ixty-th rr-e pages, though
by no means lightly dismissed. Here we seem to have an unmistakable early unity of speech, civilisation and creed. though the
political history of the sub-divisions soon diverges.
These sub.
divisions are not all clear, and are given only tentatively. The Goths
as a whole played an important part in t he -'fig ration Age, and
traces of them are still to he found in plar-e-riames from the Crimea
to the Iberian peninsula, The Goths proper, and also the Burgunrlians, contribute many well-known figures to Germanic epic
Ii teratu re.
In dealing with the West Germanic linguistic sub-group, Schutte,
though to some extent opposi ng German-Dutch to Saxon-Frisian,
makes it clear that besides the often-quoted resern hlauces between
Anglo-Saxon and Prisian, there are di vr-rge ncies which are difficult
of explanation if a ~'axon-Fri"ian linguistic unity is assumed; he
would prefer to keep each of the fuur branches apart as separate
sub-groups. An early German-Dutch nnitv is, h owr-ve r , fairly easily
acceptable. Within this gr ou p Sch ut te plaor-s the following branches:
Erminionic, Swabians (Germans proper), -'Iarcomanni. Varistae,
Langoba rds, Ermundures (Thuringiuns), Franks, Marsi. German
Saxons. In these, as in the later sections. the character of local
types of farm-houses often contribute,' interf'stint: additions to the
"vidence afforded bv other types of information.
In tliP chapters on the l\orth-\Yest Got horiic <nb-g r-oup, the account
uf t lu- .\ ng lo-Snxon s..ttlement in England is a use tul summary, but
sllff,'rs hom (perhaps necessary) compression. The author follows
Thurlow Leeds in bel ieving the main attack to have come through
East ,\ uglia. and he agrees with Zachri-son and Foor d that a consi de r abl-- Cel t ir- element survived among the population. The prf'dominating iuflucnce among the settlers he takes to have heen Saxon.
'I'Ire ~('alldillayial1 . . ub-group ha:--. a long, more-or-less common history, though here we have as many distinct sub-drvisions as elsewhere. The "hief a I'e the' Erulian, Danish, Gautic, Gotlandiv.
Sviouic, and Xorwegiu n hranehes. It is apparently possible to trace
the Germanic peoples in Scandinavia since the time of the Bronze
Age, and It is also possible t hut in certain parts the continuity of
development «a n be shown tu ha ve been unbroken since t.he Megalithic ,\gP. The latter has left no t rarea bl e mark on the Place-names
of the ~'..undi navian countries, hut the ''''eas of Xorway which
contain the principal Bronze-Ago settlements »re marked by a
striking number of the most archaic type of simple (uncompounded)
t r iba l and r-iver names; the sallie is true of South Jutland.
A good many controversial points are dealt with in this part of
the volume, such as that which concerns thp origin of the Danes:
where they indigenous to Zealand, or did they nnmigrats thither
from ~'lI"eden? Schiitte inclines to the former u lte rnativs. It is

Reviews.
interesting to find that Schutte leans to the theory that the Geats
of Beowulf were J utes and not Gautar; this section, however, is not
very convincing,
The book is illustrated by a number of maps, which are p rvsuruably
as clear as various types of hatching can make them. A list of
abbreviations is combined with a bibliography. There is an index,
which might have been fuller. In a book in which each section
has to be moderately complete in itself, there is necessarily" certain
amount of repetition. There are very rarely contradictory ~tate
ments (e.g., two etymologies for Surrey, pp. 33 a nd 231). Remarkably few misprints occur, though they appear occasionally in names,
e.g., Pond for Pound (p. 275), Mulcester for Mulcaste,' (p. 274). Dr.
Schutte is to be congratulated on having completed a notable task,
and having produced a book to be kept constantly at one's elbowan O'n/ic eaxl-oesteailo :
;\1 S. S.
rtu: LIVES OF THE SURSE I':I:"OS. Edited, With Notes,
by ERLING MONSEN, and translated iuto Engl ish with the assista nee of .\. H. Smith. 8vo. pp. xxx\·iii.+770. I'ambridge:
11'. lLeffcr niul Sons (1932). 18s. net.

H£IMSKRI:"GL\, OR

There was unduubtedly room for ,l n e w t.i-unsl a.tinn of the greatest
of Icelandic hi sturicul writings. S"muel Laing's. available in Nos.
717 and 847 of Eoerumnn:« Librm'y, was original ly publ islu-d i u 1844.
and was based Oil Aa ls Norwegian ve rsion ; and )Ionia and )lagmissons, which appeared in Vols. IIl.-\'I. of the Saya Library
(1893-1905) has nut found much f'avou r With t ho-« who knuw the
original. Icelandic studies are deeply indebt...d to Xl.orris but his
very individual style has not pr-oved u good model for subsequent
translators. Snorri IS no more quaint or naive than Chaucer; he
is in fact one of the few greatest prosi writers of the world. and
it is no business uf a translator to get hetween him and the public.
Mr. Monsen and Dr. Smith have b appily adopted .l sound workmanlike style with few arehaisms or dialectal word-. it is a pity, however, that they have used the modern Norwegian f'or ms of Old Norse
names le.y., T'jodolr of 1\1'in); this has led at least one competent
critic to the quite unjustified conclusion that their translation is based
on Storm', Dano-Norwegian version. Their translution is in general
faithful. hut they han not in every case caught the precise meaning
of the Ieelandic.
A few examples taken from the episode uf the Jrimsvfkingar will
ae r ve : .\t p. 140 "'I'h"rkel the High" should be "Thorkel the Tall."
At p. 141 fa I'i 11' Irim Buo is strictly not "father of Bui ," but
" father of Hili and his brother (:-iig'urd. mentiuued a l it t h- earlier)."
At p. 144 " one and a half hundred ships" is explained in a foot-
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note as 1IjO. 'I'Iri« ui ust he ,l slip, for the d iffe rr-n t tot al- amount
to 180 (i.e. a long hundred of 120 and a half of that).
At p. 148 reuldi sik til faliz i streiunnuni is .. th re w himself forward tethered as he was," not"
on the rope."
It should he added that this work includes " 'lood m a nv chapters
not translated by :\IorriH and Magnusson nor edited in Finnur
J onssorr's H eimskringla.
A few additions and corrections to the notes on the first part of
the translation art> appended:A, t p. 22 a. reference to H. Nc rman» work on the early history
of the kings of Sweden is desirable.
At p, 36 it might h ave been mentioned that t h e Osebe rg ship was
prohably the resting-place of Queen AHa.
At p. 60 a refer-ence might have been made to fl. Prcnto uts Essni
Silr les origines et la fondation du lru ch e ti" .Yol'lnl/ndie (Pa-is,
1911).
At p. G4 It.inunsin; is of cour-se North Ronaldsay : at p. 153 Hljgnvaldzey is rightly noted as South Ronaldsay.
At p. 80 it is said that ., Grimsln], now in Lincol nsh i re, was at
that time in Lindsey," Gr-im-by is of c-uu r-,« " borough, hut geographically it is in the Parts of Lindsey, the ncrt.herumo-t of the
fh re. divisions of Lines .
.At p. l:Ii MePh!',.son (better jlacph!'rson) is certainly not" the
son of Per or Pehr," hut .' the son of the parson."
At p. 99 the Xlanx House of Keys i.s most improbably connected
with O.="f. kj6sa.
At pp. 139-140 it should have been noted that the dragon, the bird,
the bull and the hill-giant who successively repel Harold's wizard
from the coast of Iceland are the fylgjul' of t h- fo u r local wurthies
mentioned i mmedia te ly after. One of these is Toni gplli (port5r
gelJir), whose bye-name, usually rendered in English "the ye ller "
(e.g., in E. R. Edd isons Egil's Saga), mea n- ".lJ1lll "-originally
"the bellower.'
At p. 182 the text illustration of tne Long :-;Pl'ppnt dol" not correspond with the description of the "E'SSP\.
.H p. 188 O.N. hl'!,pin" has survived in the Lincolnshire dialectal
heppell, .. deft."
At p. 192 it is most improbable that 'I'vrker, who was a German,
"spoke in Turkish."
At p. 206 it is odd to say that 'I>' and . t5' do not e xi-t any
longer in the modern Scandinavian languag..s ; th..y an' still used
in Icelandic.
At p. 210 t he first el ..ment of t he wor-d t runslu t-d .. blood howls .
is bl6t-, 'sacrifice,' rather than b/615-, • blood.'
At pp. 227-8 a rpferE'lleE' might have been made to Margaret
Ashdown's Rng/ish and Xo rs« Documents rclu t i n q to t h c ""ign of
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Ethelred the U'nreadu. Her breakdown in health has been a great
lo-s to Uld 2\"or,,: studies in this country.
The book i, splendidly produced, with five maps, eight half-tone
plates (iuclud ing three of the Gokstad Ship, t h re« of the Oseberg
Ship, and a page from the l<'lateyj arbok) and text illustrations
on almost ""ery page. These cuts, the work of several distinguished
Norwegiun a rtrst«, have more than average merit, but most
of them have alI'ead,I' been reproduced in the ~orwegian and Swedish
translations of the Heimskrin qla, and" larger number of half-tone
plates of Viking Age antiquities and Roui anesque architecture and
sculpture (for the latter see L' ,h,t T'il'ant for 15 Dec., 1930) would
have been mer .. welcome. Also while three "arly maps of Iceland,
which only comes iucideutally into the story, are reproduced, there
is no satisfactory map of Norway. But when so much is given for
so little money it were ungracious to ask for more. Mr. Monsen
and Dr. Smith d",erw well of all who are iute i-estcd in Icelandic
literature and in the early history of Xorwuy,
HlnTE DICKINS.
Leeds.
OF
PIItACY.
By PHILIP GOSSE.
London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1932. Pp, xvi., 349, with illustrations and maps.
15s. net.
VIP are not accustomed to think of t he Vikings as buccaneers.
For us their hi-torical importance and the culon re-, and kingdoms
they founded ove rslu..Iow their raiding exploits. There is no doubt
at all, however, that in the ninth century the rest of the world
regarded them as most murderous buccanners. Mr. Gosse has naturally
not been able to devote much space to them. and does not attempt
to divide them into nationalities, calling them all "Norsemen."
It is not clear why he defines their dominions 'IS extending "from
the River Tweed to the Straits of ~lessilla," leaving out some of
their most important and historic kingdoms. His reference to
Turgeis' action in allowing his wife. Aud , to g ive audience as a
pagan priestess at Clonm acnois misses the point, for it was this
action that provoked the Irish beyou d end u rn n ce and led to the
death of Turgeis at the hands of Maelseach lin. For the rest tho
book is a comprehensive and very interesting account of the pirates
of al'l ages and places. and will be ,( useful book of reference.
THE

HISTOItY

E. L.
THE KENSINGTON STONE. A study in pre-Columbian American history.
By HJALMAR R. HOLAND. Ephraim, Wi".. Privately printed,
1932. Pp. 316, 34 plates and illustrations. :J dollars 5Uc. net.

It is strange that an ar-ehseologicul find of so 111 uch importance
a., the Kensington f-."tonp should be so little known in England. T'he
Stone, which hears " Runie inscription, was discovered under an
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nspr-n tree and firmly held by its roots, ill It!9t! by :'Ill'. Ohman, a
farmer of Kensington in western Min ne sotu. The inscription Was
not deciphered for several years, when :III'. Roland succeeded in
that task. He read thp n i ne lines on t he face of the stone as
follows : 8 gote r ok 22 nor rnu-u p,\ opdagelsefard fro winland of west
wi hade lager wed 2 skj a r en dugs risr- norr fro theno sten
wi war ok fiske ..n dag-h iiptir wi kom IWIll fan 10 man rode
af blod og ded .\ VM hal' lse af ill)'
and the three lines on the edge as:hal' lU mans we hawet at se apti r wore skip H dagh rise frarn
theno oh ahr 1362
wh ir-h he has translatelL,"(\\"e are) &Goths (:-;wedes) and 221\orwe,gians
(an) exploratiou-jou rnev from Vinlund over the West. We had
camp by 2 ske rries one day's-journey north from this stone. We
were (out) and fished one day. After w« came home (we) found IU
(of our) men red with blood and dead. .\ ve Virgo :'IIar;a, save (II,,)
from ev i l .
(We ) have ten of our party hy the ,ea to look after our ship, 14
days'-j ourney f'rom this island. Year 1:3G2"
His into rp retation was at once impugned on Sp\'e1 al g round-. It
was declared that many of th.. «ha rur-ter« we re not true runes, that
t he language
a m ixtm-e of Old C\nr,p. Swedish and Englrsh,
that no Norsemen wvre known to huve been in Vinland or any
part of America in 1362, that an «xpedition of that time would not
be composed jointly of C'wedes and Xorwegiaus. that there could
not be ske r ries one day's journey uorth of the stone or the sea 14
days' journey distant, since Kensington lies over 2.01JU miles from the
.\tlantic. and that finally the Kensington district was largely POPIllated bv C'candinayiau irnmigi-a n ts, some of whom probably cut the
stone and buried it. The stone was actrve ly discussed for years in
C'candiliayian-AIII"ricau papers of the Xliddls ',"pst and also in
Scandinavia. and ma,ny a ut ho rit i e-, admitted that it was wry difficult
to explain away, wlrile some declared it gen uine. In the present book
~[r. Hol a nd Hets out t he reslilts of 25 years' investigation into all the
problems ru i-r-d by t lu- i nscript ion. Hs has found fru-ts or probabi l it ies which se""1 to cOl'roll'"'atp e ve rv word of it and to reven l
a story of romantic i nte rext.
In 1355 King 'lag,"" Erik-,«.n of C\ol'way and C'weden sent out
a strong expedit iun to Grevnlancl u nrle i- Paul Kn u tsson , mainly with
the obj ert of recalling' to the Ch m-rh t hoso nl'Ppnlauders who had
become hea thons. :'II r, Roland recalls that in 1342 Iva r Ba rdsen
found the ',"pstp"n ,'pttlpmPlit (1"'''l'tpd. and explains this by a statem ent in Bishop Gisl i (),hl,ou's .vnna ls (written in 1/;:17) that in 1342
t lu- inhabitants of ({rpenland fr-l l away from HlP t rue faith arid
OIL

IV'"

turned to the people of America. Kn ut sson would the ref'o rv have
to cross to America after the apostates. At a ny rut". his expedition
did not return to Norway until 136301' 1364. King Magnus was nne
of the Folkuugs, <l West Gothlund fami I)', and therefore thr- men
of his bodyguard, whom he expressly ordered Knutsson to take with
him, would be Goths, uud would be accompan ied by some of Magnus's
Norwegian subjects. 'I'his would also accouut for the mixed language
and localized runes of the inscription; and Mr. Roland has found
a. late medieeval prototype for ever-y word, letter and numeral in it,
Failing to find the emigrants in Vi nlaud , which MI'. Roland places
south of the Gulf of ~t, Lawrence. Kn utsson cruised north. eventually sailing into the southern waters of Hudson's Bay. There a
number of men, leaving 10 men to mind thr-i r ships, went lip
the Kelson River, along the Hed River. and fin" lIy rcached Kensington. American physiog raphists believe thut ,he site on which
the stone was found, a hill still sur-rounded by marshy land,
was once an island. '" descr-ibed by t he inscription. The ske rries
could not be found" one davs journey north f rum tbi, stone" until
somebody suggested that days ris« stood for the sau iug term dog"
or dags siglina, which i- about i5 modern miles. Accordingly search
was made, and t wo h ke lv sker ries wei e fonnd in Cormorant Lake,
some i6 miles north of the stone. More. then' wen' found in boulders
at the edge of the lake some holes, evidently bored with steel instruments a long time ago, which seemed to have been made to take
mooring-rings, This iute rpreta tion of day" ,,;S<. u is» and alone would
explain the statement that men were watching the party's ships
14 days' journey away, for the mouth of the :'\el"," River, the nearest
point of the sea, is OYer 1.000 miles distant., The age of the tree in
the roots of which the stone was found was determined. and left no
doubt that the stone must have hren under it since 1850 at latest.
The weathering of the insc-iiption itself has convinced geologists and
epigraphists that it cannot be Ie" than 100 year, old, and therefore
was cut long before any Scandinavian colon i-f real' heel those parts.
The stone might well have found its way to Kensington from some
place near the eastern seaboard, carried hy superstitious Indians,
Even this, however. Xlr. Roland will not admit, and in support of
his argument add ucr-s some finds which are almost as surprising as
the stone itself, viz .. four Scandinavian axes of medirevnl type, one
Scandinavian spearhead and .1 ~('andinavian fire-steel, all, except
the spearhead, found within fifty miles of Ke n-Lngton. 'Vith these
weapons is associated" theory (which Mr. Roland does not, however,
stress) that the men of the Kensington stone were ancestors of the
Mandan Indians, whose religion, civilization and fair complexion
seem to indicate a European origin for t.hem .
In putting forward this plausible and very va luable explanation
of the inscription, Mr. Roland has shown not only remarkable learn-
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ing but a sohularly impartiality and a closeness of reasoning which
deserve all praise. His theor-ies about the life of the Xo rse Greenianders and their freqnent visits to the Amerr-uu continent are
especially shrewd and illuminating. His belief about the }Iandan
Indians is not likely to be correct, for the Kensington Stone men
were few, and ten of them had already been killed by the Indians
(Sioux probably). The strongest argument in favour of his thesis
is the great improbability-one might almost say impossibility-of
any forger possessing the quite exceptional knowledge of Greenland
history, of the by-ways of runology and of Swedish medie-val dialect
which the cutter of the inscription must have possessed, since in
1898 no Scandinavian scholar knew enough to decipher it, and yet
every word of it has now been corroborated in '" manner which has
satisfied some of the greatest authorities, though it bas left others
unconvinced. The weakest points in the story a 1'1' the circumstantial
and dramatic nature of the inscription itself, en ti relv different from
the rather stereotyped content of all known runic inccriptions, the
great distance of Kensington from the sea, and t h-- medizeval axes.
Lung af'te r 1362 the early French explorr-r-, and the agents of the
Hudson's Bay Company. even when they were on good terms with
t he Indians and knew something of the country. took sixty years
to pe uet.rate SD far inland. Nor is it at all likel v that Knutsson's
men would reckon thei r exhausting journeys over ve ry difficult
count iv and by wn.te rwav« full of rapid-, in terms of doqr . Dags
"is" simply means "" day's j ou rnev;" proha bly not more than 20
mode rn mill'S. T'he .'\elson River r-an not he rpgardl'd as "Wl'st"
Vinland, unless we place Vinland much further north than )oIl'.
IIuland or anyone else has e ve r placed it. Judeed, it is not at all
l i kely that Knutsson would, or could. make the long voyagl' up to
Hudson's Strait and down into the Bay, If, therefore, the Stone
is genuine, its original site must have been somewhere in the eastern
provinces, The 'lXI'S and t he fire-steel would inspire more confidence
if they had been found scatter-ed over the continent, 01' near the
Sl'a. or along the NI'Is,»l River, i nstsad of in a count ry populated
by Scandinavian immigrants and not far from the stone. Mr,
Holand has been r-a ref u l not only to secure affidavits from all tbe
per-sons concerned in the finding of the Stone and of the axes but
to clear Sven Fogelblad and other immigrants from the charges mads
against them of cutting the ineription and "planting" the Stone
:-iince no Scandinnvian immigrant a rrived there before 1864 ani
nobody seems to ha vs real ized, or indeed could realize until afte:
t ho Stone was found, that the p lace wht'l'l' it was found had onebeen an island. tht'sP immigrants can hardly ]W suspected, It i:
unfortunate, however, that most of the affidavits we re taken severa
years af'te r the finding of the Storie. when thl' memoriss of thos
wh o swore them were not ,!' «Iea r as they should be.
And th-
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mediaeval weapons must lie under the suspicion of having beell
imported to support the story told by t he Stone.
It is, of course, possible that the Scandinavian, cut and lef't in
North America several rune-stones. But one with an inscr-ipt iun
so exceptional and So dramatic as that on the Kensington Stone
must be regarded with grave suspicion, especin lly in t he-«- days
when the Glozel forgeries a re still fresh ill our melllory. And
the fact, admitted by 1111'. Holand, that it would have taken the fngitive
and desperate Norsemen two wbole days to cut the inscription, goes far
towards proving that they did not cut it. But who did, if not they? ~Ir.
Roland's fair and cogent reasoning and his careful yet imauinative
handling of his facts will, however. f'asci nat.e his readers, whether
they ar.. interested in Norse history and the discovery of America
or not. \Vhile his subj er-t is of the greatest historical importance.
his book is more exciting than many a detective story.

E. L.
By ~rAl'RICE P. DUNLAP.
Edillhlll'gh: The Moray Press, 1933. Pp, 308 l llustrated. 8s. 6d.
net.
This book is the life of St. Olaf, King of Norway, and his' Knights:
founded on Snorri Sturlnlson's Heimskrinqla, and other sources, and
written in the form of an historical novel. The author is the
American Consul in Dundee. who has personally visited the various
scenes of ~t. Olaf's romantic and cheque red ca reer-e-hi s boyhood
at Ringerike, viking raid in Sweden, cruise to England, when he
assisted the English in( taking London Bridge from the Danes, visit
to Normandy, return to Nor-way. whe re he was accepted as king,
his broils with the Swedish king and marriage to his daughter,
baptism of his illegitimate son Magnus, defiance of Canute, defeat
and flight to Sweden and Russia, return to Norway, defeat and death
at Stiklestad and subsequent popular beatification.
The illustrations are good and inter-esting, showing the scenes of
St. Olaf's boyhood and exploits. including works of modern artists
and sculptors. But the map has the viking ship with its flag flying
against the wind, and with its helm on the larboard instead of the
starboard side. 'I'he author does well in apparently giving us a
warning hy the illustration of the modern Shetlandic representation
of a viking ship (which is now used in a modern perversion of an
old Scotch Yule festivaJI), which includes warriors with imaginary
theatrical winged helmets which the vikings never wore. The ship is now
burned instead of '" tar-barrel as formerly, and the ceremony h;s
been actually mistaken by unwary antiquaries as an old Norse sur-

VIKING 1\:NlGHTS, A TALE OF THE PAGAN NORTH.

I Ul'helli dUll. uph,Ul/u, .. Scotch forensic term for the end of the Christm...
holiday, when the old custom of "the burning of tbe clavie" to.ok place, in wbich
a blazing tar barrel was carried m procession WIth the object of ensurmg 0
successful fishing season.
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vival, instead of a modern caricature of a Scotch custom-the viking
ship having been first introduced, as late as 1889, to take the place
of the tar-barrel.
The suggestion (p. aU6) that: .. Skot-land means, ill the old Norse,
tax (01' treasure) land-the Vikings found both tax and treasure
in Scotland," does not accord with the fact that the Irish were called
Scotti in Latin of the 4th century; that Adamnan, circa 700, called
Ireland and the Irish, Scotia, Scot i, and the Scots (Irish), of Dalriada, etc. Scoti Britanice : and that the Scots (Irish) colonised Alban,
which was afterwards called Scotland, before the vikings arrived.
The derivation of the Latin Scotti is unknown.
The story is told in a straightforward and homely style which
should appeal to the general reader and create a much needed
popular interest in the history and antiquities of the Viking north.
The book is sumptuously gut up and illustrated.
N ORTHMEN OF ADVENTURE. By CHARLES MARSHALL S);ITH. Longmans,
Green and Co" London, 1932. Pp. vii., 389. S plutes and 3 maps.
16s. net.
This is a book intended for the general reader, but it is at the
same time ... vehicle for the statement of a thesis, and, as is usual,
in such instances, both reader and thesis are treated very badly.
We must pay tribute, however, to the author's obvious enthusiasm
and energy, and to his courageous attempt to persuade us that the
vikings were really a very important people. 'Dominant' is Mr.
Smith's word for them, and he makes it the key-note of his book .
.\ryan and No rdic-e-no praise is too high for anything to which
we can affix these dominating labels, and when we find that it is the
Vikings who were' the dominant people of a dominant race,' then
we are indeed prepared for the majestic parade of their virtues with
which Me. Smith faithfully entertains us. It is hard to find anything wrong with these clean-limbed gentlemauly heroes, and in
this enervating atmosphere of luscious pr a ise our saga-friends are
strangely-and to my mind unpleasantly-transfigured; but Mr.
Smith cr-r ta.inl y contrives to make the /)",t of his case, and I should
be very sorry to have to try to dispel what is clearly the dominant
idea in his mind. The Greenland tragedy, for instance, must just
be written off as an example of that rare misfor-tune, the victory
of environment over dominance; for one of the I ules is that you
must not on any account blame a dominant people for the disasters
that befall them.
On the principle that careers are a key to indus.try, the book
begins with an account of a dominant Icelander of the 12th-13th
century, and then takes us back to Odin, the prototype of the Northmen. There is an accompanying sketch of the pre-history of the
north, and an attempt to endorse the vie w that Odin was the leader
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of " a gifted people from the South who superimposed their culture
on the North" and introduced the domineering strain into the
mental make-up of the north-dwellers. This matter, as handled by
Mr. Smith, is so many pages wasted, since he does not make any use
at all of proper archeeological method, and gives no adequate
account of the Iron Age in Scandinavia, without which the discussion
of culture-contacts in the period becomes absurd. We pass on to
an account of the Ynglings and Skjoldings, an essay on the origin
of what Mr. Smith cal ls 'Vikingism,' and then to the main body
of the book, which is entitled a 'Viking "-ho's Who.' This section
(starting with Hengist and Horsa, and including Alfred the Great)
adroitly succeeds in cove ri ng the chief events in Viking history,
and includes many attractive sketches and tales well told. But there
is a wealth of curious detail, and, as one reads, one gains the impression that in Mr. Smith's view . dominant' sources are not to be
subjected to the rigours of criticism. The book concluded with a
bibliography of works in English. It is also illustrated by three
useful maps and a set of plates, that include pictures of some of the
most preposterous and depressing statues I have ever seen. Most
of us know the difficulties of illustrating a history book, but few
of us would dare so openly to give the lie to our text as does Mr.
Smith when he shows us Harald Fairhair (opp. p. 14<4) and Olaf the
Stout (p. 208) as two urbane nonentitir-, who do not look as though,
even together, they could successfully dominate a kindergarten.
T. D. KENDRICK.
EDDA AND SAGA.

By BER'fHA S. PHILLPOTTS, D.B.E., Litt.D.

University LlIJrary.
1931.

Thornton Butterworth, Limited.

(Home
Pp. 256.

'2/6).

Dame Bert ha Phillpotts's compact yet rich study of the heroic
literature of the North is, we now know. itself an heroic work:
like Gisl r's, her last stroke was no weaker than those which went
before. This book gives the necessar-y facts and conveys the spirit
at the same time, with a scholarship equalled by its liveliness and
humanity. How just, for example, it is to illustrate the pattern of
scaldic verse by a stanza celebrating the prowess of a cricketer!
(Though the 3rd and 4th lines have surely been transposed b.v the
printer). Harald Ha rd ra da would certainly have added cricket to
his other accomplishments if he had lived nine hundred years later:
bhe stanza is as appropriate in subj ect as it is humorous in effect.
And with this quickness and liveliness there is too, when there is
need for it. a noble expression of the "sense of the splendour of
human life and its high obligations." particularly in chapters III.
and IV. and in the chapters on the sagas. There is a world of
significance in one quiet remark: "Kone of the subjects of the bioH
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graphical sagas is a successful man, or has the kind of life selected
by a modern biographer." It is a change not for the better which
is found in such later sagas as that of Fritiof, where "the test
of goodness is success."
Dame Bertha's own criticism is followed by an annotated List
of Works Cited and an annotated Bibliography. Any student who
worked through these, as well as her survey, would be well equipped
for further research.
EDITH

C.

BATHO.

London.

OLA THE RUSSIAN.

By

NICHOLAS

SIZE.

Pp. 288.

London: F. Warne

and C<'., 1933. 716 net.
Ola the Russian is no other than Olaf Trygvesson, whose life Mr.
Size has here retold, with imaginative embellishments and additions
wherever the historical version is thin or leaves gaps. The author
has kept very close to the saga, and where he has expanded the tale
he has generally done so with knowledge and judgment. He has
utilized to the full Olaf's adventures in Lancashire and Cheshire
to introduce the scenery and ancient customs of a country and people
which he knows particularly well; and the chapters • The Great
Fight in Barnston Vale' and' Seven Kings on the Dee' are among
the best in the book and give the reader a very good idea of the
relations of the Saxons, Norwegians and Danes with each other in
England at the end of the tenth century. It is '" pity, however, that
no dates are given; they would not inj ure the book as a historical
romance. Olaf, of course, is made one of the seven (or was it eight?)
Kings who rowed King Edgar to Chester Castle. On page 38 the
author puts forward some novel theories about the Ynglingar. He
writes: .. In the seventh century the pressure of the Swedes behind
them and the tales of the luxuriant lands of the 'Vest led the whole
nation of the Yngli to cross the North Sea to the British Isles; and
here they were so well received that in a short time they spread
over the whole country, even as far as the most remote island, still
called Anglesey. It was their language which was adopted, and it
was by their name that the larger part of the British Isles came
to be known; also it was their ideas about religion. truth, and fair
play which came to be adopted by the nation at large. Their clear
view of religion eventually created Protestantism
Nevertheless the book, which is written in an easy, picturesque style, makes
excellent reading and is to be commended as one which will popularize among English children the life of '" great Norwegian warrior
and Christian.

E.
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By

E. T. LEEDS, M.A., F.S.A., Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford. Oxford, at the Clarendon Press, 1933. 9in. x 51in.,
pp. xix., 170, 40 figures and 3 coloured plates.

Price 12/6 net.

This is the only systematic and archreologically critical account of
pagan Celtic art in Britain that exists, and we are fortunate in having
Mr. Leeds as the author of a book so urgently needed by what is now a
considerable body of st udents. Its vigorous style and courageous outlook
mark it at once as a work of exceptional merit, and those who know Mr.
Leeds, a respected leader of archreological thought in this country, will
not need to be told that it is also an amazingly thorough and extremely
useful survey of the material. Mr. Leeds' subject is that first expression
of Celtic art which we find in British antiquities of the 130 Time period,
aud though he discusses the decline of this art during the centuries of
Roman rule and its revival after the close of the Roman period. his main
content is the extraordinary assembly of late 130 'I'ene bronzes which forms
one of the chief ornaments of our insular arcbreology. These splendid
objects, often gaily enamelled and illustrating both in modelling and
incised design those rolling flamboyant curves that are the hall-mark of
130 Time art, form in sum a collection of masterpieces that the continent
cannot rival. The Battersea and Witham shields, the mirrors from
Birdlip and Desborough, the famous horned helmet from the Thames.
the Torrs champfrein, and the engraved sword-scabbards from Yorkshire
and Ireland, are only a few among many objects in our museums of such
remarkable beauty that it is very difficult to understand why we have had
to wait so long for a competent account of the art and archreology that
they represent. Perhaps one reason is that there are few subjects more
likely to involve the author at once in the storm and excitements of
controversy; but Mr. Leeds is a hardened and trusty campaigner, skilled
in both attack and defence, and few would have fought their way through
to the finish with such valour and adroitness as he displays. Knowing
well the difficulties of this little-understood period, he would be the last
to ask us to accept his book as an infallible guide to early Celtic art; he
has every reason, however, to expect our gratitude for a painstaking and
most informative survey, brilliantly conceived and abundantly illustrated,
which will for a very long time mark art the only path available for those
who would follow him upon this same adventurous journey.

T. D.

KENDRICK.

THE CLA UGHTON HALL

BI~OOCHES.

By T. D. KENDRICK, M.A., F.S.A.

T

H E discovery of a viking's grave at Claughton
Hall, near Garstang, Lancashire, took place in
1822.' The site was a low mound of sand about half
a mile to the east of the main road between Preston and
Lancaster at a distance of 10 miles north of Preston,'
and this mound in all probability was a Bronze Age
barrow, since the finds included a stone axe-hammer
(now at Claughton Hall) of a well-known Bronze Age
type, and a cinerary urn (now lost) containing burnt
bones. As the discoverv was accidental and the finds
were not immediately collected, and as many years had
passed before a report was published, we need not
trouble about the failure to see that the Viking Period
remains belonged to a secondary burial," and it suffices
now to note that all that is left to-day at Claughton
Hall of the contents of the coffin containing the viking
are two tortoise-brooches, a silver-gilt and nielloed
ornament made to serve as a brooch, and two glass
beads. The present owner of them, however, Major J.
Fitzherbert-Brockholes, whose kindness leaves us
deeply indebted to him, recently sent this small collection to the British Museum, where the brooches were
cleaned, much to their advantage, and with his permission subsequently exhibited in the Iron Age
Gallen: for a short period (Aug.-Nov., 19.14). I now
publish the photographs that were taken after treatArch. j eurn, VI. (1849), p. 74; d. V. C. H. Lanes. 1., p. 261.
The find was made during the construction of New Lane, Claugh tonon-Brock, and the mound has completely disappeared.
S Cf. my remarks Trans. S-E U. S. S.
1933, p. 40.
1
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ment in the Laboratory and before the return of the
brooches to Claughton Hall, where they are now kept.
The pair of bronze-gilt tortoise-brooches (PI. I) are
of a well-known type that was fashionable in the roth
century and might perhaps have been worn as early as
A.D. goo. They permit us to say almost with certainty that the burial cannot be later than 950 and was
Yery probably made before that date. They are a pair,
turned out of the same mould, and they belong to the
composite variety of this sort of brooch in which an
openwork outer plate is fitted over an inner domed
shell that is cast in one piece with the base and rim of
the brooch. The outer shell rests (In a rebate or step
at the top of the ornamental base. and it is held in such
a position that a slight space is left between it and the
underlying plain dome. The cover has five openwork
bosses, cast as part of it, and there were four other
detachable bosses that were held in place by pins.
These bosses are connected by grooved strips of metal
that probablv bore an ornament of cabled si lver wire;
they divide t h« field into compartments, and the four
princi p.il areas thus formed contain pairs of birds
(short diameter) and grotesque masks (long diameter).
Thev are in all respects typical personal ornaments of
the :-'~orse vikings and were undoubtedly made by
them. In style they represent a purely northern and
barbaric decorative' idiom that had been to some extent
influenced by Carolingian metalwork.
I

Xl uch more interesting is the si lver-qilt and nielloed
capsule (Pl. II. a-c), that measures T,~ inches in length.
It is oval in shape, has a projection at one end for the
reception of two fastening pins, and two other pinholes, one of which has been mutilated, in the middle
of the slightlv waisted sides. It is difficult to gin' it
'Cf.

J.

Peterson. Vik i nget id ens Srn vk k- r , SIR','ng"r,

IQ2?,

Fig'.5 I b.

PLATE

I.

. Pai r of • tor to ise' b rooches, with side view o f upper
b ro oc h, C laug h to n H all , La nes . Slig h tly red uced [x ~ ) .
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a name; but it is hollowed underneath and was obviousl v an ornamental mount of some kind. It is a
brooch now, but that is because its viking owner had
converted it into one. You can still see the flange
that had been added to take the hinged end of the pin,
and the two holes that were bored through it to hold
the catch-plate. A glance at the ornament and the
copious niello-inlay is sufficient to show that this
mount was not originally a piece of viking metalwork
and that it found its way into this Lancashire grave as
a precious and attractive little bit of loot, a memento of
some successful raid.
The ornament of the upper surface consists of three
pairs of flower-like scrolls and a pair of curving leaves,
all tied by heavy bindings on to a central stem, the
whole being in relief against a sunken field. The scrolls
are simple C-curves that expand and thicken at the end
into a distinct sheath bearing two outward-bending
leaves, between which is an oval petal. The edge of
the capsule, the central stem and bindings, and the
flowers of the scrolls have a liberal niello-inlay. One
feels that it is a little piece of some character and likely
to be of easily recognisable origin, but it is in fact
rather difficult to say where it was made. The most
likely suggestion is that it is continental work, either
German or Frankish, and as a start there is something
at first sight very like it to be seen among the finds
frorn the recent excavations on the site of the Viking
town of Hedeby, near the famous Danevirke and the
modern town of Schleswig. This is an oval ornament
of gilt white metal, perhaps originally nielloed," bearing
deeply channelled spiral leaves that spring from heavy
5

5

Ka mrnergrab 111/3°.

r. Dr. H. Jahnkuhn has kindly given me this information. He describes
the piece as made of silver or while bronze.

Hl/Il Br ooch es.

Th l.! e ll/ ug h /oil

PLATE

a

1 21

II.

b

c

d

a-c Mount from Clau ghr on Hall , L anes . (III)
d Mount fr om Yue rd a l, No rway . (II I)

e Mount from H edeby , nr Schles wig . (1/ 1)
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central bindings (PI. II, e). The decoration is cast, but
it contrives to have a thin, wiry look, and we are
reminded of the other material of this stringy kind
studied by Friis Johansen in his paper on the roth
century Terslev find' from Denmark, and the fine
Carolingian filigree with its small rectangular bindingplates that inspired the Terslev work. But all this takes
us a long way from the crisp, fleshy style of the
Claughton Hall mount. \\'e come a little nearer to it
on two objects that do at least give us the shape of
our mount, an oval form, slightly waisted and provided
with lateral pin-holes. The first (PI. II, d) is in the
Ytterdal grave-group in the Bergen Museum: and this,
like the Claughton Hall ornament, had been converted
by the Vikings into a brooch. The second is in the
Zeughaus in Berlin," and was found near Paris. Xeither
of these quite give us the style that we want, though
the Ytterdal mount has a pattern of the same composition as the Claughton Hall piece; for they have a certain
ragged foliate, as opposed to floral, quality that makes
it difficult to compare them satisfactorily with our
Lancashire piece. ~I uch better' for our purpose is a
mount in the Villach museum, from a grave near
Malestig,'° in Austria, for here \\'C have a substantial
floral design that, though crowded and complicated by
the inclusion of a pair of birds, is in some measure
allied to our Claughton Hall mount. It is, in fact, the
nearest to it that we can get, and I regret very
much that I have not been able to obtain a photograph
of the piece in time for this publication. Carolingian
metalwork like the Delfzijl mounts in the Friesch
7 Aarboger f. nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie.
R

Bergens Museums Aarbog, 1910.

"Riel:(l-Zimmerman.
19z3, p. 64. fi~, 47·
10

No. II"

1912.

p. 24 I ff.

p. 33.

Spatrornische Kunst-Industrie.

Riegl-Zimmerman, op. cit. PI. XII I, 9: p.65.

II.

Vienna.

The Claughton Hall Brooches.

12 3

}!useum at Leeuwarden, which were found with coins of
Louis the Pious (d. 840), and a fine silver strap-end at
Copenhagen should perhaps be mentioned. Pieces like
the superb gold and niello Xioen brooch in the Oslo
:\1 useum hardly concern us, for these and the similar
ornaments" depend for their effect upon the use of a
flat f ri ll v acanthus-leaf.
While there can be no doubt of the general context
of the Claughton Hall piece, which we cannot help
connecting with continental Carolingian design;" we
must not lose sight of the possibility that our failure to
find a satisfactory counterpart abroad to the Lancashire
mount may be due to the fact that it is really English, a
precious representative of the silversmith's craft in the
days of King Alfred. Technically, of course, this is
not improbable, as we have plenty of nielloed silver and
gold of the required date j but no metalwork representing
this style itself has survived, so that the attribution
must remain a mere guess. It is worth while noting,
however, that the back of the Alfred Jewel has a fleshy
floral pattern engraved upon it that ends in a pair of
C-scroll petals flanking the terminal flower, and in
Bede's Life of St. Cuthbert (written c. 937) in the
Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, we have
examples of a rich floral scroll \vith a pair of pecking
birds. heavy rectangular bindings, and quatrefoil and
11 For the Moen brooch see Rygh, Norske Oldsager, fig. 670.
Cf. tbe
Ulland mount (Petersen. Vikingetidens Smykker, fig. 132), the Muysen
mount at Brussels, and the finds at Kolin near Prague (Riegl-Zimmerman, PI. XXVII).
12 For examples of [be binding-strip in ivory-carving of c. goo see
Goldschmidt. Elfenbeinskulpturen J, 38, 161. and 163a. For a near
approach to the Claughton Hall floral style in manuscript-illumination
see Goldschmidt, German Illumination I. PI. 9 (a glh cent. Tr e ves
MS.), and d. the Codex Aureus of St. Emmeran (St. Denis school
c. 870), e.g . A. Boinet. La Miniature carolingienne. PI. CXIX. Note
that one of the attendants on the' Emperor' folio can be seen holding
a sword-strap with terminal and mounts of the kind we are discussing
(Boinet, PI. CXV).
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trefoil flowers that will remind us at once of the
Klagenfurt mount. One may also look at the Lechmere
stone and the carving just under the clock on the church
tower at Harnack, Northants, for the floral work in
stone. This does at least suggest that the style we are
studying was practised in this country, so we may
legitimately end with a rather half-hearted question as
to the English origin of the Claughton Hall ornament.
Perhaps some future discovery in these islands may
help us to make up our minds.

:\

CEN TU RY BRONZE
MOU NTING FROM YORK.

9TH-10TH

By

J.

D. CO WEN .

~ view of a recent re-publi cati on by Dr. Cy ril F ox
o f th e well kn own ninth ce ntu ry bon e s tra p-end from
Leicester (Ant. [ourn.. X I l l. 3(4), it see ms relevant to
draw attenti on to a small bron ze mountin g in th e
Y orkshire museum , hith ert o unn oti ced ( F ig . I ). It is
sta ted to have formed part of th e larg e hoard o f Roman
horse-trappin gs found at Fremin gt on H a gg, near
R eeth , Swal ed al e, with wh ich it is a t present ex h ib ited ,
but th e associati on is a n impossible one a nd mu st be
du e to co n fus io n. Th e most likel y provenance is York
its elf, th e most prolifi c s ite in thi s co u ntry , a fte r
London, for antiquiti es of th e la ter Sax on and Vikin g
periods .

I

F ig. 1.

Bronze Mount ing ill t he Yo rk Mu seu m .

(t.)

The mountin g, whi ch is t rapezoidal in outline (r.6 b y
r.5 inches), is ca r ried out in b ronze in a n ope n work
desi gn co ns is ting o f thrce .. lion s'" mask s co n nected
by a syste m of plain bars. Th e ge nera l resemblan ce to
th e masks o n til e Leicester stra p-e nd is unmistakab le,
but in th e Y ork piece non e o f t he crea tures has a body.
nor has th e aca nth us been int rodu ced in to th e design .
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The t'AO pieces must be about contemporary (late 9th
to early roth century), but whereas the Leicester carving
\\ ith its lions and acanthus has been judged English,
the little lion-heads on the bronze mounting suggest
for the York piece the possibility of Scandinavian
manufacture.' While, however, small detached animalheads of this genus are characteristic primarily of the
Scandinavian area, it is worth remembering that they
appear also on a piece so unquestionably English as the
seal of Ethilwald, Bishop of Dun wich"; and that the
motif had a long life in this country is shown by its
appearance (in a minute and debased form) on a bronze
strap-end of about 1050." In addition, in spite of a
foreign provenance, there are grounds for claiming as
English the only piece which is in point of form comparable wir h the York mounting- (see below). So that
while the predominantly Scandinavian character of the
ornament must be admitted, the possibility of manufacture in this country may still be kept in mind.
TIHl'e rivet-holes project from the upper edge, but
of these two have been broken away j at the bottom is
a flang-e carrying two further holes for attachment, and
bent inwards through thirty degrees with reference to
the plane of the remainder. So distinctive an arrangement implies a specialised purpose j but what this
purpose was it is difficult to suggest. The object seems
to represent an earlv stage in the development of a
g-roup of bronze mountings found sporadically in East
.\ng-lia, and sometimes referred to as "book-clasps,"
though that can hardlv have been their use.' In this
group, which dates from the tenth and early eleventh
centuries, one of the constant features is a flange at
, Cf. Petersen, Viki"getidells Smykker, figs. 79, 128.
• British MuseulIl Gtide, Anglo-Sa xo» Period, fig, 135.
S Rritish Museum (unpnblisbed).
4 Typologically 8.M. Gurde, ibid. fia, 126, belongs to this group, but
more charact-r istic are unpublished specimens in the Ashrnolean , Cambr-idge, and Guildhall Museums,

t he low e r edge ca r ry ing t wo o r more ho les for a ttac hmen r, a nd it is wo r t h not in g th a t t he !lan g e is
frequ e n t ly se t at an a ngle to th e pl an e of th e whol e .
:\ close r parall el s t ill, how ev e r, co mes fro m D enm ark .
F ig. 2 shows a bron ze m ount in g with openwork desi gn
found n ear G je ds te d , Viborg .-\ m t, now in the :" ati onal
;\Iuse u m a t Co pe n hage n . Xlorph ol o jricall v thi s fr a gment is id en ti ca l w ith the Y ork pi ece, a n d it is temptin g
to see in it a s t raggle r from En gl and- an id ea s u p porte d
by its d issimil arit y from anythin g e lse in th e Cope nhage n co llect io n. Th e a n ima l whi ch fo r ms the main

F ig . 2 _ B ron ze Mounting fr om Gjedsted:
Copenhagen Mu seum. (e } _)

pa rt o f th e d esi gn is it se lf pe rh aps too indi stin ct for
reco gniti on in e it he r En gli sh o r D ani sh work , but th e
att itu de ag rees b ett er with th e fan ciful a n d a lmost
s p r igh t ly ge n ius of t he En gl ish th an with th e se ve re ly
fo rm a l taste o f Scandin avia. a rid it may be that we have
her e a n exa m p le o f th at rarest o f a ll c rea t u res in m et alwo rk , th e :\ n g lia n beast. A t a ll e ve n ts th e o pe n wo rk
bronze tec hniqu e is th e sa me, a n d the form, e ve n to th e
ben t flan g e, id enti cal. The sa me ri vet hol es a p pea r a t
eac h o f th e upper co rne rs , th ou gh m ore secu re ly pl a ced
in th e b ody o f th e fr arn ew ork : whil e in th e flan g e
re-a p pea r th e co rres po nd ing low e r pair. This la s t
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feature, though indistinct, may with difficulty be distinguished at the lower edge of the photograph.

In point of date one feature of the Copenhagen
piece may not be without significance.
In the
angular ears projecting from the upper edge we
may, surely, see an unintelligent reproduction of the
stumps left on the model where a loop or a rivet-hole has
been broken away, precisely as we see them in the York
piece. Only for symmetry's sake.the stumps have been
spaced with a view rather to covering the ground than
with any regard to their original purpose. If this
suggestion is correct the mounting should date a trifle
later-certainly not earlier-than the York example.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the kindness of Dr.
Brendsted, of the National Museum, Copenhagen, in
supplying a photograph of the Gjedsted mounting, and
in granting permission to publish it; and of Dr. W. E.
Collinge for the like courtesy with respect to the
specimen under his charge in the Yorkshire :\1 useurn,
York.

J.

GODS, SKALDS AND MAGIC.
By

To

PROFESSOR DR.

A. G. VAN

H

AMEl..

the early Scandinavian mind order is the complement of creation. The felicitous combination
of an innate respect for the individual creative act and
a social consciousness that makes man accept selfrestriction in the interest of the community, is essentially Nordic, and probably even Germanic. The
individual must be completely free to generate in the
mind, or by the action, whatever presents itself to the
eye as true, noble or useful, but subsequently the result
must be arranged in such a way that all receive their
share of the gain. However, the complexity of modern
life has constrained us to recognise that all the blessings of civilisation cannot be for all. There is no one
amongst us to whom certain departments of human
activity are not closed without any hope of a future
revelation. Though we may regret this seclusion and
ignorance, we accept them as a necessity. In the sagatime life was far less complicated, and for the majority
partici pation in the totalitv was still possible. No
modern nation has departed less from the old principle
than the present day Icelanders, and this largelv
accounts for the tribute paid b)' strangers to their
character and intelligence. One could hardly imagine
any other country where it would be required of, say,
a medical periodical that it should be written in a
language intelligible to all, or of a university man that
he should be able to mow the grass or to bind the hav ,
This is what is actually found in Iceland. A closer
acquaintance with this wonderful country and its
inhabitants reveals the astonishing fact that in much
that seems obscure in the ancient literature there is
nothing problematical at all.
Reality solves the
riddles and it was our fault to neglect the living
evidence.
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Scholars have worried a good deal about the Nordic
conception of creation as it is expressed in the majestic
overture of the Edda, the Voluspa or Soothsaying of
the Vala. After an address to the audience, where the
prophetess declares that she has in store all the world's
memories from its \TrV dawn, she proceeds to state that
at the beginning of things there was Ymir, the Prirnitin' Giant. Ill' is a personification of Chaos; from
his limbs the elements were made. The next strophe
relates that some of the gods (the sons of Burr)
fashioned the earth by uplifting it from the sea. Here
criticism scented a contradiction. There should be
either the creation from the giant's limbs or the uplifting from the water. One of the two strophes must be
spurious. Fortunatelv, the ancient poet had a more
SYstematical mind than the modern critic. He made
the natural distinction that formed our starting-point
and recorded first the creation of the elements from
Ymir or Chaos, and then their arrangement by the
gods. To each of these two successive acts he devoted
one strophe, thus marking the equal importance of
both. That this is the correct interpretation of the
passage, appears from the two next strophes, where the
heavenly bodies are first represented as wandering
wi ldly along the xkv, immediately after their creation,
and subsequently as tamed and reduced to order by the
gods, who giw them names. Evidentlv the fundamental notion is this: although the creative act is the
prirnarv thing', order is required so that things created
should become of am' use. Their domestication
naturallv complements their creation.
Once \\c recognise this distinction in the conception
of the material world, we can retrace °it in that of the
spiritual phenomena. Let us take, for instance, the
art elf poetry. There are numerous mvths about the
wonder of its origin. Snorri combined them in the
opening chapter of his prose Edda. His narrative
0
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furnishes an illustration of our point. In its opening
section, iEsir and 'Vanes, the two divine races, mingle
their spittle in a drinking: vessel, and this means the
creation of poetry. Evidently, like the earth from
Yrnirs limbs, it must be made from some bodilv
matter. Subsequentlv, its elements are fashioned by
the gods into an anthropomorphical being, named
Kvasir : this act must be compared to the uplifting of
the earth from the sea, The parallel is manifest. It
goes even farther. Poetry is raised to a higher state of
perfection by dwarfs, who blend the blood of K vasir
with honey and thus are the first to prepare the mead
of the po-ts. But there is the menace of the giants. Thev
steal the mead and withhold its benefit from us, until
it is won back bv the gods. This recalls again the
story of the world. After its creation and arrangement
by the gods, it is enriched hv dwarfs, the moulders of
the first human forms. Then a process of gradual
deterioration sets in, which leads towards a destruction
of all existing things bv dernoniacal giants. At the
end, however, there is ,1 return of the sun·iving gods.
As a matter of fact, there is more of a system in these
creation myths than is often recognised.
Another instance of the careful distinction, made
between the creation and the domestication of things.
is afforded by the evolution of the runes. In the Sot h
strophe of the collection of gnomical poetrv, called
Havarnal, it is expresslv stated that the runes were
created bv the gods, but carved hv Odin.' The same
1 The strophe (Hav.; 80) has aroused the suspicion of critics. sirce it s
alliterative system is defective:
pat er
reyn t
er at ru nurn spyrr

ra

pnum reg inkunnurn ,
peirn er g~rt5u ginnff gin
ok fatl'i firnbulpulr,
/>11. h-fir hann hazt, ef hann pegir.
Prof. Finnur Jonsson (lIitvama l • K~benhavn. 1924, p, 89) regards the

strophe as a crmpilation of unrelated lines, which spoils the coru ext , and
rejects it altogether Prof. L. F. Laffler (Stud. i nord. FiJ.. 4. I. rp. 84-88)
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text contains another passage (st. 138) where we learn
how this was achieved. The god fasts for nine days
and exposes himself to the elements and thus constrains
the supernatural power of the runes to capitulate.
Henceforth he is their lord and they are at his will.
To attain this, it was necessary to subdue them by
developing a magical energy superior to theirs. If we
desire to possess a thing, it is not sufficient that it
should be created. It must also be tamed. The case is
essentially the same as that of a new-born child, which
is not received as a member of human society until
water has been sprinkled over it or its hair has been
cut. This interpretation of the Eddie traditions
attaching to the runes receives a precious support from
the runic inscription of Noleby in Sweden. It is on a
gTa\'e-stone, placed by an old couple for their dead sonin-law. The man carved the runes, the woman painted
them, but they were born from the gods (runo fahi
ragil1aku[n]~o to ich a lIna pou. suhurah. susih. hwati
iI'll] hakupo).
There is, of course, a certain amount of inconsequence in these myths. When the act of creation has
been completed, the subduing and taming of the
elementary powers is ascribed to the sons of Burr or
to Odin. But their creation, too, is usually represented
as the work of gods. This is not what a strict reasoning would expect. If a distinction is made between the
makes an attempt at an emendation and suggests for the third line tbe
reading rimtllll regink unnum , and for lines 4-5 peim's g91rtii fimbulj>ltlr ok
fQ'I5u "innregin, From the present argnment it follows that a similar
reversion of the words deprives tbem of their real sense. Tbe obvious
solution is yielded by the expunction of the two lines (3 and 6) which
lack the alliteration. What remains is a regular semi-strophe in ljotiahitttr
with a repetition of the last line (pat., pa reynt , er at rimum spvrr , prim
er g91r'l5u gi"J1regw, oil fdtJi fimbulpulr). As such it must be attacbed to the
preceding st. 79, which thus becomes ... strophe of ten lines, with the
solemn conclusion of the repeated line. This yields a perfect sense:
• a fool who gets a lot of money or wins the love of a woman, may be
honoured by his Iellow.rnen for this reason; but, for all this, h.. will
never possess any intellect, and he remains a dunce, as will appear as
soon as you interrogate him on the subject of the divine runes.'
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creative and the ordering principle, then the agents
should not be identical in the two cases.
However,
as soon as the theistic outlook becomes predominant,
it is but natural that the gods should be credited with
any initiative necessary to give the world of man its
present appearance. At the same time, it is not without significance that wherever they figure as the actual
creators, the gods present a rather shadowy character
and never assume a well-defined individuality. As the
ordering- and taming- god, on the other hand, an individual divinity is always pointed out. This variance
reflects an earlier conception, which did not yet connect the gods with any form of creation at all. In the
course of time reason could not accept this blank. To
the question who must be held responsible for the
origin of thing-s, the only possible answer was, of
course,-the gods. But this notion, engendered by
reasoning, struck only a faint note in the hearts of
pagan poets and philosophers; with the less sophisticated class it probably never penetrated. In the myth
of the origin of the Skaldic Mead it is only said that
JEsir and Wanes, in general, mingle their spittle. Of
an even more primitive character is the statement with
regard to the runes that they were born from the great
gods (ginnregin). The domesticator, however, is in
both cases Odin and no one else. The original state of
things has been preserved in the myth of the creation
of the world. Yrnir , the primitive giant, is still
uncreated , :\'or is there any existing tradition as to
how his limbs gave birth to the elements; this transformation is not represented as a consequence of a
divine effort. In this respect the testimony of three
Eddie poems is quite explicit. Only the latest of these
(Grtmnismal) adds a strophe on its own account where
the blessed gods build the earth out of the giant's eyelashes and make the clouds from his brain. Here the
theistic conception of creation has begun to force its
K
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way into primitive pagan philosophy. The domestication of the elementary powers, on the other hand, was
regarded as the work of gods from the outset.
Theism, as an element of early Germanic pagan
religion, passed through a long evolution, and it presents many aspects. Our knowledge of all this is very
fragmentary indeed. However, in the group of myths
under inspection there can be no doubt as to the true
nature of the gods. They are the mediators between
the primary powers and man. Their continual effort
to tame the results of the uninterrupted parturition of
the universe has the object to place everything at the
disposal of the gods' human clients. This is what
Odin does when he swallows the Skaldic Mead in
Suttung's hall, brings it home in the disguise of an
eagle, and vomits it into the vessels of the gods.
Henceforth there will be no skald, truly revering his
master, but can profit from the divine gift. The
figure of the superhuman mediator is widely spread in
religious conceptions all over the world. It arises from
a very natural reasoning. The question how man
became the possessor of so many blessings could not
be left unanswered, and the assumption of a divine
mediator furnished a satisfactory solution. Yet, in
this notion of divine mediation there-is not only an
element of reasoning, but it also pursues a practical
aim. The myths of this type are philosophical and
didactive at a time. What the god does is not confined to a mere subduing of the wild powers, for in that
case it would require no further human effort to exercise
the faculty, conquered by our superhuman predecessor.
The conquest must be repeated whenever we desire to
practice the divine gift. For this it is necessary to
swell our inspiration by faith. If we only firmly believe
that the god did succeed in breaking the original
resistance of matter and its inner energy, then we shall
be able to make it surrender to us also. Besides, the
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god has left an exampie how this can be achieved; then,
let us follow it. Hence the 'exemplary' character of
myths. If Odin swallowed the mead in order to master
the skaldic art, if he fasted for nine days, hanging on
the bare tree, to have the runes at his command, then,
let the poet intoxicate himself and compose truly
inspired lines, and let the rune-master refrain from food
and brave the clements so that the curse or the blessing, hidden in the magical symbols, may take full
effect. In these myths there is an element both ot
mystic belief and of religious practice. But both must
be understood from an angle different from ours. The
pagan outlook is not dominated by reason but by the
belief in magical energy. If the exemplary myth is
imitated in a spirit of unshaken faith, its effect is
assured and unfailing. There is a coercive force in it.
Magic, either active (by means of certain rites and
practices) or passive (through the firmness of our faith),
can actualize it by establishing a mystical bond
between ourselves and the power involved. In fact, the
history of civilisation is to a large extent that of our
evolution from the trust in magic to that in reason.
from, let us say, the principle of the magician to that
of the scientific man.
Man acquires the faculty to compose powerful poetry
and to carve rich runes by the intervention of Odin.
He is the god who, in our fragments of ancient
mythical literature, preeminently appears as the divine
mediator. He is a divinity with many aspects. It
would take us too far to discuss the various connections
in which he presents himself to our eyes. Nor would
the present state of our knowledge permit us to do this
in a satisfactory way. In heroical saga-literature, for
instance, he appears as the supreme warrior. Our only
complete poetical myths, however, are all about his
intellectual and spiritual energies. This cannot be
due to mere accident.
OnE' of the Eddie lays
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(VafpnH5nismal) displays the apotheosis of his mystic
wisdom. There is another (Grfmnisrnal) where he
overcomes the destructive essence of fire by revealing
the imposing list of his names to a wicked and cruel
king. The myth of his visit at the well of wisdom (in
the Voluspa) relates how he acquires prophetical
knowledge by pledging his eye in return for a draught.
A few sparse strophes (in Havamal) record his mastering of the runes and of the Skaldic Mead. These
myths constitute the great examples for those who
practise the art of the poet and the rune-master themselves. These men incited their own inspiration and
actualized their own magical faculties by believing in
these examples and by imitating them. The mythical
poems are the work of some of them and are intended
to give shape to the spiritual code of their makers' craft.
Hostile magic abounds all around us. None is more
dangerous than that of the fire. that most destructive of
all elements. This is what the poet of the great Eddie
prophecy, the Voluspa, expressed when he made our
world perish ultimately in flames. Of the material
elements there is only one surviving the conflagration.
When a new earth arises out of the ashes of the old,
nothing reminiscent of its destroyed splendour is
recovered but the golden chessmen of the gods. With
the exception of the incorruptible metal all matter
succumbs before the sweeping energy of the fire. Yet,
as is read in the Words of Grimnir, it was Odin who,
after a nine days' fast, overcame even this. It looks as
if at that moment the tamed power of the greedy
element passed into the exulting god, so that his speech
became to his tormentor what the scorching flames
failed to be to himself,-a doom of death.
The only power that was never conquered by any
god or any magician is that of death. It is fated that,
facing death, the human will and, likewise. the divine
will shall fail. No poet ever was more keenly aware
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of this fundamental truth than the greatest of Icelandic
skalds, Egill Skallagdmsson. He gave expression to
it towards the end of his famous lament for the
untimely death of his son. He does not forswear Odin,
his divine protector, he recognises the comfort that lies
in the poetical gift, but for the boy there will be no
return to the living. Nor will the old man escape the
fatal day himself. All he can do is to await it cheerfully, grateful for the wealth of blessings that is the
share of the skald. Here it may be perceived what
made so many of those stern men of the north eagerly
embrace Christianity. Christ was the god who conquered death. His power surpassed that of all pagan
divinities. His resurrection embodied the greatest of
all exemplary stories ever heard. Here, at last, was a
mediator who accomplished what had seemed impossible and absurd to all previous generations. Before
the coming of Christianity the problem of death had
puzzled the Norsemen a great deal. The highest stage
reached by their thinking is represented by the myth
of Balder. He is the god, more powerfully armed
against the devices of death than any other; yet he
succumbs. He had the greatest chance of being
restored to life. But Pokk, the giantess, refused to
weep for him and hell did not loosen its grip. The
poet of the Eddie Vdluspa was the first to adopt the
notion of defeated death as a part of his system of
world-historv , From this the conclusion of that
wonderful poem derives its exceptional character.
After the general destruction a new earth rises from the
sea, where Balder returns and where fate is no longer
allowed to rule like a blind tyrant. We feel how
eagerly men had been longing for a solution that would
make them the possible masters of death itself .
.~ mong Odin's mediation mvths that of the Skaldic
Mead deserves a closer inspection. It has come down
to us in seven strophes of the Eddie Havarnal (104-110)
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and in a prose paraphrase in the Snorra Edda. In
Snorri's account a popular tradition on the same
subject has been incorporated, but, abstraction being
made of this, it is entirely based upon the strophes.
So we can limit ourselves to a study of these. The
succinctness of the text makes the interpretation doubtful in certain respects. But the main lines are clear.
In order to obtain a draught of the precious mead,
Odin renders himself to the hall of Suttung, the giant.
Arriving there, he is not received with the usual hospitality. but owing to his smooth and sensible talk he
succeeds in winning the giant's favour. The scene
reminds us of another Eddie lay (VafjrtH5nismal)
where, as a consequence of his superiority in words of
wisdom, the god brings a pedantic giant at his feet.
Apparently, in the case of Odin's visit to Suttung,
there 'wasa similar competition, with a draught of mead
as a stake. However this may be, this is what the
guest receives from the giant's daughter in her golden
seat. But it is not all. He also wins her love. In her
infatuation she does not perceive that the god rises
surreptitiously from her couch. He swallows the full
quantity of mead available; the text does not expressly
state this, but it is evidently understood. Then he
bores a hole through the rock. The escape is not without danger. There are the perils of the place and the
giants who might discover the flight. Odin risks his
head. But all goes well. From this moment the mead
belongs to the world.
Three feats have been achieved in order to win it.
The god has displayed his wisdom, he has enforced the
love of a maiden, he has ventured his life. All three
must be regarded as a test of his supreme magical
faculties. As we have seen alreadv, the Edda contains more instances of the transcendent value of wise
speech in a contest with a powerful adversary. That
the submission of a maiden to one's amorous desires is
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pursued by magical means, appears from the Eddie
Message of Sklrnir, where Gerbr, a fair giantess,
becomes the unwilling victim of an infatuated god's
irresistible runes. Mere humans were not averse
either to the possibilities afforded by the poetic gift as
a help in their love-suits. This we learn from those
sagas whose principal hero is a skald as, for instance,
those of Gunnlaug Snaketongue, of Kormak,: of the
Fosterbrothers. The highest degree of magical selfrealisation is attained by risking one's life. Of this
Egill Skallagrlmsson must have been conscious when
he composed his Hofublausn for king Erik at York;
his head was at stake. Odin risked his life many times.
By fasting he became lord of the runes, by supporting
the torment of two scorching fires he annihilated a
cruel opponent. In Suttung's hall he pursues a similar
effect by passing under the earth. In addition to the
approach to death, this probably includes the notion of
re-birth. However, although in itself the risk of hi's
life constitutes the greatest achievement of Odin's three
feats, in our particular myth the winning of Gunnlob,
Suttung's daughter, takes the central position. It
lends the story its colour. The contest of wisdom and
the risked head figure more or less as accessory
elements. What the maker of the myth would have us
realise, is the miracle of Odin's success as a lover in
Suttung's hall. In order to emphasize this the Eddie
poet prefixed a so-called story of failure. Odin's
successful attempt to win Gunnlo5 was not his first
amorous adventure. Previously he sued another
giantess, the daughter of Billing. But that time he
was only an unexperienced beginner and did it all the
wrong way. He kept silent, sat down in the reed, and
avoided all risks. The result was an utter failure.
The poet's intention is to impress upon our minds the
greatness of the divine lover's subsequent triumph. It
was a serious mistake of certain critics to deny the
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existing relation between the two successive lovewinning stories and to suspect the original unity of the
transmitted text in this section of Havarnal.
Odin becomes the possessor of the Skaldic Mead by
performing three acts for each of which a superior
energy is required. In this manner he increases his
own magical faculties. For it is one of the properties
of the divine power (asmeKin) that hostile magic makes
it rise to its acme. This the god Thor says to the river
Vimur when its waters surge against him: 'Do not
rise, thou Vimur, for if thou risest, then my divine
strength (asmegin) will rise as high as heaven.' By his
superiority, displayed in Suttung's hall, Odin renders
himself worthy of disposing henceforth of the mead.
The inner connection in this succession of events must
not be understood rationalistically.
It is magical.
This can best be seen from the fact that often a given
cause produces an effect to which it could never be
linked logically. Superior wisdom makes the adversary forfeit his head or neutralizes the hostility of fire.
The god Freyr constrains a maiden to accept his love
by carving runes. The Egilssaga contains a famous
illustration of the belief that health and disease, too,
are ruled by runes. The approach to death, in whatever form, means a contact with the supernatural
world. It is brought about by hazarding one's life.
But a similar effect is obtained by bringing ourselves
into a state of intoxication (6(5r). The mead lifts the
mind from this commonplace world and opens a perspective of a higher order. All those who practise the
craft of the poet and thus participate in these direct
relations with the world of mystical energy, have the
elementary faculties of the magician within them. fo
them Odin is the mediator and the great example.
So far the conception in pagan times. \Vhen
Christianity comes in, it must give way. The position
of Odin is shaken irrevocably by the belief in the
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greater Mediator who mastered even death. This
could happen the sooner since in certain circles
paganism had lost much of its grim character and
assumed a more or less liberal and even indifferent
appearance. Norwegian court-poetry, for instance,
had from a magical practice largely become an art
cultivated for its own sake. Yet, even there the
original connection with primitive beliefs was not
altogether forgotten; how else could we account for the
rapid decline of skaldism in Norway after the adoption
of Christianity? At all events, Icelandic society was of
a far more conservative character than Norwegian.
Although the rites, practices and expressions of
paganism generally disappeared here, too, much of its
spirit remained, whether consciously or unconsciously.
The gods, of course, are thrust from their pedestals;
their mediation is no longer required. But they are
not forgotten. If they are no gods any more, there
are two possibilities. For the aristocratic class that
had believed in them and that had partaken of the
divine gifts by their mediation, it was natural to create
an adequate position for them that was not incompatible with Christianity. What we find here is euhemerism. The gods were never any gods at all, but men
of a heroic race, living in a remote past. This current
is represented by Snorri Sturluson in his Prose Edda.
In this handbook for poets he did not only euhemerize
the gods but the art of poetry itself. What once was
an energy, conjured up by establishing a contact with
the supernatural world, now developed to a class
subject, studied and learned by memorizing the rules
of rhvthm and syntax.
The other solution of the problem presented by the
dethroned gods, is to demonize them. Christianity left
ample room for Satan and his assistants. Here was a
shelter for the old gods. The identification of pagan
divinities with christian demons became popular
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among the lower class, where theistic belief had never
been deeply rooted. Odin could easily become one
with Kolski, the Evil One, as the magical tricks,
practised by either of them, were much of the same
character. What really imported to this group of the
population, was not the notion of a superior being, but
the faith in the magical essence of things. With these
men the primitive conception continued in full force.
Sometimes the Devil plays a part in it, sometimes not.
Whenever Kolski appears in the legends of early
Christian times, his character is perfectly demoniacal.
\Ve meet him very seldom in the role of a mediator.
Obviously he continues a rather plebian tradition of
Odin (sometimes also of Loki), as it has existed
amongst those 'groups whose outlook was not eminently
theistic.
From our authorities we might get the impression
that the so-called popular beliefs of christian times
preserve a deteriorated form of pagan theism. This
was, for instance, the opinion of the Icelandic scholar
Ssemundur Eyj6lfsson, who was the first to study the
folk-beliefs of his countrymen in their relation to
ancient heathendom (T'Imarit hins islenzka B6kmenntafjelags, 15, 1894, pp. 134 sqq.). In reality they continue a more primitive religious stratum, which does
not so much appear at the surface in our early sources,
owing to the circumstance that these are the work of
men whose class interests entailed the worship of a
god. Among these are the Eddie poets. Fortunately,
if we have only learned to read, we can easily trace the
underlying magical and pre-logical notions which
pagan theism could as little extinguish as modern
Christianity. The gods were not a necessary element
of ancient Germanic belief and where they are worshipped, they form the superstructure, not the foundation stone of the religious system. What is continuous,
general and perpetual, is the magical conception of
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things. The mass of the people bothered but little
about divine mediators. The unshakable conservatives amongst the aristocratic class were even strongly
opposed to them. They believed in their own magical
essence, in their own gift (d matt sinn ok megin).
They were what the Icelanders would call not oru v
heitinir menn, but rammhei'5nir. It was easier f~r
Christianity to dethrone the gods than to suppress the
primitive human instinct.
Poetry is tamed energy" It comes from a world of
superior power. With this the skald communicates.
In this respect he ranges with the sorcerer, the runecarver, the goldsmith and all those who force the
energetic matter of creation into self-willed forms.
There are various means of establishing the communication with the superior world. One of them is the
performance of a complicated ritual which is called
sei'5r; it is reserved for the professional magician.
Another means, in which even the least pretentious of
us participate, is death. It would be going too far to
identify the world of the dead with that of superior
power, but it is certain that the dead have much closer
connections with it than the living. Hence, if we want
to extend our faculties, we should have intercourse with
death. And since from death no traveller returns, we
must content ourselves with the next best thing and
seek the nearest approach to it. Even when the act of
violence, intended to bring this about, is not selfinflicted, it is apt to raise our mystical energy quite
unexpectedly, though not unconsciously. What to the
poet of the "Yards of Grimnir became the material of
an 'exemplary' myth of Odin, actually happened to a
poor slave in the east of Iceland. He was suspected
to have slain his master. The dead man's wife has a
vessel of boiling water placed on his body. In the
throes of agony the slave threatens to pronounce a
curse that w i ll direct the destiny of his tormentors'
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family for all eternity. The terrified woman, who
firrn ly believes in the dying man's po\\'er to effectuate
his menace, removes the vessel. But it is too late. A
man, on the verge of death, knows more and can do
more than life ever would permit. Very often poetry
will come from his mouth, even though the poetical
gift never was his share when living.
A storm, whether due to a human exorcism or to
some unexplainable cause, may bring us in touch with
the superior powers. A similar effect has intoxication.
Then there is the dream, which discloses a world ot
wonder. We dispose of numerous expedients to bring
about supernatural conditions both without and within
ourselves.
Even the faculty of dreaming can be
encouraged. King Harald Magnusson of Norway
gave it back to a dreamless boy and thus restored him
to health. All this is sheer magic. The belief in it is
prior to that in gods. This is conspicuous from the
fact that a god is neve;' approached by magic. But the
god, in his capacity of a mediator, practises magic
himself. "'here gods are absent, man acts as his own
magician and his own mediator. Hence the absolute
identity of the magical processes in gods and men.
Like a human sorcerer who calls a spirit from the
invisible world, Odin conjures up a prophesying witch
by means of an incantation (valgaldr, in Balder's
Dreams). Odin communicates with death. The gods
intoxicate themselves in the hall of lEgir. Balder has
ominous dreams. In t he face of the mysterious powers
of the unknown, tilt' confines between gods and men
vanish awav , Thev must have recourse to the identical
rites or tricks. Especially dreams and sleep are a continual source of superior energy or knowledge, often
revealed in a poetical form or prophetical words.
When }>orgeirr the Lawspeaker is invited bv the
Icelandic Althing to recite the new laws, neces~itated
by the conversion of the country to Christianity, he
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lies down, spreads his cloak over him and thus remains
for the rest of the day and the ensuing night. A
slightly varying version makes him even pass twentyfour hours in this unusual position. The object of the
measure evidently was to think the question out in
undisturbed contact with what is eternal around us.
It reveals the primitive conception in a sublimated
form. What Porgeirr did, is characteristic of the
enlightened Icelander of his time, who neither cared
enough for the gods to oppose the inevitable course of
events, nor intended ever to become a fervent partisan
of the new faith himself. He resorted to an ancient
and venerable practice, fully aware as he was of its
appropriateness as a frame for a noble mind's concentrated thinking. It is essentially related to the Bullfeast of the ancient Irish, in spite of the grimly primitive appearance of the latter. At this solemnity one
man was obliged to eat his fill of meat of a white bull.
Then, in his sleep, enhanced by the chanting of four
druids, the figure of the future king of Ireland would
be revealed to him.
The notion that poetry hails from a superior world,
full of magical energy, and that it imparts a supernatural power to its master, is there from the earliest
times and was never completely lost. Pagan theism
and Christianity, although they left their traces upon
the forms in which this notion expressed itself, never
influenced it very deeply. In the lament for his son
Egill Skallagrlmsson recognised the relation existing
between his gift and the g,-od Odin as a mediator, but
when he composed his bitter satire against king Erik
and queen Gunnhild, who had banished h-im from
their country, his attitude was purely primitive and he
evide-ntly believed in his own power. This is still more
conspicuous in the case of another skald, of whose word
we know that it did take effect, and a most ruinous one
at that. In the desire to inflict vengeance upon the jarl
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HAkon, who has burned his ship and taken away his
good,>, l>orleifr jarlaskald enters the hall in the disguise ota beggar, and having attracted Hakon's attention, he obtains permission to recite a song of praise.
Skilfully he weaves biting sarcasm through the flattering words. Suddenly the hall is filled with darkness,
the jarl is tormented by insupportable pains, he loses
conscience, and when daylight returns, his beard
and the hair of his head appear to have been badly
burned. This is the most famous instance of a poet's
might in pagan times. It is doubtless not due to mere
accident that the chastisement was effectuated by
means of fire. No magical energy was stronger.
The story of Porleifr Jarlaskald contains an interesting detail. Many years after' his death, when Iceland
has been christianized for at least a century, he appears
to a certain Hallbjorn Hali, who lies dreaming on
Porleif's grave. This Hallbjorn has never been anything of a poet himself. But when the dead skald recites
a stanza, the dreamer is able to remember it when
awake. At the same moment he feels himself truly
inspired and he remains a poet for the rest of his life.
Thus the gift is passed on from l>orleif to Hallbjorn.
What one receives in his dream from a dead man constitutes a supernatural gift. The dream-ghost evidently
acts as a mediator. The story recalls an episode of the
thirteenth centurv Sturlungasaga. where the dead Egill
Skallagrimsson visits one of the inmates of his old
home at Borg, also in the dream, and recites two
strophes for him. Afterwards the man repeats them,
although it is not stated that his poetical vein continued
to flow.
The theme of poetry heard in the dream is widely
spread. In England it has been linked to the earliest
christian poet.'
From ancient Icelandic literature
I See on this L. Pound in Studies in English Philology in honor of F.
Klaeber (Minneapolis, 1929). pp. 232 sqq.
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numerous illustrations might be adduced. Usually
the· dead poet who reveals his strophes to a dreaming
man is not identified. Very often the dream-ghost is a
supernatural being. This is the case in the story of
l)orsteinn Si15u-Hallsson, who hears his death prophesied in three strophes by three dream-women (draumkonur); these belong to the class of the fylgjur or disir,
the female protecting genii. Of a certain l)orsteinn
Porvar15sson (in the Kum lbua] attr) it is said that he
falls asleep in his bed after having taken away a sword
from a grave which he had discovered that day not far
from his house. In his dream he sees a beautiful
warrior who upbraids him for the theft and challenges
him in a poetical form to single combat. Iiorsteinn
answers in another strophe and accepts the challenge.
Then the dead man declares himself satisfied and never
re-appears. )J or does Porsteinn succeed in retracing
the grave. Of a more complicated character is the
scene dreamed by Oddi of the Stars (Stjornu-Oddi, in
a tale called Draumr Stjornu-Odda}; this man owed
his nickname to the habit of looking at the stars whenever he must remember anything. He is stated to nave
been neither a skald nor a talented reciter. The story
of the dream is of the novelistic type and too long to
relate it. What interests us is that at a given moment
a poet appears in it, named Dagfinnr, and from that
very moment the dreamer loses self-consciousness and
lives under the impression that he is Dagfinnr himself.
In the other man's person he hears himself declaiming
two poems. Afterwards, when fully awake, he remembers large fragments of them as he looks again at
the stars.
From the material available four principal variants
of the dream-song theme may be distinguished. First
there is the poetry heard from supernatural beings and
remembered afterwards. In another group of instances
strophes are recited by a particular dead skald. The
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third type, which is practically a development of the
preceding, implies the self-identification on the side ot
the dreamer with the poet of his dream. And lastly
there is the case of the dreaming man to whom the gift
of poetry is tranferred for ever by a dead skald of great
fame.
These various types re-occur in later Icelandic
folk-lore, which shows how deeply these notions are
rooted in the bedrock traditions of the north. An
interesting mixture of at least three of them, with some
very primitive touches in it, is afforded by the story
of Simon Dalaskald, an Icelandic vagrant beggar-poet.
of whom the older among the Jiving generation still
preserve the memory. He received his gift from
Klaufi, about whom we might hesitate whether we must
rang-e him with the human or the superhuman beings.
He is one of the chief personages of the Svarfda-lasaga,
which belongs to the northern group of Icelandic
family-histories. Even while a living man, Klaufi was
difficult to deal with. After his death he becomes an
evil ghost and continues haunting the house of his
enemies and taking a part in the quarrels of the valley,
until at last his body is burned. During his lifetime
his poetical gift was of a most uncanny nature. After
his death it becomes even worse. As a matter of fact,
he furnishes the most characteristic illustration of
what may be called a poetical spectre. One day,
Simon Dalaskald heard the Svarfdzelasaga read in die
farmhouse, where it was his job to herd the sheep.
When the reading was finished, some of the men criticised K laufi rather severely. Then Simon stood up
for him and defended him passionately. That same
night the boy sees in his dream Klaufi standing by his
bedside. Suddenly the dead man bows down over him
and vomits into him (sP,':" ofan i hann). From that
moment he can no longer refrain from speaking in
poetry himself. For the rest of his life he succeeded in
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having his works printed and in selling the booklets
well. This he regarded as Klaufi's reward for the
brave defence. What makes the little-known tradition
'particularly remarkable is the representation of Klaufi
as vomiting the skaldic gift into the dreaming boy. It
links the story of poor Simon Dalaskald to the myth
of Odin himself, who vomited the skaldic mead over
the earth.
Iceland has had its poetical spectres as late as the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. One of the worst
was Lalli at Husavik, He was a ghost, and people
believed him to have risen from the disturbed grave ot
a sorcerer. Lalli used to attack the inhabitants of
Husavik and the neighbouring farmhouses. However,
the minister of the place pursued him continually and
managed to limit his activities to a small area. One
year, when the minister was confined to his bed for
eighteen weeks, so that mass could not be celebrated
in the parish, Lalli was seen sitting on a rock and singing his hateful satire to the ears of the horrified
travellers.
The ghost lives in continual intercourse with the
world of superior energies; thence it derives the faculty
of speaking in powerful poetical words. It is but
natural that the notion should have spread that human
poets received their gift from a dead man or a spectre.
There are, however, still other possible relations
between the superior world and ours. In some families,
where the poetical gift is hereditary, there is a belief in
a superhuman ancestor. Thus we hear of a little girl,
PorYeig, who used to be sent about herding sheep, that
she befriended a fairy family of one of the adjacent
valleys. When grown up, she disappears - nd does
not visit her parents until many years later, on Christmas eve, when she comes to present her fairy husband
and her children. Afte~ a time, the husband dies and she
returns to the world of man, together with her children.
L
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These marry ordinary mortals and their descendants
are numerous. In their race the poetical gift is unusually common.
Many other illustrations might be given of how the
belief in the supernatural origin of poetry survives, and
in a very primitive form at that, without any theistic
connections. The real successors, however, of Egill
Skallagrfmsson as a satirist, and of I>orleifr jarlaskald,
are the so-called kraptasluild, the magical poets or
poetical magicians. Very often they are ministers.
They derive their power either from themselves or from
Kolski, the Evil One, who continues the traditions of
Odin as a mediator in a much disparaged form. The
word of these kraptaskald is never without effect.
Gu5mundur, the minister of Arnarba-li, lampooned his
servant who had failed to trace his master's ponies,
whereupon the boy retorted in a few very unfriendly
poetical lines of his own make. The end was that the
boy fell down from a rock and broke his limbs. But
the master himself was removed from office shortly
afterwards and spent the rest of his life as a daylabourer.
Another famous churchman, Magnus of Horgsland,
drove away the Turkish pirates. that traditional terror
of the Icelandic population, from the coast of his
parish by singing a strong incantation against them
(his so-called Tyrkjasvcefa). It had the effect that the
Turkish ships turned against one another, had their
boards smashed, and were all wrecked. Sira Eirikur of
Vogsos freed his own parish of the Turkish pestilence
in a similar way. Snorr i, the minister of Husafell, was
indefatigable in attempting to prevent his parishioners
from conversing with ghosts. They resolved to delude
him and sent him a log encarved with runes. Upon
reading them Slra Snorri turned blind. Fortunately he
did not lose his presence of mind. He composed a
strophe at once and thus cured the blight.
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Among the non-clerical hrapt.ashald Pormo5ur of
Gvendareyjar in the Breibifjord ranks foremost. His
mortal enemy was the farmer of a neighbouring group
of islands; he used to can jure up ghosts and to send
them to I:>ormo5's house. l>ormo<5ur possessed the gift
of evoking powerful poetry and bv this means he
warded off th~ undesirable guests. Another man, Jon
of Vattarnes, saved his life by pronouncing a strophe
of eight lines against the executioner who was going to
behead him; no sooner had the words been spoken than
the servant of the law could no longer stir either hand
or foot. The blind vagrant poet Bergsteinn went to the
shop at Eyrarbakki and asked for brandy. The merchant thought it better not to give him any and said
that there was none in the house. But Bergsteinn
knew better than that and a few lines of infallible
strength called forth a deafening noise from the brandy
chest.
This brief survey of magical poetry in modern times
must be concluded by the name of the greatest of
hrapt.asluild, at the same time the most popular of Icelandic poets, whose psalms have been sung for nearly
three centuries in all the homes and churches,-Hallgrimur Petursson of Saurbser . He could raise spirits
from the grave by the force of his rhythmical speech
and send them back again in the name of the Lord.
When out on a journey and passing the night in a cave
together with his men, the first thing to do for him is
to drive out its ghost by reciting an incantation against
it. Thus he allows his party to sleep peacefullv On",
of his best known achievements is recorded in the funny
story of Hal1grimur and the fox. The animal had
been doing much harm in the district. On a Sunday
morning. when standing on the pulpit. Hallgrimur
sees it through the window, biting a sheep. For a
moment he forgets his office, pronounces a rhythmical
curse, and immediately the fox is stretched dead on the
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ground. Afterwards he rues his rashness and decides
to compose something for the praise of God. He was
just engaged in handing pieces of meat to his servant
to have them strung up in the kitchen for the smoking.
, Up, up,' said the servant. And these are, in fact, the
opening words of the first of Sira Hallgrfrn 's passionpsalms: "Up, up, my soul and all my sense."
The seventeenth century minister realised that he
had misused a divine gift when he hit an animal from
the pulpit with the sting of his word, and he atoned for
it by glorifying the Lord for the rest of his life. EgilI,
the tenth century skald, who begrudged Odin the
possession of his beloved son, was ashamed of his
heedlessness of the great good, received from the god
of poets. He resolved to exult in his art as many days
as it was fated for him to live. The attitude of the two
is essentially the same. For the fundamental conception of the poetical gift it matters little that one was a
pagan yiking and the other a Lutheran minister. As
skalds they continue a tradition, older than both
Christianity and the theism of heathendom, and rooted
in the most primitive and the most lasting of human
instincts. the need to rule an often ill-favoured and
hostile world by developing a greater energy from
within and thus to tame it. There is more that never
dies in this world than 'the doom on each one dead.'

TYPES OF NORSE BORROWING IN
MIDDLE ENGLISH.
By E. S. OLSZEWSKA.

T

H E linguistic borrowings from Norse into English
fall into various types, some of widespread occurrence in Middle English, others only little exemplified.
Norse influence in Middle English as a whole and in
various particular :\Iiddle English texts has been much
discussed, but as far as possible the examples I use to
illustrate the various types are chosen from material
not in Bjorkman's Scandinavian Loan-words in Middle
English. I have made particular use of the Cotton
manuscript of Cursor Mwndi, which contains a rich
Xorse element which has been little dealt with.
The first main type is that represented by the borrowing of single, elements of vooabulary-s-Norse loanwords.
Their number is difficult to estimate. There is no reason
to believe that the whole number of :\'orse words that
were used in Middle English is approximately preserved
in the extant literature, even if we include words found
only in records, words occurring only as nicknames or
surnames or as place-name elements, and the words
found in modern English dialects which must go back
to Middle English, although they have escaped record
there. l\Iany Norse loans are recorded in a single [ext
and have not survived into modern standard ,English
or any dialect. Among these we have such adjectives
as the expressive word sisel, "active" (ct. O\\'N. sjsl),
in the Xletrical Homilies published by Small-Sain Jon
'It'as sisel and bisi,' the Virgin Mary helps those who are
sysel in hir seruyse,' and the participial adjective saked,
" guilty" (ct. OWN. saka'C5r), in Cursor Mundi; 3
among nouns kanunnk. " canon" (ct. OW~. kanunkr),
in the Ormulam," carald, "receptacle" (ct. O\VN.
kerald), in Patience-her kysttes and her coleres, her
caraldes alle,' makande, "comfort" (ct. OWN.
1
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makindi), in the Parlement o] the Thre Ages-nian in
his medill elde, his malumde wolde haue j • among verbs
domle, "to be dull or cloudy" (cf. Xlod , Xorw, dumla),
in the Prick of Conscience,' filsne, "to lurk" (cf.
OW'\!. fylgsni, "hiding-place "), in the alliterative
Morte Arth.ure,' and iske, " to wish" (cf. 0\\1;\. jskja),
in Cursor }fundi.' It seems a legitimate inference to
suppose that many other words have been lost in the
manuscripts that have perished. This, of course, applies
to our knowledge of the Middle English vocabulary as
a whole, but to a greater extent to that of the ;\orse
element, because of the lack of early :\liddle English
manuscripts from the North of England.
Whatever estimate we might make of the number of
Norse loans in Middle English, no dialect would have
all these words. even a dialect in the area of heaviest
Norse influence. Some loans are indeed of general
occurrence, but many are limited. The first type of
limitation is geographical-loans may be confined to a
certain text or to a group of closely related texts or to
texts from some definite area, large or small. This may
be due to chance in some cases, that is, the word though
current elsewhere may have escaped record, and no safe
conclusion can be based on a unique occurrence of a
word. If a word, however, occurs in several texts from
the same part of England, especially if it is preserved
in the modern dialects of that area, we have good
evidence that it was confined to a limited area.
Examples are frame, ., advantage," recorded in the
Ormulu n«, Genesis and Exodus, the Bestiary and
Robert of Brunne's Handlyng Synne and his Chronicle,
texts all from the East Xl idlands : kay. "left" (adj.),
recorded in Sir r;ll~l'llYIl an d pe Grene Klly~t and in
modern dialects of the :'\orth \\T est of England; and
scale. "hut," recorded in Cursor J[undi. in modern
northern dialect and in Xl iddle English place-names
from the same area.
6

line 273.
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Secondly, words of limited occurrence may be confined to definite 'spheres of action. (Some words are
of limited distribution, both in this way and geographically, e.g. golf. .. the quantity of grain stacked in one
bay of a barn," is a technical term of agriculture confined to East Anglia and the neighbouring counties.)
In Old English a large proportion of the loans recorded
belong to the technical vocabularies of law and military
and naval equipment. The legal vocabulary of Old
English for the most part has disappeared in Middle
English and the Norse element it contained is represented only by words which have become part of the
general vocabulary, as grip, "peace," or by chance
survivals which soon became unfamiliar and disappeared, as iorial, "essoin," which occurs in the
earlier text of Layamon's Brut," but is omitted in the
later text and is elsewhere only recorded with other
survivals of ~ orse legal usage in thirteenth century
Leicester records.
11

If we consider tile words that were borrowed in relation to the native vocabulary there are two types of borrowing. \Vhen we discuss the tests of Norse loan-words
in English, the logical division is into words which are
distinctively :"oJ orse in form and those which are not. But
for the question of the relation between English and
Xorse in England the division is rather between words
which either displace or exist side by side with a native
cognate and those which do not. That is, we have on
the one hand words which, because of their similarity
in form, would readily be associated with the cognate
existing in the native vocabularv (e.g. borrowed lou.pe.
.. to leap," beside native lepe), and on the other hand
words which would have no associations, either because
they had been affected by specifically Norse soundchanges and were far removed in form from the native
10 line 31590,
11 Records of the Borough of Leicester (ed. Bateson)

I. 152, etc,
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cognate (e.g. iske, below) or because the native cognate
was not current (and here belong words distinctively
Norse in form of which no native cognate is recorded,
e.g. lipe, "to listen," and also words which, though
not distinctively Norse in form, are believed to be
loans because they belong to the specifically Norse
vocabulary, e.g. dille, "to conceal It). The fact that in
formulas borrowed from Norse one element is often
replaced by the native cognate shows that such association between cognates was felt, and to a lesser degree
scribal alterations in manuscripts often indicate this
also, when a Norse form has been removed by the
copyist and a native form substituted. It is, of course,
difficult to tell what degree of similarity in sound would
cause association. For example, the rhymes in Havelok
often show that the loan-word rape, ., to advise," has
been replaced by the native rede. On the other hand,
in Cursor Jfundi we have an example where a Norse
loan seems to be too far from its cognate in form to
be associated with it. In a passage describing how
Herod's followers fled from him as his death approached,
the Cotton Manuscript reads all . . . isked efter his
enddai;" Isked is probably a genuine form (and not
an alteration of the verb ask), representing O:"J. jskja,
which corresponds regularly to OE. wyscan, Mod. E.
wish. The Trinity manuscript reads preyed (so Fairfax
and Gottingen ;\155.), as there was no obvious connexion with 'mishe.
The fact that cognates were associated has given us
another type of single word borrowing, that is the
attachment of a Norse meaning to the native cognate,
as in the well-known drem, •• dream."
A similar
example is del/ely. "desolate." in the Pearl,": which,
as Dr. Onions and Professor Gordon point out in
JIe.dium ./Evum I. 127, represents OvVN. daufligr
accommodated in form to the native sound system. A
12
I.

line 118 4 8 .
line 51.
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type of borrowing similar to this is the blend of English
and Norse forms, as ,aule, "to howl," compared to the
unaffected loan gaule. Lastly we find a Norse meaning
for a form which in phonology may be either native
or :\'orse, as [rend. in the sense" kinsman" instead of
the native " friend."
The second main type of borrowing is the borrowing
of formulas. l1 First to be considered are compounds,
which in so far as they are sometimes native or
ambiguous in form resemble the last type of words.
We may often assume the borrowing of a compound
even when both elements are native in form if the
meaning of the compound as a whole and the fact of
composition are distinctively Norse. If we take either
single element in a borrowed compound it may be
ambiguous in form (that is, the English and the
borrowed word would be identical in l\Iiddle English),
as both elements in *laghtermilde, "free with laughter"
-recorded only in the negative form unlaghtermilde(cf. OWN. hldtrmildr), it may have been replaced by
the native form, as the second element in hagworm,
"viper" (cf. OW:\'. hoggormri, or it may be distinctively :\'orse in form, either with a cognate in English,
as the first element in waithman, " hunter" (cf. OWN.
vei'Oima'l'5r), or with no cognate, as the first element in
spaman, "prophet" (cf. OWN. spdma'l'5r). But if we
take the compound as a whole there are two types; first
it may be native in form (that is, both elements are
ambiguous or they have been replaced by the native
cognates), but showing Xorse origin bv its meaning
and the fact of composition; secondly, it may be nonnative in form with one or both elements distinctively
Norse. There are not many examples of the type native
in form; among them are in meite, "entrails," modern
dialect inmeat or in meats (cf. Mod Swed. inmate. Norw.
U See further my article, Illustrations of Norse formulas in English, in
Leld, Studies in English. Vol. II, p. 76 ff.
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in mete) and unlaghtermilde. Of the type non-native
in form, the majority of examples have only one element
distinctively Xorse in form, the other either ambiguous
or with native replacement; among the examples are
several of which the second element is -man, as blaman,
" negro" (ct. O\V:\J. blcima5r), le-ihemanm, " hireling"
(ct. OWN. leigumaC5r), spaman and waithman. Only
rarely are both elements distinctively Norse, as stakkgar p, " rickyard " (ct. 0\\':\. stakkgar5r) and gulsoght,
" jaundice" (ct. 0\\':\. gulusott).
The second type of formula is the coupling of words
in ways other than the formation of a compound.
Firstly we have the coupling of two similar or contrasting words; these usually alliterate as in such
formulas as gold and gersum, " gold and treasure" (cf.
O\\'N. gull ok g-srsemis, bla and blodi, "bruised and
bloody" (ct. 0 WN. blar ok bloC5ugr). As with compounds, one of the words has often been replaced by the
native cognate, but it is reasonable to assume Norse
origin for the formula (and not independent creation
of the collocaton in English) if one word is a Norse
loan and the combination is well attested as a formula
in Norse. For example, the formula gull and gren
contains the loan-word gull, "yellow," and is used
figuratively in Middle English to describe the manifestation of envy or rage, just as the same combination is
used in modern Danish gul og grRJn and Swedish gul
och gran . .-\ second type of coupling is the coupling of
two words different in function. Here again we often
have ambiguous forms or the replacement of one word
by the native cognate. This coupling also may sometimes be accidental; for example, grip, "peace," is a
Norse borrowing in English, and such combinations as
scltcgrip and frip. "to make peace," and give grip,
" to give quarter," may either be accidental or represent
the Norse combinations setja gri5 ok friC5 and gefa gri~.
The third type of formula consists of what may be
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called syntactic formulas. These may either be particular instances, for example, the reflexive use of the
verb give in the formula I give me ille, "I am
distressed," or they may be of general application, for
example, the use of the preposition at the end of a
sentence as in paa wigurs croup pe warlau in, "the
devil crept in these images," in Cursor Mundi," which
is probably borrowed from the similar use in Norse.
There remains one main type of borrowing-borrowing not in the stem of the word. It is difficult to
arrive at any conclusion as to the extent Norse
influenced Middle English morphology. The ending
-an de of the present participle mayor may not owe its
currency to X orse influence, but borrowing is fairly
certain in the form untelland, " innumerable, " in Cursor
J[undi," which represents the use of the Old Norse
present participle in gerundive function (c], O\\'X.
Ilteljandi). Old Xorse participial adjectives in -inn are
also represented by a certain number of loans. These
adjectives coincided in form with the past participle of
strong verbs but were active in meaning, for example,
OvV~. gcetin.n, "careful," which appears in Middle
English as geten. Similarly we have ipen, "diligent"
tc], O\\'X. ibinn), and waken, "alert" (c], OWN.
'lJakinn).
The last type of borrowing' not in the stem of a word
is the borrowing of suffixes and prefixes. In general
when derivatives formed bv the addition of a suffix were
borrowed into English the suffix appears in the corresponding native form. For example, words which in
Old \\' est Xorse ended in -lauss appear with replacement in English, as lastcles, "blameless" (c], O\VN.
lastolaussv." Even when a suffix has a different function
See C. T. Onions, Review of Ellglish Studies, V, p. 328 f.
line 2303.
17 line 2348, etc,
.
18 Examples without replacement occur In local names [e.g ,; Houthloscrosse <beadless cross' ; see A. H. Smith. Place-names oj the North Riding
of Yorkshire, p, 328) and in nicknames (e.1r , Stafious . without a staff' ;
see F. M. Stenton, Documents illustrattue of the social and economic History
of the Danelaw. p, 387. No. 535.)
15
16
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it may be replaced by the native form; for example, Old
\\r es t Norse has -meir added to adverbs already in the
comparative and a similar use in English, first recorded
in the Ormulum. and Cursor Jfundi, seems originally
due to Norse influence, as the New English Dictionary
suggests," but the suffix always has the native form
-mare, -more, as in forr perrmar, "further," in the
Ormulum:" The outstanding example of a suffix
which was not replaced is O\V:\f. -leikr. Words
containing this suffix were borrowed in sufficient
numbers to cause the extension of the suffix
to native material, as idellle 'P,C, "idleness," in the
Ormulum," of which the stem is a native word with
no cognate recorded in Old :\forse.
J9

s. v • •more suffix

soline 7338.
21 line 7847, etc.

GISLASAGA.
By G. N. GARMONSWAY. M.A.

T

H E saga of Gisli has never gained the prominence
of the sagas of N jal and Grettir, nor the fame of
the Laxdale which owes much of its reputation, in this
country, to the poem of William Morris. In some
measure this is due to the fact that the scope of the
Gislasaga is more restricted: the stage is small and the
number of important actors few. There is, in fact, no
environing action, and contemporary events are mentioned only for the purpose of establishing a rough
relative chronology. Even the passage dealing with
the return of Hakon, the foster-son of ..tEthelstan, from
England is now generally regarded as an interpolation.
The action is local, even provincial in its range: the
author echoes the belief of Jane A usten that "two or
three families in a country village is the very thing to
work upon." He has collected and shaped the tradition
into a form which is classical in its simplicity and
balance, throwing into relief the foibles and heroism
of the characters in a way which would have won the
approval of the ancients.
This unity of action he achieves in several ways.
The misfortunes of the Surssons are attributed to the
thrall Kolr, who appears at the beginning of the story
and lays a curse on the family, because Gisli, the hero's
uncle, refuses to return a magical sword which has been
borrowed. This sword is subsequently made into a
spear and plays a great part in the story: it is the
weapon which kills Vesteinn and Thorgrim. In early
stories itis a frequent motive to-find that these magical
treasures, 'however useful' they may be, have. nevertheless some serious drawbacks. There, is, for example,
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the sword Dainsleif in the HdSinn and Hogni story
which is fated to be a man's death every time it is
drawn, or the standard of Sigud5 the Stout which
brings victory, but death to the standard bearer. It is
obviously an easy and effective way to give design to
a series of apparently unconnected disasters if it can be
postulated, at the outset, that the train of misfortune IS
due to the possession of some unlucky yet precious
object. Snorri Sturluson, for example, attributes all the
misfortunes of the Swedish kings in the Y nglingasaga
to the fact that they possess a fatal jewel, although ot
course he realized that this was far from the truth. Such
a simple device is now rarely effective with more sophisticated audiences, and yet it has the virtue of welding
together the story and of making plausible the apparently unaccountable workings of destiny. Whenever
the object is mentioned we remember the circumstances
of its last appearance, and what the characters did or
said on that occasion: cause and effect are thus brought
into sharp relation and whether the object be a king's
necklace, a thrall's sword or a mere pitchfork (as in
Conrad's Rover) it serves at one and the same moment
to recall the past and forebode the future. In the longer
of the two versions of the saga, this aspect of the
tragedy has attracted the author to such an extent that
he dwells at length on the story of the cursed magical
weapon. The shorter version, on the other hand,
merely gives a bald narrative and tells the story with
no apparent interest; this is understandable since the
ominous prologue has its scene in Norway, whence the
family went to Iceland. In truth the material of this
tradition is poor enough: all the stock situations are
there, the routing of berserks, the cowardly wooer, the
saving of the farnilv honour. Rut t hr- merit of the
longer version is not merely that it tries to gh'e some
show of verisimilitude to this melodrama, but rather
that the author has seen his opportunity to make this
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introductory matter significant in relation to the rest
of the saga.
This is the account of the shorter version:
"The thrall claimed his sword but Gisli would not
give it up. He offered him money for it, but the thrall
insisted on the return of the sword and would accept
nothing else, and yet did not get it back for all that.
He was so dissatisfied that he rushed at Gisli and gave
him a severe wound. Gisli hewed at him with Grayblade and struck him such a heavy blow on the he~d
that the sword broke; but the thrall's skull was crushed
and both of them fell dead from their wounds."
The longer version introduces dialogue:
" And time rolls on, but he did not give up the good
sword, nor had Kol ever asked for it. One day, they
two met out of doors and Gisli had Graysteel in his
hand and Kol had an axe. Kol asked whether he
thought the sword had stood him in good stead, and
Gisli was full of its praises. 'Well now,' said Kol, 'I
should like to have it back if thou thinkest it has done
thee good service in thy need.'
'Wilt thou sell it,'
says Gisli , '~o,' says Kol. 'I wi ll give thee thy freedom and goods, so that thou mayest fare whither thou
wilt with other men.' 'I will not sell it,' says Kol.
'Then I will give thee thy freedom, or give thee
land, and besides I will give thee sheep and cattle
and goods as thou needest.' 'I will not sell it a whit
more for that,' says Kol. . . . 'But now it just comes
to what I feared at first, when I said it was not sure
whether thou would'st be ready to give the sword up
if thou knewest what virtue was in it.' 'And I too,'
says Gisli, 'will sa}" what will happen. Good will
befall neither of us, for I have not the heart to giyt' up
the sword, and it shall never come into an}" other man's
hand than mine if I may have my will.' Then Kol
lifted up his axe, while Gisli brandished Grayblade and
each smote at the other. . . . Then Kol said, 'It had
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been better now that I had got back my sword when I
asked for it; and yet this is but the beginning of the
ill-luck which it will bring on thy kith and kin.' Thus
both of them lost their lives."
The second artifice which attempts to bring unity to
the story is similar to the first and attributes the later
misfortunes of the hero to the malignity of Thorgdm
Nef-" he was full of witchery and sorcery, a wizard
and worker of spells." This man helps to make the
magical sword into a spear and, as Thorgdm's accomplice, besets Gisli with his spells. He raises the storm
the night Vesteinn is slain.
" . . . . men had gone to bed, and when they had
been asleep for some time, a gust of wind caught the
house and was strong enough to blow down all one
side of the roof. Immediately rain poured down from
the skies, faster than anybody could remember before:
soon everything was dripping in the house, as might
be expected with the roof gone."
And later:
.
"So misrhtv was the spell that Thorgrlms witchcraft had thrown on him that it was fated that no chief
should shelter him and no one ever whole-heartedlv
supported his cause."
A more vital force which binds the story together is
the duty of blood vengeance, and this, rather than any
external witchcraft or spell, drives forward the
characters to action. It resembles in its insistence a
great fugal subject in music which, with its point
counterpoint, is always the theme whatever episodic
material may disguise its utterance.
Dame B.
PhiIIpotts has described the importance of this duty:
"These are barbarous stories, and the modern reader
is apt to talk of the uncontrolled passions of barbarians
when he reads them. The passions rna" be violent,
but they are anything but uncontrolled. 'The modern
tendency to error in interpreting them arises from 'the
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extreme difficulty experienced by a member of a wellpoliced society in giving credit for anything but personal motives to a hero or heroine who carries out a
fierce vengeance. No doubt the natural human desire
to inflict hurt for hurt was a powerful influence. But
there evidently was a sense that vengeance was a duty
to society."
In fact, the story as it proceeds becomes not so much
the saga of Gisli but the saga of vengeance carried out
to its bitter logical conclusions. This is most clearly
seen in that the end does not come at the death of the
hero; the rest, an anticlimax according to modern
critical standards, was however a logical necessity to
the Icelandic audience.
Gisli's sister, hitherto his
enemy, tries to avenge him when news is brought of
his death.
" Bork was very merry when he heard the news and
bade Thordis make Eyjolf welcome. 'Call to mind
the great love you had for Thorgrim and be good to
Eyj61f.' 'I shall weep for my brother Gisli,' she says,
, but I think porridge or slops would be a fitting supper
to give his slayer, don't you?'
In the evening when Thordis served supper she let
fall the tray of spoons she was carrying. Eyj6lf had put
Gisli's sword up against one of the pillars of the hall,
near his feet. Thordis recognised it and when she
bent to pick up the spoons, she seized the hilt and
thrust at Evjolf, hoping to stab him through the
middle, but she did not bargain for the hilt catching
the table as it came up."
Even this is not the end. Ari, Gisli's eldest brother,
who has been out of the saga from the beginning,
reappears to avenge the death of Thorkell, his brother,
upon Berg son of Vesteinn ,
"There as Berg, accompanied by two of his companions was looking for lodgings in the market place
of the town, he met two strangers, one of whom was
M
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dressed in scarlet, young and well-built. He asked
Berg his name, and Berg told him exactly who he was,
and of what family he came, thinking that in any
event, wherever he might be, he would stand rather to
gain than to lose by mentioning his father's name.
But the man in scarlet drew his sword and dealt Berg
a blow which killed him. He was Ari Sursson, the
brother of Gisli and Thorkell ,'
From the foregoing considerations it appears that
the Icelanders were accustomed to regard themselves
not only in some measure as the sport of a ' motiveless
malignity,' but also as the instruments of an unwritten
code of justice which it was their duty to administer,
whatever sentiment might dictate to the contrary. In
some respects, in the story of Gisli, we have to do with
a drama in which Fate is the all-important figure. The
sagaman stresses this aspect of his theme when he
records the popular appreciation of the hero's character,
" it is generally agreed that ·he was one of the greatest
heroes that ever lived, but not altogether a lucky
man." And indeed, throughout the whole of his life,
fate contravenes his actions and best intentions: for
him events never turn out right, contrary as this is to
the admiration we feel for his uprightness of character
and his ability. The author shows great skill in construction in the way he selects and isolates these
successive thwartings, presenting each with little comment, and yet throughout directing our attention to
the remorseless way in which events prove too much
for the hero.
One of these scenes occurs early in the saga. The
two brothers Thorkell and Gisli set up house at Holl :
Thordis, their sister, marries Thorgrim and Gisli
marries Asgerth the sister of V esteinn , "Thorkell and
Gisli built a fine house at Holl, and Thorgrlrn had the
priesthood and was a great stay to those brothers, and
their friendship seemed likely to last." He prepares
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the way by the irony of the last sentence: the scene
which follows has had its fellow in many literatures;
it is as native to Greek drama as to the humblest folktale. At the General Assembly, the brothers and
brothers-in-law swagger about paying little heed to the
cases which are being heard at law. Gisli hears that
people are criticising their behaviour and are wondering how long the friendship of the four will last: he
suggests that they all become blood-brothers. But
this very act, taken as a precaution, precipitates the
catastrophe by bringing out all the latent jealousy
which exists between Thorgrim and V esteinn .
.. Jove strikes the Titans down,
Not when they first begin their mountain piling,
But when another rock would crown their work ."

The last step to security is at one and the same
moment the first to disaster: "Thus in the Oedipus,
the messenger comes to cheer Oedipus and free him
from his alarms about his mother, but by revealing
who he is, he produces the opposite effect." 1 In the
saga it is usual to present scenes in detachment, leaving the implicit irony of the situation unspoken, but
here the presagings of fate are spoken by Gest
Oddleifsson :
"Thorkell the Wealthy said to Gest, 'How long do
you think these men of Haukadale will continue to be
so officious and overbearing?' Gest answered, 'There
won't be the same harmony in their ranks three
summers hence.' "
And so it turns out. Not only do Gisli and Thorgrim
become estranged, but a chance word overheard by
Thorkell destroys his peace of mind and he quarrels
with his brother. As Gisli says to Aud his wife,
1 Aristotle, Poetics XI.
In folk-tale the" reversal of the situation s ,
is usually from adversity to prosperity. Jack the giant-killer has sold
everything in the market for a handful of beans: in a rage of despair,
his mother flings them out of the window and by that very act the
heaven-sent agent of her restitution to fortune is able to appear.
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'when once things are doomed, someone must utter
the words that seem to bring them about.' Gisli tries
hard to persuade his brother to remain at H6ll, but not
even the outstanding magnanimity of the hero's
character can outweigh the designs of fate.
Meanwhile Vesteinn has gone abroad, and again
Gisli endeavours to forestall the future by taking the
most careful precautions to ensure that he will learn ot
V esteinn 's landing in Iceland, so that he may be protected against the enmity of Thorgrim and Thorkell.
Vesteinn returns; the message of warning is sent off
with all speed, but the messengers take the upper road
to H6ll and do not overtake their man until he is
already on his way down to Dy rafirth , "I would have
turned back had ye found me before, but now all the
streams fall towards Dyrafirth, and I will ride thither."
The chase is one of the most exciting things in the
saga, described with the precision of one who knew the
roads of the locality, but the supreme artistry lies in the
above words of Vesteinn . In the most momentous
decision of his life, he is influenced by the mere
accident of his surroundings, and although Fate seems
to leave him free choice, she has already made his
answer inevitable by delaying the messengers. Chance
and the very lie of the land ' decides the issue. Oedipus
kills his father where four roads meet: Vesteinn has
just crossed the ridge and, as inevitably as the waterstreams, his way falls towards Dy rafirth ,
The same malicious Fate besets Gisli himself when
he is made an outlaw. He shelters for a while on an
1 Nature plays but a small part in the sagas: it appears prominently
only when used as an instrument of destiny, as here. No attempt is made
to arouse sympathy for Gisli by set descriptions of the bleakness of the
countryside in which he had to take refuge. It is significant that the only
reference to it has dramatic purpose; when Eyjolf is tempting Aud to
betray Gfsli he says, • Consider what disadvantages you have to put up
with, living in this desolate firth, never seeing your kith and kin all
through Gfsli's misfortunes.' The' pathetic fallacy' is, of course,
unknown.
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island out at sea, but is betrayed in a most unexpected
way ... Gisli WiIS there that winter and built a boat for
Ingjald, and did many other jobs. It was easy to
recognise his work, for he was handier than most men.
Everybody began to wonder why everything Ingjald
had was so well made, for he was not a good carpenter.
. . . ~ People were beginning to get very suspicious
about everything and came to the conclusion that Gisli
must be still alive and staying with Ingjald, and not
drowned as had been generally thought."
And finally, as if the combined enmity of mankind
and of Fate were not enough, his own mind turns to
war with itself. He is disturbed in his sleep by
frightening dreams. .. \'ow Gisli's dreams became so
frightening that he dreaded the coming of the dark and
cou Id not bear to be left alone."
In his dreams
appeared two women, one who wished to smear
him with blood and claim him for her victim,
and the other who attempted to protect him, nut
whose efforts were increasingly unavailing.
He
describes their appearance to his wife in some of the
finest verses of skaldic poetry: so forceful are the
metaphors and phraseology that not even the conventional demands of skaldic verse can disguise his
anguish. He addresses the malicious dream-wife as
Gondol, a valkyrie of Odin, and sees in her the personification of all the ill-fortune which has pursued
him during his lifetime, as though the old gods would
at last claim their apostate, one who in his way of life
had deserted them for the Christian faith he had known
on his expeditions abroad. We are familiar with this
Icelandic way of explaining the unaccountable workings
of Providence in the story of Thibrandi, who is killed
in some mysterious wav. It is believed that the heathen
gods have claimed him for their own before the
Christian faith comes to Iceland.
Gisli is ' fev , in this sense: his story is the studv of
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a life frustrated at all turns by Fate, all his nobility of
character is of no avail and, in fact, renders him more
vulnerable to its attacks. Apart from the suggestion
at the beginning of the saga that he and his brothers
were too proud in their bearing at the Assembly, there
is no hint that any 'amartia' of character was responsible for his fate. He is a Prometheus who endures
all wit h amazing fortitude and his last heroic gesture of
defiance is in character. He has hitherto endeavoured
to combat his destiny, but when his dreams give him
no rest, he prepares the way for his last fight by giving
an advantage to the enemy. 'So they all set out, clad
in long kirtles which brushed the rime as they went
and left a trail in the dew. Gisli carried a staff in his
hand and cut runes upon it as he walked along, the
chips dropping to the ground.'
Gisli remains a remote ~'Esch.vlean figure: the saga
tells us very little of the man except in relation to his
struggle against destiny.
Here the biographical
method is very different from that of Plutarch, for
example, who maintained 'oftentimes a light occasion,
a word, or some sport makes men's natural dispositions
and manners appear more plain than the famous battles
won.' And so it is too with the minor characters:
apart from the shrew Alfdis and the quixotic Havarn
most of them are mere lay figures either the tools of the
malicious fate which pursues the hero or his allies in
attempting to combat it. The enrnitv of Steinn,
Evjolf and Thordis is set in direct contrast to the
loyalty of Ingjald, Geirmund and Aud. It is only in
the person of ThorkeIl, Gisli's brother, that we arrive
at an attempt at rnor« detailed characterization, and
recognize in him a familiar figure, the man of divided
loyalties who has to choose between his brother and his
powerful enemies. and is not stronr- enous-h
to decide.
to>
I lis laziness is indirectly responsible for his quarrel
with Gisli :
~
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, Thorkell was fond of dress and did nothing to help
in the running of the estate, whereas Gisli worked
night and dav. One day when it was very fine, Gisli
set all his men to work haymaking, all except Thorkell,
who was the only man left at home. After breakfast he
went to sleep beside the fire in the hall.' He hears the
women gossiping and becomes suspicious of Vesteinn
and will remain no longer sharing the estate with his
brother.
During Gisli's outlawry he makes one secret attempt
to warn him of impending danger, but will give his
brother no open support. "I shall help you, brother,
by giving you warning if men plan to kill you, but I
will give you no help which would render me liable at
law. For I think you have done me great wrong in
killing Thorgrim, my kinsman, my partner and bosom
friend. "
\Vhen they part for the last time, Gisli says:
"You now imagine you are well in with everybody,
both feet in the manger, having nothing to fear because
mighty chiefs are your friends, whereas I am an outlaw and have to bear the enmity of those same great
men. But let me tell you that you shall be slain first.
Now we must part, worse friends than we should be,
never to meet again: I could never have treated you
like this."
"I care nothing for all your prophecies," replied
Thorkell. So they parted.
But the prophecy comes true and his laziness and
vanity prove his bane. Helgi and Berg, \'esteinn's
sons, are at the Assembly, watching the arrival of the
great men; as each ship comes in their companion
Hallbjorn, the beggar, tells them whose it is.
"Thev saw Thorkell step from his ship and find a
place to sit down, whilst the baggage was being
unloaded and placed where the tide could not reach it.
Bark meanwhile was busy erecting their booth.
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Thorkell was wearing a Russian hat and grey cloak,
which was fastened with a gold brooch on the shoulder.
In his hand he had a sword. Hallbjorn and the two
boys went to where Thorkell was sitting. The elder of
the two boys asked, ' Who is this distinguished-looking
man sitting here? Never have I seen anyone with a
more handsome and princely appearance.'
'That is a gracious speech,' came the reply, 'my
name is Thorkell.'
, That sword you have in your hand,' the lad continued, . must be a great treasure: will you let me have
a look at it?'
• Your conduct is certainly very unusual,' Thorkell
replied, 'yet I cannot refuse your request,' and handed
him the sword. The lad grasped the sword and moved
away a step or two, untied the peace-straps and drew it.
, I never gave you leave to draw the sword.'
, Nor did I ask for it,' replied the youth as he brandished it.
He struck at Thorkell's neck and cut off his head
with the stroke."

THE SONS OF RAGNAI{ LOTHBROK.l
Bv :A. H. SMITH, PH.D.

S

O M E interesting light is thrown upon the Scandinavian invasions of England by allusions and
references in the Sagas, and the value of investigations
into these materials has been amply illustrated by Dr
Allen Mawer, Mr A. F. Leach, :'Ifr G. Loomis,' and
others. But frequently there is so much confusion in
the Saga accounts of the Scandinavian campaigns in
England that English documents must be used in
sifting these materials, and often indeed to prove their
authenticity. This is the case with that somewhat
obscure, mysterious and romantic saga-Ragnar
Lo'i5brdks Saga, with its several variations such as the
pdttr af Ragnars Somcm , Krahwmal, etc., all of which
are as greatly concerned with Ragnars matrimonial
adventures as with his Viking expeditions.'
Ragnar Lothbrok himself was the best-known of
Vikings of the ninth century, apart perhaps from his
famous son, Ivar the Boneless. He was probably a
Norwegian by origin, and for a long time he must have
retained his interests in that country, for later on the
Irish Chronicles state that he had been exiled from his
Norwegian patrimony and was living with his sons in
1 The publication of this paper has been made possible by a generous
grant from the University of London, and I take this opportunity of
acknowledging my indebtedness and expressing my thanks .
• A. Mawer, Sa~abooli VI. 68-9: H. G. Leach, Angeuin Britain alld
Seandinav:« (Harvard Studies in Comparative Literature, vol. VI. 1921),
317-323 (with bibliographical references on p. 404): G. Loomis, The
Growth of the St. Edmu1ld Legend (Harvard Studies in Philology and
Literature XIV. 1932), St. Edmulld and the Lodbrok Legesui (ib. XV. 1933).
S Saga Ragnars Knnlm~s Lo'l5broliar, Kriikumal , patt~ af Ragnars Sonum,
in Fornaldar Sagur Nordrlanda, ed. C. C. Rafn, Copenhagen 1829. vol. I.
234, 300, 345. These stories, along with Saxo's, are summarised in
Sagabooli VI. 69 If.
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the Orkneys, a statement borne out by the .'.Iaeshowe
inscriptions.' At the same time he was closely associated
with Denmark through his possession of a great inheritance there. According to Saxo ' he was raiding in
Ireland in 831, in 845 he was raiding in France, and
then, as in his later years he was generally occupied in
one expedition or another until his shocking death
about 865 at the hands of Ella, a usurping king of
:"orthumbria, who cast him into a snake-pit. But in
regard to Ragnar's own fame it is clear, as Dr .\Iawer
says in his essay on Ragnar Lothbrok,
that Ragnar
Lobbrok has pretty certainly received his heroic proportions rather in the light of the valorous deeds of his
sons, than by his own prowess." The object of the
present essay is to speak of some of these sons and more
particularly to correlate the various accounts of them
in the Sagas and some English Chronicles and histories.
II

I.

THE REPUTED SONS OF LOTHBROK.

There is some agreement between the Scandinavian
sources such as Saxo Grammaticus, Ragnar Lo'l5broks
S'aga and the plittr af Ragnars Son.urn, about the names
of Lothbrok 's sons, but the distribution of them amongst
his seyeral wives varies, There is some agreement too
between the Scandinavian stories and those English
accounts which ascribe sons to him more by implication
than by direct statement. As it is possible to correlate
incidents in the Saga with those in English documents,
it wil l be necessary first to go over again some of the
ground covered by Dr Xlawer and .\Ir Loomis,' and
4 The text is given in James Farrer, Notice of Runic Inscriptions discovered ill the Orkneys (Edinburgh 1862), p. 35-7: for further references
see Mawer, Saga-Book VI. 89.
S Sa xoni Grammattci Gesla
Danorum, ed. J. Olrik and H. Reeder
(Copenhagen 1931).
6 See p. 173 note 2. The repetition of some of the material given in
these papers is inevitable, but it has not been necessary to repeat all the
valuable information which Dr Mawer has collected from the Irish and
Conti nental Annals.
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to consider briefly the identification of some of R agl'lar
Lothbrok's sons.
(I) Scandinavian Sources. According to Saxo,
Ragnar had three wives, Lathgertha, Thora and Swanlogha, but the Saga and the Pattr accord him only two,
first Thora (mentioned by Saxo as Ragnar's second
wife) and secondly Kraka or Aslaug Kraka (sometimes
also called Randelin).

Saxo says that by his first wife Lathgertha, Ragnar
had two daughters and a son called Fridleuus, none of
these children being noted in either Saga or pattr. By
his second wife Thora, says Saxo, Ragnar had six sons,
including Syuardus, Biornus, Agnerus and Iuarus, but
in the Saga and the pattr only one of these, Agnarr, is
Thora's son, the other three of those here mentioned
being ascribed to Aslaug , By Swanlogha he had three
sons, Regnaldus, \Yithsercus and Ericus, Eric being
according to the Saga and the Pattr the son of Thora.
Lastly in Saxo's storv Ragnar had a son Ubbo by the
daughter of Hesbernus, but the knowledge of this son
is in Scandinavia confined to Denmark.
The Saga and the Pattr agree that by his wife Thora
of Gotland Ragnar had two sons, Eirikr and :\gnarr,
and when later" Thora fell ill and died, R agnar was so
affected that he set his sons and others to rule his land
and he himself turned again to Viking-raiding and
wherever he went he was victorious." By his second
wife he had, according to the Saga, five sons, Ivar the
eldest, "\\'ho was boneless, but grew so big that he
had no equal," Bjgrn nicknamed Ironside, Hvitserk,
Ragnvald and Sigurd Serpent-Eve. Of these five sons
Ragnvald, who was killed early in life is not mentioned
in the Pattr, but the Pattr is alone in referring to two
grandsons of Ragnar Lothbrok called Yngvar and
Husto, the natural sons of Ivar the Boneless.
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(2) English Sources.' In English Chronicles and Histories there is practically no direct reference to Ragnar
Lothbrok as the father of the children mentioned in
the Scandinavian sources, but an allusion in the Annals
of S1. Neots' implies that he was the father of two
daughters. In these Annals the statement of the AngloSaxon Chronicle that" in 878 the brother of Iwer and
Healfdene was in Wessex, in Devonshire, and was
slain, and the battle-standard which they called the
Raven was taken" , is found in an amplified form and
the passage ends:
"there the English attacked the pagans suddenly
in the morning and straightway slew them in great
numbers, slaying also their king [i.e. the brother
of Hing.war and Halfdene],. so that few escaped to
their ships, and ·there they got much booty
including the battle-standard called the Raven; and
it is said .that the three sisters of Hingwar and
Hubba, daughters of Lodobroch, wove that flag
and got it ready in one day. . . . "

Saxo, as already pointed out, credited Ragnar with
two daughters by his first wife Lathgertha. The passage
here quoted suggests that the brothers Hingwar and
Halfdene were sons of Lothbrok. In another chronicle,
La Vie Seint Edmund le Rey, by Denis Piramus, it is
said that Lothebroc had three sons-Y ngar fierce and
wily, Hubbe a sorcerer, and Baerin who tortured and
maimed his victims, all three being outlaws and living
with their father in a corner of Denmark.
7 The principal texts are Two of th« Sa xor Chronicles Parallel, edC. Plummer (Oxford 1892-9), The Parker Chronicle 832-900, ed. A. H.
Smith (London 193~), Asser's Life of King Alfred, ed. W. H. Stevenson
(Oxford 1904). Etheluurd in H. Savile, Rerum Anglicarum Scriptores
(Frankfurt 1601), Abbo of Fleury's Passio Sandi Eatimulldi in M"nori,ll.
of St. Edmlt~d's Abbey, ed. T. Arnold (Rolls Series), I. 3-25, Denis
Piramus, La Vie Seint Edmund le Rey , ib. II. I37ff.
See also other notes
infra.
e In Asser's LIfe, (ed. cit.}, 44.
• Laud manuscript s.a, 878.
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These are the only references to Ragnar Lothbrok
in English sources, for he was apparently never so
actively engaged in fighting here as some of his sons
and it is clear that his memory was overshadowed by
theirs. But the allusions are sufficient to show that the
paternity of two or three of his sons (Hingwar, Hubba
and Baerin) was known to English tradition and the
paternity of some of the others can be established
through references to ties of brotherhood j they are in
English sources Ragnar's sons only by implication.
Others are quite unknown to English writers-Eirikr
and Agnarr, for instance, as well as some named by
Saxo, as Fridleuus, Rathbarthus and Dunwartus-and
the absence of reference is to be expected in these cases,
for in Scandinavian tradition these sons are not known
to have been in England; on the other hand, of those
who are said to have raided England the names of
H vitserk, Ragnvald and Sigurd are unknown to
English writers in con nexion with this family. The
only ones so known are Ingwar (Hingwar, etc.) or Iwer,
Ubba (Hubba), Halfdene and Baerin. Halfdene is
apparently unknown in Scandinavian sources relating
to Ragnar's family, and Baerin, who corresponds to
the Scandinavian Bjorn, is mentioned only in the
French Life of St. Edmund by Denis Piramus. There
are, however, many allusions to the brotherhood of the
other three. The great Danish army which entered
England in the autumn of 865 and captured York in
the autumn of 866 is to be identified both in date and
some of its exploits with the army which according to
the Saga came with Ivar the Boneless to avenge
Ragnar Lothbrok's death on Ella of Northurnbria , In
various English Chronicles this army is stated to have
been under the leadership of Irigware and Ubba
(:\SC 870 l\IS F) or Hingwar (Ethelwerd s.a. 866, 870 )
10

10 On these and other dates of events recorded in the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle, see A. H. Smith, The Parker Chronicle, 9££, 24 note et passim.
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or Halfdene (ASC 875-7, Ethelwerd) or under all three,
Haldan, Inguar and Hubba (876 Recapitulation of the
History of Syrneon of Durham, Surtees Society, p. 69).
Such references offer evidence only of a military association and not of kinship. In a few isolated cases, however, it is abundantly clear that English writers recognised Ingwar, Halfdene and L'bba as brothers. There is,
for example, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle account of
the battle in Devonshire in 878 when" Inwzeres brob ur
7 Healfdenes" was slain, as well as the account of the
same battle in the Annals of St. Neots (see above):'
II.

RELATION OF ENGLISH AND SCANDINAVIAN
ACCOUNTS.

Of the four sons, Baerin, Ubba, Ingwar and Halfdene, accredited to Ragnar Lothbrok in English
sources, Halfdene alone finds no counterpart in Scandinavian story; Baerin is certainly Bjorn Ironside mentioned in all the Scandinavian accounts, Ubba is the
Ubbo mentioned only by Saxo, and Ingwar must for
several reasons be equated with Ivar the Boneless.
Haii dene . Halfdene's name is an English form of the
well-evidenced Scandinavian personal name Holjdanr,
and whilst this name, like Ubbi, is recorded in \Vest
Scandinavian sources, it is in most instances a name
borne by East Scandinavians-Danes and Swedes."
-Halfdene may at a guess have been a natural son by
some Danish woman, assuming that one could in
this instance accord Hal/dam its literal meaning
"half-Danish." .\gain, it might have been a nick-name
of one of Ragnar's recorded sons, but there are no
examples of the USl' of this name as a by-name in records
11 Ethelwerd, like one or two other chroniclers, says in describing
this battle that it was" Halfdene, the brother of the tyrant Ingwar"
who was slain, but this is certainly an error, for Halfdene had by this
time disappeared. like Ingwar, from English History, but his name was
obviously remembered; in any case he had probably died two years
before at Strangford Lough (Mawer, ut , sup. 86 note).
12 E. H. Lind. Norsk-Lsldndske Dopnamn , s.n.
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of Viking times. These are but two of many possible
speculations as to Halfdene's origin, which must in fact
remain an unsolved problem.

1ngwar. Ingwar, however, is clearly to be identified
with Ivar the Boneless by the equation of the names
and by the association of each of them with certain
incidents, ascribed to Ingwar in English Chronicles and
to Ivar in Scandinavian records. .As for the name, this
son of Ragnar is in the Laud manuscript of the AngloSaxon Chronicle called Iwer, in the Parker manuscript
he is called Lnssicer, and in the other manuscripts of this
chronicle, as in later histories he is variously called
Ingwar, Inguare or Hingsaar," There is little doubt
that the English variant Ingwar arises through analogy
with the Old Scandinavian personal name Y'u g-oarr, In
Old Scandinavian Ivarr and Y ngvarr were common
personal names, but in England Iuier, the regular
development of l uarr, occurs only twice or thrice. once
in the Laud manuscript of the Chronicle (see above),
once in a Lincolnshire place-name lsoarbi," and perhaps
also once in the later additions to the Liber Vita:
Tninelmensis (Surtees Soc., Vol. 136, fol. 42*a) as Y guar
(where gu may be a ~orman French spelling for w).
The accepted explanation of the replacement of Iwer
by Ingwar is that in Early Scandinavian Ivarr had a
nasalised vowel initially, nasalisation being lost during
the Viking period; in the Parker manuscript form
I117.L' t CY , as in the Old Irish adaptation lmh air, In- and
Im- are used as substitutes for the nasalised vowel, and
the unusual name I117.L'lcr was then readily changed to
the more familiar form Yng'war, English Lngwar,
A further point in the identification of Ingwar with
Ivar is this: one incident in the operations of the
zreat Danish arrn •v in England was the murder in
b
13Cf E. Bjorkman, Nordische Personennameu ill
englischen Na>Jlmklt/lde 50,
14 E. Bjorkman, Z,tI' englischen Namenkunde 50.
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November, 869," of Edmund, king of the East Angles.
The Parker Chronicle describes it simply in these
words:
"870 In this year the army rode across Mercia into
East Anglia and took winter-quarters at Thetford.
In the same winter Edmund the king fought against
them and the Danes won the victory, slew the king
and overran all that land."
Manuscript F of the Chronicle adds: "the names of
those leaders who slew the king were I ngware and
Ubba ." The story of Edmund's martyrdom was greatly
elaborated in later English chronicles, and usually the
murder of Edmund is assigned to Ingwar and Ubba,
as, for example, in the Book of H vde." or to Inguar
alone, as in Abbo of Fleury'S Xlartvrdom of St. Edmund
or \\'illiam of Xlalmesbury 's summary of Abbo."
Briefly, the story told by Abbo is that two Danish
pirates Ingwar and Hubba attack Northurnbria : Hubba
remains in :\'orthumbria but Ingwar goes to East
Anglia and ravages the district. He sends to the king
Edmund demanding that Edmund shall share his
wealth with him and become his vassal king. Edmund
consults his bishops, who advise him to yield, but
finally he answers that he will not submit to a pagan
and Ingwar must first become a Christian. Ingwar
thereupon bids that Edmund be bound to a tree: he is
mocked and scourged and in the end shot to death with
Danish arrows." The murder of Edmund is also alluded
On this date cf A. H. Smith, The Parker Chronicle, 25-6.
Liber Monaslerii de Hvda; ed. E. Edwards (Rolls), 10.
17 Abbo of Fleury, ed. cit. gIL William of Malmesbury, Gesla Regum
Anl?lorum, ed. W, Stubbs (Rolls), J. :64 (cf also g8).
18 Amongst the many miracles ascribed to St. Edmund, Abbo relates
that" one circumstance surpasses human miracles, which is that the
hair and nails of the dead man continued to grow: these Oswen, a holy
woman, used to clip and cut yearly that they might be objects of
veneration to posterity." A similar miracle is accorded to SI. Olaf:
when Bishop Grimkellooked upon the king a year and five niahts after
his death he found that the hair and nails had grown. .. Byskup
vartlveitti helgan dam OIMs konungs; skar hann har hans ok negl, pvfat
hvartveggja ox sva sem pa, at hann vseri lifandi mafir her i heimi."
15

10
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to in an Icelandic source (but not in Saxo or Ragnar 's
Saga). Ari Porgilsson, a most reliable historian, names
Ivar the Boneless as the murderer, for in the Libellus
lslandorum he says: "Ivar, the son of Ragnar Lothbrok, caused St. Edmund, king of the East Angles,
to be slain. That was 870 years after the Birth of Christ,
as it is written in his saga." The" saga" from which
Ari derived his information wax probably Abba of
Fleury's Latin life (where the name is Inguar): the
passage, which is one of the few points of contact
between English and Scandinavian traditions, suggests
that Ivar and Ingwar were considered identical Irm
an early date. There is, however, a more independent
Scandinavian account of the martyrdom of St. Edmund
in the Pd.ttr at Ragnars Sonum (p. 355). After describing
the death of Ella of :'\orthumbria, the P<\'ttr continues:
" After this battle [of York] Ivar made himself king
over that part of England which his kinsmen had
had before. He had two natural sons, one called
Yngvar, the other Husto : on Ivars bidding they
tortured the king, Saint Iarmund, to death, and
Ivar then subjugated his kingdom."
L'p to the death of Ella the P<\.ttr appears to be summarising, with minor alterations, parts of the Saga,
but after this point its material is drawn from some
other source, for the Saga simply notes that after the
Rattle of York" H vitserk and Bjorn went back to their
realm with Sigurd, but Ivar remained and ruled
England," adding later on that" Ivar ruled England
until his last days when he died of sickness and was
buried ina mound." ..
T?e ~Iose similar!ty, between the
two circumstances must be more than coincidence, and It IS very probable that the miracle told of St. Edmund must have been familiar to the
Scandinavians; the saintliness of their own militant churchman could
not be better attested than by a miracle taken from one of the earliest
martyrs they themselves had made, It suggests another link between
England and Scandinavia in the chain of literary relationships.
19The mound was probably in Cleveland, Yorkshire. Cf Mawer,
op. cit, 82.
(Heilllsllrillgla, ed. F. J6nsson, 415).
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The English chroniclers are, therefore, quite definite
in making Ingwar or Ingwar and Ubba the murderers
of Edmund. Ari is equally certain that the murderer
was Ivar, and the Pattr would have three men involved,
Ivar the Boneless and his two sons Y ngvar and H usto.
In English sources the confusion of the names Ivar and
Y ngvar would. as shewn above, be explicable, but in
a Scandinavian document it is not so clear. One can
only suggest some sort of conflation in the story told
In tn« Pattr: the compiler derived his information from
such a Scandinavian source as Ari's Libellus I slandorum.
(which rightly makes Ivar the murderer) as well as from
some other source where he learned that Y ngvar and
H usto were the murderers: he did not clearly perceive
that the two sources provided only slightly different
versions of one theme, and he or his immediate authority
invented the kinship of Ivar and Yngvar and Husto
to overcome the difficulty of the names. This second
source which the compiler of the Pattr used could hardly
have been Scandinavian ultimately, for in that case
the use of the name Y ngvar would be difficult to
account for. On the other hand it might well have
been a document of English origin, like Abbo of
Fleury's Passio or, more probably, a manuscript of
some chronicle which had information akin to that
found in manuscript F of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
or Ethelwerd, where both Ingwar and l 'bba are
involved. There is, of course, no difficult), in supposing
that the compiler of the Pattr could have had access to
such an English source, for Ari Porgilsson certainly
had, Furthermore, other English writings and Latin
works written in England were available in Iceland
from the thirteenth century, if not earlier: one need
onlv recall in support of this Icelandic sagas such as
Breta Sg!{llr, which are translated from English documents. In addition to this Profesor E. Ekwall ,. has
10 E, Ekwall, .. On some English place-names found in Scandinavian
Sources," in Sagastudier af Festskrift til Finnur [onsso« (Copenhagen,

19,8), 218-221.
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adduced from a study of English place-names in the
Sagas some very pertinent illustrations. Stanford
Bridge, for instance, appears frequently in the sagas,
not only in the Scandinavianised form Steinfordbrygge
(usual, too, in England after the Norman Conquest),
but also as Stannjorbcbry g giu, which is a literal
Scandinavian adaptation of the Old English form,
Stanford brycg. There is also the still more significant
case of JIorstr, which appears often in K nytlinga Saga
and other Sagas as the name for Winchester or rather
for T'e tus JIonasterium (Old ~I inster) : the name JIorstr
is purely a scribal invention and, as Professor Ekwall
shows, it is probably a corruption of monasieriurn.
abbreviated in writing to something like moastr': It
would seem obvious that saga-writers who invented
!II orsir had access in the first place to English written
materials. The same is probably true of the compiler
of the P:ittr when he adds the names of Y ngvar and
Husto to his story of Ivar. Possibly Busto (otherwise
unknown in the traditions of Ragnar's sons) is merely
a scribal adaptation of Hubba, which is itself found
only in the English and Danish traditions and which
would therefore be unknown to the compiler of the
P:ittr from his West Scandinavian authorities.

III.

DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE ENGLISH AND
SCANDINA VIAN ACCOUNTS.

Although we can identify some of Ragnar's sons in
the various traditions of the story with certainty, there
are two major variations between the English and
Scandinavian accounts of the exploits of Ragnar and
his sons. Firstly, in the Scandinavian story the invasion
of England by the Danes in 865 is occasioned by Ella's
murder of Ragnar Lothbrok in the snakepit, and Ella's
death subsequently was by way of revenge : these two.
facts are unknown to English chronicles, whjch simplv
record that the Danes slew Ella ,and. then proceeded to
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the murder of S1. Edmund. Secondly in one group of
English sources, Roger of Wendover, .\latthew Paris
and Flores Historiarum," the invasion of the Danes
follows upon the murder of Lothbrok by a member of
King Edmund's household and Edmund was slain in
revenge by Lothbrok's sons.
In all the Scandinavian sources the incidents leading
up to the death of Ragnar Lothbrok are related with
some variation of detail. Saxo's account is the most
elaborate, and he says that after Thora's death Ragnar
went to England and slew Hama, the father of Hella :
Saxo is alone in thus giving Ella cause for personal
revenge. Later on, according to Saxo, I var Ragnarsson
was driven from his kingdom by the Galli who elected
Hella; Ragnar thereupon sailed for York and put Hella
to flight, a raid which Krakumal also records. Ragnar
meanwhile continues his raids elsewhere and eventually,
according to all the Scandinavian versions, he returned
to England j this is the first attack on England by
Ragnar that the Saga and the pattr mention, and these
two stories assert that the raid came about through
Ragnar's boast that he would not be inferior to his
sons. On this occasion Ragnar was captured by King
Hella (Ella) and thrown to death in the snake-pit. The
news of his death reached Denmark, and Saxo relates
that Ivar sailed to England and drove a bargain with
Ella for land on which to build a city. Siward and
BjQrI1 followed with a fleet. But according to the Saga
and the pattr Siward and Bj grn with Hvitserk went
first and were defeated: l var, who wanted only compensation and not rew'nge, followed and got the land
for his city (called Lu n d u naborg in the Saga, Iorvik in
the I>ittr). After drawing awa~" Ella's men by bribery,
Ivar called back the three defeated brothers Sigurd.
Bjorn and Hvitserk to seize the kingdom. In all these
~l Roz er of Wendover, Flores Historiarum , ed , H. O. Coxe (1842), 1.
303 ff , Matthew Paris, Chrtmica Majora, ed. H. R. Luard, (Rolls), I. 393 ff ,
an d Flores Historias um ; ed. H. R. Luard, (Rolls), I. 433 f f.
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Scandinavian versions Ella is then slain and" they set
the mark of an eagle upon his back." It was after
this, in the account in the Pattr, that Ivar instigated
his two sons Yngvar and Husto to murder King
Edmund.
In most English chronicles all that we learn of Ella
is derived from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. In 866
the Danish army went to York in ;\'"orthumbria where
civil dissension was rife: the Xorthumbrians had
expelled their king Osbrvht and they had chosen as
their king a man of low birth, rElla. Osbryht and .LElia,
however, joined forces against the Danes, and at the
Battle of York (21 Xlarch, 86j) " both were slain. Most
other chronicles of English origin derive their information from this source, though in the Lindisfarne Annals
Ella's reign is precisely dated 863-867. These annals,
like the H istoria de Sancto Cuihberto," state that Ubba
was the leader of the Danes and a little later associate
Healfdene and Hubba , Ingwar, too, was usually
associated with this army, though he is not actually
stated to have been at the Battle of York in 86j except
by Symeon of Durham. \'one of these English
chronicles, however, makes any reference to the death
of Ragnar Lothbrok and none attempts any explanation
of the great Danish invasion. The Flores H istoriaruni
and Xl atthew Paris," nevertheless, do allude to
Ragnar Lothbrok, and though the story told is quite
different from any other English narrative of these
events, it does suggest that the death of Lothbrok
brought about the great invasion. "'endover's story
runs thus:
A certain Dane of royal birth, Lothbroc by name,
had two sons, Hinguar and Hubba. One day
Lothbroc embarked in a small boat to hunt wild
Cf A. H. Smith, Parker Chronicle. 24·
.3 Symeon of Durham, Surtees Society, vol. 51. p. 3.
24 Flores historiarum and Matthew Paris, edd. cit. I c.
2l
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fowl on the sea-coast, but a storm suddenly arose
and he was carried out to sea. After several days
he was thrown up in Norfolk, and being found by
peasants he was led, as a living miracle, to king
Edmund, by whom he was well received as being
of distinguished appearance. He remained at
Edmund's court some time, and" as the Danish
language has close affinity with English" he was
able to relate his experiences. Lothbroc attached
himself to the court huntsman, Bern, but Bern soon
became jealous of Lothbroc's prowess and murdered
him. As a punishment for this, Bern was cast
adrift in the little boat which had brought Lothbroc
thither, and by chance the boat drifted to Denmark,
and there Bern told the sons of Lothbroc that king
Edmund had slain their father. They attacked
England and laid it waste, slaying Edmund and
casting his head and body into the wood where they
believed Lothbroc himself had perished. But the
saint's relics were incorruptible and wrought many
miracles.
This appears to be a contaminated version of the Scandinavian story of king Ella. Ragnar arrives in England,
according to the English tale, exhausted by his solitary
voyage, or according to the Saga, ill-prepared on
account of his hasty departure; he is murdered and his
death leads to the invasion of England by his sons
and the death of an English king, Edmund in the
English tale, Ella in the Sagas (Ella being suggested
also by other English chronicles). With these basic
elements from the Scandinavian tradition this story
incorporates elements from the native tradition of
Edmund's martvrdom at the hands of Ingwar, and by
this the immediate cause of the great invasion and the
reprisals are shifted from the almost unknown Ella
to the famous saint Edmund, whose death is now
explained by a typical piece of treachery and a revenge
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motive. Leach" thinks that the story in Roger of
\\'endover was transmitted through the Danish settlers
in England (presumably from the Scandinavian story),
but it cannot be shewn that the original English
version of the tale as represented by inadequate accounts
in the Chronicles differed materially from the Scandinavian version as found in the Saga. And, moreover,
when compared with the Scandinavian version this tale
has important differences in detail. These differences,
which cannot all have arisen in fitting the Ella-story
to king Edmund, suggest that there had been a native
version of the story of Ella, of which the Chronicles
give only isolated details and reminiscences. This
native tale was obviously not so widely known, for it is
not in the common stock of information used by the
rnediseval English historians. It would, in fact, be such
a story as the lost English story of the foundation of
Scarborough by Scardyng, a native romance with its
counterpart in Kormaks Saga." But whatever the
origin of \ Vendover 's main theme, the shifting of the
story from Ella to Edmund may well have been due
to the fact that in English sources Ingwar is not
identified with the death of Ella (except once in Symeon
of Durham), but only with the death of Edmund.
Partly also it may be due to the fact that Ella was
almost unknown to mediaeval chroniclers; his fate and
his relationship to Osbryht whom he supplanted were
troublesome features of Northumbrian history, probably
because the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle itself has little
information to offer on Northumbriari affairs at this
time. Syrneon of Durham, for example, thought that
Osbrvht and Ella were brothers and their death was
retribution for incursions they had made on St. Cuthbert's lands. Ordericus Vitalis, on the other hand.
regarded them as martyrs to the common cause against
the Danes.
2. Leach, ob . cit, 320.
2r. E. V. Gordon, Acta Philologica Scantiinauica, 1. 3203.
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An intermediate version between the Scandinavian
Ella-story and Wendovers Edmund-story is to be found
in La Vic Seini Edmund lc Hey by Denis Piramus
Edmund's great virtues stirred up envy, especially
in Lothebroc, who was evil and cruel, and who had
three sons, Yngar, Hubbe and Baerin. These three
sons boast of their own deeds to Lothebroc and he
taunts them, telling them that they have performed
no deeds equal to the feat of Edmund: they become
angry and resolve to make a raid on Edmund's
kingdom of East Anglia. They therefore collect
a fleet and arrive in Northumbria, where they kill
and plunder. Y ngar then sails to East Anglia and
arrives at Orford. He ravages the countryside and
then proceeds to the murder of Edmund.
Here, of course, the death of Lothbrok is not recorded;
it is his taunts which lead to the invasion. But Baerin
is assigned a proper place amongst the brothers, and
the sequence of events from the beginning of the
invasion is, as far as it goes, complete, agreeing in
outline with the Scandinavian versions and the English
Chronicles.
27

IV.

:-

THE AUTHORITY OF THE SCANDI:-':.\\'L\l'\
TRADITION.

Apart from some discrepancies in both English and
Scandinavian traditions, such as \\'endover's conflation
of two distinct episodes or the addition of Y ngvar and
Husto to the story in the Pattr. there appears to be a
good deal of general agreement in the various sources.
The death of Ragnar is authenticated by the Saga,
the Pittr and Saxo, as well as bv Wendover. and so is
the consequent invasion of England. The Scandinavian
sources and English chronicles are then in agreement
about the sequence of events, the capture of York. the
21 Dellis Pir-ro us, ed. cit, 19 0ff,
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death of Ella, the invasion of East Anglia and the
martyrdom of St. Edmund.
\Ye are, of course, dealing with romantic tales, and
there can be little doubt that such tales must often
record events which can hardly be based on historical
fact," but the rejection of these materials, so far as
England is concerned, should not be lightly undertaken,
especially when they deal or might deal with incidents
between the years 854 (when the Danes first wintered
in Sheppey) and 865 (when in the autumn the great
Danish army arrived). Between these years the .AngloSaxon is almost silent about the Danes, and this might
be interpreted as representing a period of comparative
quiet and freedom from Viking incursions. But most
of the chronicles are almost equally silent about
~orthumbrian affairs in those years: yet important
events were taking place in the struggle between
Osbryht and Ella. It is indeed likely that Viking raids
on the northern sea-board still continued, for Lindisfame in Northurnbrian tradition and ,'-,'treoneshalh in
local tradition were both sacked by the Danes, Lindisfame for the second time." The .\Iemorial of the
Foundation of \Vhitby Abbey, for example, after telling
of ..\ bbess Hi Id 's foundation of Streoneshalh, goes on
to relate that "this famous place had in fierce onslaught
been laid waste by the most cruel pirates, Ingwar and
l'bba." There is. of course, no chronological data in
this document, and it is quite possible that statements
were made to explain the decay of important :'\orthumbrian monasteries and that the names of the raiding
leaders were taken at random from the stock of Viking
names familiar to most media-val chroniclers. Apart
28 Cf. for example. the reminiscences of older tales, in the account of
Ivar's acquisition of land in England for his city.

28 Cf, for instance, Matthew Paris, Chronica Majora led. cit.) 1. 393,
Flores Historiarum (ed. cit.) I. 433, Metrical Life of vt . Cuthbert (Surlees
Society, vol. 81', p. 196-1 (from Symeon of Durham probably), Whitby
Cartulary (Surtees Society, vol, 69), •.
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from this there is no reason to doubt their genuineness,
and in the Whitby case one might tentatively suggest
a connexion with a story in Saxo and in Ragnars Saga.
Saxa relates that Ragnar succeeded to his father's
estates in Skane and Sjrelland, and sometime after his
marriage with Lathgertha the men of Skane with those
of Jy lland rose against him, but they were defeated at
a place called Hvitaby, which Saxo places in Skane, In
the Saga the attack on Hvitabcer is referred to Ragnar's
sons:
One day (when his sons were getting on towards
manhood) Ivar asked his younger brothers how
much longer they were to sit at home. Let us, he
said, get ships and men and win for ourselves goods
and honour. Such ships and men Ragnar gave
them. They won their first battle, and Ivar said
they should now name a place where greater
opposition would be met; and he mentioned a place
called Hvitaboer. They sailed to the place and
went up on land, leaving their youngest brother
Ragnvald in the ships. They went into battle, and
Ragnvald, impatient to be in it, followed with a
few men, but was slain. The town now fell to the
brothers, and they pursued the enemy, returning
on lv to sack and burn it.
The Saga does not state precisely w here H vi tabo-r was,
though Saxo's account clearly suggests that it was
Vitaby in Skane , It is possible, however, that the place
is \\'hitby, supposing that Saxo has placed it in Skane,
because he refers the battle to Ragnar and the men
of Skane and not to Ragnar's sons. There is some
doubt about the etymology of Vitaby in Skane : the
unique form cited by Hellkvist is Heidab y, and on
the evidence of the modern spelling Hellkvist would
refer the name to an Old Swedish Hroiiab y: Falkman
on the other hand regards the first element as Old
30

:10

E. Hellquist , De Svensk a Os tnamnen fa -by , 52.
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Swedish vidher, "a wood." But the early spellings
for the English Whitby are unambiguous: they are
always TVhiteby, etc., Hvitabjr in the Heirnskringla,"
and these correspond exactly to the forms found in Saxo
and the Saga. In the Saga the incident took place three
years before the death of Eystein, king of Sweden, after
which Ragnar's sons went on a Viking expedition to
Tuscany, and it was on their return from this expedition
that they heard of Ragnar's death in England. The
incident therefore precedes the great invasion of
England in 865. Chronologically it might well refer
to a sacking of Whitby, and it may actually belong to
the attack on England by Ragnar when he slew Hama
and apparently left Ivar in charge of the kingdom until
the latter was driven out by Hella (see above, p. 184).
8\
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Place-Names of the North Riding (English Place-Name Society, vol.
126.

REVIEWS.
DET NORsKE LANDNaM Pa MAN (The Norwegian Settlement on Maru,
By CARL .J. S. MARSTRANDER. Norsk Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap, Bind VI. 386 pp. Two Maps. (Oslo, 1932.)
Dr. Carl Marstr-anders fine book on the Norwegian settlement on
Man is likely to form a landmark, not only in the history of that
island, but in the general study of the Norwegian settlements in
Northern Britain. At first sight the book migbt seem to be misnamed, for it is mainly a detailed study of the place-names of )Ian.
accompanied by numerous small illustrations and by two valuable
maps, showing the .. sheading" and "tl'een" divisions during the
historic periods, from the ninth to the sixteenth centuries. But its
main conclusions, summarized from the results of this study, have
a wider application. They throw much fresh light upon the whole
subject of Norse land-takes in these islands. The revolutionary
effects of the Norwegian conquest about the first half of the ninth
century is shown by the feeble traces left of pre-Celtic names, or
even of Gaelic names of the pre-Christian period. "It would be well
nigh impossible to quote one single Manx place-name which for
linguisticul or typological reasons must be dated previous to the
Viking Age. Evidently the Norwegian conquest utterly a lte red the
r-ha ruct e r of the nomenclature. the invaders taking complete possession of all landed property and giving it Norwegian names." In
the fourteenth century charters, the relation between Gaelic and
i\orwegian names is only as 1: 8. Dr. Marsh'under finds that. as
a whol v. Manx nomenclature agrees better with Scottish-Gaelic than
with Irish, and may possibly be classified with this branch of the
Uaelic dialects. Its central position must have made )Ian a meetingpoint for naval incursions from all the surrounding localities, and
its close connexion with the Sudreyar through the middle ages
cuuld not have been without influence on the character of its
language and population. Dr. Xla rstrande r, nevertheless, thinks that
Man formed part of t hs Norwegian dominion which Olav the White
founded in H;)~ with Duhlin as its cenf re. It is curious that the
island is very seldom mentioned in the Irish chronicles, which our
author a sr-ribe s to till' ve ry early recognition by the Irish of its
:-i"l'wegian domination. He finds that the Scandinayian idiom in
)lan. as in Lrvlaud, belongs to the distinctively south-western type .
.. :'\0 single Man :'\OI'RP name or loan-word." he w ri tes... bears the
phonetic stamp pecul ra r to East ScandinaYian (Danish. Swedish),
nor does any single typically East Scandinavian place or personal
name pnter uu r m a te ri a l;" This adds strength to the recent investi-
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gations of Professor .\. Johannson, who believes that the earliest
raids in Ireland were all from Norway, not from Denmark. Dr,
Marstrander gives reasons for concluding that these Norwegian
settlers entered into very friendly relations with the Gaelic population, even calling their children by Gaelic names; and he concludes
from this that there must have co-existed on the island a Gaelic
gronp among the inhabitants which the Norwegians themselves from
the beginning considered as free and socially their equals.
The thoroughness of the Norwegian occupation of the island is
shown not only by its place and family names, but by the administrative divisions, the terms still in use, "sheading," "treen," and
the" House of Keys," being all, in the opinion of the writer, of
Norwegian origin. Into these questions he goes at some length.
Though the book is written in Norwegian, a summary of ove r
twenty pages in English will enable English readers to follow the
main line of his arguments, and to appreciate his historical
concl usions.
But the body of the book has another besides its historical interest,
for it is a st udy of the development and phonetics of the Norse and
Gaelic languages as found in the :'\Ianx vocabulary such as could
only have been undertaken by a scholar who had made a special
study of both tongues. While giving full credit to the work done
by previous investigators, such as A. 'V. Moore and J. J. Kneen,
in the study of Manx place-names, Dr. Marstrander's new work has
placed the whole su bj ect for the first time on a scientific basis, and
iu many respects his investigations correct results arrived at by
these workers. Whether from a linguistic or a topographical point
of view, his book should be of interest to students in our own
islands.
ELEANOR Ht·LL.
ROMANCE 1)1 ICELAXD,

nnd Unwin,

ue..

By MARGARET SCHLAUCH. London: George Allen
1934. Pp. 201. Price 8s. 6d. net.

In Iceland there was a marked shift in taste from the sagas on
native themes-i-the family sagas-which were in the main realistic,
to those based on foreign material. It is with these new romantic
sagas-the lygisogur or "lying sagas "-that Margaret Schlauch
deals in this important work which will be welcome to Norse
specialists and students of comparative literature alike. The author
truces the sources of the plots and episodes which make up the
"multi-coloured patchwork of the lygisllgllr" and presents" mass
of information in a clear and entertaining form. The study is not
only of great interest and value in itself. bnt also stimulating in
the new avenues of rf'search it opens up, One grpat need is a series
of od it ions of t he lygiS'lgur, for iu anv of those unnlvzed by Miss
Schlauch are still in manuscript.
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A brief summary of the contents will best indicate the scope
of the book. 'I'he romantio sagas Miss Schlauch has studied fall
between 1200 and 150U. In her first chapter she discusses the reasons
for the revolution in Icelandic literary taste, among which the most
important are the wanderings of individual Icelanders who brought
back stories from the lands they visited, and the internationalism
of the Christian Church.
Native and foreign scholars were
exchanged and Latin literature of all types provided material for
the lygisogur. "Ovid was known as early as about 1100 in Iceland.
. \rhel'e Ovid was known medieval romance could easily follow."
Further, even in the family sagas the supernatural had appeared,
and this element increased under the influence of foreign romance.
The rest of the book deals with the different elements of which the
lygisiigur were composed and the widespread sources from which
their themes were drawn. There was no complete break with the
past and the old gods and heroes appear in incongruous surroundings.
Latin influence is seen not so much in plots as in the general setting
of the action. Details were freely borrowed from Latin works on
history and geography. The plots and situations of Greek romance
were imitated and much Oriental material reached Iceland in the
latter Middle Ages.
Not only were specific plots and episodes
borrowed from French, but the general attitude of chivalry began
to colour native story telling. There are, further, chapters on
Recurrent Literary Themes and Magic and the Supernatural.
The book has a useful appendix listing actual translations and
adaptations of foreign romances in Icelandic before 1550 and a
full index.
One minor fault may be found with the arrangement of the
book-summaries a re provided at ·the end of each chapter or section;
these are hardly needed and in some cases lead to irritating
repetition; for instance, the fact that the old gods are found in
the /ygisuljur among trolls, witches and magicians is pointed by
~Iiss Schlauch with the remark "This is a new form of the
ro qnuriil: indeed" (p. 28). which re-appears on page 36 as "This
was th« t rue Gutfcrdiimmcrunlj."
DREUIS 1:-< OLD ""ORSE LITERATURE A:<n THEIR AFFI~ITIES I:< FOLKLORE.
'With an Appendix containing the Icelandic Texts and Translations. By GEORGIA DUNHAM KELCHNER, Ph.D. (Cantab.). Cambridge: At the Il nircrsit i] Press, 1935. Pp. 154. Price lOs. 6d. net.
Miss Kelch ne rs hook gives an interesting collection of dreams in
Old Norse liter at u reo The tr-eatment is, howevor , rather slight;
only 76 pages a 1".. devoted to the subject (apart from the texts and
translations), of whieh 10 are purelv introductory. It is perhaps
worth noting that although Miss Kelchner apparently includes all
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types of prose saga in Old Norse Iitera.ture, several interesting
dreams are cited (all from published sagas) in Miss Schlauch's book
reviewed above (see especially page 136) which a re not mentioned
here.
It is unfortunate that " work of undoubted value, especially to
the folklorist, should be marred by a number of faults in the
presentation of the material. The references in foot-notes are unduly
cumbrous-sa flagrant example is to be found in the footnotes to
p. 18. The style is often careless; for example, on p. 46 we have the
sentence: .. Just as a god is conceived as disturbed by illboding
dreams. so also gods appeal' in the dreams of men." The obvious
is sometimes too heavily stressed; in the description of a dream
on p. 34 WI' have: .. , A man came to him and said: .. Know that
Snorri shall die (be in his coffin) before you." He himself interprets
this to mean that Snorri is to pass away before him." On the other
hand, neces~ary stages in the reasoning are often omitted, as in
the remarks on F'r eyr on p. 49. Surely the reader need not be
referred to Funk and Wagnall's dictionary' for a definition which
begins .. Valkyr = Norse My·th" and ends "V alkyrian = martial.
warlike." And why the curious form worseI' on pp. 89 and 91?

Emhcs M'GNUSSONAR, eftirdr. STEFAN EJNARSSO'l Reykj- v i k . 1933.
May be had from Sneebj orn Jonsson. 4. Austurstrreti, Reykjavik.

S.olGA

This wall-wr-itten life of Eirfkur Maguusson, 1833--1913, by his
kinsman, Dr. S'eian Einarsson, now leeturer in Icelandic at Baltimore, U.S.A., is of great interest to all lover-s of Northern studies.
Dr. Einarsson has had access to Magmisson« letters and papers,
and the book is clearly a labour of love.
Magnusson resided in England 1862 to 1913, and was sub-librarian
of the University Library, Cam bridge, 1871 to 1909, or 38 years. His
association with William Mor r is in translating the Icelandic Sagas
has thrown lustre on Norse studies. The great Icelandic scholar,
Gudbrand Vigfrisson, r-esided at Oxford from 1866 to 1889, and
produced a series of monumental works.
These two Icelanders, established at rival universities, were utterly
unlike. Magnusson was a man of the world, musical, tl'mpl'ramental.
with an artistic berrt , Vigfusson was the austere, unworldly
scholar who stood aloof f'rom the pettiness of his fellow-men. To
begin with they crit icised each other's works somewhat unmereif'ul ly.
When E.:\1. col lected money' to r el ieve a famine in Iceland, G. V.
wrote in the press that there was no need for this begging.
E. M., rl'turning from his relief expedition to Icel and , becam e
furious and flooded Oxford with pamphlets against his en em v , G. V.,
on the distress in Iceland. Dr. Flin ar sson holds the scales fairly and
justly between t.heso two men, so excellent each in his own way.
J. S.
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A SHORT HISTORY OF SWEDEN. By HAGNAR SVANSTRDM and CARL-}<'REDRIK
PALMSTIERNA. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934. Pp. xi + 443.
12s. 6d. net.
Mr. Svanstrom has written the earlier part of this volume. laying
stress on the inter-relations between Sweden. England and Scotland,
and on the part Sweden has played in European affairs. Baron
Palmstierna, the son of the Swedish Minister in London. has written
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and drawn a most
interesting parallel with constitutional development in England at
the same time. On p. 342 he says the two Dukedoms (i.e. Duchies.
Slesvig and Holstein) returned. after a unanimous plebiscite and
amid great national rejoicings, to tne mother country (Denmark).
Only the nor thmost, Danish-speaking part of Slesvig returned to
Denmark. by a plebiscite by no means unanimous. This, however,
has nothing to do with this history of Sweden. which -is specially
adapted for English readers and can be thoroughly reeommended as
a trustworthy guide.
J.S.

Reviews of the following books are unavoidably held over for the
next number : SIGURD THE DRAGON-SLUER. A Faroese Ballad-Cycle.
E. M. Smith-Dampier. Oxford: Basil Blackwood.

Translated by
lOs. 6d. net.

THE SAGA OF HROLF KRAKI. By S. IV£. Mills, with Introduction by
Prof. E. V. Gordon. Oxford: Basil Blackwood. 5s. net.
GUNNLAUGSSAGA ORMSTUNGU. Edited by L. M. Small. Leeds University.
School of English Language texts and monographs. 5s.
Publications of Hill ISLENZKA }<'ORNRITAFELAG. Reykj avik. Islenzk
Fornrit. Vol. II. Egils Saga Skalla-Grimssonar, edited by
Sigurdur Nordal. 1933. cvi + 320 pp. Vol Y. Laxdeela, Saga,
Halldor s PrettiI' Snor-rasona r , Stuf's P,i.ttr. edited by EINAR OL.
SVEINSSON, 1934, xevi + 320 pp. 9 kr. per vol., whieh may be had
from Snrebjorn Jonsson• .j, Anstur-st rret.i. Reykjavik.
GOTTHIOD UND UTGARD. By Gudmund Schutte.
Copenhagen Aschehoug Dansk F01'lag, 1935.
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THE VIKING SOCIETY.
A»

ApPRECIATION.

By PROFESSOR KEMP MALONE.

P

E R H A P S the most important day in the history of
Northern studies in the Anglo-Saxon world is
April 5, 1892, for on that day the Viking Society for
Northern Research was born. The Society started
modestly enough, as a " Social and Literarv Branch"
of the Orkney and Shetland (Charitable)' Society of
London. From the first, however, the" branch" had
its own constitution, its own budget and (most
important of all) its own Honorary Secretary in
the person of A. W. Johnston, the prime mover in
the undertaking and the power behind the throne
from that day to this.
Mr. Johnston suggested
"Viking Club" as a good name for the newly
founded "branch" and this name was duly adopted.
Membership in the Club was opened to everyone interested in Orkney and Shetland, whether a
member of the parent Society or not. The next step,
foreshadowed in the name and organization of the Club,
was soon taken. On November 9, 1893, the Club became a wholly independent body, changed its name to
"Viking Club, or, Orkney, Shetland and Northern
Society," and opened its doors to everyone interested in
Northern studies. In 1902 the Club again changed
its name, becoming the "Viking Club, Society for
Northern Research," and in 1912 its new title was
simplified to " Viking Society for Northern Research,"
the name now in use.
o
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The increasing emphasis on research as the years
have passed is signalized in the later forms of the name
of the Society. Research, however, was part of the
programme rrom the start. The earliest meetings were
largely devoted to scholarly matters, and the Society
has a lwa vs lent aid to learned undertakings in its
chosen fi~ld of interest. This aid, useful everywhere,
has, perhaps, been of greatest service in the matter of
publication. But for the initiative and support of the
Society, indeed, many researches, the fruits of which
have found record in many a volume, would never have
been undertaken at all. The publications of the Society
include a Saga-Book, now in its eleventh volume; a
Year-Book (no longer issued), running to 24 volumes;
an Old Lore Series in eight volumes; a volume of
Orkney and Shetland records, and a companion volume
of Caithness and Sunderland records; a Translation
Series of two volumes; and an Extra Series of four
volumes. A competent judge has recently described
the Old Lore Series as "a veritable gold mine for
research." The same may rightly be said of the two
volumes of records listed above, while the Saga-Book
and the Year-Book include many learned articles and
reviews of permanent value. The Translation Series
has already given us good English renderings of the
Cormac Saga and of the mythological part of the Elder
Edda, and the Extra Series includes distinguished
learned works like the late Knut Stjerna's Essays on
Beowulf and Birger :'\erman's Poetic Edda in the Light
of Archa>ology. The activities of the Societv, as
reflected in its publications, are notable for their rnanvsidedness. \Ve have here, not a group of narrow
specialists, bent on tearing each other to pieces, but a
band of feIlO\\'-workers in a wide field, each serving to
make mort' fruitful the labours of his colleagues by
bringing his special knowledge to bear on the field as a
whole. In sum, the Society has made a valuable con-
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tribution to :\'orthern studies, a contribution which
could hardlv have been made by a strictly professional
association of experts, and which bids fair to grow in
value with the years, as research becomes increasingly
specialized in the halls of learning.
The wide range of interest characteristic of the
Society is reflected in the roll of its members and
collaborators. In glancing through the publications I
have come across the names of William Morris, W. A.
and J. S. Clouston, Edmund Gosse, R. H. Hodgkin,
H. J. C. Grierson, the Americans F. 1\1. Egan and
Poultney Bigelow, and the Icelandic poet Matthias
Jochumsson (to mention but a few, taken more or less
at random), besides specialists of the older generation
like H. JL Chadwick, York Powell, Clark Hall, W. P.
Ker, Bruce Dickins, R. W. Chambers, Sir Israel
Gollancz, W. G. Collingwood, T. N. Toller, Allen
Mawer, Bertha Phill potts, T. D. Kendrick, and George
T. Flom, from the Anglo-Saxon world, and J. C.
Poestion, the Bugges, Magnus Olsen, Gabriel Gustafson, Haakon Shetelig, Harry Fett, Jakob Jakobsen,
Axel Olrik, Gudmund Schutte, Finnur Jonsson, Eirikr
Magnusson, Jon Stefansson, Oscar Montelius, Hans
Hildebrand, Erik Bjorkman, A. G. van Hamel, and
Elis Wadstein, from Scandinavia and Middle Europe.
This list of names suggests another service which the
Society is rendering to our western r ivi lization . In
these days of perfervid nationalism it is good to have
organizations international in membership and serving,
as a by-product of their activities, to promote co-operation among the nations.
I cannot close without paying tribute to Mr. A. \Y.
Johnston and his lamented wife, to whom the Society
owes so much. Mr. Johnston not only founded the
Society, but, with the constant aid of his wife, he kept
it goi~g, marked out the path which it was to take, and
enlisted the help of a multitude of collaborators, seeing
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to it always that when one fell by the wayside another
took his place. Mr. and Mrs. Johnston were themselves active in research, and have a large body of
writings to their credit, but their monument is greater
than their personal publications: it is the Society
itself .1
1 Other accounts of the Society will be found in Svensk Tidskrift
XXIII. (1936), 109-13 (by Birger Nerman); Nordmanns Forbundet
XXIX. (1936), 185 f. (by Erling Monsen); The Times, April 2, 1936;
the Sunday Times, May 17, 1936; the Observer, June 7 and 14, 1936.

DONATIONS TO THE SPECIAL PUBLICATION FUND,
1935-1936.
THE

FORTy-FIFTH YEAR OF THE SOCIETY.

£ s. d.
50 0 0
o 8 '0
050
o 10 0
100
o 10 0
026
100
100
o 10 0

Anonymous
Rev. R. N. Anderson
Miss Mabel Barmby
Rev. D. Beaton
Colonel N. T. Belaiew
Mr Thomas Brown
Captain N. O. M. Cameron
Mr J. F. Clark
Captain J. H. C. Coulston
Prof. Bruce Dickins
Miss Sylvia Dodds
Mrs Duff Dunhar
Mr W. C. Fairweather
The Deemster, R. D. Farrant
Mr Hugh Ferguson-Watson
Prof. George T. Flam
Captain A. J. F!oor
Mr Charles E. Fox
Mr Sidney S. Gaskins
Mr Walter G. Grant
Mr D. C. Gray
Sir Robert W. Hamilton
Dr HaHd6r Her munnsson
:\[r N G. Hills
:\fr H. J. Hulhert

1

1

0

090
o 10 0
1 1 0
o 10 0
o 10 0
1 7 6
1 0 0
1 0 0
070
1 1 0
206
o 10 0
200
1 1 0
o 10 6
Carried forward

... 70 4 0

The Viking Society.
Brought forward
Mr A. J obling
Colonel H. Halcro Johnston
Mr T. Davies Jones
Herra Sneebiorn Jonsson
Mr J. Jorgensen
Mr Alexander Keiller
Dr J. M. Laughton
Mr M. S. Lennie
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THE CONCEPTION OF FATE IN EARLY
TEUTONIC AND CELTIC RELIGION.
By

PROPESSOR

DR.

A. G. VAN HAMEL.

H E Germanic and the Celtic tribes make their
appearance in history not long after each other.
The Celts are then at the acme of their power, but soon
the Teutons become their successors in a large part of
Europe. From that moment the fate of the two nations
offers a very different aspect. The Germanic peoples
succeed in maintaining and even expanding themselves,
whereas the Celts are driven back to the Atlantic fringe,
under the menace of total extinction.
Historians will attempt to throw some light upon the
causes of this striking divergence. The phenomenon
is, of course, very complicated. Civilization, for instance, had risen to a higher level with the Celts,
especially those of the Continent, than with the
Teutons, and amongst the former decadence may have
followed it. This would naturally mean an advantage
on the side of the more strenuous tribes of the north as
soon as they equalled the Celts in armaments. However, Cresar 's account of the Gaulish war does not convey the impression that those men, who fought desperately for their independence, were lacking in courage.
Apart from their inferioritv in the military art, which,
of course, did not exist where they faced Teutons, not
Romans, they appear to be passionate fighters, but of
a nervous mentality with but a small amount of perseverance. This makes them incapable of resisting
Roman drill in the long run. It is here the religious
outlook comes in. For in those early times religion
means a good deal more than, it would seem, in later
days. There is no sensation or reflexion , whether it be
conditioned by the nature of the individual or by the
national character, but religion has its share in it and
provides it with its ultimate expression. Family feel-
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ing, nationalism, vengeance, and love itself are departments of religion, that is, of the fundamental conception
of life and the attitude towards the complexity of its
problems. A study of early Teutonic and Celtic civilization discloses the fact that the belief in certain
divinities and their cult is but a part of the religious
system as a whole, at its best but a superstructure apt
to conceal the body of notions and traditions which in
reality stands in a higher degree and with better right
for the actual religious equipment of man in northern
and western Europe at the dawn of history.
Of the Celtic nations only the early Irish have left us
in their literature sufficient materials from which we
may obtain an adequate idea of their religious conceptions.' In Britain the literary remains are scanty, but
as far as they allow of a conclusion, they bespeak a
mentality very similar to that of pagan Ireland. As to
the ancient Gauls, there are some indications that their
religious attitude was fundamentally the same as that
of the insular Celts. But they were constantly in touch
with foreign religious systems, which could not but
deeply influence their own. It is not always an easy
task to discount these borrowings in a satisfactory way.
On the other hand, the materials from the islands have
passed through several generations of Christianity;
although these never lost their natural sympathy for
the national past and its traditions, it is by no means
certain that this sympathy was supported by an equal
amount of understanding. However, generally speaking, it may be said that early Irish Christianity was
tolerant and that the Irish national consciousness was
too self-centred to cut off the roots of its pre-christian
past. Irish epic literature, for instance, preserves many
features that can be proved to be neither christian nor
affected by Christianity.
I See A. G. van Hamel, Aspects of Celtic mythology [Br itish Academy,
Sir Jobn Rhys Memorial Lecture, 1934).
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Speaking of Teutonic religion and mythology, we
must, of course, avoid the common mistake to apply
the evidence from Scandinavia to the Germanic tribes
in general. That method, although never justifiable,
has sometimes proved attractive to certain groups of
scholars, owing to the numerous gaps in our knowledge
of southern Teutonic paganism. It became at the same
time fatal to them. We must even realize that the socalled Scandinavian materials are largely Icelandic and
nothing else. But in our present case a certain generalization involves fewer risks than, for instance, in that
of the student of early divine cults. In the theistic
superstructure there are pronounced differences between
the Germanic north and the south. But the general
religious foundation, which we attempt to approach
now, seems to have been much the same for all different
tribes. The Icelandic origin of the bulk of our evidence
even implies a very fortunate circumstance. The colonization of this remote island, uninhabited until then,
revived some very primitive religious notions, which
were only subconsciously lingering on in the Norwegian
mother-country.
From the enormous field that presents itself to our
eyes, we select one instance which may be regarded as
representative for the religious basis of Germanic and
Celtic pagan thinking, an instance, at the same time,
that touches upon one of its essential elements. It provides perhaps a better starting-point than any other.
\Vhich were the religious tie~ that bound the early
Celtic and Teutonic communities to the native soil? As
is well known, the occupation and possession of the
land is connected by the primitive mind with the action
of superior powers, perhaps more so than any other
feature of human society. I-I ere is a topic that supplies
us wit h abundant material for comparison. \Vhat could
be gathered from other similar points, would only confirm our conclusions.
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Ancient Irish society substantiated its titles to the
possession of the land by framing a fictitious colonization legend. Traditions were still current about earlier
inhabitants of the islands than the Celtic Gaels. The
social status of their descendants still testified to their
origin from conquered races. In connexion with these
traditions and institutions the population was divided
into groups, and these groups were supposed to have
invaded the country successively.' Originally the land
was lying waste and owned by the primitive demons,
whom we may take as a personification of wild nature.
They never loosened their grip completely. Each of the
successive groups of invaders, of whom the benevolent
cultivation spirits were the first and the pure Gaels the'
last, had to overcome both the preceding group and the
never relenting demons. Thus the colonization legend
largely consists of a series of battles. Of these the two
battles of l\Ioytura (Mag Tuired) have become famous in
Irish literature. The primitive demons are represented
as dwelling in the surrounding sea, but at the same time
they exercise a power over the land by filling it with
hostile magic, often in animal shape. The battles in
question are all of a magic character, which is particularly conspicuous in the case of the battles of Moytura.
Enchanted weapons, magic mists and showers, healing
wells or cauldrons form the usual array. :\or are these
requisites confined to the battles of the colonization
legend. The heroic tales are equally full of them. For
the primitive demons never stopped their attacks after
the colonization had come to an end. Their menace was
always there and a continual defence against it was
required, especiallv of kings, who represented the
fortune of Ireland in their persons and hence were held
responsible for adversity and defeat. The fundamental
notion in all this is the idea that the land was originally
owned by demons and was wrung from them by man
1 See Eoin vl ac Neill, Phases of Irish history (Dublin, 1920), pp. 31 sqq.
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who, in order to reserve it for cultivation by himself and
his offspring, was forced to a constant struggle, largely
by magical means.
So far there is a general agreement with the traditions
on the occupation of Iceland, towards the end of the
ninth century, by emigrants from Xorway. These
stories, as found in the Icelandic sagas and in the
so-called Book of Colonization, are based upon real
events and of an historical nature.' The Irish colonization legend, on the other hand, was but fiction. This
difference, however, does not prevent a comparison. It
is obvious that even a fictitious relation of a succession
of invasions must be composed of elements that bore in
themselves a full show of probability. The question
whether a text reflects a reality or only its image, as
designed by the creative III ind, is a matter of no consequence for the present argument. :'\obody will object to
future generations using our present-day novels for a
reconstruction of twentieth century thought.
Iceland was uninhabited by man, as Ireland was supposed to have been at the beginning. Demons or spirits
of the wild were the owners, as in the case of Ireland.
Xlan came as an intruder and took the land from them.
T'hev retired to the inaccessible mountains and deserts,
and might return whenever they chose to. The two cases
are identical, even though the outer circumstances are
necessarilv
- different. In real historv
- there was no room
for magic battles against giants or trolls. They belong
to the privileges of fiction. The notion that dernoniacal
nature can only be approached or opposed by means of
magic must be expressed in a different manner.
Moreover, the early Icelanders never made the strict
distinction between good and evil spirits, which is so
characteristic of Irish belief. There was room enough
for both man and spirits, and the latter would be satisfied
~IS long as they \\ere decently treated. In a highly cultivated country like Ireland the arable and pasturable land
'See
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is naturally separated from, let us say, the hunting areas;
the two are opposite features of the earth. Iceland has
only sparse patches of grassland amidst the vast wildernesses of stone and lava j here the farmer is constantly in
touch with the primary forces of nature, and being left
to himself, can not afford to look upun these as purely
hostile influences. Fighting them would be of little
avail. The obvious policy is to bind them by harmless
means to their own domains and, in case of emergency,
to appease them amiably. In itself the occupation of the
inhabitable stretches of land was an encroachment upon
the rights of the original owners. In order to make them
accept it, a law was enacted that no colonist should
terrify them by having a gaping dragon-head on the
stern of his ship. ""hen the limits of a settlement were
fixed, fire was carried along them, or some objects of
magical potency, such as coins or a comb, were buried
underneath them with the object of preventing the spirits
of the wild from transgression. Another means to secure
an undisturbed possession of the land was to give names
to rivers, hills and valleys, and thus to force them within
the bonds of civilization, as is done with a new-born
child. Likewise, the hiding of a comb reminds us of the
first combing and haircutting of the infant. Gold and
silver, of course, have a particular prot·ecting power of
their own. Fire contains an exceptionally strong magic .
.-\11 these ceremonies can be rendered more effective by
pronouncing words in a poetical form. The strict rules
of rhythm and alliteration operate like a homoeopathic
medicine and bind unruly nature to the will of man.
The general conception as regards the attitude of the
colonist towards his land is the same in the two countries
and it is based upon a religious sentiment. If there are
variances, these do not touch the core. But there is one
essential difference, which has not yet been pointed out.
Apart from magical practices, the Norsemen, when
approaching the coast of their future new homeland, had
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also recourse to an expedient of an altogether different
character in order to secure good luck during the landing
and the selection of a favourable spot for the settlement.
In the occupation they assign a part to one of their gods,
usually Thor, the friend ofthe humans. His effigy had
been carved in the roof-pillars of the house in Norway,
and these the emigrants took with them over the sea. As
soon as the Icelandic coast was sighted, they would
throw them into the water, and where they were washed
ashore, the god was supposed to direct his friends to their
future homestead. The underlying consideration is
evidently this: in the transaction with the demons of the
land the god acts as a mediator and thus saves us a lot of
trouble and also risks. He secures a suitable dwellingplace for his client, who receives it at his hands as a gift.
The Scandinavian gods are mediators, not creators.
Their chief care is to provide us with such blessings as
we may desire, but they are not the makers of their own
gifts. In the Old-Xorse sources the notion of creation
is but seldom referred to, and that of creating gods is
even more rare and occurs only in texts where a certain
christian influence must be assumed. 'Yhat the gods do
is to wrest from the elementary powers those goods
which, if tamed and domesticated, will prove to the
advantage of human civilization. This they achieve
either by bodily strength or by means of superior magic.
Thor slays giants with his hammer, which comes much
to the same thing as his seizing land from uncultivated
nature.
To Odin we are indebted for the mediation of
the art of poetry and of the runes; he won both by
magically raising his divine strength to its acme. Frevr
yields fertility and enforces love by his possession of
powerful charms. The wealth of natural and supernatural treasures existed before a god ever thought of
touching them, but then thev were of no use to us. In
the myths the stor)' of their' first winning is preserved.
At the same time myths serYe as an example to us, whenever I'll' wish tu achie-ve a similar exploit. A poet,
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desirous of inspiration, just has to remember the myth of
how Odin acquired the skaldic mead. For in the
example there is a hidden magical power, which enables
the adept to repeat the primary divine action or at least to
make an attempt at it.
It cannot be denied that the Germanic conception is
more or less inconsistent. This has been shown with
regard to the occupation of fresh land by human
invaders, but it might also be argued from other
instances dealing with other aspects of individual and
social life. Historically seen, the domination of nature
by man by means of magic represents an older stratum
than the mediation provided by a god; in our earlier
runic inscriptions the belief in magic is predominant;
in the later poetry there is a gradual evolution towards
that in gods. But from a static point of view the two
conceptions are incompatible, specially in one and the
same individual. Yet this is what sometimes happens.
For although in the Icelandic evidence there appears a
group of stern heathens who refused to worship gods,
putting all their trust in their own potency, yet in a
character like the poet and viking Egill Skallagrfmsson
the belief in supreme magic and that in the intermediary
of gods are strangely mingled.
In the Celtic system there are no such incongruities.
From our sources not one single instance of a mediating
god can be adduced. Nor can it be suggested that they
were expunged by christian scribes, who allowed so
many illustrations of early Irish paganism to stand. If
a god is a superhuman character, worshipped by man
and bestowing gifts upon him as a result of a lasting
relation, then early Irish religion has no gods. There
are land divinities, leading their own lives and having a
society of their own, with which man's relations are like
those with a sovereign foreign power. There are also
divine magicians, but they differ largely from the Old
Norse Odin, who only exercises his magical art with
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the object of bringing down blessings upon his human
devotees; this is the reason why he exists. In the Irish
stories the divine magicians practise their art on their
own behalf, and when, as occasional passers-by, they
come in touch with this world of ours, they hire themselves out as mercenary servants, never without a contract with magical guarantees. Should the human
employer break these, either intentionally or unwillingly, then the superhuman craftsmen vanish. The
usual form, in which these magical bonds appear, is
that of the so-called geiss, the obligation or injunction
to do or not to do a certain thing. Nor is this institution of geiss limited to the superhuman world. It is
common in human society also, especially in those of
us who like kings, sorcerers, or poets, are regarded as
the bearers of a higher potency. This they can only
retain by obeying the magical obligations of their rank,
In their turn they can bind beings of a lower level by
similar obligations. Life is full of active and passive
gcssa everywhere. Where we should expect to find an
individual, there is often no more than a magical
mechanism .1
We come to the conception of fate with Celts and
Teutons. From our argument it follows that it must be
fundamentall y different with the two nations. The
Celtic outlook, as a matter of fact, is purely fatalistic
O\ving to the absence of individual gods, regularly acting
upon the world of mankind and endowed with a free
will. There is only a chain of conditioned magic
instead, and one broken link means an inevitable catastrophe. Theoretically everything that happens or that
fails to happen is a consequence of a magica llv established fatalitv \\'henever a geiss is broken, the infraction itself can only have been fated.
Amongst the Teutonic peoples the belief in magical
I Cf. J. Chevalier, Essai sur la formation de la nationalite et les rl\veils
au Pays de Galles (Lyon/Paris, 1923), pp, 165. 429; for what is called
here a • mechanism' he uses the expression • la loi de la nature.'
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bonds is not altogether lacking, as we have seen. It
even has a rather grim and primitive aspect. In prehistoric times it must have been even more popular than
in the days of our literary authorities. However, it was
gradually obscured by the growing belief in individual
gods, who are constantly and purposely acting upon
human society. The problem how this evolution was
brought about we leave aside. The result is that henceforth gods, endowed with a supreme potency, subdue
wild nature and its magic, and thus free the world from
the bonds of blind necessity.
The only absolute fatality that remains is that of death.
The assertion that the ancient Norsemen were fatalists
has become almost a commonplace, but it is doubtless
erroneous. The belief in gods precludes fatalism. On
the other hand it is true that this belief never affected the
attitude towards death. In this one respect theism could
never extinguish the original fatalistic outlook, which is
based upon the magical conception of life. Even if
sometimes a relation is assumed between a god and
death, as for instance in the case of Odin selecting his
Einherjar for the future defense of Valholl, the god
drops his usual character and appears as fate in disguise.
We need onlv
. remember the stor .v of Vikarr to realize
how utterlv unreasonable Odin's actions are as soon as
he appears as the agent of death.' Besides, it is the
privilege of a comparatively small group of men to die at
Odin's command. When we turn from the world of
roaming vikings to the homelier, although not more
peaceful atmosphere of the Icelandic sagas, death
presents itself as the outcome of the direct action of fate,
without the intermediary of any god. Eigi ma oieigwm.
bella "one who is not fey cannot be hurt" says the
Icelandic proverb j it has its counterpart in Vernunds
words after the fall of his enemy Hroi and his companions: pa m un hsierr dey ja er feigr er "then shall
each die when he is fey" (Vemundar saga Kogurs,
1

See Gau trekss ag a , ed. W. Ranisch (Ber lm, 1900), p. 28sq.
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ch , 6). Thus Grimr comforts Hallmund's daughter when
she is weeping on her father's dead body: ver5r h/oerr pc.
at f ara er hann er feigr " each has to go when he is fey"
(Grettis saga, ch, 62). Engi heme fyrir silt skapadceg1
" no one comes beyond the fated day" are the wounded
P6rir's dying words (Svarfdsela saga, ch. 5). porm615r
and Falgeirr, having fallen from a projecting rock into
the sea, continue their fight in the waves; the wounded
Porm6or suffers from exhaustion, but 'since death is
not fated for him' (fyrir pvi at Pormai'5i var5 eigi daul5i
,rtla5r), Falgeirr loses his belt and has to give way
(Fostbrrebra saga, ed. p6r6lfsson, p. 172). The boys
Ottarr and ..\valdi succeed in leaving Ingjald's burning
house ' because they are not fey' (fyrir pat er peir »or«
eigi feigir, Hallfrebar saga, ch. I). The shepherd-boy
of Porkell a Hafratindum sees Bolli and his men in an
ambush, waiting for Kjartan, and intends to ride to
Kjartan's help; but his master restrains him with the
words : . would you fool be able to giYe a man life if
death is fated for him?' (mun [oti pinn nokkurum manni
Iif gefa ef ban a ver'Or au'Sit, Laxdrela saga, ch , 49).
This belief in the fate of life and death is still alive j it
survives in modern Icelandic folk-tradition. Of a boy,
whom the doctor had decided to operate upon, it is said
that the night before the operation he sees a dreammaiden and receives a warning from her not to allow
the surgeon to do his work, since this would mean his
death, whilst a longer life is fated for him (pu att lengra
lif fyrir h.ond u-m. en til mOT{;lI11s).l
Gfsli J6nsson is
working on a farm and dissuades his master to send
him fishing, since he has seen a vision of his dreammaiden, which he regards as an evil omen; but the
farmer pays no attention to the entreaties both of Gisli
and his own son, saying that he shall not die unless his
hour has come tHan n deyr ef stun-din er honiin, annars
ekki).' With regard to the relation of fate and death
1
2

Sigfus Sigfusson, Islenzkar jJj<'>i5siigur og -sagnir IV 18.
Ibid., p.41.
'
•
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very little has changed since the earliest heroic poetry:
kveld lifir ma'Or ekki eptir kvi'O norna, 'no man lives
the evening after the noms' doom' (Harnbismal, 28).
From what has been said it is evident that northern
paganism is perfectly logical in its conclusion that even
the gods cannot escape death. It had never proclaimed
divine omnipotence and it had never questioned fate's
sovereign rights in the' domain of death. From these
premises it follows that one day even the gods must die.
Nor can there be any doubt as to the means by which
their death will be brought to pass. Their task had
been to wrest from the obscure powers of the wild the
blessings of civilization and to pass them on to mankind. Consequently it is left to the same old foe, the
host of demons and giants, to perform the sinister deed
of taking the gods' lives. The myth of Ragnarok,
whatsoever may be the origin of the elements from
which it has been framed as a story, is a natural link in
the religious system of the north. Its error is not that
it represented the gods as mortal, however unreasonable
the death of what is divine may seem to us. The death
of the gods is but the inevitable consequence of the
primary error which lies in the attempted conciliation of
theism and the fatality of death. The latter notion
must be regarded as a survival of an earlier stratum
where the mechanism of magic was supposed to be
omnipotent and omnipresent. From Celtic paganism
we may learn where a fatalistic doctrine of this type will
lead, if the belief in gods, and hence in personality,
does not interfere.
A. part from the fatality of death the northern mind
recognizes the freedom of the individual. The imminence
of death cannot prevent man from framing his own
destiny. The same holds good of the gods, who are
man's great exam ples. They are the mediators between
fate and us, and have succeeded, by their own initiative,
in transmitting to us all those goods upon which our
p
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civilization rests. Death they failed to master; gods and
men alike must obey whenever it comes.
It was left to Christianity to release the northern mind
from the fatality of death by revealing a God Who conquered even this. Here was a greater example of a
greater power than any god of heathendom had ever
given. Death opening out into a new life was death no
more. The doctrine implies the inferiority of the old
gods, it removes the last stronghold of the blind necessity of fate. But it is difficult to the understanding, and
never succeeded in destroying completely all traces of the
earlier fatalism with regard to death. As has been shown,
pagan thought, with its tendency to fatalism, still lingers
on in Icelandic folk-tradition. From our sources it
appears in many ways that the peoples of the north were
slow in realizing what the new faith really meant. At the
same time it must be recognized that where it faced not
Teutonic but Celtic paganism, Christianity saw a far
heavier task before it. ITnfortunately the evidence from
those remote times is too scanty to illustrate the evolution satisfactorily. However, thus much may be said
with absolute certainty: the Celtic religious outlook, as it
has been briefly traced above, made it necessary for
Christianity to begin by proclaiming the primary truth
that this world, constrained in its network of magical ties
as it was held to be, could have any personal God at all.
The totally different religious system of the two nations
necessitated, of course, an entirely different method in
the work of proselytizing, should it prove successful. As
to worldly success, it is not difficult to see which of the
two national conceptions that were analyzed in this study
contained the better warrant and the larger promise for
the future.

THE EARLY LITERARY RELATIONS
OF ENGLAND AND SCANDINAVIA.
By A. H. SMITH.

T

H E strong contrast of the successive invasions of
Danes, Norwegians and Norman-French to what a
historian might call the "lean" years between them
often encourages the belief that our early relations with
the Continent and the North were a series of isolated and
perhaps one-sided affairs. But the history of the missions
of the Anglo-Saxon church in the seventh and eighth
centuries, of the political and scholastic relations of England in that period with the Empire, and later the close
intimacy of England and Rome and the English School
there shew that neither in learning nor in political and
ecclesiastical affairs was England strictly insular, nor
was it in any way cut off from the continent in the years
between the periods of invasion. Probably, too, our
relations with Scandinavia, in so far as they are literary,
existed before the Viking invasions which began in 787,
or rather in the days of Beorhtric, and they certainly did
not come to an end with the Battle of Stamford Bridge in
1066.
Of course, in the dark years between the last
Anglian incursions in the sixth century and the first
Scandinavian inroads in the late eighth, we might deny
any sort of intimacy between England and Scandinavia.
The evidence is not against it : it is wanting. Inasmuch
as it is historical the Old English poem of Beowulf deals
principally with East Scandinavian affairs of the early
sixth century and it is usually supposed, possibly
rightly, that the materials of this story were acquired by
the .\ngles before the last of them had abandoned their
continental homes.' It is fairly certain that these Angles
lived in fairly close proximity to the Danes, and there
are some features in the :'\orthumbrian dialect of Old
1 cr. R. W. Chambers, Beowulf: an Introduction (Cambridge, 1932).
98ff, 103.
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English, such as the loss of final -n in the infinitive, the
use of the preposition til for Old English to, the front
quality of the long vowel ii (in stan, ban),' which suggest
a close affinity of Angles and Danes on the Continent.
These are features which Northumbrian had in common
with Old Scandinavian but not with the other Old
English dialects. Geographical and linguistic facts of
this kind offer their own conclusions and do indeed suggest a channel by which the materials of Beowulf came
into English possession. It is perhaps the existence of
this contact and the absence of documentary evidence
for any other that leads us to accept it as the only one.
Yet if we explore the field of Germanic literary activity,
we have a very clear picture of what is perhaps a more
powerful medium for the transmission of story-telling
material, namely, the travelling poet. The implications
of the Old English poem Widsith, "the far-traveller,"
with the catalogue of kings and peoples the poet had
visited, the gifts he had received, are very obvious.
" Thus," he says, "are the singers of men destined to
go wandering through many lands. They tell of their
need and then they utter the words of thanks. North or
south singers may always come upon one who, appreciative of their song and bounteous with gifts, desires to
exalt his fame before his chieftains; ... he gaineth glory
and hath an honour which passeth not away." 2 As we
shall see, that profession of wandering scop or skald was
carried on in Viking England by Icelanders, and the
testimony of their compositions was held to be an accurate record of history.
" We find the best evidence,"
says the Icelander,
Snorri Sturlason,
in
his
Heimshringla, "in the poems that were offered to the
kings themselves or to their sons; we take everything for
1 Some of
the points in this paper are not elaborated as being
mainly of philological interest, but I hope to deal with them elsewhere later; others need no elaboration, for they have been dealt
with at length by H. G. Leach, .4 ngevin Britain and Scandinavia
(Harvard Studies in Comparative Literature VI) and other writers
especially in Saaa-Book (passim).
'

'JVidsith, ed. Kemp Malone (Methuen, London, 1935), lines 135-142.
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true which is found in their poems about their travels or
battles. It is, of course, the way of skalds to give most
praise to him before whom they recite their composition,
but not one of them would dare to recite as deeds of the
king things which all his hearers and the king himself
would know to be lies and loose talk; that would be
mockery, not praise." 1 This is mentioned rather to shew
the importance of the poet in the transmission of the
materials of literature and history, and it may be asked
whether literary contacts of this kind were not well established in the period before the Viking invasions!
In the Viking Age itself we are faced with different
circumstances and different problems. We have now the
presence of large numbers of Scandinavians, Danes,
Norwegians, a few Icelanders and probably some
Swedes." The Scandinavian place-names have indicated
how extensive and profound their influence was, and the
subsequent history of the language is a lasting testimony
to the fusion of English and Scandinavians.
This
linguistic fusion as well as the literary influences that we
are concerned with were rendered easier by the mutual
intellig'ibilitv of the speech of the two races; that hypothetical composite language, which we call' AngloScandinavian and for which there is some slight evidence
I Heimskrin9 la,
I'd. F . Jonsson (Copenhagen, 1911), 2; translation
E. Monsen and A. H. Smith (Heffer, Cambridge, 1932), xxxvi.

2 I do not, of course, for one
moment doubt the current view as
already put forward above; here we are merely considering possibilities. It should also be noted that the actual literary forms that
the Beowulf materials may have taken at various stages in the
process of transmission are a separate problem.
2 The
part played by the different Scandinavian nations in the
settlement of England has been frequently dealt with in recent years;
for various aspects of the problem see especially T. D. Kendrick, A
History of the Vikings (London, 1930), 227ff, E. Ekwall in Introduction to the Survey of English Place-Names (Cambridge, 1924), 32ff,
55ff, and Scandinavians and Celts in the N orth- West of England
(Lunds Universitets Arsskrift, 1918), A. H. Smith. ill Saga-Book,
vol. x. (1929), 188ff, A. Mawer in English Historical RI'l'i,'II'. vol. 38
(1923), E. Bjorkman. ScandinU1,ian Loanwords in Middle English
(Halle, 1900). 22ff. C. Hallendorff and A. Schlick. History of Sweden
(Loudon, 1929), 16ff, etc. On Icelanders in England cf. below, and
especially notes 3 p. 222, 1 p. 224.
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in place-names and two or three inscribed crosses, 1
merely differed in degree and not in its fundamental
character from the North Midland and Northern dialects
of early Middle English.
The freedom of colloquial
intercourse is certainly suggested by the very early
appearance of Old Scandinavian technical terms in parts
of the Parker Chronicle, written in JElfred's lifetime: for
instance, on several occasions the Danes fighting against
JElfred were on iucem. gefylcium, 'in two divisions' ; the
word gefylce is probably borrowed from Old Scandinavian fylki. So, too, in 896 JElfred ordered longships to
be built to meet the Viking ships, which the Chronicler
calls cescas, an adaptation of Old Scandinavian askr 'a
boat.' Again, in the Old English poem on the Battle of
Xlaldon in which the men of Essex under Bryhtnob were
defeated by the Norsemen in 991, we have other Scandinavian loanwords like dreng 'warrior,' griC5 . truce,'
perhaps ceallian 'to call.'
Such borrowings are not
common in Old English," but that is because the bulk of
our extant literary documents come from Wessex and
Kent, areas not settled by Vikings, whereas there are few
such texts from the Danelaw in the period following the
Scandinavian settlement. The important thing is that
these technical terms of warfare should have found their
way so rapidly into West Saxon, more rapidly in fact
than parallel French loanwords appeared in Middle
English. There is. however, still better evidence of the
community of language in Icelandic sources. A wellknown interpolated passage in Gwnnlaugs Saga Ormsiu n g a asserts that in the time of JEpelred king of
'Cf. such place-names as Loskay from OScand lopt i sk6gi 'farm
in the wood,' Scandinavian replacements of Old English words as
that of OScand hQfuiJ 'head' for OE h eajod in Howden; cf. also A. H.
Smith, Place-Names of the North Riding (Cambridge, 1928), xxiiff,
Place-Xo mes of the East Riding (Cambridge. 1937), A. Ma we r ,
Problems of Place-Names Study (Cambridge, 1929) 35ff). For inscriptions cf. W. G. Collingwood, Anglo-Danish Sculpture in the North
Riding (Yorks. Archesol. Journal xix.), 386, 482,.
in the East
Riding and in the City of York (Yorks. Archeeol. Soc.),
: Cf . E. Bjorkman, Scandinavian Loanwords 3ff.
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England about the year 1000 A.D. "there was one
language in England as in Norway and Denmark." I
This may mean that a Scandinavian language was
spoken in England: at the least it means that English
was at that time intelligible to an Icelander. A similar
conclusion is to be drawn from the well-known account
in Snorri's Heimskringla of the escape of the Norwegian Stvrkar from the Battle of Stamford Bridge:
Styrkar held talk with an East Riding yeoman but was
recognised as a ;'\orwegian from his speech. 2
In this community of language we have a direct
channel for literary connexions, but when we turn to Old
English literature of the Viking period we find few signs
of such movements. Dame Bertha Phillpotts 3 saw evidence of Scandinavian influence in the language and treatment of the Battle of Maldon. In that poem we have, it
is true, a few Scandinavian words, and we cannot deny
Scandinavian affinities in style and in the conception of
heroism; yet, on the other hand, as is shown very clearly
by Professor E. \T. Gordon" these ideals of loyalty and
tragic heroism and, indeed, the modes of describing them
belong to the common Germanic tradition, to which both
Old English and Scandinavian are heirs. Again, Professor Malone finds in the Old English poem Dear in
the lines relating to Welund and Beaduhild phraseological parallels to the Old Scandinavian VQlundarkvi~a
and in particular he is inclined to regard be Wllrman in
the first line W'elun d him be Wllrman WYa'ces cunnade,
5

, Gunnlaugs Saga Ormstungu, ed. L. )J. Small (Leeds, 1935). 36.
Heimskringla 508 (T'ransl. 568).
3 B, Phillpotts, Modern Language Redew, xxiv. 179ff.
, The Battle of Sl oidon, ed. E. V. Gordon (Methuen, 1937), 30,
5 Doer, ed. Kemp Malone (Methuen, 1936), 6, 20.
In a recent article
on 'Mooohild ' in English Literary History iii (1936). 253. Professor
Malone iderrtifie- the two characters Meedhi ld and Geat in Deor
with the Gaute and l\Iagnhild of Scandinavian ballads and Rug-gests
that a Scandinavian ballad was current in England in the tenth
century and that this putative ballad inspired the refrain in the old
English poem. ThE' latter supposition of such a ballad is rejected
by )Tr. F, Norman in a forthcoming ar-ticle in :1T"rlrrll Language
Ret,iew (1937).
2

PLAT E I.

W. F. Tai/lor.

Ha st s ide.

W est side .

The Gosforth Cross.
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• WeIand endured torments .... ', as a heiti for' sword'
or 'ring,' suggesting that the Old English poet had
fallen under the influence of the poetical technique
of the skalds : by this he tends to date Dear
about 900. Wurman as a heiti can prove nothing,
for that explanation supposes skaldic influence,
and a supposition in the major premise certainly
gives no weight to the conclusion. There is no
other evidence for dating that poem about goo, and it
may in fact be earlier than the first Viking raids. Moreover the affinities in language (eacen-aukin, nedenaut5ir) are common-place and may arise either from the
common theme of Dear and VQlundarkvi5a or through
VQl1mdarkvit5a being actually composed in England, a
view which has had some support, though not necessarily
correct.
There is, then, no certain example of Viking
influence in the later Old English literature'» and its
absence is to be explained in the same way as the rarity
of Scandinavian loanwords in Old English: it is not
there, because we have few Old English literary texts
from the areas most thickly peopled by the Scandinavians, that is, from Lincolnshire, East and North Yorkshire and the Lake district.
When we turn to the Sagas, however, we find good
and, I think, fairly true evidence of literary composition
by the Scandinavian poets in England at this time.
Sophus Bugge thought that many of the poems of the
Edda were composed in Britain," but whilst no one
would, I think, subscribe to his general conclusions in
view of the linguistic evidence and in particular of the
1

1

Cf. B. Phillpotts,

The Elder Edda (Cambridge, 1920), 61H.

la W. W. Lawrence and W. H. Schofield have -suggested that the

Old English poem Eadwaeer (the so-called "First Riddle") is a translation from an Old Scandinavian lament of Signy the Volsung for
her brother Sigmund and their son Sinfj QUi; but the evidence is
very doubtful; indeed, there is more to be said for R. Immelman's
theory that the lament belongs to the Odoaeer, cycle of stories.
2 S, Bugge, Studier over de nordiske Gude og Heltesagns Oprindelse (Copenhagen, 188196), The Home of the Eddie Poems (Grimm
Library 11, London, 1899).
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archseological evidence adduced by Professor Nerrnan,?
it is still possible that Rigspuia with its Celtic affinities
was composed in Britain. Vglundarkv i15a, too, on the
lack of other evidence for the story in Scandinavia, was
also suggested to have been derived through an English
source similar to that used by the poet of Deor, but this
is now by no means certain as an early carved stone has
been discovered in Gotland depicting scenes from the
Weland story! But there may be some significance in
the fact that amongst the few poems in this Eddie collection which are so irregular in their metrical form that no
improvement is possible we have Atlakvi15a which was
composed in Greenland and Fglundarkvi<5a. It is worth
adding here that the various scenes on the Gosforth Cross
(see plate I.)"a appear to represent scenes from Volu sp«,
-Chaos, the wars of the Gods and the Giants, Ragriarok
and the attacks on the Gods, the new world, with Christ
typifying the return of Baldr. Dr. Shetelig has similarly
discovered a carving at Skipwith (Yorks.) which depicts
Ragnarok.o b But the relation of the Eddic poems to
this problem is difficult and obscure. There are, however, a few well-known accounts of composition of poems
by Scandinavian skalds in England, such as the headransom of Egil Skallagrimson and Gunnlaugs poems
for king .Epelred." In this connexion there is also one
significant passage in Snorri's account of the Battle of
Stamford Bridge.' It will be remembered that the
troops of Tosti and Harald Sigurdson had been caught
unawares without their armour by Harald Godwinson,
1 B
Nerman, The Poetic Edda
(Viking Society, 1931).

'Nordisk
1931). 214.

Kult ur

xxxiii:

IlUIlSt,

ill

the

ed. H.

Light

of

Arclueoloqu

Shetelig

(Stockholm,

"a Cf W. ~. Calve rlov in ArchO?oloyical Journal,
'b H.

~hptplig,

\'01.

xl. (883).

The Vikings in England (Oslo, 1933).

" E Oils, SO!!fI Skallaol'imss//Ilor, ed , ~. Nordal (Revk j nvik, 1933);
transl. R. H. Eddison, London, 1930, 140), Gunnlaugs Saga, ed, Small,
36ff.

• Hcim sk.."iuyla 506 (transl. 565).
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who promises Tosti amnesty but taunts Harald
Sigurdson with a promise of "seven feet of English
ground, or as much more as he is taller than other men."
The offer of amnesty to Tosti was rejected. "So it is said
king Harald Sigurdson spoke this verse:
Forth we go
In our lines
Without our mail
Against the blue edges.
The helmets shine:
I have no byrnie.
Our shrouds now lie
Down on our ships.

Then said king Harald Sigurdson, "That was ill composed; I must make a better verse than that," and then
he said,
" In battIe we creep not
Behind our shields
Through fear of the weapon-crash.
Thus bade the faithful woman.
Once the neck let-wearer
Bade me bear my head
High in battle where sword
And skulls should meet."

The particular interest of this passage is that the rejected
verse too obviously stated the facts of Harald's position,
as he and his men stood away from their boats without
their armour. The second verse is in the original more
professionally wrapped up in the ingenious language of
the skald. We cannot, however, point to any instances
of skaldic influence of this kind in English literature of
the period, unless we accept as skaldic that one phrase in
Deor,
The Battle of Stamford Bridge brings us to the political end of the Viking period in England, but though it
had closed for ever the possibility of Cnut the Great's
ideal of a Scandinavian empire, it did not altogether
sever contacts with Scandinavia. There is in fact good
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evidence in the later Middle Ages for trade and ecclesi
astical relations. It was in the centuries after the Norrnar
Conquest that English literary and historical document:
became accessible to the Saga writers, and it was cer·
tainlv in these years that we should place the earliei
exchanges of common ballads. But for the most part the
various outcrops of Scandinavian influence in Middle
English literature, English and Latin alike, really belong
to the years of Viking invasion.
In the style and form of Xliddle English literature the
isolation of the Scandinavian literary element is difficult
for we cannot with certainty shew that any particular
Scandinavian word in the vocabulary of the Middle
English poet is chosen from the wordstock in commor
circulation or selected from some tradition of literary
usage. \ Vhat we can say is that the enrichment of the
common vocabulary by the accretion of numerous Scan.
dinavian loanwords gave the Xliddle English alliterative
poet in search of synonyms that variety of diction which
his verse demanded. Furthermore, we can point to cer·
tain alliterative expressions, probably not more than G
dozen in all, which belong to phraseology of Old Scan.
dinavian poetry, such as the common gold and gersumE
, gold and treasure,' more and mynne 'more and less,
to tor for to telle 'too difficult to tell of.'
In the materials of Middle English literature the Scan.
dinavian element is fairly well represented in vernacular
tales like King Horn and Havelok, in Latin stories like
those of Beorn Butsecarl and Siward Digre, and in one
or two that are lost, like that of Skardyng. Some ol
these are convenientlv collected by H. G. Leach.' FOI
the most part they deal with the Yiking heroes ol
England, and in the midst of the conventionalisings anc
1 Angcl'ia
Britaa and S('andinal'ia (Harvard Studies in compara
tive Literature VI), 313£!. On the lost English romance of Scardyng
the eponymous hero of Sea rborough (Yorks.), and the independen
account of the. foundation of Scarborough by Po rgils Skar-di, at
Icelander. III Kor m aks Saya, ef. E. Y. Gordon in Acta Ph iloloqici
Scandilla('ica 1. 320ff.
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embellishments they have suffered in the transmission
we can perceive incidents and ideas which take us back
to Scandinavia.
The story of Siward Digre, for example, bears traces of
Viking origin. The historical Siward had apparently
come to England with Cnut the Great. Here he acquired
the Ear!dom of Northumbria, supported Edward the
Confessor in his trouble with Jar! Godwin, and a year
after his victory over Macbeth of Scotland in 1054 he
" called for his armour and armed as though to march
once more against Xlacbeth, he breathed his last." The
legend of Jar! Siward is told with detail in the Latin
Chronicle of Croyland in Lincolnshire.' Siward was
born in Denmark, the son of Beorn Beresun, who was of
bear-parentage, and from whom Siward inherited his
great strength and prowess and so gained his nick-name
Digre 'the stout one.' He left Denmark as a youth and
sailed to Orkney where he drove a dragon from the land.
Xext he arrives in :'\orthumbria and here he meets a little
old man who gives him valuable counsel and a banner
called Raeenlandeye, that is, . Raven, the terror of the
land.' He proceeds to \Vestminster and is received by
Edward the Confessor who makes him Ear! of Huntingdon. We now have details that accord more with the
historical Siward but they are sprinkled with echoes of
Scandinavia. For instance, whilst in Scotland fighting
against Macbeth he hears that his son has been murdered
by rebellious Northumbrians : in his wrath Siward
raised aloft his battle-axe and split a round rock. Finally
his death comes to him in 1055. "He felt," says Henry
of Huntingdon, " that death was near at hand.
• How
great is my shame,' said he, 'that in so many battles I
have not fallen, but have been preserved to die like a
cow! Rather wrap me in my impenetrable mail, gird me
with my sword, raise up by helmet, put my shield in my
left hand and my golden axe in my right, so that I, the
1 Cf.
Bibliographical references in H. G. Leach, OIJ. cit. 405, and
in particular Saga-Book vi. 257ft.
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bravest of warriors, may die like a warrior.' And when
he had spoken he died, armed in honourable fashion."
Leach has pointed out the reminiscences of Scandinavian
literature in some of the details of the story-the bearparentage, the discomfiture of the dragon, the little old
man who is probably 05inn in one of his disguises, the
splitting of the rock in wrath and the gesture of his death.
But there is a still more striking analogy in the life of the
Orkney Jarl Sigurf Digri, of the late tenth and early
eleventh centuries.' The important things to note here
are the Orkney associations of both the jarls, the nickname Digre given to both Sigur5 and Siward, and the
fact that both receive a Raven-banner. The OrkneyingaSaga gives this account: "Jarl Sigurb held Caithness
against the Scots by force and he had a host out every
summer. He harried in the Southern Isles, in Scotland
and Ireland. It befell one summer that Finnleik, the
Scottish jarl, challenged Sigurd to meet him on a certain
day, but Sigurd went to ask his mother's counsel, for she
knew many things (i.e., by witch-craft). The jarl told
his mother that there would not be less odds against him
than seven to one. She answered, 'I would have
reared thee up long in my wool-bag, had I known that
thou wouldest like to live for ever: fate rules life, but not
where a man is come; better it is to die with honour than
to live with shame. But take this banner which I have
made for thee with all my cunning; I know that it will
bring victory to those before whom it is borne but a
speedy death to him who bears it.' The banner was
fashioned with much needle-work and great skill. It
was made in a raven's shape, and when the wind blew it
out, then it was as though the raven had spread his
wings for flight." In these respects at any rate it would
appear that the originator of the English legend had
credited Siward, Earl of Northumberland, with incidents
from the life of the Orkney jarl ,
The chance survival of stories of this kind, with their
1

Orkneuin ui Saga (Rolls Series), I. 14.
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half-historical, half-romantic treatment and their echoes
of Scandinavia and the Danelaw presents an interesting
problem. Leaving aside the Latin stories, it is noteworthy that most of those in the vernacular appear to
have passed through an Anglo-Norman stage. It is
difficult to prove that these French versions of the twelfth
century as well as the remaining Latin stories are derived
from earlier English versions, though that of course
seems the most likely development. Professor Chambers
calls our attention to a line in the French romance of
Horn (line ..j.206), where Horn returning in disguise to
Rimenhild is offered drink.
But the English latimiers
(Latin-writers) call corn horn." There was in fact a pun
upon the name Horn in an older English story, which at
least survives in the English King H OTIl (line I I..}.'j)
where Horn himself bids Rimenhild " Drink to Horn of
horne."
We do not, however, know what form these
earlier tales had, whether they were vernacular or Latin
prose-stories, or alliterative poems.
We may for a moment consider whether the relations
between the two peoples had any effect upon early Scandinavian literature. The main evidence here is the
interest shown by some Sagas in events that took
place in England, but it is generally difficult at
first sight to determine whether the knowledge of
these events was ultimately due to Vikings present
at those events or derived from English documents.
The problem is one of some importance, for the
historical value of the Sagas does rest upon their
independence of English chronicles. If we turn to
West Scandinavian documents we find clear instances
of the use of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and allusions
to the Venerable Bede. The Breta Sggllr are derived
from Geoffrey of Monmouth's History of the Britons,
and one recension of Thomas Saga Erkibyskups is based
upon a biography of St. Thomas -of Canterbury by
Roger of Croyland. The little known Saga of Edward
II
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the Confessor (Jatvar5ar Saga hins helga)l is a composite document in which the author has put together
facts from several sources such as the Life of St. Edward
by Ailred of Rievaulx, Orderic Vitalis and others. King
Edward's vision of the Seven Sleepers was without
doubt taken from William of Malmesbury. Translations of the two passages will illustrate the saga-writer's
method : On Easter day Edward was sitting at table wearing his
crown at Westminster surrounded by a crowd of nobles. While
the rest were eating greedily and making up for the long fast
of Lent by the newly provided food, he with mind abstracted
in contemplation of some divine matter, presently excited
the attention of his guests by bursting into profuse laughter.
As none presumed to inquire into the cause of his joy he
remained silent as before, till repletion had put an end to
the banquet. After the tables were removed, three persons
of rank followed him to his room, and presuming on their
intimacy asked the cause of his laughter, observing that
it seemed a matter of astonishment to see him in such perfect
tranquillity of occupation burst into a vulgar laugh. 'I saw
something wonderful,' he said, , and did not laugh without
cause.'
They began then to search into the matter more
earnestly, and reluctantly he yielded to their persevering
solicitations, and related a wonderful circumstance, saying
that the Seven Sleepers of Mount Ccelus had now lain for
two hundred years on their right side, but that at the very
hour of his laughter they had turned upon their left side and
that they would continue to lie in this manner for seventyfour years.-( William of M almesbury).
It was at an hour one Easterday in Westminster when King
Edward the Saint sat at table wearing his crown amongst
his many nobles. . . . The king was thinking more of
heavenly things than earthly things and then it was as
though he saw something strange in their doings which
induced him to great laughter. When the table was cleared,
the nobles asked him what he had laughed at, and when
they had questioned him long he answered: " Seven Sleepers
who rest in Mount Celio have now lain for 200 vears on their
right side but when I began to laugh they had turned upon
their left side and so must they lie for 84 years."-(Jatvaroar
Saga).

What is perhaps quite as significant in this Saga is the
name V esim usi for \\'estminster: it is a scribal
adaptation of the abbreviated Latin form of (W est-)
monasterium., which Professor Ekwall 2 suggested as the
'.l ll fl'arrJar Saga hins helga
(Rolls Series) I. 388ff.

(in appendix to Orkneyinga Saga

2 Sagastudier a] Festskrijt til Finnur Jonsson, Copenhagen. 1928),
218-221.

P LA TE I !.

T h e Battl e of Brun anburh (M S . Cattail T ib cr iu s B . I , fo l. 139<7 ).

T he Battle of V inbeioi ( E g i ls Saga , Cod. A .M .

132, SOd) .
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explanation of Morstr, the name in Knytlinga-Saga for
Winchester. or rather Old Minster" Latin Vetus
M onasteriwm . This is not merely a case of the transmission of the materials of history; it is a very definite
piece of evidence of the accessibility of English written
sources. In one instance the author of Jatvar<5ar Saga
leaves his English sources: that is in his very brief
description of the Battle of Stamford Bridge, where he
follows, in his own words, 'the annals of the Kings of
:'\orwa~',' that is, Snorri's Heimskringla, His choice of
the more complete and perhaps more reasoned account of
that battle may be of some importance.
Other passages in the Sagas suggest their English
origin by definite references to their sources and by the
peculiar non-Scandinavian form taken by the proper
names.
For example, one of the two allusions to the
death of St. Edmund the Xlartyr of East Anglia ' is in the
Pattr af Ragnars ,"'0 nu IJl , which says: "After the Battle
(of York) Ivar (the Boneless) made himself king over
that part of England which his kinsmen had had before
(i.e., in reference to the conquest of :'\orthumbria in 866).
He had two natural sons, one called Y ngvar, the other
Husto : on Ivars bidding they tortured the king; Saint
Edmund, to death and Ivar then subjugated his kingdom."
As we know from English chronicles St.
Edmund was slain by Ingwar and Hubba, but Ingwar
is merely an Old English form of the name Ivar; the
compiler of the !>riftr did not recognise this and so related
Yngvar to Ivar by natural kinship. The other reference
is in Ari porgilsson's Libellus Lslan doru m , where Ari
writes: 'I var (the Boneless), son of Ragnar Lothbrok,
caused Saint Edmund, king of the East Angles, to be
slain; that was 870 years after the birth of Christ, as it is
wr itten in his Saga.' It is quite clear that there was no
saga of St. Edmund in Icelandic, nor indeed does any
story of the martyrdom belong to the traditional
materials of early Scandinavian literature. The Saga Ad
1

See Saga-Book xi, 9ff.
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cites can only be Abbo of Fleury's Latin Life of the Saint
or the Old English homily based upon Abbo by LElfric.
The compiler of the Plittr af Ragnars Sonum, too, must
have had access to either of these lives or to some other
history like Ethelwerd, or the bilingual Canterbury
epitome of the Old English Chronicle.
Another good instance of inferred dependence of Sagawriters upon English materials is provided by the
genealogical and mythological allusions in the preface to
Snorri's Prose Edda;' where the forms of the personal
names are clearly traceable to the Old English
genealogies. Snorri speaks of ' Fjarlaf whom we (i.e.,
the Icelanders) call Fri'i5leif. He had a son who is called
Vopinn whom we call O'Sinn,' and amongst many others
he also mentions 'another son of O'i5in called Beldegg
whom we call Baldr,' These and the rest are close scribal
adaptations of the Old English mythological names,
Fjarlaf being Old English Frealaf, Vo pin Old English
Woden, and Beldegg Old English Bceldceg.
Perhaps the most illuminating fact in this problem is
that Old :'\orwegian handwriting and, through it, Old
Icelandic handwriting, is derived immediately from
Anglo-Saxon styles of writing, and very characteristic
Anglo-Saxon features in the West Scandinavian hands
include common symbols like p, p, (5 and the accent to
mark vowel length! In late Old English, besides the
Irish style used for the vernacular, a Carolingian hand
was used for Latin: the same distinction is made in the
earlier Scandinavian manuscripts. The introduction of
these English styles belongs to the period of :'\orway's
conversion to Christianity under King Olaf the Saint
and Bishop Grimkel and their English teachers in the
eleventh century. It is the kind of cultural influence
which has been noticed in the earlier missionary activities
1 Snorra Edda, ed. F. Jonsson
(Copenhagen, 19(0), 7; the Enzl ish
forms are from the Old English Chronicle.
2 Cf.
H. Spehr, Der Ilrspruru; der isliindischen Sch.rijt (Halle.
1929), where details such as those merrtioned and other important
palreograph ical relationships of Old Scandinavian and Old English
are discussed.
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of the Anglo-Saxons in Germany, but in Norway it was
even more powerful. (See plate II). One curious feature
is the fact that the Old English symbol 5 does not
actually appear in Scandinavian manuscripts until the
13th century. Its introduction is probably closely related
to the acquisition of English written records by Saga
writers: it was apparently first used just at the time when
skilful historians like Snorri Sturlason were seeking and
using in their compilation all kinds of historical
materials.
For the most part, the English records which we
have seen were used by the Saga writers are late eleventh
and twelfth century chronicles and histories, and judging
by the character of those we can shew to have been used
in Iceland, it seems unlikely that the Saga writer had
access to any independent English chronicles which no
longer survive. By a close study of the sagas in relation
to extant English records it would no doubt be possible
to indicate exactly or nearly exactly how much the one is
dependent upon the other. If we consider the very considerable number of allusions to the events of Viking
England in the Sagas, their dependence is surprisingly
small and instances of conflation with English traditions
are rare. We should therefore regard the sagas as presenting a view of the picture from their own angle and
largely derived from their own oral traditions.
The
degree of accuracy they attained is a separate problem.

*

*

*

From this survey of the early literary relations of
England and Scandinavia we may conclude that the
effects were mainly in one direction and most prominent
in Xliddle English. But even there we have to do with a
rapidly fading survival from the Viking Age. In literature as in art the influence was neither permanent nor
profound. As with the political history of England, the
story might well have been a different one, had Harald
Sigurdson and Tosti not been caught unprepared at
Stamford Bridge in 1066.

LEGAL BORROWINGS FROM NORSE
IN OLD AND MIDDLE ENGLISH.
By E. S. OLSZEWSKA

T

H IS paper deals with some of the new elements
which entered the English vocabulary as a result
of the introduction of legal institutions and methods
of procedure by the Norse settlers in England. Most
of these words had a short life in English, unless their
use was extended and they entered the general vocabulary. Among the few present-day survivals we have
the word law itself (and the related words outlaw and
bye-law), thrall, hustings, and probably the verb ransack. In Old English, legal loanwords form a high
proportion of the Norse borrowings recorded during
that period. This is because we have records, inadequate though they are, showing legal usage in the
Danelaw, but little literature. The Old English
Chronicles also record many legal words and formulas.
In some cases, however, Middle English
legal documents attest the survival of some Norse
usage which has escaped record during the Old
English period though its introduction must have
taken place then. Of especial interest are those words
which we find recorded not only in legal documents
but in living use in Middle English literature, though
unfortunately such words are rare. I have chosen a
few particularly interesting words whose history may
serve as typical of the borrowings as a whole.
Inadequate though the surviving records are, we
sometimes have good evidence of the process by which
a legal borrowing became part of the English language.
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The word is naturally first applied only to a definite
legal procedure and tends to appear only in formulas
which are anglicizings of Norse formulas. A typical
example is Old English ntping. In Old \Vest Xorse
nioingr is the appellation given to a man who has cornmitted such. a villainous crime (treachery, wantonmurder or the like) that there is no possible compensation
to be made for it and he is outlawed. The deed which
earned him the name of nioingr (ni5ings-nafn) was
known as ni5ings-verk, and in an Old 1\ orwegian legal
code, .iEldre Gulapings-Lov, among a list of the misdeeds which caused a man to be proscribed as a ni5ingr
we find the clause: -pat er oc ni5ingsverc ef ma5r
gerer valrof " it is also the deed of a ni]>ing if a man
pi unders the slain (on the battlefield)." 1 The first time
1l1pillg occurs in Old English is in a fragment belonging probably to the roth century" which reads: walreaf
is l1(oinges dcede "plundering of corpses is the deed of a
nijJing (i.e. a deed entailing outlawry)" 3 -a n exact
equivalent to the Norse enactment above" The next
occurrence of the word is in the Old English Chronicle
for 1049 which tells us that the king declared Swain,
the son of earl Godwin, to be a niPing, i,e. he is
declared to be outlawed. A similar use is seen in
\Villiam of Malmesburvs Gest a Regum where Williarn
Rufus threatens rebels with the name of niping
(nomine Ni'i5ing). This nomen nitling is evidently a
translation of the compound found not only in Old
West Norse ni5ings-nafn but also in early Danish (for
example the man who slays a gild-brother is proscribed
1

Norges Gamle Love, I. 66, section 178.

Liebermann, Die Gesetze der Angelsachseu, III. 230, suggests c940-1020
as the date.
S For this and the following examples see New English Dictionary; S.II.
Nit.hill~. I. The definition there given-A vile coward, an abject wretch,
a vi llain of the lowest type-misses the specialized meaning which the
word always bears in Old English; cf. Steenstrup, Normannern» IV. 257 ft .
, For plundering of the slain as ,litSillcs-lIerk see also Liebermann op.
cit. II. 569 S.II. Leichenraub, I.
'
S
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meth nidings nafn ') and early Swedish (for example
we find there the expression bcera nipings namn utan
lands, which means "to make a pilgrimage to Rome
to seek absolution for a niPings'Va?rk" ').
In the
thirteenth century verse chronicle Layamon's Brut
niping occurs several times, sometimes still with a
specialized sense, but also as a more general term of
abuse, and this general meaning is the one it bears in
its last occurrence in Middle English, in the romance
of King Horn where we have the couplet :-Panne
spak re god kyng Iwis he nas no niPing, "then spoke
the good king, indeed no niPing was he."
Typical of those borrowings not recorded till after
the Conquest is Middle English pwert nai, an expression applied to the defendant's denial of the accusation
with which he is charged (or the right to make this).
It occurs several times in legal records (sometimes
altered to thwertut nay or thwertnik) and is evidently a
borrowing from Old Norse (both elements of the
expression are Norse in form). In Old West Norse
rvert nei is used for a direct contradiction, the strongest
form of denial; for example, in Flateyjar-b6k chapter
303 we are told that the match arranged between the
King of Wendland and King Swain's sister has been
postponed because she setti rvert nei fyrir at hon mundi
gtptask. ggmlum konungi ok hei'l5num "flatly refused
to marry an old and heathen king." In Old Norwegian
laws we frequently find the expression kve'l5a nei,
meaning to deny the truth of an accusation (after which
preliminary the defendant could find witnesses to attest
his innocence).' The first time rwert nai is recorded in
English is in the twelfth century laws of the Scottish
7

Nyrop, Danmarks Gilde- or; Lausskraaer ira M'iddelalderen, I. 22.
See Schlyter, Corpus iuris Sueo-Gotorum antt qui, XIII. s,u, N']Jiugn.
7 Middle English nlping in the sense 'niggard' is not of legal
introduction.
8 See Norees Gal/lie Love, V. s,u : Kueti«.
5

6
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Burghs (which contain a number of most interesting
Norse borrowings, some of them only recorded there)
and during the thirteenth century it occurs in several
scattered records, for example in Cheshire and
Leicestershire.' The New English Dictionary has
examples of jwert nai only in legal documents, but the
word was in living use in the North of England. The
poet of Cursor Mundi, describing Peter's denial of
Christ and wishing to put a vehement denial in his
mouth, makes use of this expression which he had
probably heard in contemporary law-courts. Peter
denies Christ in these words :-Ful eber ihuert nai ...
Yee mis nu vnderstand. N e wist i neuer quat he was
sin i was born in land, "Definitely no. You misunderstand. I have had no knowledge of him since I was
born." This is the reading of the Cotton manuscript."
The term was evidently unfamiliar to the scribe of the
more southerly Trinity manuscript which has the much
weaker line Anoon petur seide nay.
The term jJwert nai was in use in England over a
wide area; an example of more limited distribution is
Middle English forfal "legitimate excuse for nonappearance at a law-court."
The form forwal is
recorded once in the earlier text of Layamon's Brut,
The New English Dictionary suggests that this is
"perhaps mis-written for *forfal a. O~. [orjall (Iawterm) hindrance." The actual occurrence of forfal in
records belonging to the same part of England as
Layamon's Brut and the close correspondence of
English and Norse usage fully support this etymology.
In Layamon's Brut when Oswy does not appear in
response to the king's summons, his rival suggests that
he is wilfuIIy disobeying the king, who then defends
Oswy in these words: -Oswy haue'/5 [or-uial , o'i5er he
See New English Dictionary; s,u, Thtuert-out,
Line 15921 ff, I have noted this example in Leeds Studies in English,
II. 79.
9

19
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li'(j ibedde ibunden. mid ufele, o'(jer uneulSe leoden
icumen. beolS to his peoden, "Oswy has forwal; either
he is lying in bed made prisoner by illness, or strangers
have come against his people."
Forfal occurs several
times in thirteenth century Leicester records. U The
most interesting example is in a charter given to the
burgesses of Leicester in 1277 in which the following
passage occurs (in translation) :-If the defendant has
found pledges or mainpernours for his appearance at
the Court on a certain day and he cannot be there, let
the pledges or the mainpernours, if they wish, have on
the day a forfal for him (vn forfal pur ly) . . . and let
them produce him there on another day. 13 Similar
usage to the English examples is well exemplified in
Old Norse. In early Danish typical examples may be
found in gild regulations, as in the clause :-Hosom
ikkte hemmer, han b edce ix skilingte, vden han hauer
loulict [orice! "Whoever does not appear shall pay ix
shillings, unless he has legitimate forfal,"" and in a
list of examples of legitimate forfal we find illness and
war in the land just as in Layamon's Bmt. 15 Similar
examples occur in early Swedish" and Old West
Norse."
Characteristic of Norse legal phraseoloyv is a large
number of alliterative phrases. Some of these are
borrowed into English but few survive the Old Eng-lish
period; for example the phrase (only once recorded) in
Old English to mnin.d and to miildage "as a marriage
payment and contract" is an <.nglicizing of a Norse
formula (Old West Norse mundr ok mdldagi}." In a
11

11 Line 3159° ff,
12 M. Bateson, Records of the Borough 0/ Leicester, J. pp. II6, 118, etc.

Bateson, opcit. I. 153.
Nyrop, Danmarks Gilde- of( Lausskraaer, I. 25·
15 Nyrop, op.cit. II., 588, s.o . Forfald .
16 See Schlyter, Corpus iuris, XIII. s.u, For/all.
17 See Nnrges Gamle Love, V. s.v. Forfall,
18 Whitelock, Anglo-Saxo.. Wills, pp. 82/6, 195.
13

14
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few cases they spread from legal language into gener<
use. An alliterative phrase common to all the 01
Norse languages is that appearing as blar ok hloriu-l(~
"bruised and bloody," in Old West Norse. I
Kormaks saga chapter xi we are told that the childre
of pordfs often returned home from their games bid:
ok bldogir- jetta likar I)ordisi mooir jeirra ilia "th~
ill-pleased their mother." The formula is frequent i
legal use where the penalties are set down for the rna
who makes another blar ok bld'Ougr.
In early Danis'
the man who strikes his gild-brother so that he is bla
eller blodig has to give a certain quantity of ale to th
gild,'· The formula is found in legal use elsewhere il
Germanic" although it is not in English until it i
borrowed from Norse. The first time it occurs is in th<
laws of the Scottish Burghs; in an action after a figh
the man who is bla et blodi has the right of being heart
first; if both are bla et blodi then he who first lodge:
a: complaint is to be heard first." The formula survives
in Xliddle English in general use; in England it wa:
apparently restricted to religious verse as a conventional description of Christ after his scourging;" but i1
was of frequent occurrence in various contexts fOI
several centuries in Scotland:'
19

Norges Gamic Love, I. 73, 167, 357, etc.
Nyrop, Dunmarks Gilde- og Lausskraaer , II. 228.
n E.g. in Old Frisian; see von Richthofen, Altfriesisches Wiirtel'buch
s.v. Blaw .
•• Acts Parliament Scotland, I. 37.
19

00

2' To the references in the New English Dictionary, s,u, Blae adj. l.b
may be added Minor Poems of tlte Ve,noll MS. 47/65, York Plays, 507/256
Toumeley Plays, xxi i i , 469.

2'

See Craigie, A Diciionarv of the older Scottish Tongue, s,v. Bla adj.

THE SONG OF ROLAND IN THE
FAROES.
By N. SMITH-DAMPIER.

N Y foreigner attending a Faroese dancing partywhere ballads are sung and paced in time to the
metre after the medireval fashion-may well be astonished at the range and variety of the themes dealt with
by the ballad-minstrels. A legend from the Elder Edda
belongs to the nature of things, but one hardly expects
Charlemagne and his Champions to be taking the floor
after Sigurd the Dragon Slayer. It is a very far cry
from T6rshavn to Roncesvalles. How comes that story
of Southern chivalry to be sung beneath that cold
Northern moon?
To answer this question one must look back to that
great outburst of imaginative creation during the early
Middle Ages, which not only shaped out new forms in
every Art, but re-shaped to its own pattern all the great
stories of the world. It was the age of commerce,
pilgrimage, and Crusade, of an international church,
and cosmopolitan intercourse. The stories followed the
march of the armies and in the wake of the ships, and
what the monk wrote in the scriptorium was sung by
the minstrel in tavern and market-place. The Scandinavian countries were not likely to be backward where
new adventure, intellectual or otherwise, was concerned;
as Vikings, Varangians, and colonists, their inhabitants
had long been familiar with foreign culture, and nowhere did the fresh seed find fruitfuller soil. Indeed,
the conservative were disgusted with the popularity of
the new-fangled trash which was driving the Edda out
of memory. Iceland alone, during the 13th century,
produced more than 100 copies of romance, ranging
from the Arthurian legends to the histories of Josephus.

A
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A typical compilation is that known as Hauks-bok,
assembled for his own pleasure by one Hauk Erlendsson, an Icelandic gentleman of the 14th century.
Besides three of the shorter Sagas, it contains V Qluspa;
Kristni Saga; the History of the Cross and Destruction of Jerusalem; Extracts from S. Augustine; the
Prophesies of Merlin; a treatise on Science; and an
arithmetical handbook of Hauk's own composition.
This stream of culture flowed freely to the Farces.
That they were known to the Vikings as early as 800
A.D. has been proved by the discovery of a rune-stone
at Kirkjuby, and the islands bore their own part in
Viking activities, in colonial settlement, and commerce.
The Hanseatic League had an outpost in Suderoy,
which was also a port-of-call for Danish ships between
Denmark and Greenland; and there was a good deal of
inter-marriage between the Faroese and other Scandinavians. Not till the imposition of the Danish commercial monoply, lasting from 1709 till 1856, were the
Islands isolated from the main current of life in Europe.
As for the Emperor Charlemagne, his practical relations with the Vikings began with their defeat in Friesland (795) under the leadership of Gudrod, and ended
(so to speak) when they captured Aix-la-Chapelle after
his death, and stabled their steeds in his mausoleum.
His spirit, however, came into its own after the conversion of the North, which established a closer and fuller
contact between Scandinavia and the Christian civilisation of Europe, at a period when Charlemagne's halfforgotten fame was reviving in his dismembered empire.
The France of the I t th century, sickened by treachery
and misrule under the Capets, looked back with longing to the lovaltv of the Twelve Champions, and to their
magnificent leader, whose white beard went before them
like an Oriflamme into battle. Si Charles (fit en France,
encore v fllt Roland, ran the saying. No less admiringly
did the Crusading spirit remember his warfare against
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the heathen hounds, worshippers of Jupiter and Apollo,
Mahomet and Termagaunt. SighYat the Skald, attached
to the court of S. Olaf, (1015-1030) when acting as godfather to one of the king's sons, gave him the name of
Magnus, because in his opinion Karlamagnus (Charlemagne) was the best man who ever lived on earth; and
this abbreviation of the Emperor's name became very
popular in Norway.
The legend of Charlemagne flowered, like other
legends, into a variety of songs, ballads, and Chansons
de Geste, and found its supreme expression in the epic
known as the Chanson de Roland. This, in the form
we ,now possess, dates approximately from the latter
half of the r t th century. It was certainly in circulation
by 1096, the date of the Council of Clermont, when
Pope Urban II publicly held it up as an inspiration to
Christian warriors in overcoming the infidel and extending the sway of Holy Church. Evidence of its popularity is found in most European countries, Italy in
especial, several MS. copies, mostly of the 13th century,
being preserved in the library of San Marco at Venice,
while the statues of Roland and Oliver keep guard in
the cathedral porch of Verona. The Song came to
England with the Normans; it is said that some version
or other, sung by Duke Williarns minstrel Taillefer,
encouraged his host on the field of Hastings.
A French school of criticism, headed by Leon
Gautier, believes the author of the epic to have been a
Norman familiarly acquainted with England-possibly
a certain Terould, a Benedictine from Fecarnp, and son
of the Conqueror's tutor, who became Abbot, first of
Malmesbury, and then of Peterborough. The Epic
ends with the line:
Ci fait la geste que T'uroldus declinei ;
and two :vISS copies, not now existing, are known to
have been preserved at one time in Peterboro' cathedral
library.
This theory (based also on philological
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evidence) is disputed by Gaston Paris and other:
authorities.
One fact, however, is indisputable: that England
possesses the classical copy of the Chanson de Roland
-a ?lIS. known as the Oxford version, which is one of
the treasures of the Bodleian This, giving the original
or assomantal form of the poem (which was later rewritten in rhyme), is a copy made for the use of a
jongleur, apparently in the later part of the rath century. Imperfect, ill-written, and defaced with corrections, it is, nevertheless, the Authorised Version, of
which all others are variants.
Now, the ways of brain-waves are no more calculable
than those of the waves of the sea, but there is reason to
conjecture that the Song of Roland reached the Faroes
from England. Here is an interesting cross-current :
the Norwegian King Sverre grew up in the Faroes : his
strong interest in literature was inherited by his grandson, Hakon IV; and one of the latter's personal friends
was :\Iatthew Paris, the learned monk of St. Albans,
who visited Norway in 1248 on an ecclesiastical mission.
Hakon IV caused a life of Karlamagnus to be compiled
from Latin sources by an Icelandic monk, and this,
known as the Karlamagnus Saga, became famous in
Scandinavia. Despite Matthew Paris, however, the
Saga ignores the Oxford Version, and goes to much
later sources, such as the Chronicle of Turpin, and the
Speculum Historia by Vincent of Beauvais, though it
retains the Xorman forms of the names, and the references to the ?\'orman conquest of England. On the
other hand, the Faroese ballad-cycle follows, not the
K.1\1.S., but the oldest French sources, with some
influence from the German. Whatever part England
may, or may not, have played in the matter, this fact
bears witness to the cosmopolitan culture enjoyed at
that period by the Islands.
When the ballad-cycle was composed is uncertain.
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The fashion of rhyming verse probably did not reach
Norway before 1300, and got to Iceland from Denmark
about fifty years later. (There it was chiefly used in the
Rimur, which are not ballads, but chronicles.) The
earliest Xorwegian ballads show, yery remarkably,
how a transition was effected from the older forms of
verse; the lines are bound together in couplets with
regular sura-rim or alliteration, of two letters in the first
line and one in the second. Here is an example:
The King fay out in his long-ship,
The lonesome Yule-tide thro',
He found no fire for his victuals,
So fierce was the storm that blew.

This rigid form was soon abandoned for the usual
ballad-alliteration, which varies freely from line to line.
A number of Roland ballads were composed in Norway
during the r.ith century, but, unlike the Danish ballads,
they were not committed to writing, and survive only in
fragments. Various Icelandic Rimur also deal with his
exploits, notably his last fight at Runtsival (Roncesvalles). References to Iceland occur in many Faroese
ballads, but these may have been mere conventional
forms; there is good authority for believing that the
main influence was Xorwegian, Iceland, on the whole,
being little occupied with the ballad. One of the Norse
ballads of Roland has the same opening as one of the
Faroese, but this giyes small assistance in determining
the date of the latter; all that can be said is, that the
cycle does not belong to the best period of workmanship. It consists of six sections, all (with the exception
of a variant) by the same hand. The following translations are extracts from the last section, the Twelve
Champions, or the Battle of Runtsival. 1
1 NOTE.- There is another Faroese ballad-cycle of Karlamagnus, more
modern, and of inferior merit, which, like the other, is not taken directly
from the Saga.
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Forth from Frankland did they ride
In jewelled saddles ally'
Loud did Roland wind his horn,
In Runtsival.
The Keiser sat on his high-seat
In garments all of gold,
And chose him out twelve champions,
The foremost was Roland bold.
Turpin the brave Archbishop
Did there with Roland ride,
Gerard rode there and Rikin,
With Osvald Jar! beside.
Ansias, Odvald, and Nemus,
Reimur and Rantsin tall,
Oliver Jar! and Bernhart,
Rode down to Runtsival.

It was the great King Angulund
That cried thro' bower and hall,
And called on the paynim champions
To fight at Runtsival.
"Harken now, King Garsia,
"To what I ask of thee!
" Say, wilt thou ride to Runtsival,
" And wage this war for me? "
Forth he
All with
Down by
To meet

fared, King Garsia,
his shining shield,
the vale of Aspurrnund
them in the field.

By forties and by fifties,
The kings in armour all
Went riding with King Garsia
To fight at Runtsival.
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Oh never a heathen captain
Alive from field did flee,
Save only the Jarl of Uppland,
And wounded sore was he.
He stood before King Angulund,
And cried in dule and pain:
"Tho' all thy host be slaughtered,
"Not yet is Roland slain!"
" Never shall truce be sounded,
'~And ne'er shalt thou mercy meet,
" Till thou bringest the head of Roland,
" To lay it before my feet! "

When Roland wound his ivory horn
To cry his need abroad,
The wine was spilled from the goblets
That stood on the Keiser's board.
The armour that hung idle
Rang in its resting-place,
And up sprang every warrior,
And stared in his fellow's face.
Up and spake Sir Flovant,
That stood by the Keiser's knee:
" 'Tis the blast of Roland thy Kinsman,
" And bitter his need must be! "
Up spake the evil J arl Gvdin,
Of traitors wiliest:
" Roland I he rides a-hunting,
"And bloweth his horn in jest! "

All in the morning early
When the sun shone far and wide,
Twice eighteen hundred warriors
Mounted their steeds of pride.
The levin flashed from their haughty helms,
And with their hoofs went thunder,
When they rode down to Runtsival
All earth was rent asunder.
Q
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'Twas the white-bearded Keiser
That rode the host before,
'Twas doughty Holger Danske
The Keiser's banner bore.
But when they looked on Runtsival,
Those warriors of renown,
Was never a one so hard of heart
But fast his tears ran down.
'Twas doughty Holger Danske
Spake up in anger then
." Good sooth, "ti s an easy sacrifice
" To weep o'er slaughtered men! "
Up spake Holger Danske,
And wrathful was his mood:
" Have done with your salt water,
" And wreak revenge in blood! "

The Keiser sprang from saddle
(Flying the foemen all),
To loosen from Roland's death-grip
The good sword Dvrinda l.
Blade from hilt he sundered
With mickle toil and pain,
But the weapon that Roland wielded
No man might wield again.
No lesser man might set to lip
The horn that Roland blew;
Far in the weltering water
Both blade and horn he threw.

But Keiser Karlamagnus
(N o w is my story told),
He buried in holy Jerusalem
The bones of his champions bold.
Twelve were the Keiser's. champions
(N o w shall I sing no more),
And for twelve moons the Keiser
Lay sick with sorrow sore.

THE BALLAD OF WILLIAM CURT-NOSE

W

I L LI A J\I CURT-NOSE (Guillaume au Courtnez), was an historical character, who was made
Stadtholder of Toulouse by Charlemagne, became
Duke of Acquitaine, and died in the: monastery of
Aniane, 862.
He was eventually canonized as S.
William. In the Ecclesiastical History of Ordericus
Vitalis (1141), it is said that the jongleurs made a ribald
song about him, which was freely sung by the populace,
and here we have it. In the French versions of his
legend he is mocked by his wife, in the Faroese by
the Keiser, on account of his age and grey hairs, which
circumstance brings about his retreat to-the monastery.
The ballad tells of the curious ordeal which he imposed
on himself to test his vocation.
'Twas Keiser Karlamagnus
That would be jesting still
And 'twas his knight, Sir Wi lliam.
That took his jesting ill.
Up from the board sprang William
Unheeding meat and wine:
" Thou Keiser Karlamagnus,
" No more I'm man of thine!
"
"
"
"

'Tis time to cease from warfare,
To put off iron and steel;
N ow wi II I seek the cloister
My sinful soul to heal! "

\Yas never an hour of day nor nif(1t
But still the bells did ring,
And there they taught Sir William
To read, and eke to sing.
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Deeming- him tamed, that falcon,
The Abbot up and said:
"Thou to the town shalt betake thee,
" To buy us wine and bread."
"
"
"
"

Now lithe and listen, thou cloister-chief,
All for thy rede I pray!
It" outlaws and thieves fall on me,
Have I thy leave to slay? "

" Shalt keep the peace of Holy Church
" As monks do one and all,
" For while thou art girt with hempen belt
"No man at thy hand must fall."
N ow William bound in his hempen belt
A ring of the red, red gold,
And never, I ween, under monkish cowl
Glinted an eye so bold!
He loaded his steed with wine and bread,
And turned him from the town,
And much he thought, but little he said,
When the outlaws and thieves came down.
Oh meek as ever a holy man
He stood in his cowl of grey:
"By the Keiser's beard," thought William,
"The monks will fast to-day!"
Then loud he cried, Sir William,
" Now fools are ye and blind
"That seize the prey of little price,
" And leave the best behind!
"Behold, behold, this ring of gold,
" A spoil that ve will not spare!
" Greater the worth of that ring, I ween,
"Than of all that the steed doth bear. "
Good sooth, I wot, they tarried not,
Nor needed bidding twice!
They've riven in twain his hempen belt,
And seized the ring of price.

The Ballad of William Curt-Nose.
Then up he reared, that warrior,
In mickle wrath and scorn;
He overthrew that lawless crew
As an ox treads down the corn.
" Now lithe and listen, thou cloister-chief!

"My troth is bought and sold;
" The vow that I kept for the bread and wine
"I broke for the red, red gold.

" My weird I'll dree in the forest free,
" For monks are little worth,
" And the peace from sin that I fain would win
"Is nowhere found on earth!"
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THE

ALLITERATIVE PATTERN
IN THE 'PULUR.
By

PROFESSOR

KEMP

ABBe

MALONE.

H E pula or metrical list of names is a genre well
known, not only in Icelandic literature but also in
English and elsewhere. The earliest Germanic thulas
which have come down to us are those recorded in the
Germany of Tacitus and the Geography of Claudius
Ptolernv .' The Ptolemaic thula is a list of the tribes
said to" inhabit the Cimbric peninsula. It reads as
follows (in Latinized form) :

T

Saxones, Sigulones,
Chali, Phunusii.

Sabalingii, Cobandi,
Churudes, Cimbri.

Here the first line shows the alliterative pattern aaab;
the second line, the pattern a bac? Both these patterns,
of course, are familiar in alliterative poetry. A third
pattern, abbe, is exemplified in the first line of the
famous Tacitean list of Nerthus tribes:
Reud ign i, Aviones,
Eudoses, Sua rd [i ] ones,

Angl ii, Varini.
ITnithones [JIS Nui thones ].

This pattern, too, is familiar enough. In metrical
name-lists, however, it seems to be rare. Thus, in the
first and third rhulas of TJ'idsith it does not occur, and
in the second thula of that poem it occurs only once
(line 57).3 It is worthy of note that this occurrence is in
the first line of the thula. So also in the Tacitean thulafragment, and in the following strophe quoted in the
H ervara rsaga : 4

AI' kv.idu Humla
Gizur Gautum ,
ValdaI' Don urn
Alrek enn f'rekn a

Htinurn raoa,
Gotum Angantv.
en Volum Kiar,'
enskri pi6du.

See my discussion, Namn De" Bygd XXII (1934), 30 L, 50 L
If we emend to Ch nnbri the pattern becomes aba!l, a pattern which,
though rare, sometimes occurs in the Icelandic thulas, as, for instance,
in the p6rg.imsjJltla a (strophe 3. 5-6) ; for the emendation, see G. Schiitte,
Skivebogen, 1935. p. 29.
I

~

• See my comments. ELH II (1935). 291 L
-, See Heusler and Ranisch, Eddica Minora (Dortmund, 1903), p. 105.
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Our same pattern appears in the last as well as the first
line of the following' thula-like strophe of a poem
included in the Drnaroddssaga ,'
Hefk ii Saxa
Frisi ok Frakka
ira ok Engla
peirn hefk ollum

ok Svfa herj at
ok Flmmingja,
ok emir Skota,
opar-f r verit.

In the first line, however, the pattern takes the variant
form of abba.
The peculiarities set forth above led me to look into
the matter more narrowly. I went through the pulu»
collected by Finnur Jonsson in Den Norsk-Islandske
Skjaldedigtning, B,I (Copenhagen, 1921), pp. 656-680,
and found 27 examples of the alliterative pattern abbe,
together with five examples of abba and one example of
abbb: a total of 33 occurrences of the pattern. Of
these occurrences, 15 are at the beginning, 7 at the end
of a thula or strophe, while I I are medial. The IS
initial examples of the pattern are given below:
p. 659 Gjolp, Hyrrokkin

Hengikepta
ok Alfarinn
PorI' heitir AUi
ok Asabragr
Pa'1 eru heiti:
hj aldr ok rimma
Ek mun segja
sverda heiti
Oddr, bl6dvarta
ok benkmiar
Nu mun ek skyra
of skipa heiti
Hafr heitir grim nil'
ok ge i rol ni r
Niu ern himnar
a h,,'(\ t a ldi r
Grfm r, nar. nidi,
nidhogg r, dvalinn
Pessi skal konna
kellu heiti
Viggr ok Sktif'r
vas med Skeevadi
Ske lkvrngr, fylvingr,
flrenringr , skerdingr
Brynj a, kund, hj almgoll,
hraud ok nain, kold
Nu skal yppa
Odins nofnum ,

Kottr , Osgrui

660
663
664
668

670
671
672
677
656
664
666

672

It will be noted that eight of these lines are introductory
formulas. Of the others, the tenth and especially the
fourteenth make difficulties in scansion and alliteration
5

See the edition of R, C. Boer (Halle, 1888), pp, 166 L
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alike. Since nearly half the occurrences of the pattern
are at the beginning of a thula or strophe, it seems
evident that in verses of the thula type the alliterative
pattern abbe (with its variants abba and abbb) tends to
be restricted to first place. The same tendency appears
in the Rigspula : of the 15 lines which show the pattern
abbe, nine occur at the beginning of a strophe. The
witness of Widsith leads us to think that this restriction
is old; indeed, in the earliest periods it may have been
absolute, the Icelandic evidence perhaps reflecting a
later stage in which the old rule was no longer applied
with rigour. If so, it follows that the Tacitean thulafragment gives us the first two lines of a thula otherwise
lost.

THE NORSE SETTLEMENT OF NORTH
SCOTLAND IN ITS GEOGRAPHICAL
SETTING.
By ANDREW C. O'DELL, M.Sc., F.R.G.S.

T

H E early history of the north of Scotland is lost in
the mists of time, save where some unexpected light
illuminates the past. Written records of the north do
not extend back beyond the period of the sagas which,
although written soon after 1200 A.D., tell of the traditions of circa 800 A.D. It is not known when the Celtic
race moved northwards into the northern regions and it
is only possible to give the general dating as applied to
the north west of Europe.
Iron Age-Scots period 1469 et seq.
Norse period c.600 A.D. to 1469.
Celtic period 400 B.C. to 600 A.D.
Bronze Age.
Neolithic Age.
Epi-paleeof ithic Age.
Paleeol ithic Age.

The earlv periods, as is to be expected, afford the least
evidence, and it is necessary to correlate the human
remains by a study of the palzeo-climate of the region.
The following table is based on A. \Y. Bragger, " Den
Norske Bosetningen paa Shetland-Orknayene."
Name 0/ peat layer
Cotton Grass layer

Flora
Call una
Eriophorum

Climate

Equivalent to Upper Call una
Forestian
Club-Moss
Eriophorum
Atlantic
Occasional
Very Damp
Dwarf Birch
Lower Forestian
Birch, Alder
Rowan, Hazel
Bog-Myrtle
Lower Peat Bog
Arctic

LittlE'
Characteristic
WiIIow

Period

Moist
Iron Age
(N orweg ian)
Sub-Atlantic
Bronze Age

Maglemose
Culture
(Denmark)
7,000-5,000 B.C.
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As G. V. Simpson demonstrated in the Proc, Roy.
Soc. Edin. I. 275, the last Ice Age penetrated across
Britain as far south as Finchley and Bristol and at the
same time the so-called second inter-glacial period was as
severe as those prevailing during the ice spread before
and after, and this inter-glacial, period, unlike the first
and third, \\as incapable of allowing human life. It was
only at the close of the Ice Age when the ice was retreating northwards and Scotland rising from the release of
the load that man could move into the area.
Naturally, under the conditions that prevailed,
sheltered spots such as the caves in the valley of Alit nan
F amh in Sutherland were chosen and used for dwellings,
while the valleys were water bogged by the melting ice
from the hills above. .\s the land rose so the settlers
passed down to the sea shore, where they gathered shell
fish and hunted but failed to maintain an agriculture.
Such settlements on the then existing sea beaches are
those of Colonsay . After the conditions ameliorated
there came from Denmark, via Eastern England, by tree
rafts the Xlaglemose culture, whose remains are found in
the Carse of Stirling. The neolithic folk were supplanted
by a steady penetration from the south and Germany by
the Bronze Age people, and these practised a primitive
form of agriculture and carried on a trade with the Low
Countries.
'
When the :'\orse arrived at the north of Scotland they
found a race in possession who seem to have combined
the arts of agriculture and piracy. Agriculture must have
reached some large standard of importance in the north
for the brochs, or round towers, are either in the best
agricultural patch or in a good look-out position. Querns
are common objects in the human relics found in the
debris of the brochs. At the same time as the broch
peoples there seems to have been a more primitive
economy existing alongside in the north. Such sites as
those of Skara Brae and Jarlshof, Orkney and Shetland
respectively, have remains that show the people were able
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to cast bronze and at the
bere, a form of barley
found. Culdee priests
\\'estern and ); orthern
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same time carbonised seeds of
still found in the north, are
from Ireland settled in the
Isles and formed colonies of

.
t:U!
~

• BROCHS,

EARLY IRON

A"E

IN S'OTLANO

(Ba-sed on 1/.l;.Chl.id.e, P'oc. Ro,r.
Soc.ldi"., VoI.L.,p53J.

~7T

Fig. I.-Distribution of Early Iron Age brochs in Scotland
(excluding Shetland).

Christianity, some of which can still be located by the
" Papa" constituent of place names. These preceding
peoples had all moved northwards under the stress of
economic or social conditions and, like the Romans,
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regarded the north as the Ultima Thule of their movements. The position of the brochs, with their concentration in northern Scotland is shown in Figure I. The
emphasis on coastwise location is clearly displayed by
the diagram.
The first Norse immigrants to Scotland, as has been
shown by the work of the Faroese philologist Jakobsen,
were peasant immigrants of the eighth century from
Agder and Rogaland. That they came from the More
-aue
N-

t
Fig.

~.-Showing

the lines of magnetic declination in 1916 and the
distances the Norse sailed to the north of Scotland.

and Agder districts of S.\\'. Norwav is shown by the
distribution of .. setr " and" land" place names in that
part of "'orway-which root is common in the north of
Scotland. These peasant immigrants were succeeded, at
the period of consolidation in power of Harold the Fairhaired, by a set of adventurers. The Shetland Islands
have been proved by Brogger to have been later settled
than more southerly regions by the Norse. The peasants
married with the aborigines, it was not as so often
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imagined an extermination settlement, but one of peaceful penetration, and probably in time they brought the
thrall women from Norway, who were also dark, and this
perpetuated the dark strain in the Shetland Islands.

'WIND - ROSES: I NNE.R CIRCLE oe: CALMS
OUTER CIRCLE • 10% DAYS
(S ...o". on Ad ......lty·p,t.t,:J

Fig. 3.-Wind-roses for two sailing months. The inner circle is
proportional to the number of calm days, while the length of
barb varies as the number of days with wind from that quarter.

To reach the north of Scotland the :'\orse had nearly
three hundred miles to sail across the Xorth Sea, in the
main against prevailing winds. The shortest distance
is from Bergen to Caithness and this may account for the

~58
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focussing of Norse penetration on that point of the seaboard, apart from its nodal character for passing down
the west or eastern seaboards. The third diagram
shows t he prevailing winds for .\Iay and September.
The upper figure for May shows that, when the crops
were sown, there isa marked north and easterly component for the average winds which, making the assumption that they have not appreciably changed since Norse
times, would! allow arnore easy seasonal passage to the
west. The Xorse landed on the seaboard, and if they
were on a maurading expedition failed to have any deep
influence on lthe settlement, but even if they came as
settlers it is noteworthy that they failed to go far into
the interior. ,\ study of the place names of a parish as
that of Farr in Sutherland shows that the Norse did not
settle a great distance inland, and the clean cut line
between the two types of names in Strath Naver shows
that it was a peaceful collateral occupation of the land.
The settlement seems to have been discontinuous, based
as it was on a command of the sea.
These Norse immigrants called Shetland and Orkney
Hjaltland and Orknoyjar, and the Hebrides and the Isle
of Xlan Subroyjar or Southern Isles, and ~IQn, now
Sodor and Xlan , The Pentland Firth, with Orkney as
the point of aspect, bore the name Pettlands FjQr<5r,
Pictland Firth, and south of this again lav Katanes and
Suorland, or Caithness and Sutherland. Cape Wrath
owes its name not to the stormy seas but to the fact
that it was the turning point for the vessels, OX Hvarf.
As Professor Br0gg-er so vividly expresses the new outlook
\\'ith the Xorse colonisation there followed not
only new names, but an entirely new geog'raphical
horizon and a ru-w orientation created. so to speak,
from the decks of the Viking ships from which the
Norsemen beheld the land they were to people. Instead
of the place they occupied in classical geography as a
fringe of the world, the Orknevs became to the' Norse
II
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settlers the centre of a kingdom from whence they
looked out upon, and named, all ,else.'! (A. W.
Bragger, .. Ancient Emigrants," 1929, p. 29)'.'
These :\'orse settlers in the islands occupied, and
developed, all the best land as is revealed by a study of
the skatt records. Probably by a study of the natural
vegetation and by experiment they found the then available agricultural resources of the islands and the seaboard fringe of the mainland of Scotland.
The
Orknevinga Saga of c. 1150 relates how, near Sumburgh
Head, the Earl Rognvald of Orkney took part in a fishing expedition. It was an inshore fishing as the haaf had
not yet been developed, and the story might have been
taken' from a tale of recent "ears.
To conclude, the Norse settlement of the north of
Scotland took place when the Viking ships were able to
navigate the northern waters, and the peoples who crossed
'left an impression on the place names of the region which
still persists to the present. The settlers were av"ay from
their original type of habitat and were forced in part to
substitute stone for timber where possible. Their movements are of interest, since they were pioneers of the
westward movement of the European peoples from the
Atlantic fringe. Such westward movements have continued to the present almost, for it has only been since
the beginning of this century that the westward expansion of the stock has been permanently checked by the
semi-arid wastes of Western America. Further west
carries the migrants to the intensively settled areas of the
Pacific coast and still further west they impinge on the
dens-lv settled lands of the Far East. Such were the
beginnirurs of a movement, that has taken place spasmodicallv for twelve hundred years, of moving on to live
in lands'that promised a better livelihood, even though
the region was already occupied.
NOTE.-In a volume '" the press, .. An l Iisbor ica.l Geography of the
Shetland Islands," I have dealt fully with t.he Norse settlement III the
northern archipelago.

ON THE PLACE-NAMES OF AURLAND
PARISH IN SOGN, NORWAY.
By

PROFES~OR DR

GEORGE T. FLOM.

H E N Sogn is mentioned in the sagas or other
mediseval documents the reference is to the
tribally unified district comprizing the settlements in
the valleys between the Sogn Mountains, and along the
great Sognefjord and its inland arms. In its extent this
tribal district was essentially as it is to-day. The tribe
was called the Sygnir, this name being derived from the
name of the district. To-day the people are called
Sogningar (dialect form), or Sogninger (Riksmal form),
this being simply the plural of the -ing formation:
sogn-ing, native of Sogn. This extension of the patronymic suffix -ing is commonly employed in Sogn and
in Norway in general to-day, as A urlending (or Aurlenning) , a native of Aurland; the narrower use also
remains.
To-day Sogn comprizes 17 parishes lying between
the sea on the west and the east Norwegian districts of
Valders and Hallingdal on the east. Outer Sogn is
bounded on the north by Sunnfjord, and Inner Sogn
by the mountains of northern Gudbrandsdalen. On the
south Hardanger and Voss are the neighbors of Sogn.
There have been two shiftings of the boundary line
of Sogn in modern times, one of which alsc
changed the boundaries between Aurland and Voss
Before Dec. 23. 1773, Evenvik Parish belonged tc
Nordhordland; on that date it was transferred to Sogn
On the same day Sygnastrond or Opheim Parisl
west of Nzeredalen was transferred from Aurland tc
Voss, so that now the western boundary of Nzeredaler
Parish runs below the Stalheimskleiv. This line nov
also divides the present "Sogn og Fjorane Fylke'

W
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from "Hordaland Fylke"; the line runs over the
middle of the first bridge below the Stalheimkleiv, the
so-called Jordalsbruni, also called [ordalsbrunao .

The name Sogn. Sogn was originally the name of
the fjord; but the transfer of the name from the fjord
to the settlements around the fjord took place already
in the Middle Ages. At the same time the fjord came
to be called Sognefjorden (lac. Sognafjorn). O. Rygh
held that Sogn as the name of the fjord was probably a
masc. noun, since it was a masc. as the name of the
district later (Sproglig-historiske Studier tilegnede
Professor C. R. Unger, Kristiania, 1896, p. 31). In the
Egils saga Skallagrirnssonar, ch. XL, 22, we have the
gsg. Sogns, masc. or neut., and in the Forn.m anna
sogur, IX, p. 428, the masc. ace. sg. form in Sogn
halfan.
The name Sogn is pronounced sQgn and sQgg3n in
Aurland; some individuals say SQg3n. The same ablaut
form of the stem is seen in the word sQge, m., used in
Aurland, and perhaps everywhere in Sogn j soge means
" strong current, suction, downward pull of the water."
It is the stem we have in the verb O:\' saga, OE stcgan,
Norw. diall. sugo, "to suck, to draw." In Norwegian
dialects suga means" pull, draw toward oneself," said
of a current, and of the suction of water in a narrow
place. The word soge occurs also in Hallingdal and
Voss; for the latter Ross in Norsl: Ordbog gives the
definition: "en KI0ft eller dyb Scenkning i Fjeldet,
ned igjennem hvilken der stadig gaar et Vinddrag."
This meaning is known also in Aurland , The word is
found in the place-name Sogadn as a part of a river in
eastern Aurland. The shorter form sog, n., has wider
currency, being apparently general West Norwegian :
it appears also in North Gudbrandsdalen. For MandaI,
Ross cites the meaning for sog, n., " hvirvel sam suger
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nedad." In ON sog, n., means "dragsug, sj
(Hsegstad}: Icel, sog, n., "suction."

rzj "

Sogn as an a-stem is to be referred to sugna-, which
gave sognaR, m., > sognr > sogn. The pronunciation
SQggen represents a characteristic of .\ urlandic, as in
regn, "rain," > reggen, logn, "stillness after a rainstorm," > lQggen, etc. The pronunciation sogen. would
seem to be an early influence upon the name by the
word soge.
The word Sogn as a river name appears also elsewhere
in Norway, O. Rygh in Norske Eluenasme, p. 238.
mentions no less than six, among them Sognaaen in
Vserdalen, and short-form Sogn in North Land.
In searching for the part of the Sognefjord that was
originally called Sogn we should look for it at some
point where place-names based on the stem sogn art:
found in several examples. Such a part of the fjord we
find in extreme Outer Sogn in the Sogmest« between
Gulen and Sulen. This" sea" extends from the
islands Storsvalene (" The Big Swallows") in Outer
Sulen in as far as S~'gnefest on the southern mainland
of Culen. Another is Sog11fjecra (ON Sognfjara), which
com prizes the settlements along the Sognesjo and the
Sognefjord as far inland as Kvam soy in outer Balestrand. .\t the upper end of the Sognsjo on the Gulen
side lies Sygnefest, also called Sognefest, locally pronounced .'·;yggnef.csta; it was in O:"J Sygnafestr, the
name of a landpoint for the anchorage of ships in the
Middle .\ges. The name probably means "The first
harbour on the Sygna" reckoning from the west; for
I am inclined to believe that the outer fjord was also
called .''';ygna at that time. .";yglla would go back to
Sltgillii-. I lere, I believe, arose also the name Sogn as
the name of the fjord, and this form acquired the greater
currency and became later the name of the great fjord
In its entirety.
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.Aurland; Aurland is a parish district of mountain
settlements situated in the southernmost part of central
Sogn and lying between Voss and Leikanger on the
west, and Lerdal and Hallingdal on the east. There
are four main settlements (bygder) constituted as the
four parishes of the district: Nzeredalen, U nderdal,
Flam, and Vangen, the last being the central and largest
parish. It is an area of considerable extent, the land
area being 1,455.7· kilometers, with 26.20 km. fresh
water. But this area is largely mountains and highlands; field and meadow make up only 8.5 km. of it,
while forests total 34.0 km. (A.. Helland: Norges Land
og Folk, Vol. XIV, Kristiania, 1901, p. 185). The four
parishes of Aurland are separated from one another by
mountains rising usually to a height of ca. 1,600 meters j
and each "bygd" is separated from the surrounding
ones by intervening mountains. In the south the glacier
Storslurolen. (" The Great Drift") lies wholly within
Aurland, and the Vargabrce (" The Brae of the
Wolves") separates Aurland from Hoi Parish of
Hallingdal.
The chief avenues of communication with surrounding
settlements have from time immemorial been the Aurlandsfjord and the Sognefjord west to Outer Sogn, to
Bergen and beyond; or east (0 Inner Sogn, thence over
the mountains to Eastern \' orwav , Other lanes of
intercourse lead from the upper end of A urlan d.suan gen.
Valley by T'assbygdi ("The Settlement by the \Vaters")
over the famous mountain trail through Aurlan dsdalen
and up across the Eastern !VI ountains : and by similar
trails from the upper end of Fldmsdalen. to Eastern
Norway and to Hardang. At the western end of
'\cer.edalen lies the much-travelled route of the Stalheirnskleiv into Voss. The Bergen R R has its .\ urlancl
station at M yrdal in southern Flamsdalen.
Linguistically it is convenient to speak of Aurlandic
as having an eastern and a western subclialect. The
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boundaries between the two coincide with the boundaries between the two groups of parishes: Nseredalen
and Underdal forming the western group, and Flam
and Vangen, the eastern. In the west Mt. Flengjceggji
(" The Far-flung Edge") is the dividing line between
the two dialect areas. The two subdialects differ in some
minor respects; but an important difference is the
palatalization of g and k before front vowels which
characterizes Flam and Vangen. Thus the word dagen,
def. sg. of dag, "day," is pronounced dajen (j as y in
" yet") in East Aurlandic, and the def. sg. of bok,
"book," is pronounced botfi. In West Aurlandic they
say dagen and boki.
The name A urland. The earliest recorded form of
the name is A urland. There are some eight occs. in
the Egils saga, as Ch. XXXII, I, and XXXYI, 10:
a Aurlandi; the ace. appears in XXXVI, 5, XL, 27, etc.;
others occs. in later chapters. In Bjergyniar Kalfskinn,
1360-70, it is also j Aurlande (P ..\. l\Iunch's edition,
1843, p. 89). The name appears, further, in several old
cnarters, as D:'\ \'II, II), year 1322: i Aurlan de, The
ord speJling is also that of the official form to-day; the
present pronunciation is I?f udland or »udlan d, rarely as
broad as ceudland.' There are, however, early writings
with initial u, as i TT'dhlandhe, D!\ I, 554, date 1438.
In the XVI-XVIIIth centuries the written forms are
regularly Vdland or Urland. Corresponding to this
written form there is to-day also the variant pronunciation Uddland, which is the form of the name in Inner
Sogn and westward as far as Leikang. P. A. Munch
seems to have known only the spoken form with u ; on
p. 113, loco cit., he says: "nomen erat Aurland, hodie
Urland ," However, the local pronunciation, as stated
above, is s udland,
Two other early writings should be mentioned; they
are given bv O. Rvgh in Norske Gaardnasme (NG),
1

But often mudland in Underdal.
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XII, p. 107: i 0rlandh, DN, II, 603, date 145-1- j and
Wlland in Norshe Regnskaber og [ordeboger [ra det
16de Aarh ., Ill, 402. The second of these has merely
the interest of giving further testimony to the writing
with U j the II is simply an attempt to giye literary form
to the dialectal U dland, as dial. uddl,
wool," or
guddl,
gold," was in East Norwegian and DanoNorwegian ull and gull, as it is in Riksrnal Norwegian
to-day. But the spelling 0 rland would not be a literary
form for Udland, it is clearly a case of touching up"
the local au to literary 0 (as siaur : ster, blaui : blet,
etc.), and so Aurland was written Rfrland.
II

II

II

I n the neighbouring districts south-east, south and
west the name Aurland is pronounced with aui : in
Hallingdal it is Auland, in Hardanger it is Aurland,
and in Voss it is Audland (i.e. oudland). It may be
mentioned that we regularly have au also in the names
A urlan.ds daleti and A urdalen ; the latter is the mountain
dale above Urvik, which connects with Stemmerdalen.
The qualifying first part of the name Aurland derives,
it seems clear to me, from O;\; aurr, m., gravel, sandy
soil." The word aur is common in Aurland and in
western Norway generally in the meanings: "gravel,
sandy soil, hard ground, subsoil." Aasen, defining as
here adds:
Ellers ogsaa om flere jordarter, som
adskille sig fra Muldjorden, saaledes ogsaa Raudaur
og Leiraur." Further, there is the vb. aura,
to mix
or fill with gravel," and the adj. auren,
hard and
gravelly," which word is also used in Aurland. Of
interest is the adj. aurlendi, used of gravelly land; and
the corresponding cpd. aurlende, n., "fields with
gravelly soil, a stretch of land that is gravelly." Here
we have the ia-stem-equivalent of the pure a-stem
aurland . Both suffixes -lendi and -len.de are common
if' Aurland. Examples are: h0glent, "lying high" j
II

II

II

II

• I retain here the usual spelling with au here and in the forms below;
the sound is ~u.
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heglendc, "land situated high"; laoglent and laoglen de, of low land; stainlent, of stony soil; sho glent,

of wooded land; m.yrleni, of mi r v land; m.yrlen.de,
" a miry stretch of land"; uleni , of land or a road that
is rough and difficult to travel. Cf. also nylenda, f.,
" a newly broken field"; Sylelldao, def ., as the name
of various new fields in different parts of Aurland; there
is a Sielsn ylen de at .\Iidge. The suffix -land is fairly
frequent in Aurland as a farm-name (Hvdland), or part
u~ farms, and in names of fields, etc. Cf. also Haaland,
the name of a plateau in Eastern Aurland. A similar
formation is Aurland, a district thereby characterized
as " aurlendt."
A word must be said here about the name Aurdalesi
referred to above, which in the recorded occs usually
is written 1 'rdal. This name Aurdal is frequently met
with among Norwegian settlement names: it appears
in Ulvik, Hardanger; in Vats Parish, Stavanger; in
Valders in the parish name Aur d al ; in .0stfold in the
form A urdiel (pronounced l'rda'l), and in other places.
In Aurland the name is pronounced s urdal ; I heard
no other pronunciation of it in Aurdal . And the lake
is called Aurdalsuat net, On the other hand there is the
old farm-name Ur-oi]: in Aurdalen, which there and
elsewhere in the district is generally pronounced L' roil: ..
In my Phonology of the Dialect of Aurlan d, Sogn,
.Yor~l'VY, 1 1) 1 ,) , p. 33, I gaye the name L'rvik under
examples of words with the vowel It. However, A. Kjcer
in the edition tlf \'01. XII of Norske Gaardrunnie, 19 19,
p. 112, gaw the form Aurrihen, adding the pronunciation (/llrvihji. Then in his introductory discussion of
the name Aurland, after considering 0: Rygh's views,
lw came ttl the conclusion that the word aurr, "Grus,"
is at least in part the correct explanation (delvis den
rigtige); but referred to my form l.'rvik and added,
'' Er dette den rette Udiale, rnaa .vurdalen og Aurvikji
s Otherwise also AlIrl'ikji, del. sg.
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som Ierste Led indeholde urb, f., U r, og da falder denne
Statte for Bygdenaynets Forklaring af Elvenavnet."
And he thereby seems to regard the pronunciation
U rvik, "if correct," as proving that Aurdal, and
probably also Aurland, are based on the word urts as
the first component. I must, therefore, consider the
point raised by. Kjser. How is the name U rvik to be
explained? Also the name Aurdal seems to have the
form with u in the name of the parsonage, as it was
formerly written: Urdals Prestgard; and this form of
the name for the parsonage may sometimes be heard
even now. I shall therefore first consider the dual form
of both these names.
:\ly explanation of the monophthongal forms is that
these are acquired pronunciations, due to early modern
official writings and pronunciation of the names bv the
official class, especially the notaries and the ministers
of the church. They simplified the diphthong au to u, 0
or 0, and pronounced the names so, and occasionally
this pronunciation acquired a certain currency, as in
the case of the old written form of the name of the
parsonage, mentioned above. I have noted also that in
XC, IV, p. 251, O. Ryg-h, speaking of the name Aurdal
in Valders, adds: "Jeg tror besternt i Valders-i Slidre
-at ha h art udtalt uddal." For this name Rygh lists
first old name-forms, eleven occs in all; it is always
Aurdal between 1358-1542. But in 1520 the form Vrdall
appears. Later ones are: Vrrdall, 1578, Ordal/, 1595,
and 1604; the finally Ourdal/ in 1616. The forms with
T' (= [') and 0 are the false writings of the scribes of
the new official class. They stumbled through the
writing of the West Norwegian names as best they
could, and nearly always distorted them; sometimes
there were systematic alterations in the orthography to
make them conform to the pattern of speech and spelling
of the official standard. The corruptions of the historical spellings of major place-names in Norwav in these
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centuries were, it seems to me, even greater than the
Norrnanizations of native Anglo-Saxon place-names in
XI-XIlth century England. I shall give a few more
examples of this in Norway: we find them especially
in the XVI-XVIIlth centuries, but they are also found
in the XVth, and in the XIXth.
In Nordre Land there is a name Aurlund (NG, IV,
p. 216), pronounced aulunn to-day. This was written
with au until ISI7 and sometimes later, but in 1592 we
find the form Vrlund, and in 1604, Orlunnd.
In :\orderhov, Upland, the farm-name .A uren, pronounced with au to-day, is written with au before 1528,
but from that year on we have the forms Oren, Vrren,
lI'rrel1l1, Offren, and 0ren. Here the monophthongization of au to 0 is seen in 0 ren; Offren is perhaps the
scribe's way of pronouncing Ouren. (as Ovren).
In Voss the farm-name Aure, pronounced auro to-day,
is written with au in the first occ., date XIVth c., and
in 1723; but it appears as 0'ffre in 161 I, and as 0fre in
1695. Here the name has thus been translated to 0't're,
" Upper."
In Sunnhordland the name Aurdal (from Auri5adalr),
pronounced to-day with au, is written so down to 1492,
and again in 1723, but in between these dates we have
the forms: 0rdall. Oredal, 0tfredall. Frffuedall and
T'rdal. And for 1563 there is the hybrid 0uerdall,
which may be an attempt to write Aurdal as pronounced
locally.
In Vats Parish, Skjold, Ryfylke, the name Aurdal,
pronounced aurdal to-day, is written with au in the
earliest records. Then it is written: Vardal, Vrdali,
Ordall, 0fredall, 0fferdall, Effuerdall, 0rdall, and
Phrdahl, with only one correct form. Other names
might be added.
I must now also call attention to the mixed writings
of the name Aurland discussed above on p. 5; to these
rna}' be added the \\Titings Urland, Udland, and Ude-
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land in Norske Rigs-Registranter, XI, r653-56, and
that of Urlands (Aurlands) Prcestegjceld. in Norges
Matrikel, r838, IV. Also the cotter's place Audli
(pronounced ;:ludli) in Flamsdalen is to be mentioned;
this is written V dli in the Forklaring om Lebetallit
Sam-pt. Schatterne oc anden Kongl. Retlighed, II, r667;
and Utili also in Yttre Sogns Fogderies Matricul,
Protocol, r723. \Ve observe that the corrupt forms
belong to the XVI-XVIIlth centuries, and there are
rarely any correct forms in these centuries; and they
continue down to r838.
As to (Aurvikj-Urvik there are no early records
showing the name so far as I can find. Hence we are
not surprized at not having any forms in all. The two
that SG lists are TT'ruig, r667, and Urvigen, r723 (my
copy of this document has T'r~l'ig for r667.) These are
from the period of unreliable writings; hence the
u-forms are without any significance for the problem
of the origin of the name. The case differs from the
others considered above only in this that the monophthongal form has established itself in the pronunciation.
Urvik, or Urvikji as cornrnonlv called, was undoubtedly
originally A urvik, def. A urvikin. I cannot here take
the time to consider why the name .\urland assume"
the form Uddland in Inner Sogn.
Xly original undertaking in Aurland was directed
toward preparing a dictionary of its very interesting
and conservative dialect, and further a study of the
phonology and morphology of the dialect. Gradually
the gathering of place-names of the region-all classes
of nature names, as well as the culture names-came to
form a part of this work. Xl v collection contains ca.
8.720 names; but I have no doubt that many a name has
escaped me. Of this number 876 fall to :\~f.0'dalen;
759 to Underdal j 2,552 to Flam; and .+-''134 to Vangen.
There are 68 registered farm-units in Aurland (i.e. old
estates with old names): I I in :\' zerodalen, 8 in LT nder-
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dal, 14 in Flam, and 35 in Vangen. Some of these are
single farms, but most of them represent a group of
2, 3 or more farms. .'\ few high-lying single farms,
mostly in Aurland, are no longer operated as farms,
but as.sseters (mountain dairies). I shall say a few words
here of the farm-names themselves.
Place-names in Norway are either one-part names or
compounds; both may be definite or indefinite. Most
one-part indefinites are old; cpd. indefinites are also
usually old. Definite names are most often relatively
late. A great many of the farm-names are of one part
and usually indefinite in form, as: Aos, ON ass;
Ktoamrn, ON huammr; Lei, ON hW5; Flaom, 0:\ fIar,
in dat. pl : Staine, ON steinn, in dsg; Oia, O~ oy, in
dpl; Brekke, O;\J brekka, in dsg, etc. One-part definites
are few, as Vanjen (also pronounced vainjen), ON
vangr.
Oat. pI. names are frequent; see two examples above.
In cpd. names the prevailing second themes are: 0:\
dulr, land, hvammr, vin, hli5, heimr, .0y, nes and hsis .
Among the names in -heimr may be mentioned
Frettaim in Flamsdalen. The first part of this name is
no doubt O)J [rett, L, .. inquiry, a ceremonial inquiry
directed to the gods." The old Fretheim homestead was
situated on the high meadow. back of the present
Fretheirn Hotel; there Frettaimstuftedn, "The Fretheim
Plot, or Site," may still be seen. The place where the
augural ceremonies were held in pagan times may have
been up there, or perhaps rather down by the water at
the mouth of the Flaomselvi, "The Flam River," which
empties into the Aurlandsfjord at Lower Fretheim.
Gudvangen of tourist fame is locally called Gud-oango,
derived from gll(5 "(pagan) god" and vangr, hence
means" The Field of the Gods." Among the names
in O:\T -7,in is Sty-o), the first part of which may be siui,
a bare and level piece of ground.
. '
The old name T'a ngen means" The Meadow," "The
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Green." It was The Yang of .\urland; d. the name
Aurlan.dsuan.gen; " The Aur land Meadow or Meadows."
It was the" Vang " of the Parish, the open air religious
center, ceremonial greens and play-ground of Aurland
in Xledireval times. The modern church stands on the
middle of the" Vang " ; but in the Middle Ages it was
the parsonage that stood on the "Vang." And the
old Ryggjarkjyrkja (rydjartfyr- tfa) , "The Ridge
Church" stood on the high slopes some 700 feet back
of the present Yang church. Vangen Parish was then
called Ryggjarkjyrkja Sokn, .. The Ridge Church
Parish." The Ridge Church was torn down in 1544.
I climbed the hill to the site of the old Ridge Church
one day in August, 1932; some of the wall of the church
is still standing, and there is greensward around it.
One commands from there a view of the fjord for miles
to the south and to the north, and of the mountains at
the left and the plateau across the fjord. It is a spot
of wondrous beauty that one is loth to leave. The plot
of ground on which the church stood bears the name
Ryggjarkjyrkjao.
I cannot take the space here to discuss the problems
connected with some of the farm names. I shall, however, offer an explanation of:
The llame Sinjarhaim. This old and famous farm lies
in A urlandsdalen ca. six kilometers above, that is east
of, Beddl. One climbs there the steep and once dangerous Sinjarhaimgald ("The Sinjarhaim Cliff Road") j
on the top of this mighty cliff stand the old houses of
Sinjarhaim. The official form of the name is Senjarheim; it appears as :\r. 21 in the Aurland farm register,
Norges J1 at rike 1 of 1907. There are no recorded forms
of the name earlier than the year 1600. The earliest is
of the years 1603 and 1611, in both the form is
Se nmeremb (NG, XII, p. IIZ). Two later occs show
the form Sonnerem, 1667 and 1773 in NG. In Norges
Matrikel for 1838, IV, it is written Senmerheun . How-
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ever, the first of these represent merely an effort to give
the name a literary form; in the form with -heim. there
is an approach to the correct local pronunciation. The
present pronunciation is Sinjarhaim. A. Kjser, NG
XII, p. I 12, suggests an original sinjarheimr, but gives
this with a question-mark. He notes the fact that the
place lies near a cross-river of the main river, and
that Rygh had considered a stem sin as a possible
source of the first part; Rygh also suggested a
stem syn. In support of the first suggestion Rygh
found in Swedish dialects a vb. sina, "to become
dry," said of a well of spring. But according
to Aasen's N01'Sk Ordbog sina, "to become dry,"
is used in Norway only with reference to a cow
going dry, no longer giving milk. And there is no
known instance of a river name in Norway being formed
from the stem sin-, going dry. The second part of the
name is clearly 0 ~ heimr, "home."
It is extremely unlikely that a place situated as
Sinjarhaim is should have derived its name from a
near-by river by the name of Sill in this meaning (a
river that was going dry), even if we grant that such
a river-name is a possibility. The related word sina, f .,
" dried grass," is also suggested j but this as the source
can hardlv be entertained. If we still wish to consider
a stem of the form sill we would do better, perhaps, to
cite Aasen's vb, sina, "glide sagte, skride langsomt
afsted." This would be a possible base both formally
and semantically. A river that flowed along slowlv
might easily come to be called Sin or ......ina, and sinjar
could be the gen. sg. of the name Siu . It should be said
that sin a in the meaning in question is recorded only for
eastern \:orway (Ross, Nors]: Ordbog); but, of course,
the vb. might have been used in Sogn formerly. However, this word can hard lv be the source of the name
before us.
Sinjarhaim is situated on a high cliff and the Sinjar-
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haim farm comprizes the top of this vast cliff and the
steep ascent to it on the two sides. When, as happens
daily in the summer season, hiking tourists take the
trail from Finse to Aurland they have their most
exhausting climb up the rocky south slope to the highlying Sinjarhaim . .And when they come the other way
from Aurlandsvangen to Finse they must climb the
Sinjarhaimgald.
The old homestead lies on the high part of the cliff;
back of this is the plateau, at the sides are the meadows
and the forest and the walls of the cliff j nearer and
down in front are the fields. Far down below these
rushes the swift Aurland River. From the houses and
any point on the top of the cliff one has a superb view
of the upper part of the valley and of the mountains
and the highlands beyond. With features like these we
look for a stem that would offer a fitting name. Such
a stem is s,vn-, the ON word s_,~n, and variant form sion,
L, "sight, outlook, view." I believe this word is the
source of the qualifying first component of our name:
syn, "view," heimr, "home." Toe place got its name
Synjarheimr (now Sinjarhaim) because it was regarded
as the farm or the home with the unusual view.
There are a number of names of lesser places in
Aurland with the word syn or sjon as the first component, especially sjon, sometimes with the form sjond-.
A hill at Dreegali in Dyrdal is called Sjonarhaug (jon-) j
at Hylland in Na-rodalen there is a hill up near the foot
of the mountain that is called Sjondorhaug ; at Hvlland
sseter a group of elevations have the name Sjondarhaugadn, and the sseter itself is called so. At Flam a
high-lying field is called Synsaokern (aoker =" field,
acre "). The form is syne a few times, as Syncshaug at
Tokkvam, and at Skairn, both in Vangen. At Ohnstad
there is a fine elevation up near the foot of Mt. Middagsholten that would be a suitable place for such a name;
but it was on this hill that the .\urland legal assembly
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was regularly held in olden times, i.e., it was Tinghaugen; and its name is Tinehauien to-day. (Cf. Old
Icelandic pingvQllr, the pJ.n. Dingwall in south-western
Scotland, and Tynwald Hill in the Isle of Man.)
.'·;jonarhaug is also a common appellative in Aur land
used of an)' iligh open place from which you can see
far off.
If r am right in the explanation here given the
original name was Synjarheimr. It then becomes a
legitimate question to ask: how did the pronunciation
Sinjarhaim come about? There may have been several
influences operating perhaps j but r think the chief one
was as follows. The sound-combination synjar-, which
this name had then originally, appears in no other
name in Aurland j nor, so far as r can find, does it occur
in place-names in the neighbouring districts of Lerdal,
Hallingdal, Hardang or Voss. On the other hand the
combination sinjar- was a very common one, for there
were numerous names in vin as the second part of cpd
names. The simplex vin also appears several times,
remaining in the Aurland farm-name Vinjadn, def.
nom, pJ. of vinjar, and in the cpds Vinjali and Vinjaaosn; and similarly there is Vinje « vinjar) both in
Voss and in Vossastrondi. As the second part of cpds
vin (now -vi) appeared in four farm-units in Aurland;
further, in two in Lerdal, four in Hardang, thirty in
Voss, two in Vossastrondi, and four in Oppeim, in all
44 cpd farm-names in »in, with nom. pl , vinjar, and
vinja- in the numerous cpds that would appear. The
combination vinjar, etc., would be a very familiar one,
heard and spoken well-nigh daily. But, synjar would
be heard only when the one place Svnjarheirn was
spoken of. And so, r believe, the name Synjarheimr
'came to be pronounced Sinjarhaim.
Place-name declensions in Aurlandic. The declension of pI. ns. is of two kinds: I, the declension of
names after certain prepositions and in other kinds of
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inflected combinations; 2, the definite-form declension
of the farm-name in reference to the master, the mistress, or the family of the place. In regard to the first
I shall merely say that, as in ON, the preposition te
(On til) governs the gen. case, and the prepositions pao
(ON uppa) 'on, at,' and ao (ON af), 'from, away
from,' require the dat. case. In speaking about going
to a place one says te with the name in the gen. case,
sing. or pl., according as the name is a sing. or a pI.
name-form. Hence: ic Hola, 'to Holo,' but pao Holo,
. at Holo,' and ao Holo, 'from Holo'; te Rya, . to Ryo.'
but pao or ao Ryo; te Tcera, 'to Tzero;' but p ao or ao
Tcero ; ie Flaoms, but pao or ao Flaom ; te J'aim." but
pao or ao Vaim; te Laois, but pao or ao Laoi : similarly
ain Shaimsmanm, 'a man of Skaim,' i .e ., one of the men
at Skaim; ain G udvanga 111 all 11, 'a man of Gudvangen,'
. a Gudvangen man'; Bjorgafolkji, . the people at
Bjergo ": T'aeraoeien, 'the road up to Tzero ": Biergaland, 'the section of the region called Land that belongs
-under Bjorgo : Prestaland, . the part of Land that
belongs to the parsonage, 'etc.; there would be several
hundred pl. ns. of this formation.
In the second type of declension the place name is
declined in the masc. definite form, in the fern, def.
form, or in the pI. def , form as a kind of ' short-name'
for the master or owner of the place, the wife, and the
family. It is to be observed that the place name is in
the indefinite form and these other forms are all
definite, hence those farm-names that already have def.
form cannot wry well be declined in this wav , Such
names are, e.g., Dclb oti cn, I'angen, and l"injadn; in
these cases other forms would have to be used if one
refers to the owner, his wife, etc. This has also come
to be the case with the name Gudvango, for which the
form (;udval1gel1 has also become rather commonly
used in the last century. It is a very interesting
phenomenon in this declension that the forms han-
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simple accent, whether the place name itself has simple
or cpd accent-i.e., the . waye-line' tone or musical
accent of the place name, if it is one that has this tone,
becomes simple falling accent in, e.g., the form used
in reference to the owner. Thus Brekke, the place
Brekke; Brekh.en, • The Brekke,' 'The man at Brekke,'
. 1\1r. Brekke.'
The following examples will here be given : pI, name.

jaisme
Vibme
Holo
Ryo
Frettairn
Skaim

Ta-ro
Vaim
Midge
Bj0rgo
Dreego

Stegen
Hydland

master.

mistress,

Jaismao
Jaismen
Vibbmao
Vibmen
Holao
Holn
Ryao
Rydn
Frettairnen Frettaimao
Skairnen
Skaimao
Teerao
Teem
Vaimao
Vaimen
Midzen
vl idgao
Bj0rgao
Bj0rgen
Dreegao
Dreegen
Stegen
Stegao
Hydlandn H vddlandao

family.

jaismedn
Vibbrnedn
Holedn
Ryedn
Frettaimedn
Skaimedn
Tzeredn
Vaimedn
Xlidgedn
Bjzrgedn
Dreegedn
Stegedn
H vddlandedn

Some names cannot be so declined in the sing. as the
name stands for a complex of several homes and the
sing. masc, or fern. would not be clear. Such are
Underdal, Dyrdal, Inderli, Ytterli, Aottnes (Otternes)
and Flaom: also Gudvangen will rarely be so declined.
In the indefinite one can say, e.g., ain Un derdalsmann
or ain I. In de rdsvlin.g ; ain Flaom.sman n or ain Flaoming , etc. In the plural there are also the def , forms:
Dolboit ni ngadn ; Tunsheddlingadn; and Ramsoiingadn.
Clock mou.nt ains and other similar names. In
mountainous countries the mountains served as clocks
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in ancient times, and, for that matter, did so clear
down into the first century of the modern era. Pocket
watches have been in use only since c. 1595; earlier in
that century the wall-clock had been invented. Before
that the sun-dial would show the hour of the dav, if the
sun were shining. But in Norway it was the mountains and the waterfalls that became the markers. As
the light of the sun travelled from east to west, the
time of the day, or rather the mealtimes of the day,
would be indicated by the sun as it reached a certain
mountain top, or some other prominent part of the
mountain. Often it is a waterfall that shows that mealtime has arrived; occasionally it is some other conspicuous feature in nature that serves the purpose. The
three meals of the work-day following the morning
coffee are d.suersmaol, 'breakfast,' at 10; middag,
, dinner,' at I, and non, 'the ninth hour, English
. noon,' (ON non. Lat. nona [hora]), at 3 p.m. Dsuersmaol, O?'J daguer5, means the' daymeal ": middag,
ON rnifir dagr, is of course 'midday.' In Aurland
non (pronounced noun in Aurland) is still the name for
the 3 o'clock meal, just as it is in Iceland. The word
is also used in other parts of Norway, especially western
Norway; one may also say nonsti, i.e., ' noontime.' In
eastern Norway there are also the forms none or noni ;
various compounds are used.
There are 37 such names in Aurland, mostly of
mountains or parts of mountains. Examples: Do uershovden in upper Nser adalen (-hovden, • the head ');
N onsnosi,
' The N oonbeak,' and Middagshogdi
(-h0gdi, 'the height ') at Styvi in Nseroinao : !IT onsholten, Vindedal, in south-eastern Flam Parish; Nonsnip ao (-nipa, ' point, top '), at Vassbygdi, etc. Cf. also
KlQkkehaug, 'Clockhill,' at Laoi in Vangen, and
Nonsjele (jel, ON gil, n., 'cleft '), and Nonsmerkje
(' Noonsign ') in eastern Aurland. The name Nonsglotten at Harten in north-eastern Aurland means
R
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• Noonglimpse '; when one got a glimpse of the sun at
this point it was a sign that 3 o'clock had arrived.
The Kjyrjokel mountains.
These indicate the
proper time for beginning the sa-ter operations late in
Spring. The name is made up of the two parts kjyr,
, cow,' and jokell or jukedl, 'icicle,' ON jokull, Old
English gicel. The name arose from the need of
having some sign by which to tell when the grass at
the Spring szeter in the lower highlands had become
tall enough for grazing purposes. When the melting
of snow and ice had reached certain icicle formations in these mountains it was a sign that it was time
to move the livestock to the sseter grounds. A few
such mountains are Kjyrjokeln (or Kjyrjokelberje)
near Brekke in Flamsdalen j Kjyrjokedl. above eastern
Laoi; and Kjyrjukladn above Tzero and Skaim.
The nature names of Aurland. In any mountainous
country where a chief occupation is the grazing of
cattle, sheep and goats, and the making of butter and
cheese, the need for names for all kinds of places in the
grazing area is far greater than in a lowland region.
To be able to fix a spot definitely came from the
beginning to be a practical need; if you meet a herder
in the mountains who has lost five goats, and you saw
some stray goats an hour ago at Klosmastoin, "The
Cloven Stone," you will be able to quickly direct him
to the spot where he may find his goats. Very often
some happening at the place lead to its getting a certain
name; or a name may have been suggested by some
peculiarity about the place or the thing j or there may
be other reasons. And so in the course of time every
precipice, fallen rock-pile, rivulet, pool, creek, swamp,
and hollow; every bear's path up the rocks, every wolf's
cliff, every "leap" where goats get marooned; every
resting-place on the climb up to the sseter, and from
the sseter : every knoll in the open, in the mountain
forest from which one could see the homes in the valley
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far below; in short, almost every kind of a spot got a
name.
Very often the present name is a record of some
unfortunate happening long ago; the name is like the
title for the story about that happening. A short distance west of Skjerpi in upper Neeredalen there is a
massive pile of fallen rocks, boulders of immense size;
it is called Haddlingauri, "The Halling's Rock-slip."
Halling means a native of Hallingdal. At Haddlingauri a Halling with his drove of cattle was, once long
ago, caught in an avalanche of rock and the man and
his whole drove were buried. In Vindedal (" The Winding Dale ") there is a stone called Fantastain, so called
because Gypsies used to camp there once upon a time.
Kappraie, "The Contest Ride," is the name of a vast
stretch of level ground in Rasmusdalen in eastern
Aurland; it has its name from the fact that formerly
men on horse-back used it for a race-course. Also in
the same region there is a large table-stone named
Kongshedler, "King's Cliff-Rock" ; and the tradition
says that a king went that way once with his troops,
and he rested there and the rock served the king as a
table during the meal.
There are many ways in which place-names may
originate. A very common one is the, real or imagined,
similarity to something else. Another is that of contiguity: nearness to a certain waterfall will result in
naming the neighbouring feature of the terrain in terms
of the name of the waterfall. The former type, i.e.,
metaphorical names, are very numerous; a few may be
mentioned. A ness with a chair-shaped stone on it is
called Stolen, " The Chair" ; an S-shaped rock is called
Essen, " The Ess " (both in Nseroinao : in Vaim a long
narrow meadow is called Spjote, " The Spear" ; a somewhat large white stone high up on the mountain side
west of the Aurlandsfjord is called Prestlionao (" The
Minister's Wife"); but at Vikjesland a tall slender
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solitary stone standing on a smooth ledge high up was
named Huldao (" The Fairie "). In Nasradalen two
upstanding rocks on the top of the mountain west of
Gudvangen are called Kjcerin.gadn, "The Two Old
Wives" (or" Two Wives Talking," as I am tempted
to translate it). Again at Kvamm in Vangen a large
broad-shouldered stone that stands somewhat above and
east of the szeter-road bears the name T'osstain. (O~
J6rsteinn, English "Thurstone." (In Xorwegian the
name Thorstein symbolizes a man of solid qualities,
vigorous of body, capable and reliable.) High above
Oio in Vassbygdi there is a cave-like hole with jagged
edges, which is called Ormakjefftn (" The Serpent's
Jaw"). At Dalbotten a cathedral-like mountain-wall
just west of the houses has the name Kjyrkjao (" The
Church "), while a door-like recess in a rock-wall near
Berrkvam was christened Kjyrkjedyri (" The Churchdoor") ; and a mountain peak back of Aottnes (Otternes)
is known as Kabbusnipao, "Cowl Pinnacle." Also in
field-names such forms are numerous.
It has sometimes above been evident that names may
come to stand for a wider area than they originally did.
There are a great many examples of this among Aurland
names. One may be given here: at Dalbotten there is
a stone called Rokken, "The Distaff"; it stands in a
pasture by the river north of the houses. The story
goes that this stone was once the distaff of a giantess,
and she lost it there. But to-day Rokken, or in the plural
Rokkadn, is the name of the whole pasture; the name
has been transferred to the larger area of more direct
human concern. On the other hand numerous names of
highland dales are to-day szeter names; the names have
attached themselves to the smaller areas of daily human
activitv , I n both kinds of cases the nature-name has
become a culture-name. Similarly we saw in the beginning of our discussion that the name Sogn, originally
the name of a part of the fjord, became the name of the
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ancient petty kingdom of Sogn, the modern administrative district of that name. I have dealt with these aspects
of the Aurland names elsewhere, and considered them
in connection with certain classes of English and
American place-names. To mention only one detail, I
point out there that no less than fourteen of our
American states have names that are originally Indian
river names.
Thus we see how the study of minor nature-names
may often help to solve problems of culture-name
origins, and to discover fundamental principles in the
origin and growth of names. And so the study of placenames becomes something more than an aid to the
history of a locality. It becomes an important means
for the study of the founding of communities, the movements of settlement, and the rise of states and of
peoples; and of the growth of human culture.

REVIEWS.
OLD

NORSE POEMS: The most important non-skaldic verse not
included in the Poetic Edda. By LEE M. HOLLANDER. New York:
Columbia University Press. London: Oxford University Press.
1936. Pp. xv . + 115. 11s. 6d. net.

'I'his book provides '" most welcome supplement to the author's
earlier ve rse translation of the Poetic Edda. Each of the sixteen
translations it contains is accompanied by an introductory discussion
and many foot-notes, and "those interested in Anglo-Saxon literature"
(whose needs the author had especially in mind) will be most grateful for the interesting material collected in such a useful form.
The author has kept the metre and alliteration of his originals,
without sacrificing accuracy of translation, though it must be
pointed out that the result of this method of translation (surely a
super-human task) is too often not poetry, halting inversions and
the use of unsuitable words pressed into service by the demands
of alliteration being largely responsible for this defect.

E. S. O.
GOTTHIOD

em

By GUD~lFND SCHUTTE. Copenhagen: Aschehouq
1935-6. Vols. 1. and II., pp. [12] + 336, [12] + 372.

UTGARD.

Donsk Forlag.

The work is an important one. By reason of the originality of its
method and the very wide field which it covers it will be of great
interest to all students of Germanic heroic tradition and history.
Particular value will attach to the large number of striking and
original parallel, between the Old English Widsith and Old Norse
epic material.
A, Schutte (i. 7) explains, the aim of the work is to give a comprehensive account of the < Gesichtskreis : of Germanic heroic
tradition. This idea of the < Gesichtskreis' of a nation, i:e. the
peoples, persons, events, etc., present in its field of vision, is fundamental to the work. Schutte considers the Gesichtskreis in its two
aspects of geography and chronology; spatially he divides it (§8)
into four < zones '-an inner zone, the focus of interest, '" middle
zone, slightly less familiar, and an outer zone, much less so; in
con si de i-i ng the zero-zone of a Germanic Gesichtskreis Schutte deals
with material which, although present in other Germanic Gesichtskreise, is markedly absent in this particular case. To coin a
parallel to illustrate Schutte's fundamental point we might say that
everyone has an inner, middle, outer and zero-zone containing,
respectively, his friends, acquaintances, those he knows by sight
and those he does not know at all.

Reviews.
As it has so far appeared the work contains three books. 'I'he
whole of Book 1. (Vol. I. and Vol. II., pp. 1-222) is taken up with a
detailed exposition of the Germanic Gesichtskreis; the above method
of subdivision is applied in turn to the Primitive Germanic, Gothic,
Anglo-Saxon, Scandinavian and German Gesichtskreise. In Book II.
(Vol. II., pp. 223-270) the Germanic historical background is presented in sections dealing with the Primitive Germanic, early
Gothic, Hunnish, late Gothic and Merovingian periods respectively.
Book III. (Vol. II.. pp. 271-352)-entitled "Zerstreute w, h rnehmungen "-contains miscellaneous studies (such as that on the
poetic use of compounded ethnic names).
Schutte's method is original and illuminating, but throughout the
first book the amount of repetition (possibly justifiable from the
methodological point of view) is unfortunate.
Thus is it really
necessary to mention Alcuin's famous "Quid enim Hinieldus cum
Christo" so many times (e.g., i. 183, i. 191, etc) ?-especially when it
is once (i. 171 note) erroneously attributed to Credmon! On the
other hand, unfamiliar material-and there is much of it-is sometimes presented to the reader in a form so concise as to be virtually
unintelligible. Thus (i. 83) Schutte refers to Jordanes' Merens and
Mordens as 'die wolgafinnischen Stamme del' Meren und Mordwinen'; this bald explanation of the Merens, though correct, is
unintelligible unless the reader himself supplies the additional
information that the people usually known as Cheremiss call themselves J[ ari, and it is unfair to the reader to suppose that
he can do so. Moreover this breyity is in marked contrast to the
picturesqueness-almost raciness-characteristic of the style of
most of the book, which is well exemplified by the wording of the
passage (§17) in which the simile of the telescoping of a train
in a crash is invoked-at great length-to explain the discrepancy
between epic and actual chronology. As a further criticism of the
method the inadequateness of the documentation (especially in Vol.
I.) may be emphasised.
Apart from the original approach Schutte's book will be of g rea t
interest by reason of the very large number of new identifications of
names of tribes and persons. In fact, it may be said that Schutte
is rarely content to leave a name unsolved; when reasonable possibilities fail he can at al l events make an ingenious conjecture (as
when he considers (ii. 24) Tacitus' mention of an altar to Ulysses in
Germania to refer to a PrGmc. *Wioasenpaz = TVid-sip, similar in
sound to Odysseus !). But many of Schutte's serious suggestions
will strike the reader as improbable. Thus few will agree that the

p"rs"r (i. 40) are the Etruscans (Egyptian Tr;, Greek TVlJrT'Ivoi)
or that Tacitus' Hellusii are the Hellenes (i. 41-3), and morphologists will find it hard to accept Schutte's explanation (i. 1;7-8)
of the difficult spellings Gotthi. rOT8o, as representing a Gothic
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nom.acc.pl. *Gul-J>ans, a 'shortening' of Gut-J>iuda. Sometimes
Schutte's penchant for the improbable leads him far astray. Thus
there is surely no need, even as an alternative, for the bizarre
suggestion (i. 45) that the name of the Romans reached the
Germanic peoples via Etruscan in order to explain the perfectly
normal Gmc, u for Lat. 0 in Goth. Riimoneis: Lat. Romani.
Apart from the question of identifications there is much to
criticise in the details; this is perhaps only natural in a work of
this scope. To take a familiar field the assumption that Beowulf
was acknowledged at the time as the chief Anglian epic (i. 171)
is hardly justified, while the section on the use of epic names as
personal names in England (§§73-4) is surely incomplete without
some reference to the evidence afforded by place-names. From
more unfamiliar fields it will suffice to take one example. Schutte
(i. 46-8) suggests that the Biinin.qas of Widsith are really the
Pannonians, and that when Tacitus (c. 45) describes the language of
the Aestri as 'Britannicae propior' he means '*Brutenicae: i.e.
Prussian. In order to explain the Germanic b for p in these two
oxumples Schutte cites four others. Two out of the four are, howeyer actually invalid. He compares MnHG. Platten see « earlier
*Blatten-) with its old name Pelso and ON. Bjarmar: 'Permier.'
According to the accepted views neither of these examples can be
taken as showing a change of initial non-Gmc. p to Gmc. b. Actually German Plattensee and the Hungarian name of the lake,
Balaton, both go back to Slavonic (d. OBulg. blato • pond, swamp '),
and the b of the Germanic form has no connection with the p of Pelso
(see Gombocz-Melich, 31agyar etymologiai sz6tar s.v. Balaton); and
we can only explain the alternation between the initial b of ON.
Bjarmar and the p of Old Russian Perem' by assuming that the
word is of Germanic origin and passed thence into Baltic Fennic
(with regul ar change of b > p-cf. Goth. balgs: Finnish palkeet
'bellows '), and thence into Russian.
Both volumes bear too many signs of haste and contain a. number
of misprints. Vol. II. docs indeed contain a corrigenda for the
earlier volume, but a large number of unsightly misprints remain,
e.g. 'entente cordinale ' (i. 47/4), habnbrechend ' (i. 148/2), 'hattten'
(i 62 note), 'Hundingnm' (i. 117 v • 82), 'Hen-ararar-saga' (i.
2e3/12), , Kenticimus ' (i. 106 note), 'snehte' (i. 137 v, 110). And in
Vol. II. one is too often given cross-references with the pagenumbers omitted (e.g., ii. 84/8. 9, 12; ii. 86/10).
But whatever faults of detail there may be, one can only be grateful to Schutte for so stimulating .. work. He has devoted long years
to this subject and we can only wonder at the remarkable extent of
the 'Innenzone' of his own 'Gesicht'8kreis.'

E. S. O.
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SIGFRID

UND

BRUNHILD.

By

GUDMUND

SCH·UTTE.

Copenhagen

and

Jena: Aschehou.g Dansk Eorlau, 1935. 174 pp.
It is commonly recognised that the Nibelung legends contain
much histor-ical matter, which is placed in a mythical setting. The
figures of Atli/Etzel, Gunnarr /Gunther and JQrmunrekr /Ermanrich
are, in fact, agreed to be historical, at least in their conception. On
the central figures, however, the epic pair Sigurdr and Brynhildr,
agreement has never been reached. Frequent attempts have been
made to identify them in history, but none of these have been
aecorded general acceptance. Among the 19th century scholars
there were, nonetheless, several who urged that even Sig ur dr was
originally an historical figure. Gudbrandur Vigfusson, and others
who followed him, actually attempted to show that he was none
other than Arminius (t 21 A.D.), the heroic deliverer of Germany.
The latter suggestion was unconvincing, if only because the names
of the two heroes show no similarity, and because Arminius/
Sig urdr would thus be separated by nearly five hundred years from
his epic contemporaries AtIi, Gunnarr and Jorrnunrekr.
Consequently, the attempt to find historical originals for Sigu rdr
and Brynhildr seemed, for a time, to be discarded. It was held, in
fact, that these figures were based on nothing more than naturemyths.
Most uncompromisingly was such " view expressed by
Symons. He says: AIle Versuche, fiir Sigfrid historische Ankniipfungspunkte zu finden, sind mislungen und konnten nicht anders als
mislingen.
Accordingly, Sigurdr is said to be a Light-deity, lover
of the sun-maiden Brynhildr. On his approach, the fire which
surrounds her dies down, just as the morning glow fades when day
approaches. Subsequently, Sigurdr falls into the hands of the
Niflungar, the demons of darkness (cf. Nifiheimr and German nebel).
For a time. these views seemed to dominate, but, as Dr. Schiitte
says, the historical theory keeps cropping up, for this purely
mythical interpretation is not satisfying.
Many investigators have, therefore, sought to find the historical
originals of the Sigurdr story in the turbulent history of the
Franks dur-ing the 6th century. Already as early as 1613, such a
suggestion was made by the German chronicler Freher, and many
later critics have equated the epic Brynhrldr and Sigurdr with the
historical Sigebert, King of Metz (t 575) and his wife Brunehild
(t 613). Even Dr. Hermann Schneider, by no means an advocate of'
the historical theory, sees, in the Sigurdr story, a dim reflection of
the social and political conditions in Frankish history of that
period. It was left for Schiitte, however, to make a detailed comparison between the epic and historical sources, and considering the
author's enormous learning, no student of the subject can afford to
ignore his conclusions.
Although the author does not maintain that this King Sigebert is
the sole prototype of the legendary Sigurdr, he argues, nonetheless,
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that the legendary and historical characters are closely related.
According to most accounts, however, in his death Sigurllr would
seem to resemble an earlier Sigebe rt, i.e, Sigebert, King of the
Ripuarian Franks, who was slain on a recreative expedition
east of the Rhine in 509 (cf. Nibelungenlied XVI). But in
another version, even his death resembles that of Sigebert the
King of Metz. After a victory over his brother, Chilperich, the
latter Sigebert was raised, amidst celebrations, on the shields of his
soldiers, and, at that very moment, he was stabbed with the poison
daggers of his sister-in-law', (Fredegund's) hired assassins. The
latter story is comparable to Gudrunarkrida II (strophe 4), and
even more closely, to the prose statement of Brat, which says: sve.
segir ) Gudrunarkvidu inni fornu, at Sigurllr ok Gj tika syni r heflli
til pings rioit, pa er hann va r drepinn.
One of the most noticeable differences between legend and history
is that. in hi sto rv. Sigebert (the younger) was actually married to
Br unehild. and they lived for nine years together, begetting a son
called Childebert. A central feature in the legend, however, is that,
though betrothed. Sigurllr and Brynhildr were never married.
Nevertheless, some vague memory of their marriage may, perhaps,
be seen in the VQlsungasaga, which tells of an Aslaug, said to be the
daughter of Sigurllr aud Brynhildr. The latter statement is not
compatible with the story of Sigurdr/s marriage with Gudrrin, nor
with the traditions of his chasity and the naked sword in his bed.
In all history it would be hard to find '" parallel to the hatred
between Brunehild, who was married to Sigebert, and Fredegund,
the barbarous wife of his brother Chilperich. These two, therefore, are equated with Brynhildr and Gudrun (Kriemhild). For
the first equation there is much to be said. Brunehild. like Brynhildr, is a foreigner, and comes of the Visigoths of Spain. If she
was not, herself. responsible for Sigebert's murder, she was, at any
rate, suspect of it, and (i.e. afterwards), she did, in fact, marry
Me rowig. who belonged to the family of Sigebert's murderers. In
a similar way. Brynhildr was married to Gunnarr, himself a party
to Sigurdrs murder. Brunehild was tortured to death; she was
bound to an unbroken horse and dashed to pieces. In this incident,
Sch iit tr- sees similarity with the story (If Brynhildr's ride to the
.underworld. as it is described in the He/reid Brunh ildor .
The identification, which the author attempts, of Gudrun with
Fredegund, appears more difficult. For, in the northern story.
Gudr-iin is perhaps the noble-r of all the feminine characters. and it
is hard to associate her with the bloodthirsty, lowlv-born Fredegund, or, indeed, to agree with Dr. Schiitte.whe'n he says that: ;'im
"Hintergrund «rkenneu wir doch in leicht durchschnuender Vel'
hiillung die Lichtscheuen Muchenschaf'ten del' Fredegund
The character of Gunna rr is said to be a compound of two. In
the first part of the story, it is said, he cor-responds to Gonthram,

Reviews.
the unobtrusive brother of Sigebert, who, although not the husband
of Brunehild, adopted her son Childebert after Sigebert's death. In
the second part, where Gunnarr takes a more active place, the
author sees, as many other critics have seen, a memory of Gundicarus., leader of the Burgundians, who fell in their disastrous battle
against the Huns in 436-7.
Among other features of the present work, we may mention the
remarkable parallel which the author draws between Sigraundr and
the Burgundian King Sigismund (t 523). The death of Sigmundr's
son Sinfj otli, brought about by the guile of his stepmother, as is
told in the Edda (Fra dauoa SinjjQtla) is, indeed, strangely similar
to the death of Sigismund's son, as it is related by Gregory of Tours.
Even such a detail as the old man (Odinn, in the Edda story), finds
his counterpart here, if in a somewhat different guise,
Summing up, we may say that no previous investigator has
thrown so much light on the historical background of the Nibelung
story as Schiitte. We cannot over-estimate the value of such work
as this, even though, as it is handed down to us, the Nibelung story
may be mainly a myth. 'I'o all students of Germanic this work will
be indispensable, but there will be many who disagree with it.
G. TURvILLE-PETRE.
Publications of HH'l ISLENzKA FORNRITAFELAG.
II., V. and IV. Reykjavik, 1933-5.

Islenzk Fornrit, Vols.

Hill islenzka fornr-itafelag has undertaken to republish the Icelandic sagas, and these first three volumes are highly encouraging,
They include scholarly introductions, views of Icelandic scenery,
maps, genealogical tables and notes on the subject matter and
textual problems.
Vol. II. is edited by Sigu rdur Nordal, who is already well known
to members of the Viking Society for his edition of Orkneyinga
Saga. The volume contains Egil's Saga, together with Egils two
great poems (HQfuolausn and Sonaiorrek), printed in their appropriate places in the text. Professor Nordal brings forward much
new evidence, both from history and from the style of the saga,
which suggests that Snorri had a hand in its authorship. This
edition has, however, already been so widely noticed, that it may
suffice to endorse Professor E. V. Gordon's criticism that it is "the
best edition of an Icelandic saga that has yet been made." 1
Vol V., edited by E. 6. Sveinsson, contains Laxdcela Saga, BollajJattr and related pieces. In his introduction, the editor considers
the peculiar features which distinguish Laxdrela from other family
sagas. Although fundamentally Norse, both in material and in
expression, Laxdcela is seen to be much influenced by southern and
1 Reviews: E. V. Gordon In Me<iium .Evum, IV, pp. 209f.; Stefan Einarsson in
Journal of English and Germanic Philololl:r, 1934, pp. 562f.; Anne Holtsn ark in
Maal oil Minne (Oslo) 1935, pp. 56 f.
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romantic thought. In this saga the old school meets the new.
Nevertheless. it i, evident that this southern influence in Laxdcela
is superficial. In fact, it is most generally apparent in descriptions
of colour and of dress, in which the author takes such delight.
In other respects, Laxdcela is cast in the same fatalistic mould as
the most cla-sical sagas. Far more fundamental than the southern
influence, of which we spoke, is that of heroic legend of pre-Icelandic
dav«. For Gudrun is seen to play the part of Brynhildr, and Hrefna
that of Gudr tin Gj iikndottir.
La xdrela is a late composition, and the editor shows it to be
unlikely that it reached its present form before the middle of the
13th centurv. Its author has made extensive use of written sources,
e.g. A ri, .Yjarol'ikillga Saga (?) and perhaps Heiimr ri qa Saga. It is
particularly interesting, however, to see how strong has been the
influence of popular legend and of oral story, even at so late a date.
Indeed, the kernel of the saga most probably consists of oral
legends which have gathered around the figure of Gudrtin.
The editor gives a brief, but pleasant account of the Celtic relations of Lo xdrelu Saga, and a discussion of its ::I1S8. JIQorumllab6k,
where the saga is complete, is made the basis for the edition. In
many instances, however, the editor prefers the readings of the
fragments or of the paper transcripts. When he does so, he does
not hesitate to insert them in his text. Since it is clearly impossible
to reconstruct the original text, it is not surprising that this
arbitrary method has been severely criticised.'
Vol. IV. of this series includes Eyrbyggja and Brands t>attr
Qrl'a, edited by Einar 01. Sveinsson, together with the Greenland
sagas edited by Matthias t>oroarson.
In his introduction, Dr. Einar considers Eyrbyggja, first of all,
in relation to the verses found in its text. In general, his judgment
is conservative, and he concludes that the greater number of them
are genuine. even that of porarinn svarti (~o. 11), on which doubts
have so often been cast. An exception is maul', however. in the case
of the two berserk ver-ses in ch. XXVIII. These, the editor tells us,
cannot be the work of the berserks, to whom the saga attributes
them, because they are composed in drott krcett: The berserks themselves, however. are said to come from Sweden, where that metre is
be lieved to be unknown. In other" ords, the editor rej ects one statement in the saga because he accepts another, though that which he
accepts is stereotyped and conventional. ,,-e remember that the
monster Glarn r was also said to be a Swede, and many similar
examples could be cited.
In the second and third sections of his introduction, Dr Einar
discusses EyrbY!lyja in relation to its written and oral sources.
There need be little doubt that Eyrbyggja has made much use of
1 Cf. E. V. Gordon, on, CIt" p. 215.
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Ari and of other early documents. Nonetheless, it would seem that
Dr. Einar somewhat underestimates the importance of oral tradition
as a source for this saga. In ch. LXV., Eyrbyggja says that Snorri
godi kernr via Laxdceia SQgu. Dr. Einar, however, is satisfied that
Eyrbyggja is an earlier saga than Lo xdcelo: This reference, therefore, though found in all complete MSS., must be a later insertion.
The possibility that the author had in mind some unwritten pattI' or
even some written precursor of the present Laxdcela is not discussed.
Similarly, when Eyrbyggja (chs. XII.-!.) tells the same story as
Gisla Saga (Saga-Bibliothek, ch. XXXV!.), though in much fewer
words, the editor concludes that its source must be the written
Gisla Saga and not" common original. Gisla Saga must, therefore,
be the older of the two. Dr. Einar agrees, however, that Eyrbyggja
is the more archaic. When stories are told briefly and incompletely,
such as that of the Kjalleklingar family (ch. IX.), the editor
assumes that they must already have been written more fully in
another book, and not that the oral story was so well known that it
was considered unnecessary to repeat it.
In other respects the editor's criticism is rationalistic. In fact,
he is unwilling to believe that the ghost stories, of which this saga
contains so many, were ever thought to be true, either by the storyteller or his audience (introduction, p. XXV.). Yet nearly all of
these stories could be traced to well testified Germanic beliefs, 1 such
as peasants in many countries accept to this day. How much more
vital must those beliefs have been before 19th century materialism
had done its work. As the editor himself points out, the author of
Eyrbyggja wrote primarily as an historian (sagnfrreaingur, p. XX!.).
The introduction includes a detailed chronology and ... study of
the MSS. of Eyrbyggja. The text is printed on the same electic
principles as Laxdceia, the transcripts of Vatnshyrna being made
its basis. The general notes, printed at the foot of the text, are
short but often helpful.
With good reason, the Greenland sagas are appended to the latter
volume. The first of these, here called Eiriks saga rauaa. is printed
according to Hauksb6k, with occasional use of A.M. 557 "'to., which
some previous editors (notably Storm and Vigfusson) made the basis
of their texts. The saga may not at once be recognised under its
present name, for it has often been called after its hero l>orfinnr
karlsefni, even, apparently, by Haukr Erlendsson himself. The
present editor, however, prefers thp title of A.M. 557, where it is
called Saga Eiriks rauaa. Similarly, the Grmnlendinga Saga of the
present volume consists of the l>attr Eiriks rauaa and the Grmnlendinga patt,. of Flateyjarb6k.
1 A number of them have been Btudied by W. von Unwerth: Untersucbunees»
uber Totenkrdt und ()tjinn-verehrung bei Nordeermanen und Lappen. Breslan
1911. The Btory of the gboats at Fr6l18. ba. recently been explained on new
principle. by O. Hofler: Kultische Geheimbiiruie der Germ anen. (Frankfnrt.
1934), pp. 136 f.
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Such questions as these are discussed at considerable length in
the introduction. It is unfortunate, however, that Dr. Matthias
1>6rdarson, who is rightly respected as an archeeologist, does not
devote more space to the history of the Greenland settlements and
the discovery of America.
G. TURVILLE-PETRE.
SIGURD THE DRAGON-SLAYER, a Faroese Ballad-cycle, translated by
E. M. Smith-Dampier. 207 pp. Oxford: Blackwell (1934). 106. 6d.
net.
Merely to point out errors in the introduction, or to look for
inaccuracies in this translation would be unfair. The reviewer's
first object must be to show the excellence of this work from '"
literary standpoint. For, as the translator expressly states, one of
her chief purposes has boon to arouse in the student " R Divine
Discontent, which will lead him to acquire the Icelandic tongue,
with its Faroese offshoot, and read the ballads as they ought to be
read ,"
It will readily be agreed that Miss Smith-Dampier's translation,
preserving much of the metre of the original and its jingling rhyme,
makes pleasant reading. Nev ertbeless, admirable as her choice of

words often is. readers unacquainted with Norse, or with English
philology, may sometimes find their meaning obscure. Indeed, such
phrases as "Lithe ye now and listen" or "To seek her kempes all"
will not easily be understood by all for whom this book is intended.
Still less will the unspecialised reader be familiar with such words
as
lowe" (flame). (( dule." (( tined."
Miss Smith-Dampier's brief introduction to the ballads contains
an interesting sketch of the development of the Sigurd legends, and
could profitably be read by students who intend to study any of their
numerous branches. It must only be regretted that miss-prints or
mis-spellings in this introduction should be so frequent. Why
for instance, should we read Voluspti for VQluspti, and why should
Knut Liestel twice be referred to as Siestol?
In spite of such minor faults, however, the present work deserves
to be successful in its main object of making these neglected ballads
popular.
H

G. T. P.

THE EARLIEST NORWEGIAN LAWS. Being the Gulathing Law and The
Frostathing Law. Translated from the Old Norwegian by
LAURENCE M. LARSE~, Professor of History. University of Illinois.
New York: Columbia University Press.
London: Oxford
[ini"crsity Press, Humphrey Milford, Amen House, E.C.4. 1935.
9in. X Gin., pp. 451. Cloth, 25s. net.
The Columbia University Press is to be congratulated and
thanked for the first publication of' an English translation of these
laws.
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Professor Larsen's Introduction deals with the history of these
two codes. Gulathing Law is of particular interest to English
students because Orkney, Shetland and the Hebrides were-under it.
Gulathing was a representative assembly of delegates (chosen by
the king's barons and stewards) whose expenses were defrayed out
of the public taxes. The first business of the session was the
appointment of the loqretto, or law court, which had to examine the
business which had to come before the assembly and to make recommendations thereon.
The oldest )1S. of Gulathing Law dates from about 1150. Gulathing Law embraces laws dealing with the church, merchants,
tenancy, inheritance, miscellaneous provisions (convention of things,
oaths, insults, shipping, etc.), personal right, wergeld, theft,
redemption of 6ilal, coast defence, and a later system of wergeld,
which, the translator thinks, may not have been statutory.
A comparison of the baugatal of Grdgds, in Iceland, with the
mann-bretT of Gulathing Law, in Norway, shows that the former is
apparently the older of the two, and was probably derived from a
common prototype.
In the Icelandic scheme the first baug included the three agnates
of the first degree of kin, who shared alike; while in the second to
the fourth baugs, each included the agnates and cognates of the
same degree, the latter receiving", third less than the agnates; and
so on to the end.
In Gulathing the first four baugs were re-arranged so that the
agnates of the first degree were divided into two baugs, with a
third baug for the 1st agnatic cousin (in addition to his share of
the 2nd upnam), and gifts to 4, women; the agnates of the second
degree were omitted, because their partners, the cognates of the
second degree were grouped with the agnates of the third degree, in
the first upndm, each sharing alike; the cognates of the third degree
were grouped with the agnates of the fourth degree, in the second
upnam, each sharing alike; and the cognates of the fourth degree
were grouped with the agnates of the fifth degree, in the third
upnam, each sharing alike; while the cognates of the fifth degree,
having no vis-a-vis, were omitted; thereafter the agnates and
cognates of the sixth degree were grouped together, as in the Icelandic baugatal, the cognates receiving a third less than the agnates,
and so on to the end.
A comparative diagram is given below, of the Gragas and Gulathing wergelds, excluding later additions, such as thrall-born kin,
etc. All the kin were men, except 4, women in Gulathing.
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Icelandie~baugatal,in

Kin of slain.

OLD baug

Norse mann-bair, in Gulathing.

Gragas.

OLD baug

----1---------1father, son and
1
1
1
1

2

2

2

3

3

3
4

4

4

Kin of slain.

--1---------1
1

father and son

brother

1

2

brother

nil (see bang 4)

4

3

I-ag. co. (& upn, 2)

ago gd.-f. & gd.-son
1 worn.
-----1-cog. gd.-I. & gd.-son
2 upn.

mo., dau., sist., wife
cog. gd.-f. & gd.-BOD

..g. uncle & nepbew

3

1

ago uncle & nephew

cog. unole & nephew

3

2

cog. uncle & nephew

4

l-ag. co.

man!

l-ag. co.

- - --- -_·_------1
4

I-cog. co.

3

I-cog. co.

1
----·1---

5 sak

-------~

l-ag. co. I-rem.

5

l-ag. co. I-rem.

-

5

1

I-cog. co. I-rem.

6

2

2-ag. & cog. co.

6 mana
1

7

3

2_d" I-rem.

7

8

4

3-ag. & cog. co.

9

5

3_d" I-rem.

10

4-ag. & cog. co.

:-CLD, Civil Law
Degrees; ag., agnate; cog., cognate;
co., cousin; l-ag. co., 1st ago cousin,
etc. , f., father; d", ditto; upn.,
upnam ; Lrem., once removed.
ABBREVIATIONS

2

--1--------1-nil

2-ag. & cog. co.

3

2

2_d O I-rem.

4

8

3

3-ag. & cog. co.

5

9

4

3_d I-rem.

6

10

5

4-ag. & cog. co.

7

11

6

4_d I-rem.

8

12

7

5·ag. & cog. co.

13

8

5-d" L-rem.

O

O

9

10

-. --1-------1--I No. of men frOID and including 1st
6-ag. & cog. co.
9
14
11
cousin.
---1---------O
o No. of men from and including 1st 15 10
6_d L-rem.
12
man after upnam 3.
7-ag. & cog. co.
13
s The 13 men, 2-8 cousin incl., and 16 11
2-7 cousin once removed incl., = 13.
O
17 12
l4.
7_d I-rem.
4 The 15 men, 1-8 cousin incl., and
1·7 cousin once removed incl., = 15. 18 13"
S-ag. & cog. co.
154
This has been erroneously described as
the 15th canonical degree = 14th cousin, -'---'---'----------_.:....._--'
or a genealogy of 480 years I The 15 men included all cousins hence the 13
men included only those cousins outside the upnam ; so that' the 13th man
of the smaller group was the 15th man of the whole group.
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The Icelandic scheme corresponds with the Norse 6dal family of
6 generations (180 years).
The Gulathing scheme corresponds with the completely free
family of 10 generations (300 years), from the original freed-man
down to the 9th canonical, or 8th ON knee; i.e, the 8th cousin.
In Norway the prohibited degree of marriage with the kin
extended to the 6th cousin inclusive, and with the affinity to the
4th cousin inclusive; curtailed in the 13th century. The Icelandic
Leysingi, of 3 generations from and including the original freedthrall, were compensated down to and including the 1st cousin.
P. 159, last 2 lines; the text" Nu er modorfadr modor manns," is
translated: "If the mother of the [slain] man and her mother's
father [are living];" whereas the text stafes: "Then there is (er,
not el'u) the mother's-mother's-father of the [slain] man"; i.e.;
" the cognate great grand-father"; the mother was already provided
for in c 221; and if two recipients had been intended, the other,
necessarily, would have been the corresponding descendant: the
cognate great grand-son. The text repeats the invariable hackneyed
formula: "either of them takes," which possibly gave rise to the
fallacy. Pp. 159-160, the text: "XII aura af viganda, X alna eyris."
has been translated: "twelve oras from the slayer, or [the value
of] ten ells of wadmal "; instead of: "twelve or as from the slayer.
ten ells per ora," = 120, not 10 ells!
The ON brO!orungl', 'the father's paternal brother's son.' is
translated loosely as 'cousin,' 'cousin on the father's side.' Non,
'3 p.m.;' is translated noon instead of nones. A reader does not
expect to have to refer to the glossary for technical explanations of
such ordinary terms as cousin and noon.
The translation will not be helpful to those students who have
not got, or cannot read, the original text. What is wanted is the
text and the translation facing each other, with an exact translation
of the meticulous forensic terminology of the ON laws, considering
that there are no less than some forty-two varieties of first cousins
alone.

A. W.
OXFORD DICTIONARY OF PLACE-NAMES. By
Oxford: The Clarendon Press. 1936. Pp. xlviii

THE CONCISE

JOHNSTON.

ErLERI'

EKWALL.

+ 520.

15s. net.

It is generally recognised that Professor Ekwall's Studies of
English place-names are the most brilliant and original contributions in that department which have appeared latterly. Now, in
this monumental work of 520 pages, he has roamed over the whole
field of English place-names, doing single-handed what the English
Place-name Society are doing slowly and laboriously.
A few suggest.ions of alternative derivations may be set down for
consideration. Scumpston, Scameliston seems to spring from Old
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Danish Skarni/, Skammel I ather than from Skammlauss, shameless.
Stakesby, Staxebi from Stakkr, an eminence like a stack of hay, in
local names in Iceland. Helbeck from hella, f. fiat stone rather
than from hellir, gen. hellis, cave. Grundisburgh from grund, a
farm name in W. and N. Iceland. Groby, Groebi, from Groa, gen.
Grou, fem. n. pr. in place-names in Iceland. Scarborough from
the characteristic indentations in the cliff, skara rather than
from Skardi (l'orgils), which seems a folk etymology. Ullock from
Ulia-lcekr, wolv es' brook, rather than Ulfo-leikr, wolves' play.
Slingsby from Slyngr, Slingr, dexterous, clever, used as a pr , n.
When the English Place-Name Society has completed its work, new
light will be thrown on derivations which, at present, are subject to
doubts. No one has done more valuable pioneer work in this field
than Professor Ekwall, and his new book will remain the chief work
of reference as regards English place-names for years to come.

J. S.
THE SAGA OF HROLF KRAKI. By STELLA M. MILLS, B.A., with an Introduction by Professor E. V. GORDON. Basil Blackwell, Oxford,
1933. Pp. 110. 5s. net.
Miss ~1ills has made an excellent translation of this important
saga and Professor Gordon's introduction is a very illuminating
evaluation of the literary worth of the saga. He rightly insists that
the dissimilarities between the saga version of the legends of the
SkjQldungs and the Beowulf account of the Scyldings are much more
striking that the points of agreement. The saga has its share of
epic grandeur but it also has a share of brutality and buffoonery
which are entirely absent from the Old English poem. The saga
in fact gives the more complete and more faithful picture of
Germanic court-life in the fifth and sixth centuries. Despite the
efforts of some scholars to prove that pyle in Beowulf means
• jester' and tha.t Unferth was ... kind of court-jester, the Old
English epic has nothing comparable to the humorous episode of
Hott and his shield-wall of bones.
The translation itself is a grand work, and, we think, more than
any other rendering from Old Scandinavian into English, it has
captured all the essential qualities of the original in style and
atmosphere. The speeches of Bothvar and Hjalti on the occasion of
the struggle between Hjorvath and their lord, Hrolf, lose none of
their heroism. At the same time the humorous incidents are
rendered with the right degree of burlesque and do not become
merely farcical. A slight northern touch as in • Hott lad' for
Hottr fe/agi is singularly appropriate. The saga is presumably in
the colloquial language: the translation too is in the colloquial
language, but modern colloquial idiom is introduced with taste and
good sense. The only stylistic lapse we have noted (and some people
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would not admit it as .. blemish) is in the translation of er hans
[arit at leita as . a search was instituted' (p. 40): it might have
been more happily expressed. This only emphasises the general
excellence of the tr anslation, and )Iiss Mills is to be praised for it.
Our great regret is that the chances of publishing works of this
kind are too rare and that a great literature is therefore inaccessible to all but a few. The Viking Society and some of its members
have done something towards resolving this problem and we art' sure
that the Society remains aware of its opportunities.
A. C. CAWLEY & A. H. SMI'I"H.
LITERARY RELATIONS OF ENGLAND AND SCANDINAVIA IN THE SEVENTEENTU
CENTURY. By Ethel Seaton, M.A., F.R.S.L. Oxford: Cla rendon
Press. London: Milford. 1935. 15/-.
)Iost 'Septentrionalists' are aware that Sir Thomas Browne had
an Icelandic correspondent! and that Sir William Temple knew
something of 'Runic' poetry. It has been Miss Seaton's achievement to show that a lively interest in Scandinavian literature and
antiquities was shared by many other scholars and men of affairs.
In proving her thesis she leaves no by-path of literary history
unexplored, no relevant catalogue or register unread; even if the
quarry sometimes proves disappointing we are given an excellent
chase, whilst full documentation, fine plates, and a large bibliography tempt us to further hunting. Here is a mass of detail so
skilfully arranged that it rarely weighs down writer or reader.
Everything is careful and unhurried.
True, at first sight it may seem that in a fuller sense than Miss
Seaton is willing to admit, the survey resembles' the play without
Hamlet,' that too much of it is devoted to relations which are not
specifically literary or do not belong to the seventeenth century.
But it would be unfair to interpret the title too narrowly, and it is
at least doubtful whether "tb 'attractive virtue of the North'
would have been so attractive to Gray, Percy, and their contemporaries, but for the work of the earlier scholars and antiquarians who
figure in this book. It remains true, however, that its proportions
might have been improved by a little less attention to Elizabethan
interests and to purely political connections and a little more
b the knowledge and activity of Hickes, Nicolson and others at the
close of the century, when Icelandic goes hand in hand with AngloSaxon studies.t and some systematization of knowledge becomes perceptible. But even when )[iss Seaton strays from the strict limits
of her subj ect she offers valuable material: the next historian of
Oxford, for instance, will have to consult her full accounts of the
1 Wrongly identified by Mr. Geoffrey Keynes in the late.t edttion of Browne
with the Icelander" who comes yearly into England" mentioned in hia AccounJ
of Iceland.
2 a.g., ill the closing chapters of the Anglo-Saxon section of Ricke.'. Thesaurus.
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visits of Scandinavian scholars thither. It is strange, in these
circumstances, that she should pay so little attention to one of the
most interesting of them al1-Christian Worm (the grandson of
Ole Worm) whose lavish living at Oxford in 1696 evidently got him
into such financial difficulties that the Danish envoy had to ask his
father to send for him home. The story can be pieced together
from the Bal1ard letters, which also reveal that the young Worm
had promised Rickes a ful1 Icelandic catalogue for the Thesaurus.
The history of Worm's edition of Ari's Islendingab6k-a book of great
bibliographical interest, which, though printed at Oxford in 1696,
was not published for twenty years-is also oddly neglected. Hickes
cites this edition frequently, and its references to the Stonehenge
controversy discussed by Miss Seaton are worth noting.
The omission of any discussion of H jnlmars Saga, which Hickes
reprinted but which Nordin as long ago as 1774 claimed on good
grounds to be a forgery, is more serious, since it is still sometimes
regarded as authentic: there is an unpublished letter in the
Rawlinson Collection revealing the fact that Jonas Salanus once
half-promised Thwaites that he would translate this saga. Other
unpublished letters not noticed by Miss Seaton show that Thwaites
was intimate with Palthouius and other Scandinavian scholars.
Wanley's correspondence also deserves study in the light of the
admirable account of the knowledge of Runes given on pp. 222 fl. of
this book: and an unpublished letter from Benzelius urging Wanley
to visit Sweden and explore its literary treasures shows also that
they had been corresponding about Beowulf.
Another neglected reference which deserves a note is that in
Bodleian ~IS. Marshall 134 (a series cf letters throwing light on the
diffioulties of communication and book-transport which Miss Seaton
mentions) to an Icelandic dictionary (Andressen'sf or Worm's
Lexicon?) which Junius sent hoping it would help in the interpretation of a certain Runic inscription-possibly the Bridekirk font
(v. p. 242-where we miss Thoresbys account of the font).
On other points, however, Miss Seaton makes ful1 use of manuscript sources, especial1y the Letterbooks of the Royal Society, and
only '" few details can be added to her exhaustive survey. Thus,
Milton's knowledge of the Anlaf story might have been mentioned
on p. 204, and Temple's account of witches on p. 292; the description
of Bod. MS. Jun. 36, which is real1y a glossary to Runolphus Jonas's
Grammar-printed by Rickes as a Dictionariolum, but without
aeknowledgment-is a little misleading. To the evidence of contact
between English and Scandinavian scholarship might be added
Browne's frequent citation of Bartholinus on medical points:
Resenius's reference to Browne in 1683: and Verelius's reference to
Selden in the notes to Gautrekssaga. To the list of gifts to the
Bodleian mentioned in Appendix II. should be added that of the

Reoieios,
1697 edition of the Heimsk rinqla, presented and inscribed by Peringskiold himself.
'fhe style of the book-apart from occasional oddities such as the
allusion to the elegies on Gustavus Adolphus as signs that England
admired him so ardently' that she would not willingly let him die'
-is pleasantly plain and unpedantic. Linguists. literary critics, and
historians alike will find interest and information in its pages.

J. A. W.
'VIDsrTH. Edited by Kemp Malone. London:
Ltd. 1936. XIII. + 202 pp. lOs. 6d.

BENNETT.

:\[etllUen and Co.,

This work is :'\0. 5 in :\Iethuen's Old English Lihrary (Poetic
Texts), but is on a far larger scale than its four predecessors. While
it does not supersede Professor Chambers' edition, it is a useful
hook, not unworthy to be offered to that great scholar. to whom it
is dedicated.
In the pr esentat.ion of the text a painstaking. and, on the whole,
successful attempt has been made to represent the MS. as faithfully
as print can do it. without invading domains best left to facsimilies.
The list headed Textual T'ariants (p. 61) records, not textual
variants in the proper ser.se of that phrase (for such there cannot be
in the case of " poem for which there is only one source), but emendations admitted into the text. The editor wisely disregards the
expansion of common contractions, and the narrow spacing which
frequently occurs within words in the :\IS., but notes all other
deviations from it. These are all concerned with minor points
(chiefly word division), with the exception of a bold attack on the
locus desperaius 85-87, and emendations in lines 2, 14, 21, 62, 101, 112.
Except the ingenious Hehcan 112 (:\IS. hearan), these are all due to
earlier scholars. The capitalization and punctuation of the MS. are
recorded in the footnotes to the text. In these footnotes the emendations proposed by earlier scholars are exhaustively recorded and
discussed, but they are unfortunately overburdened with trifles: even
Sievers' usc of il for MS. p, representing a voiced sound, is sometimes recorded (see notes on 118, 131). though on p. 60 it is mentioned In a list of 'peculiarities of various texts' to be • noted here
once for all.'
In one or two points the text is to he criticised. The treatment
of onwocon (5) as two words (on wocon) in order to avoid the slight
emendation of hine (4) to him does not improve the construction
(cp. And. 683) and metre does not demand that on he regarded as a
'strest and alliterating word'· the scansion of the half-ve rse is
,:. x x x I .z. x (Type A). The comma after giellende (128) should be
d;(eted. The compound relative se be is printed as one word twice
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(77, 140), elsewhere it is divided (e.g. 2, 133). The two former
instances are noticed separately in the glossary .under sepe (one
word), though they are in no way different from the others. The
MS. always joins the two words.
The Glossary is complete, and the senses of the words in the
contexts in which they occur in the poem are generally satisfactorily
indicated. 'I'hs sense . subject,' however, is given for londbuend,
though, in its one occur renee in the poem (132), it seems to have its
general sense of . men,' . mankind.' The curious practice of the
series has compelled the editor to quote under nearly every word
an etymologically rplated form from the N.E.D., and to print it in
capitals, as if it were more worthy of the attention of students than
the meanings of the word which occur in the poem.
The consideration of Richter's views in the section of the
Introduction on metre is an advance on that in Chambers' edition.
The section on language is more detailed than that of Chambers.
It is demonstrated how mixed is the dialect of our text of the poem,
but in view of the mixture of forms in e.g. the Parker :\IS. version
of the Battle of Brunanburh, one cannot agree that this proves the
poem to be early. 'lhe syntactic tests are, perhaps, more conclusive,
but here nothing is added to Chambers' remarks.
The bulk of the Introduction is taken up by an elaborate examination of the structure of the poem. That the poem falls into three
fairly well marked sections has long been recognised (see Chambers,
p. 127), but the present editor has rather over-pressed this point,
and :his view that the poet consciously adopted a tripartite form,
writing each part rouad an ancient name-list, cannot be regarded
as proved. The poet may well have written the name-lists himself,
taking older ones as his models, and adopting formulae and metrical
forms traditional in such name-lists. In discussing these matters
the editor uses a quaint terminology of his own, employing thula
and yed in senses completely unwarranted by the history of those
words.
The legendary matter is dealt with in an extensive Glossary of
Proper Names. A number of new suggestions are made, but some
of these, such as the phonetic explanation of the i of Incgenpeow,
and the proposal to avoid the alleged inconsistency of 9 and 88 ft. by
construing wrerlogan (9) as Dat. P., cannot be endorsed. This part
of the work is not suffioient to enable the student to dispense with
Chambers' edition.
A very useful bibliography is included.
A.

CAMPBELL.

SHORT NOTICBS.
THE SAGAS OF ICELA~DERS (iSLE:'i"DINGA SOGUR). A supplement to Bibliography of the Icelandic Sagas and minor tales.
By HALLDOR
HERiIlANNSSON. London: Humphrey Mil/ord, Oxford University
Press, 1935. Pp. A. + 113, 6tin. X 9}in. lOs. net.
This book forms Islandica, Vol. xxrv., issued by the Cornell
University Press, Ithaea, New York. It gives Texts, Translations
into other languages, Individual Sagas and Tales, Works of the
Literature, History. and Civi lization of the Period, Appendix of
novels" dramas. and poems with subjects drawn from the Sagas of
Icelanders, and Index of Authors, Editors, etc.
OLAF AND HAKON. A Saga Play With an Introductory Essay on
dramatic form. By CHARLES \VHITBY, B.A., :M.D.Cantab. London:
John Bale, Sons and Danielsson, Ltd., 83-91, Great Titchfield
Street, TI'.1. 1935. Pp. 125. 4'iin. X 7tin. 2s. sa. net, postage 4d.
This book is an attempt to dramatise the struggle of Olaf
Tryggvason to oust Earl Hakon from Norway.
NORGE CANADA. A magazine (in English) for Norsemen in Canada.
General Secretary, O. H. WALBY, 18-222, Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, Canada. Issued monthly, $1.50 per year.
The present issue, Vol. II .. No.3, May, 1936, is the" Leif Erikson
Memorial Issue
SVENSK TIDSKRIFT, 1936, containing "Viking Society-ett Engelskt,
Sallskap for Studiet av Nordisk Kultur," by Professor BIRGER
NERMAN, Stockholm.
NORDMANNS FORBUNDET. Radhusgaten, 23B, Oslo, Norway. J'une.
1936. With: "The Viking Society," by ERLING MONSEN; and an
advertisement of the Society.
Icelandic books published by Snrebjorn Jonsson, Reykjavik.
HJAL~IAR OG

INGIBJORG. THE LAY OF HJALMAR. By SIGUROR BJAIl.NASOX.
1934. 4th edition. (Cloth gilt) 3s. 9d., post fr ee ,

In an interesting introduction Snrebjorn Jonsson himself does full
justice to the life and poetry of the gifted poet who was drowned at
sea at the age of 24. He revived the medieeval epic poetry of
Iceland.
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LJoihlAELI GRiMS THOMSENS. By
1935. 16 pp. 6d., post free.

U)I

SIRA. BENJutIN

KRISTJANSSON.

~EVI

HALLGRhIS PETURSSONAR OG SAURBAER A HVALFJARlJARsTRoND.
Edited by VIGFUS GV(1)IUNDSSON. 1934. 68 pp. 4s., post free.
A useful collection of information about the life and times of the
great hymn writer of the 17th century.
RAUClsKINNA (Folklore from SuClurnes), collected by JON TaORARENSEN.
1929~35.
3 vols., 96, 194, 197 pp. 13s. 3d., post free.
S.c;;./AKVER.
Edited by DR. BJORN BJARNASON.
188 pp. 6s., post free.

1935.

A reprint.

A collection of Icelandic Folklore. Vol. 1. and II. 1935-36.
reprint of this excellent volume, gathered by five Scholars
which came out in 1890-98. 16s., post free.
The great wealth of Icelandic folklore has been made accessible
by the enterprise of the propr-ietor of the English bookshop, Sneebjorn
Jonsson. Students of Icelandic may be recommended to read these
well-told tales, in modern Icelandic.
HI"LD.

.-Ie

The following book, will be reviewed in the next SAGA-BoOK:!JSL4NDS VOLKSGELOOF door P.C.:U, Sluijter, Nederlandsche Bijdragen
op het gebied van germaansche philologie en linguistik onder
redactie van J. van Dam, A. G. van Hamel, J. }I. N. Kapteyn,
.J. de Vries. Vol. VII. Haar/em: H. D. Tjeenk Willink and
ZOOIl, 1936.
HERAOSSAGA BORGARFJAROAR.
1935.

Vol. 1. Reykjadk: Ffilagsprentsmiojan,

GRETTIS SAGA AS}IUNDARSONAR, R\ND.UIANNA SAGA, ODDS pkrTR OFEIGSSONAR, ISLENZK FC,RNRIT. Vol. VII. Edited by GUIlNI J6N880N.
Rcykjarik: tus islellzka Fornritaft!lag, 1936.
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c Beaton, Rev. D.
Beck, Prof. Richard;
M.A., Ph.D.
Bedford College for
Women, London.
c Belaiew, Col. N. T.;
C.B.
Bennett, J. A. W.;
B.A.
He Bing, Dr Just
Birmingham, City of;
Public Libraries.
Bjornsson, C'llafur.
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1932
1894
1936
1936
1902
1906
1907
1907
1920
1904
1907
1909
1910
192'5
1930
1922
1936
1911
1936

1923

1916
1920
1936
1927
1907
1936
191'5
1902

Saga-Book of the Viking Society.
Blair, Dr Dorothy O.
5.; M.B., B.S.
Bodleian Library.
Borregaard, R.; M.A.
Boyde l l, Miss Edith M.
British Museum.
Brown, Arthur W. W.;
M.A., VP
H Brown, James J.
Brown, Thomas; J.P.
Brown University Lib.
Bruce, R. Stuart.
Bruce, Wi l liam A.; of
Symbister, J.P.
Bute, The Marquess of;
K.T.,T·P.
California Univ. Lib.
Cambridge, Miss
Audrey; B.A.
Cambridge Univ. Lib.
Cameron, Capt. N. O.
M.; of Garth, VP.
Campbell, Alistair;
B.A., B.Litt.
Chadwick, Prof. H.
M.; F.B.A., VP.
Chalmers, Gordon K.;
B.A., M.A.Oxon,
Ph.D.
Chambers, Prof. R. W.;
M.A., D.Litt, F.B.A.,
PP.> VP.
Chappelow , J. 5.;
F.C.:\.
Chicago Univ. Lib.
Clark, J. F.; J.P.
Natal.
Clarke, Mrs. D. E.
Martin; M.A. Cantab.
Cleveland Public
Library, U.S.A.
HC Collenberg, Dr Oscar
A.; of Packarp.
Columbia Univ. Lib.
C Coomaraswamv, Dr
A. K.

1904 Copenhagen Royal Lib.
1907 Cornell Univ. Lib.
1935 Coulston, Capt. J. H. C.
1909 C Coutts, Rev. Dr A.
1892 Cursiter, J.W.; F.S.A.

Scot., VP.
1901 Dakota, U niv. of N.
1936 H Dan.vAmerrca

Archives.
1926 H Danish Minister, The.
1937 Davis, Norman.
1910 c De Chaumont, MissN.
1929 De Gray, Hon. R. P.
1904 e Dessen, H. F.
1931 De Vries, Prof. Dr

Jan.
1930 He Dickins, Prof. Bruce.
1919 c Dixey, Mrs. A. A.
1935 Dodds, Miss Sylvia.
1926 Dowson, F. w., B.A.
1936 Drever, Prof. James;
1909
1932

1907

M.A., B.Sc., D.Ph.
Dunbar, Mrs. Duff;
F.S.A. Scot.
Dunlap, Maurice P.;
American Consul,
Bergen.
Dybwad, Jacob; Oslo.

1935 Edinburgh PublicLibs.
1924 c Edmonds, Miss S.;

VP
Edwards, G. G.
Egeland, J. J.; Norwegian Consul,
Durban.
1926 H Estonian Minister,
The.
1935 Ewing, Miss C. R. B.;
1933
1936

JA.

1936 Fairweather, W. C.
1908 e Fallows, J. A.; M.A.
1908 e Fallows, Mrs. J. A.

Members,
1936 H Farrant, HisHon. The

1935
1935
1926
1904
1930
1903
1910
1931

Deemster;
Isle of
Man.
F'ei ling, Mrs. Helga.
Ferguson Watson,
Hugh; M.D., Ph.D.
H Finnish, Minister, The.
C Flom,Prof. DrGeo. T.
Floor, Capt. A. J.
C Fortescue,
Col.
A.
Irvine; D.S.O.
Fox, Charles E.
Francis, F. C.; Coun-

cillor.
1936 He Frederick Son, Dr

Adelbert.
1933
1931
1909
1909
1 90'S
1922

1907
1930
1929
1923
1907
1930
1932
1920

Garmonsway, G. N.;
M.A., Pres.
Gaskins, Sidney S.
Georgeson, D. W.
Glasgow Caithness
Literary Association.
Glasgow Univ. Lib.
Goteborgs
Stadsbibliotek.
Grant, Dr Cormack R.
Grant, \\!alter G.
Grantham', Major W.
w., K.C., Councillor.
Gray, Donald C.
HC Gray, H. St. George.
Gray, J. N.; D.S.O.
Griffiths, P. J.; B.A.
Grondahl, 1. c.. M.A.,

Councillor.
1912 C Grundtvig, C. F.
1907 Gunn, John; D.Sc.
1935 Gunn, Walter H.
1936
1935

1902

Haigh, E. Varley;
C.B.E.
Hamburg, Staats-undU niversi tatsBibliothek.
Hamilton, Sir Robert
\V.; V P., Trustee.

3°3
I

Harvard College Lib.
Hawksley, Richard G.
Heddle, W. J.
He lg ason , Sira Magniis.
Hel weg, J. H.; M.A.
Hermannsson, Dr
Halldor.
1926 Hiersemann, Karl W.
1932 Hills, Noel G.; B.Sc.
1904 Hodgkin. R. H.
1936 Homan, Wm.
MacLean.
1936 HC Horn, Dame KarinGustafsdotter de.
1894 C Horsford, Miss
Cornelia C. F.; VP.
1907 Hourie, \\'. L.
191 IC Hulbert, H. J.
1936 Hurst, Colonel G. T.

1909
1935
1907
1932
1936
1914

1930

Iowa, Library, State
Univ. of Iowa.

1895 C Jerrold, Mrs Clare.
1936 j ewitt, A. R.
1931 Jobling, A.; F.R.A.S.,

Councillor.
193 I

1892

1927
190e

1936
1904

Johnson, (Hafur; ViceConsul for Spain,
Iceland.
C Johnston,
A.
W.;
K.St.O., K.I.F.,
F ounder and H on.
Secrctar y, PP., VP.
H Johnston, Mrs A. W.
Johnston, Colonel H.
Halcro;
C.B.;
C.B.E., D.L., Orkney.
J olivet, Prof. Alfred.
Jones, T. Davies; H on.
Solicitor and Hon.

Auditor.
1931 H Jonsson, Snoebjorn.
1925 Jorgensen, J.; VP.
1931

Keiller, Alexander;
F.S.A.
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1926
1928
1931
1902
1921

1927
1926
1894
1906
1931
1936
1930
1929
1933
1935
1925

1935
1937
1907
1933
1935
1937
1936
1931
1928

1901
1933
1914

Saga-Book of the Viking Society.
Kelchner, Miss G.;
M.A.
Kendrick,T.D.;M.A.,
F.S.A., VP.
Kiel, Universita-sBibliothek.
e Kitching, John.
Knudsen, Sir Karl;
K.B.E., VP.
Landstad, H.;
M.I.Mech.E.
H LatvianMinister, The.
Laughton, Dr J. M.;
Councilior.
Lennie, M. S.
Lewenhaupt, Count
Eric.
Lindholm, A.; Swedish
Consul, Durban.
Liverpool Public Libs.
Lloyd-Willey, W.;
Councillor.
Louttit, \V. Easton;
Jr., Ph.B.
Lunn, Iver.
e Lynam, E. W.;
M.R.I.A., VP.
McColl, A. E.
H Mackinnon, James.
Mackintosh, James A.
McMurtrie, F. E.;
.-\.I.N.A., Councillor,
MacNish, David; J.P.,
M ..-\., M.B., F.R.G.S.
McPherson, R. S.
He Mahr, Dr Adolf.
Malone, Prof. Kemp.
Man.; Museum and
Ancient Monuments
Trustees.
Manchester Public
Libraries.
Manchester Univ. Lib.
Maples, Ashley K.

1907
1905
1909
1933
1910
1913
1930
1894
1926
1935
1907
1909
1909
1924
1909
1935

1925
1930
1936
1902
1902
1907
1898
189 7
1907
1903
1926
1926

1932

Mawer, Allen; M.A.,
Litt.D., F.B.A., VP.
Mellor, A. Shaw; M.A.,
M.B.Cantab, VP.
C Melville, Dr W. S.
Mesterton, Erik.
Millar, R. J. G.
Minnesota Univ. Lib.
Mitchell, John; M.A.
Cantab.
C Moffat, A. G.
Monsen, Erling; VP.
Montgomerie, Lt.-Com.
J. R. C.; R.N.
Mooney, John; F.S.A.
Scot.
C Mouat, John.
Mowat, John; F.S.A.
Scot.
Miinchen, Bayerische
Statsbibliothek.
e Munro, Rev. D.; D.D.
M urray- Threipland,
P. W.; F.S.A.
Scot.
Nerman, Prof. Dr
Birger.
Neurohr, J. F.; M.A.
Neville, Miss K. J.
Newberry Library.
N ewcast le-on-Tyne
Public Library.
New York Hist. Society.
New York Public Lib.
H Nicholson, A. C.
Nicolson, Miss
Catharine.
Nielsen, Hans C.
H Norwegian Chamber
of Commerce.
H Norwegian Minister;
The
O'Dell, A. C.; M.Sc.,
F.R.G.S., Co uncillor,

Members.
19 1 3
1931

Ohio State Univ. Lib.
Olafsson, Miss
Irigibjo rg ; K.I.F.,
Councillor.
lliJ07 Omond, James.
1897 Oslo Univ. Lib.
1935 Oswald, Miss M. M.
1936 Otte, Mrs H.
1936
1918
1923
1902
1907
1930
1931
1907

1908
1935
1934
19 2 6
193 0

19 0 7
193 1

19 0 7
193 0
1935
1935

Packard, Arthur \\!.;
Ph.B., M.A.Oxon.
e Paterson, Dr D. R.
Paton, H. M.
e Patterson, A.H.; M.A.
Peace, William G.
Pease, Edw. R.
Pegge, Ernest L.
Portland, TheDukeof;
K.G., VP.
e Pottinger, Dr J. A.
Press, Mrs Muriel
A.C.
Princeton Univ. Lib.
Prussian State Library.
Ramsden, Geo. T. ;
J.P., M.A. Cantab.
(d. Oct. 9, 1936).
Ratter, Wm. w.
Ravndal, Consul
General G. Bie.
Reading Univ. Lib.
Rendall, Robert J.
Rettshistorisk Kommisjon, Oslo.
e Ritch, A. J.
Rosholt, H.
Ross, Mrs A. S. C.
Ruff, J. B.

1935 St. Olaf CoIl.; U.S.A.
1903 e Salvesen, Rt. Hon.
1936

Lord; VP.
Sandbach, Mrs F. H.;
Councillor.

1892 H Saxby Mrs. Jessie
1935
1907
1930
1932
1906
1912

1907
1912
1928
1930
1932
1913
1907
1926

M. E.; VP.
Saxon, Robert; B.Sc.
Scotland National Lib.
Selby, Miss Alice;
M.A.Cantab.
e Selby, G. E.
e Simpson, A. Maclean.
Sinclair, Rt. Hon. Sir
Archibald; Bt., M.P.,
C.M.G., VP.,Trustee.
Sinclair, \Villiam.
e Sinclair, \\'. R.
He Singer, Prof. Dr S.
Size, Nicholas.
Skagf iora, K. O.
Sloan, MrsMarieC.A.
Small, John.
Smith, Dr A. H.;

PP., VP.
1935
191 I

Smith, Miss Q. L.;
B.A.
Smith-Dampier, Miss
N.; F.R.G.S., PP.,

VP.
1935 C Stacpoole, Miss G. C.
1935 Stanyon, Miss Elsie;

F.R.G.S.
1894 H Stefansson, Dr J6n;

VP
1935
1909
1909
1907
1909
1908

1926
1926

Stein, W. J.; Ph.D.
e Stephenson, Mrs
Morton.
H Steveni, W Barnes.
Stockholm Royal Lib.
Stuart, Sheriff Dudley.
Sutherland-Grseme, P. ;
of Grsemeshall,
C.B.E.
H Swedish Chamber of
Commerce, London.
H Swedish Minister, The.

1922 Tait, A. C. Fraser.
1921 e Tait, E. S. Reid.
1907 Thomason, Mrs

James; J.P.
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Saga-Book of the Viking Society.

Thompson, H. V.; M.A.
Thompson, Miss Joyce
Hamilton; B.A.
Cantab.
1936 Thornton, Miss C.
Grace; B.A.,
Coun cillor,
1902 Toronto Public Lib.
1937 Tottenham, MissE. L.;
F.R.G.S.
1907 Traill, Capt. H. L.
Norton; F .S.A.Scot.,
F.R.G.S.
1907 Traill, William; of
Holland, J.P.
1936 Tregarneth, George;
F.R.G.S.
1903 Trinity ColI. Lib.;
I.F.S.
1933 Tucker, Miss S. J.;
B.A.
1935 Turner, G. Creswell;
J.P., F.L.S.,
F.R.G.S.
1936 Turville-Petre, G.;
Councillor,
1930
1935

1907

Unst Working Men's
Society.

Van Hamel, Prof. Dr
A. G.
1930 Vassar College Lib.
1930 Vaughan, Miss Emma
St.J.; Councillor.
193 1 Victoria, Public
Library of ; Australia.
1930

H)30
19 11
1928
1936
1930
1930
1909
193 1
1935
1933
193 1
1906

\\. adstein, Prof. Dr
Elis.
vv ales, l'\ ational Lib.
\\"ales, Univ. College.
vv alker, \\"illiam A.
w allace, Miss D. F.
\\"harton, Leonard C.;
M.A., H 011. Treasurer
\\Tick, Carnegie Lib.
Wilding, Ed.; C.B.E.
Wilson, John
Falkingham.
w oodward, Mrs A. K.
Wright, C. E.
Yale University.

1894 H Zetland, The
1936

Marquess of; VP.
Zoega, Geir H.

